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ABSTRACT
This dissertation begins with an examination of texts from Mari dating to
the early second millennium B.C., mainly in the form of cultic lists, which provide us
with the earliest evidence for a cult of Anat. Since much of the evidence comes to us
in the form of her divine name used as part of theophoric personal names, a
comparison is made between Mari personal names and those from Ugarit which
include the divine element 'Anat'. An investigation is also made into the various
etymologies proposed for the divine name in an attempt to ascertain information on
her earliest nature.
Attention is then focused on the character of Anat from New Kingdom
Egypt where we find she had a close relationship with the kings of the nineteenth
dynasty, and Ramesses II in particular. From the inscriptional, iconographic and
literary evidence we are able to obtain a far more detailed picture of her character in
Egyptian theology than from Mari, and a comparison is made between this Egyptian
Anat and what we know of her character from Ugarit. Thanks to the iconographic
evidence from Egypt which often provides the names of the deities it portrays, the
opportunity is taken to examine all the major 'anonymous' pieces which have been
claimed to represent Anat, mostly from Syria-Palestine, and to compare them with the
Egyptian portrayals. An attempt is made to evaluate the claims for such identification,
and the tenuous nature ofmaking such claims is discussed.
Finally, the investigation turns to the greatest body of evidence which can
be brought to bear on the character ofAnat - the texts from Ugarit. After a discussion
of her titles and epithets from which we obtain a 'skeleton' of her character, the study
proceeds to examine her character and role as it is developed in Ugaritic myth. All of
the relevant material is translated and comparisons between texts, both within the
corpus of Ugaritic material itself and references external to Ugarit, are handled in a
way that remains sensitive to the complex issue of context in which the references are
found. Recent studies on the character of Anat, which often rely on a reconstruction
taken from many disparate sources and melded together irrespective of context, are
assessed in the light of these new translations. Hand in hand with the mythic texts
which arc a rich source for our understanding of the character of Anat are the cultic
texts such as god-lists and offering-lists, which give us a direct insight into the
Ugaritic cult of Anat. Therefore, these texts arc also examined and a comparison is
made between her mythic role, and her status in the cult.
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INTRODUCTION
The prominent role of the goddess Anat in the Baal Cycle and the Aqhat
narrative presents us with a striking figure from Late Bronze Age Ugaritic myth. The
picture of her hacking off heads and hands and wading through the blood and gore of
those she has just slain, and the complex scheme she devises to murder Aqhat in order
to get her hands on his composite bow, are at once both fascinating and disturbing,
leaving a strong impression in the mind of the reader. At times she threatens to
overshadow other important characters in the narratives such as Baal, Athirat, or even
El himself. She is presented as a character whose dynamic vitality within the narratives
is manifested in a personality which is surprisingly independent, exemplified in the
threats she issues against El, the head of the Ugaritic pantheon.
However, if we were to focus only on this facet of her character we
would overlook the richness and complexity of her personality with which she is
depicted in the narratives. She demonstrates great concern for the welfare of Baal,
mediating between him and her father El. When Baal has descended into the
underworld, she mourns over his death along with El, and searches for his body,
weeping when she comes upon it. It is also with Anat that we find a scene of immense
pathos in the description of her yearning for her dead brother Baal (1 6.ii).
It is surprising, in view of the strength of her personality presented in
these myths, that so few monographs have been dedicated to this goddess.
Virolleaud's book length study (1938) came after a series of articles on Anat, but
progress of our understanding of the Ugaritic texts has superseded this pioneering
work. The first dissertation dedicated to Anat was that ofEaton (1964) who set about
the task of drawing together all the available information on the goddess. He began
with the Akkadian texts from Mari and carried his study through to the late first
millennium Aramaic material, covering Egyptian, Ugaritic and Hebrew material on the
way. The importance of his work should not be underestimated, since it was the first
attempt to draw such a large body of disparate material together into a single study,
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achieving all of this within the space of 125 pages. I am not advocating that we judge
a book by its thickness, but Eaton's work draws together such a large volume of
material that there is little room for detailed discussion within the confines of his
dissertation; we see this, for example, in the fact that he did not attempt a translation
of the Ugaritic texts but rather relied upon contemporary translations to analyse
various aspects of Anat's character. Thus, although Eaton's work is of primary
importance in gathering together the data for an investigation of Anat, it still leaves
room for discussion on almost every aspect that he addressed.
Five years later came the study of Kapelrud (1969). This small scale
study, a little over a hundred pages, promised to provide a detailed analysis of the
character of the goddess in the Ras Shamra (i.e. Ugaritic) texts. However, although
he provides a fairly comprehensive discussion of the goddess' character in the
Ugaritic myths, the translations he offers are seldom given sufficient philological basis
to be authoritative, and his assessments arc often at a level that is too superficial for
his work to be of lasting interest in the history of the study ofAnat.
In 1971 the first English language edition of Cassuto's Ha-'Ela 'Anath
{The Goddess Anath) became available, twenty years after its first publication in
Hebrew. This valuable work provided many fresh insights into the study of Ugaritic
literature and its relationship with that of Hebrew. However, despite the title, this was
not a monograph dedicated to a study of Anat per se, but a translation and
commentary on tablets V AB (KTU 1.3) and VI AB (KTU 1.1) and some various
fragments. Already by the time of its publication into English it was considered as
being dated, but it contains valuable observations on philology, and a detailed
description of the tablets themselves, that makes this work well worth consultation.
The next study dedicated to Anat came in the dissertation of Bowman
(1978). Unlike Eaton and Kapelrud before him, Bowman began with a translation of
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all the Ugaritic texts in which we find the goddess Anat, beginning with the Baal
Cycle and ending with various 'miscellaneous' texts. He then turned his attention to a
study of her epithets, before dedicating chapters to Anat in Mesopotamia, in Palestine,
Syria and Greece, in Egypt, and in Aramaic evidence. In scope this was equal to
Eaton, excepting the latter's iconographical study, but was over double the length of
the earlier work. This dissertation is a valuable source for the study of Anat, bringing
together a vast amount of information and updating the earlier work of Eaton.
However, the work is marred by Bowman's approach to the Ugaritic texts which is
dominated by the fertility cult theory, to the extent that he attempts to interpret every
action of Anat in terms of its potential for aiding Baal in producing his fertilising rain.
On page 263 he concludes that Anat is a violent goddess and that this must have
fulfilled some function in the cult. Bowman's overriding theory that Anat's violence
was directly related to Baal's function to provide fertility through the rain, distorts his
interpretation of the texts to such an extent that when discussing Anat in the Aqhat
narrative, for example, he dismisses this narrative as unable to provide any significant
data on Anat's character (106) because she is not depicted as working to promote
Baal's fertility! With judgements such as these, and with the cursory interpretations he
gives for each of the passages translated, coupled with his use of the fertility cult
theory, Bowman's work is one that should be treated with much caution.
Such was the state of scholarship on the goddess Anat at the time the
present work was begun. It was obvious that a study on the scale of Eaton and
Bowman, although valuable as a source of data for further study, would be severely
restricted in the amount of discussion that could be entered into. On the other hand, it
was felt that any study that concentrated solely on the Ugaritic evidence, which is by
far the most important for a proper understanding of the goddess' character, would
have to take a proper account of the evidence for the history of her cult and its
diversity in neighbouring areas. Thus it was felt that a study which restricted itself to
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evidence dating from the second millennium B.C. would strike the correct balance
between the volume of data that would need to be examined, and the need for an
analysis of that data.
A second problem that became clear from reading earlier work on this
goddess was the unhesitating use that was made of data from disparate cultures to
supplement her character. There did not seem to be any barrier in time or space to the
use of material from Mesopotamia, or Egypt, for example, to reconstruct Anat's
Ugaritic character in those areas where our knowledge was incomplete. Therefore it
was decided that this study would attempt to hold data from different cultures
separately, and only once a picture of the goddess was built up for that specific body
of data, would comparisons be drawn between different traditions. In this way it was
hoped that what was specifically Egyptian, for example, would not become confused
into a general picture of Anat that incorporated all the material but that was
indigenous to no single tradition.
Two years into this project saw the publication of a further dissertation
which concentrated on the goddess Anat. Neal Walls' The Goddess Anat in Ugaritic
Myth was published in 1992 and promised to be a milestone in the history of research
on this goddess. As its title suggests, Walls concentrates specifically on Anat as she is
depicted in the Ugaritic texts, although extensive use is made of comparative material.
Walls attempts to go beyond a simple philological analysis of the texts to approach the
mythical meanings embedded in the narratives, which give us the clues to reconstruct
the character of Anat. After his introduction, he devotes over sixty pages to a
carefully developed analysis of comparative material that can be used to achieve a
greater understanding of Anat's character. This excellent study forms an interesting
forward to his analysis of the goddess in the remainder of his book; however, when
we come to the study of the Ugaritic material itself, there are many problems of
interpretation at both the level of philology and at the narrative level. Walls' often
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astute observations are sometimes negated by his attempt to pursue his dominating
thesis that the goddess Anat was a virgin goddess, who never engaged in sexual
intercourse with Baal, and who was an "adolescent tomboy". Rather than present a
developed criticism ofWalls' thesis here, the many points of disagreement between us
are discussed in the following chapters. However, with all this being said, his study is
full of illumination and is an essential part of any study of the goddess Anat today.
In the following work I present material from Mari, Egypt and Ugarit as
the three main centres from which we find substantial evidence for worship of this
goddess. The texts from Ugarit provide us with the best picture of Anat worship in
the second millennium, and the material from this ancient city is large enough to
warrant three separate chapters. The first deals with the important collection of texts
known to come from the hand of the scribe Ilimilku where we find Anat in the Baal
Cycle and Aqhat narrative. This is followed by a chapter on other mythical texts and
fragments in which Anat plays a part. Finally, an examination is made of the cultic
texts in order to compare how Anat was perceived in cult and myth. Throughout, I
have attempted to keep different categories of material separate, my intention is to
investigate the picture of the goddess that emerges from the different traditions.
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My assessment of the character of the goddess Anat in the second
millennium B.C. begins with an understanding of the earliest historical context in
which this goddess can be placed,1 for it is only when we have certain evidence of her
'roots', and hence the linguistic and cultural milieu of her origins, that we are in a
strong position to judge the merits of each theory. However, I am not suggesting that
the goddess was necessarily 'born' in the culture for which we have the earliest
written evidence,2 merely that this has to be the starting point for our investigation. In
what follows I will present the evidence for the worship of a goddess (h)a na at from
the earliest written documentation, which happens to be from Mari, down to the
presence of the goddess 'nt in the pantheon of Ugarit. Whilst we cannot be certain of
there being any relationship between the goddess of these cultures, they share the
same name and it is a fairly safe working hypothesis to assume that there is a
connection and that they ultimately share common roots, although this is not to
presuppose anything about their characters at Mari and Ugarit.
The earliest material comes from Mari, and consists solely of references to
the divine name in god lists, offering lists, etc., as well as being the divine element in
many theophoric personal names. I will present all of the material known at the
present time in order to give an indication of the varied contexts in which this divine
name occurs. References to Anat apart from those from Mari, are very scarce, limited
to a few Old Babylonian theophoric personal names which will also be presented. In
1 'Historical' is used in the sense of linguistic, and hence written, evidence for the worship
of the goddess Anat.
2Thc knowledge that her name belongs to the Semitic lexicon docs not necessarily entail a
knowledge of the culture in which she was first worshipped, since a culture is vastly more
complex than its linguistic inheritance.
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contrast, the goddess Anat plays a prominent role in the material from Ugarit where
she is included in myths, pantheon lists, offering lists, etc., and also in personal names
from this period. As a first step in our investigation I shall present the Akkadian
material and discuss Anat's inclusion in Akkadian personal names. I shall compare
them with Ugaritic personal names, and finally discuss the various etymologies that
have been proposed for the name of Anat.
1.2. THE DIVINE NAME FROM MARI TO UGARIT
Scholars recognised Anat as a goddess without knowing very much about
her character long before the spectacular discoveries made at the site of ancient Ugarit
(e.g. de Vogue 1868); however, our clearest insight into her character comes from the
texts excavated at Ras Shamra. Half a century before the discoveries at Ras Shamra,
Eduard Meyer (1877) critically discussed the proliferating identifications between this
goddess and a host of other similarly named deities from the ancient Near East,
bringing philological order to scholarly confusion. Albright, in his The Evolution of
the West Semitic Divinity 'An-'Anat-'Atta (1925), put forward his influential views on
the evolution of the divine name a full five years before the first Ugaritic tablets were
unearthed. The present lack of scholarly consensus on the character and role of the
goddess, even with the benefit ofUgaritic mythic narratives to guide us, has resulted
in a wide diversity of opinion on the etymology of the divine name. More recent
archaeological excavation, notably at Mari, has considerably broadened our
knowledge of the history of the worship of Anat, although little has been found
beyond the mundane inclusion of her name in various lists that would allow us to flesh
out her character at Mari. This widening of the historical context ofAnat worship aids
us in our search for the etymology of the divine name, and it is in this light that I shall
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begin my analysis of the divine name with a brief review of the earliest recorded
material relating to the veneration ofAnat.
1.2.1. Anat at Mari and in other Old Babylonian Sources
The earliest literary reference to Ugarit (IJg-ga-ra-afi1) at present comes
from Ebla in a list of 289 cities dated to the 24th century B.C. (TM.75.G.2231.1.5
Pettinato 1978; Liverani 1979 1296); however, as far as I am aware, no mention has
yet been found of the goddess Anat at Ebla, not as part of a divine name, nor a
personal name, nor a geographic name.3 Matthiae's (1980 138; 1984 22) identification
of Anat on a Mardikh MB cylinder seal standing alongside Hadad is an intriguing
possibility, but has no supporting evidence to commend it. Ugarit, as a geographic
name and ethnic label, appears several times in the archives excavated at Tell el-Hariri
(ancient Mari).4 Discovered in 1933, Mari, situated mid-way along the Euphrates, was
a predominantly Amorite city-state during the early 18th century B.C. when it reached
the height of its influence and power under the reign of Zimrilim.5 Subsequent
archaeological excavations have recovered in excess of twenty thousand cuneiform
tablets from some of the many rooms of the palace ofZimrilim (Dossin 1938), giving
a terminus ad quern for their composition of c. 1760 B.C.6 One of the more interesting
3A scrutiny of the indices of the following sources reveals no mention of Anat: Edzard
(1981), Archi and Biga (1982), Pomponio (1983), Biga and Milano (1984), Edzard (1984), Archi
(1985), Sollberger (1986), Archi (1988), Krebernik (1988). For a well balanced popular
introduction to Ebla and the controversy surrounding its interpretation, see Bermant and
Weitzman (1979). Two first hand accounts of the site and its epigraphic finds are provided by
Matthiae (1980) and Pettinato (1981).
4U-ga-ri-tirrr, U-ga-ri-itki. Inter alia ARM 25.43.7'; 46, side; 60.3'; 118.33; 154.17; 303.3;
340.tr.4; 359.5'; and the references given in ARM 16/1.
5Recent studies on Mari include Dallcy (1984), Malamat (1989). On the Amorites see
Kenyon (1966), Haldar (1971), Liverani (1973), and Mendenhall (1992) with bibliography.
6Using the 'middle' chronology. The date for the accession of Hammurabi (a
contemporary of Zimrilim who destroyed Mari) is dependent on the interpretation of
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occurrences which gives us a tantalising impression of international relations is found
in a letter sent to Zimrilim from Hammurapi, king of Yamhad (Liverani 1979 1297),
concerning the desire of the king of Ugarit, written in line 5 as awll U-ga-ri-ifikl\ to
visit the famous palace at Mari (Schaeffer 1939 16 n.2). From a much later period
(late 13th to early 12th century) we find a letter at Ugarit (RS 34.142) which was
probably sent from Mari to a commercial contact in Ugarit concerning a transaction of
horses (Lackenbacher 1984). It is at Mari then that we find our first historical
evidence for the worship of the goddess Anat. Orthographically her name appears
predominantly with an initial h; this is a feature ofAmorite phonetics which represents
' with h, at the beginning, in the middle and at the end of words (Jean 1950 70;
Oldenburg 1969 83, Fronzaroli 1977 150; Hallo and Tadmor 1977 4). As a divine
name, it is regularly preceded with the semantic classifier DINGIR (= ilu 'god'), and
this is also the case when it is part ofpersonal names and geographical names.
1.2.1.1. The Divine Name in Sacrificial Lists
The goddess dHanat takes her place alongside many other deities in
several sacrificial lists from Mari; the most extensive is that published by Dossin
(1950).
1.2.1.1.1. Dossin (1950)
1 6 immerdtum [a]-na niqem (=ZUR-ZUR-RI)
a-na dNin-e-gal
2 immerdtum a-na dSamaS Sa Sa-me-e
astronomical observation of the planet Venus recorded during his reign, giving rise to several
possibilities. Dalley (1984) accepts the 'long' chronology which places the accession of
Hammurabi in 1848 B.C., whereas in Crawford's (1991 20) more recent estimation, "most
scholars now favour the middle date of 1792", i.e. the middle chronology . This latter chronology
dates the destruction of Mari to around 1760 B.C. Further references and discussion in Malamat
(1989 1 n.2).
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1 immerum a-na ^IStar Sa e-kdl-lim
5 6 immerdtum a-na ^Da-gan
6 immerdtum a-na ^Nin-hur-sag-ga
6 immerdtum a-na ^SamaS
2 immerdtum a-na ^Sin
6 immerdtum a-na ^I-tdr-me-er
10 7 immerdtum a-na ^Di-ri-tim
6 immerdtum a-na ^An-nu-ni-tim
[2] immerdtum a-na l'lGI-KlJR
6 immerdtum a-na ^Addu
2 immerdtum a-na ^N[a-a]n-ni
15 2 immerdtum a-na ^H[a-n]a-at
6 immerdtum a-na **Nergal (=Nfe-UNU-GAL)
6 immerdtum a-na ^E-a
2 immerdtum a-na ^IStar
2 immerdtum a-na ^Be[let] A-ga-di
20 2 immerdtum a-na ^Nu-mu-u8-da
2 immerdtum a-na ^Ki-Si-tim
2 immerdtum a-na Hi-Sa-mi-tim
2 immerdturn a-na ^Marat al-tim
1 immerum a-na ^Nin-kar-ra-ak
25 1 immerum a-na IS-ha-ra
1 immerum a-na ^Belet-hi-sa-ri







In line 15 we find 2 sacrificial sheep destined for the goddess Hanat.
According to Dossin (1950 47), Hanat appears in this list as one of four local deities
along with IStar 8a ekallim (Ishtar of the palace), IGI-KUR, and Hisamitum (the lady
ofHisamta). In Dossin's view, the importance of this document lies in the summary of
lines 27f in which we read that 87 sheep of the round/totality (si-hi-ir-ti) of the
houses of the gods (bit ilani, construct singular used as a plural, cf. von Soden 1952
§64.1) in Mari are listed. He interpreted this as meaning (1950 42),
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...nous avons la preuve formelle que les divinites qui beneficiaient des
offrandes royales sont enumerees au complet.7
However, subsequent publications have added other deities not found in
Dossin's list but who nonetheless received state subsidised offerings and who
therefore must be included within the pantheon of officially recognised deities.
Lambert (1985 527) has compiled a list of sixteen such gods, and we can now only
conclude with certainty that Dossin's list represents those deities who each received
an offering on the particular date of this text, the 27th day of the month Liliatum, and
in this particular ceremony. There is no question of Dossin (1950) being a
comprehensive list of every deity officially recognised or funded at Mari.8
Dossin also attempted to interpret the number of sacrificial victims offered
to each deity as an indication of their relative order of importance. This gives the
following order:9

























7A conclusion accepted also by Gelb (1954 270).
8See the discussion of sacrificial lists and deities in ARM 21 16f. and ARM 23 23 If.
9Ln those cases where deities are offered the same number of sacrificial animals, they are
listed in the order in which they occur in the text.
10Although die text is damaged at this point, we can be fairly certain of the numeral 2
since this is required to make the running total equal to the given total of 87 sacrificial animals in
line 27.
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However, it is clear that if this is a correct interpretation, the list itself
does not follow this order; Dossin (1950 46) proposes that the actual order of the list
may reflect a topographical reality, and appeals to the fact that in the list Ninhursag
immediately follows Dagan, whilst archaeological evidence seems to point to the close
proximity of their temples at Mari.
In the light of newly published texts, unavailable to Dossin, his suggestion
that we might rank the relative importance of the gods by comparing the number of
offerings made to each appears to be mistaken. Looking only at the three offering lists
which mention Anat (Dossin 1950; ARM 23.255; 23.279), it becomes clear that the
number of offerings made to a particular deity can vary between lists: compare the
seven sheep offered to Diritum in Dossin (1950), the most offered to any of the gods
in that list, to the single sheep offered to her in ARM 23.279 in which Anat is offered
two sheep. However, recent work by Bardet et al. (1984 244f.) seems to show a close
(although not perfect) correlation between the ten most mentioned deities in the
administrative texts and those deities in Dossin (1950) who received seven or six
sheep. We can only conclude that our knowledge of the state and palace theology at
Mari is still uncertain, although a tentative conclusion is that Anat was not considered
among the most important deities in the pantheon at Mari.
As for the actual order in which the gods appear in any of the lists, we
cannot be certain what logic was at play. It may simply be a purely arbitrary order,
although this is unlikely. On the other hand, it may reflect the status of the individual
deities, irrespective of the number of victims offered to each, but since there appears
to be no rigid order between texts, we would have to restrict such a relative ranking
to each particular ceremony described by the list; we should note that although texts
verify the importance of the deities Dagan and Itur-Mer at Mari (Lambert 1985), it is
certainly not the case that they always come at the head of lists. As for Dossin's
hypothesis that the order of the list results from the proximity of temples in the city of
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Mari, there is also the possibility that it reflects a ceremonial procession through the
city (Eaton 1964 11) which might be dictated by the geographical proximity of the
respective temples." However, there are many variables involved in any religious
procession. Would such a procession start from the edge of the city and work its way
inwards, or from the middle out to the edge calling in turn to temples in close
geographical proximity? On the other hand, would it begin from the most important
temple and work down to the least important, or perhaps work its way up from the
least to the most important? Or would it follow some scheme dictated by a theological
ideology which would be impossible for us to predict? Unfortunately we are in no
position at present to establish what the historical reality was. Durand (1983 17) has
recently suggested that the gods who appear in the administrative texts do not
represent a 'pantheon' of Mari but rather those gods who were worshipped in
'chapelles palatiales' by the staff, family and harem of the king, although ARM 23 245
warns against making such a clear separation between the religious life of the palace
and that of the temples and sanctuaries under the political hegemony of Mari. To be
honest, the uncertainties of Mari theology far outweigh what we know from this list
of offerings. What we can be certain of is that a deity dHanat appears in the list, that
she is offered two sacrificial sheep, that she appears to be a deity of West Semitic
origin rather than one of the East Semitic deities which form a major part of this list,12
and that it is unlikely that she played a major role in this particular ceremony.
"Compare the description of the NIN.DINGIR festival procession at Emar (Fleming
1992).
12Dossin (1950 46) states that of the 25 divinities who appear in the list, 15 are known
from the Sumero-Akkadian pantheon. These he lists as: Nin-egal, Ninhursag, samas, Sin,
Annunit, Addu, Nanni, Nergal, Ea, Istar, Belet Agadi (Lady of Akkad), NumuSda, Kisilum (Lady
of Kis), Nin-karrak, and Ishara.
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1.2.1.1.2. ARM 23.255
(1) 6 udu-nila2-ha (2) siskur2-re (3) a-na di-tur-me-er (4) 6 udu-nita2 (5)
dim7-ma (6) 1 udu-nita2 (7) a-na dnin-^-\gal] (8) 1 udu-nita2 (9) a-na
dsl-ir-pi-im (10) 2 udu-nita2 (11) a-na dha-na-at (12) sunigin 16 udu-ha
(13) dim7-ma (14) i-na ma-rikl (Tr.lt.15) iti dnin-bi-ri (16) U4 7-kam
This much shorter offering list, like Dossin (1950) discussed above,
specifies 2 sheep (UDU.N1TA = immeru; Borger 1988 188) for the goddess Hanat
(lines 10-11). The physical order in this list differs from that of Dossin (1950): the
relative positions of Itur-Mer and Nin-egal are reversed so that in this list Nin-egal is
placed after Itur-Mer although seven sacrificial animals are allotted Nin-egal as
opposed to the six of Dossin (1950); Sirpim does not occur in Dossin (1950) at all;
Hanat retains the same relative position beneath Itur-Mer and Nin-egal and is allotted
the same number of sheep as in Dossin (1950). Again, this text tells us very little
about the character ofAnat.
1.2.1.1.3. ARM 23.279
(1)2 udu-nita2 (2) siskur2-re (3) I fdIM-du-ri (4) a-na dha-na-at (5) 1
udu-nita2 (6) a-na ddi-ri-tirn (7) 1 udu dim7-ma (8) 2 udu-nita2 (9) a-na
gis-bansur lugal (10) sunigin 6 udu-ha (11) dim7-ma (12) i-na ma-rikl
(13) iti dnin-bi-ri (14) U4 27-kam
This small text records the dispensation of six sheep; three were provided
for an offering by Adad-duri, a senior court lady with wide ranging administrative
responsibilites during the reign of Zimrilim (Batto 1974 64f.; Lambert 1985 527), to
Anat (two sheep) and Diritim (one sheep), whilst three were for the king's table
(S^BANSUR LUGAL = paSSur Sarrim). As in Dossin (1950) and ARM 23.255.11,
Anat is presented with two sacrificial sheep; on the other hand, the goddess Diritum is
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listed after Anat and only receives one offering whereas in Dossin (1950) she is listed
before Anat and is the only deity to receive seven offerings.13
1.2.1.1.4. ARM 22.229
This damaged text lists a number of copper sickles owned by the palace,
taken from the 'Bitumen' chamber by Mukannisum, and distributed to various deities.
dHanat heads the list which continues with dSamas, [Isjtar, dDagan sa Terqakl,
dDagan sa U(r]ahkl, and dDagan sa Marikl. On the other side of the tablet may be a
second distribution list to deities including dDagan sa Mariki, dDagan sa Terqakh', and
[Istajr. Unfortunately, none of the figures has survived, which leaves us unable to
make any comparisons between this text and the sacrificial lists discussed above.
However, it should be noted that the list of gods in this text differs widely from those
previously discussed, which provides further evidence against Dossin (1950) being an
official 'pantheon' list.
1.2.1.1.5. ARM 21.110
1 1 qa\ SU.UR.M1N









1 qa d'huile de cypres
1 qa de beurre et de fromage, [huile de marmile?]
13For a discussion of these administrative documents and a comparative list of deities,






Mois VII, le 25,
Z.6'14
In this short administrative text we see the distribution of various
commodities to the goddess Hanat when the king travels to the city of Hanat. This
text suggests that the goddess held her position among the gods at Mari because of
her position as head of the local pantheon at dHanatkl,15 approximately 75 miles
downstream from, but incorporated into the political dominion of, Mari (Lewy 1934
48; Fronzaroli 1977 151).
This position is also reflected in ARM 8.85.4' in which we read that king
Zimrilim was involved in a legal case during which an oath was taken. As part of the
oath, food had to be eaten in the presence of Itur-Mer, Hanat and the king,
presumably on the understanding that if any of the parties broke their oath, or were
lying, the food would become poisonous to them. The text runs as follows,
They are claiming a field belonging to the palace saying "it is our own
field!" The city Saggaratum assembled, and Zimri-Lim gave a judgement
in Bit-Hanat, and (he assembled?] the city of Saggaratum for the oath of
the god ceremony... in our presence they ate the asakkum - food of (the
god) Itur-Mer, (the goddess) Hanat and (the king) Zimri-Lim.16
It is likely that the goddess Ilanat was included in this oath ceremony for
no other reason that the fact that it was undertaken in her city {Bit dHa-na-atkv).
14Translation of Durand (1983).
15This place name is found with the divine determinative DINGIR: ARM 1.56.9; ARM
8.85.48 (where Zimri-Lim made a judgement on a legal case); ARM 13.43.10; ARM 14.124.4';
ARM 21.110.5; and without the divine determinative ARM 6.71.3, 2'; ARM 11.250.13; ARM
13.31.25; ARM 24.200.12.
16Translation ofDalley (1984 125).
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Two further texts in which the divine name Hanat is found are ARM
13.16.15 and ARM 25.713.2, both ofwhich are badly damaged. What we learn from
the texts discussed above is that the goddess Hanat was worshipped as a deity by the
Amorite population ofMari and its environs and, although not a major goddess within
the palace at Mari, warranted recognition by the fact of her cultic centre at Bit Hanat.
1.2.1.2. Personal Names
In addition to her being included in sacrificial lists from the palace at Mari,
this goddess' name is also frequently found as the divine element in theophoric names
from the vicinity ofMari (Huffmon 1965 200f. and later publications ofARM).
1.2.1.2.1. ab-du-dba-na-at
Abdu-Anat - 'Servant of Anat'. This is a genitive compound name
(Huffmon 1965 118f.) whose first element is the West Semitic root 'bd 'Slave,
Servant' (the Akkadian equivalent is wardurn). It is an orthographic variant of habdu-
hanat (see below). ARM 21.400.14; 23.385.2, 404.2. Without the semantic classifier
DINGIR, ARM 21.138.53', 398.30; 23.516.7.
1.2.1.2.2. ba-Ju-ba-na-at
Balu-Anat - 'Anat is lord'? Bdlu may be the orthographic representation
ofWest Semitic *b'l, 'lord', which in many Amorite personal names is written bahlu,
where the h represents the original ' (Huffmon 1965 174). Although the use of a
masculine substantive with the feminine subject 'Anat' is surprising, it is not
unprecedented (Grondahl 1967 46). ARM 21.150.6, 11.
1.2.1.2.3. ha-ab-du-dha-na-at
Abdu-Anat - 'Servant of Anat'. This is an orthographic variant of abdu-
hanat in which the initial ' is written with h. In Dossin (1971) A.3562.viii.43 Abdu-
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Anat is a rural slave in a list of personal names. A more prominent Abdu-Anat is one
of the chief carpenters working during the reign of Zimrilim: ARM 7.181.13',
199.14'; 13.20.9, 12, 17, 40.12; 18.42.4; 21.11.11, 140.1, 295.8 (restored), 298.9,
397.2, 420.4; 22.12.1.5', 63.8; 23.186.2, 195.4, 196.2, 204.7, 213.22, 405.6
(restored), 410.2, 413.4, 517.7.
1.2.1.2.4. {ha!-mi-aha-na-at
Hammi-Anat - 'Kinsman of Anat'. For a discussion of the element hmm
see Huffmon (1965 196f). This female is one of the head weavers. ARM 7.184.4'.
1.2.1.2.5. ha-na-l[i\-e-ba-a/
Anat-ebal - 'Anat brought'? The second element may be a 3s imperfect
verb from *ybl 'bring' as Huffmon (1965 76f.) has argued. ARM 24.233.i. 19
1.2.1.2.6. ha-na-ti-I-ba-a/
Anat-ibal - 'Anat brought'? An orthographic variant of Anat-ebal. Dossin
(1971) A.3562.i,12 - rural slave.
1.2.1.2.7. ha-na-tum
Possibly a hypocoristicon. A hypocoristic personal name can be formed on
the theophoric element and in simple formulations can take a case ending with
mimation, -um usually for masculine names (Huffmon 1965 130f). This name belongs
to three different weavers mentioned in the list ARM 13.1 .i.34, v.48, xii.4.
1.2.1.2.8. dha-na-at-um-mi
Anat-ummi - 'Anat is my mother'. ARM 22.10.iii.10.
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1.2.1.2.9. ka-bi-dha-na-at
Kabi-Anat - 'Like my father is Anat\ This is again a surprising
combination (cf. ba-lu-ha-na-at above) which brings to mind the exclamation of the
Ugaritic goddesses to El as ad ad and urn um (KTU 1.23.32-33). ARM 25.96.3
1.2.1.2.10. mu-utdha-na-at
Mut-Anat - 'Man of Anat'. Compound genitive type of name whose first
element is from the root *mt meaning 'man' (Huffinon 1965 234). Dossin (1971)
A.3652.X.65 is a rural slave. ARM 22.1.i.6. In ARM 22.4.10'; 23.612.5 it is without
the semantic classifier DINGIR. In ARM 4.80.10' we find the orthographic variant
lMutu-kanatu. The reference in the index ofARM 23 to text 83 ,3 is a mistake, since
the text reads mu-tu-ra-me-e.
1.2.1.2.11. sillidha-na-at
Silli-Anat - 'Anat is my protection'. This is a nominal sentence name
(Huffinon 1965 95f.) whose first element is from the Semitic root *zll (Huffinon 1965
257). ARM 13.83.8.
1.2.1.2.12. um-midha-na-at
Ummi-Anat - 'My mother is Anat'. This nominal sentence name conforms
to the more frequent pattern of predicate-subject (Huffinon 1965 95) unlike the
variant dhanat-ummi above. Dossin (1971) A.3151 .iv.71; ARM 22.57.B.III'.21';
23.159.5. The last reference is preceded by the semantic classifier Ml used before
personal names to indicate that the bearer of the name was female.
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1.2.1.2.13. zi-ik-ri-Aha-na-at
Zikri-Anat - 'My remembrance is Anat'. A nominal sentence name whose
first element is from the Semitic root *dkr and may be a subjective genitive with Is
pronominal suffix (Huffmon 1965 187). Dr. N. Wyatt (oral communication) has
suggested 'My parent is Anat' based on the Arabic dkr 'penis' and BH "IDT 'male',
although this suggested etymology should perhaps be better translated 'my father' or
'my man' rather than the gender neutral 'parent'. Although the masculine gender of
the suggested predicate presents no insurmountable difficulty in light of the above
examples, it is difficult to understand why this obscure term would have been used
instead of the more familiar abu 'father' or mutu 'man' (cf. mu-ti-a-n(a-t)a above).
ARM 8.80.9; 7.130.5 (without semantic classifier DINGIR).
These are all the references to the goddess Anat known so far from the
Mari archives. As wc have seen, she is not an uncommon figure among the Amorite
population ofMari; in contrast, there are very few references to this goddess in other
Old Babylonian texts, but we do find the following theophoric names.
1.2.1.3. Old Babylonian Personal Names
1.2.1.3.1. bu-nu-a-na-ti
Dhorme (1928 78) reads this as 'Son ofAnat'. This takes the first element
as the Akkadian noun bunu, 'Son' (CAD 2.322), which is a far less common noun
than its synonym maru 'Son'.17 The more usual orthography found from Old
Akkadian onwards is binu. Huffmon (1965 176) gives several examples of Amorite
personal names from Mari which begin with the element bunu- from the root *bny,
'7CAD (vol. 2) gives only one reference for bunu, which comes from a Neo Babylonian
synonym list which reads, bu-u-nu = ma-a-ru.
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'build, form'. Perhaps this Old Babylonian personal name is in fact an Amorite name
meaning 'creature of Anat'?
1.2.1.3.2. bur-a-na-te
Tallqvist (1918 66) reads this as 'Offspring of £131?'. bur may be the
construct of buru 'calf, kid' and by extension 'offspring' as used in many East Semitic
theophoric personal names (CAD 2.340f.). Eaton (1964 15) reads this as
'fountain/well of Anat' taking bur as the construct of buru 'well'.
1.2.1.3.3. mu-ti-a-n(a-t)a
'Man ofAnat'. Mutu is found from the old Akkadian period onwards and
is used in Old Babylonian texts with the meaning of 'husband' and 'man, warrior'
although it is much less common than the East Semitic awilum. It is, however, used as
an element in Amorite onomastics (Huffmon 1965 234) which raises the possibility
that this was a West Semitic personal name.
1.2.1.3.4. zi-im-ri-ha-na-ta
'Anat is my protection'. The element zirtiri 'protection' is a West Semitic
lexeme found in many Amorite personal names at Mari (Albright 1925 86; Huffmon
1965 187f.). This fact, coupled with the typically Amorite orthography of h for the
guttural ' suggests that this name is in fact an Amorite personal name.
1.2.1.4. Conclusions
The picture we are able to construct of the character of the goddess from
these personal names is scant indeed. We can see that humans are the servants or
subjects of the goddess calling themselves (h)abdu or mutu, whilst she is their balu(\).
On a different level several kinship terms are used to describe the relationship between
human and goddess, such as abu, hammu and umtnu, with a possible instance of bunu
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ifwc take this as 'sort' (see above). Perhaps as a development of the kinship theme
between humans and the goddess, she is seen as a protector of her people; their sillu
or zimru. A comparison with the personal names involving different deities quickly
shows us that the human-divine relationship between Anat and her devotees is nothing
out of the ordinary; this is the typical expression of such a relationship.
Turning to the question of the cultural roots of Anat, it appears from the
above discussion that, in the historical period at least, the goddess was a West Semitic
deity who gained popularity some time between the mid-third and early-second
millennium B.C. among the Amorite population ofMari, and who had a cultic centre
at dHanatkl on the Euphrates. Given the evidence of the low frequency of East Semitic
personal names with Anat and her absence from East Semitic god-lists, etc., it seems
likely that she arrived there among the theological baggage of Amorite immigrants
who appear to have been fairly common throughout this period. At Mari she was
venerated by palace officials as well as by the civilian population, witnessed in the
many personal names in which her name appears as the divine element. Even the king
of Mari has dealings with her when he has contact with the city dHanatki. Personal
names from elsewhere in the Old Babylonian period in which the goddess is the divine
element appear likely to be West Semitic. Ifwe wish to seek the etymological root of
her name, it would seem more appropriate to look for a West Semitic root rather than
an East Semitic one. In other words, it is likely that the etymology is to be found
either in a common East-West Semitic lexeme, or one that is specifically West
Semitic, but not one that is specifically East Semitic.
1.2.2. Anat in Ugaritic Personal Names
Almost half a millennium separates the Mari archives from the texts found
at Ugarit, where Anat plays a considerable role in the extant mythic narratives and is
found in a great many of the god-lists and sacrificial lists. All these texts will be
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discussed in due course; at this point I would like to turn attention to the personal
names found in Ugaritic texts in which 'nt happens to be the divine element. The
apparent dearth of such names (Grondahl 1967 83) seems at first to be contrary to the
prominent position of the goddess in literary texts, and may prompt one to draw some
distinction between a supposed 'state' religion in which she was a major player, and
the personal religious affiliations of the populace. However, I would hesitate to attach
any great significance to this fact until we have a greater understanding of the
processes behind the bestowing of personal names and the general survival of
onomastics. For now it will be sufficient to list the occurrences of personal names
with Anat as the divine element.18
1.2.2.1. Syllabic Cuneiform Texts
We find the syllabic spelling of the divine name in the 'pantheon list' RS
20.24.20 (Nougayrol 1968) as da-na-tum19 In the syllabic texts from Ugarit we find
the following theophoric personal names with Anat as the divine element.
1.2.2.1.1. 1abdi-a-na-ti
Abdi-Anat - "Servant of Anat". RS 15.139.7 (PRU 3 166), son of
Gimillum, dated to the reign of Ibiranu, son of Ammistamru. RS 16.129.19 (PRU 3
32), the scribe of this tablet which is without date. RS 16.170.2'-3' (PRU 3 91),
broken in both the occurrences; the tablet is dated to the reign of Niqmepa, son of
Niqmadu. RS 17.335.5, 9, 25, 11' (PRU 4 17.335) mentions Abdi-Anat king of
18A collection ofUgaritic onomastics is presented in Grondahl (1967).
19We also find the syllabic spelling of her name in Hurrian texts at Ugarit (Laroche 1968),
including her possible inclusion in the first line of a Hurrian cult song (RS 15.30 + 15.49 +
17.387; Laroche 1968 h.6; Kilmer 1974).
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Siyannu and Niqmepa king of Ugarit in a document dealing with border division (Cf.
RS 17.368.5 and 17.382.6, 10).
1.2.2.1.2. 1nbdi-nn-tulti
Strictly speaking, this could be read as Abdi-Antum - "Servant of
Antum", which could theoretically be taken as the feminine counterpart of the
Mesopotamian sky god Anu. Neither Anu nor Antum play any part in Ugaritic myth
of which we are aware; however, we find the divine name 'n used as the theophoric
element in personal names (Grondahl 1967 83, 110; Zadok 1986 394 n.123). This
male deity plays no role in Ugarit myth beyond perhaps being a scholarly invention,
the masculine counterpart to 'nt on the model of the pair 'ttr/'ttrt, and perhaps
prompted by gender paired epithets such as il-ilt and b'l-b'lt. The presence at Ugarit
of scribes versed in Akkadian makes it likely that there was at least an awareness at
Ugarit of the Mesopotamian divine pair Anu - Antum, and we cannot rule out the
possibility that they were influenced in part by it, although this cannot be proved.
Virolleaud (1940-194la 41 n.l) states that there can be no doubt that we should read
the spelling Abdi-an-tum as Abdi-Anat. In his discussion of RS 14.16 (1951 177 n.l),
he explains that the variant forms a-na-ti and -an-ta/tu are most likely due to the
confusion by the Mesopotamian scribe who wrote this tablet, of Ugaritic Anat with
Mesopotamian Antum. However, it must be pointed out that there are many examples
of personal names in which the medial vowel of the divine name 'Anat' is not elided.
In the very same tablet (RS 14.16.7) we find the spelling A-na-ti- which certainly puts
a question mark over the apparent 'confusion' of the scribe. Many of the examples
given in this discussion show the divine name in syllabic cuneiform with a medial
vowel, which is also found in the syllabic spelling of her name in RS 20.24.20,dA-na-
turn, which prompts Nougayrol (1968 55) to the conclusion that the two goddesses,
Anat and Antum, were not usually confused by the west Semites. On the other hand,
if we accept Nougayrol's (1955 xxxviii) identification of the scribe of RS 16.129 and
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RS 16.178 as one and the same, Abdi-an(a)ti, then we have here an example of two
variant spellings ofAnati as the personal name of the same person, one of which does
not show the medial vowel.
RS 8.145 (Thureau-Dangin 1937), the son of Bur-zu-mi-. RS 14.16.5 (-
an-ta), 6 and 9 (-an-til). RS 16.178.21 (PRU 3 148), the scribe of this tablet which is
dated to the reign of Ammistamru, son of Niqmepa. RS 16.192A+16.205.5 (PRU 3
153), broken: the text reads labd]i-art-ti, son of Abdiba'al, dated to the reign of
Amistamru, son of Niqmepa. RS 16.239.5 (PRU 3 79), the son of Suwandanu,20
dated to the reign of Arhalbu, son of Niqmadu. RS 16.126B + 16.257 + 16.258 +
16.345.iii.39 (PRU 3 199), the son of Kabizzi whose occupation is given as priest
(amilM$angu), undated.
1.2.2.1.3. fa-na-ti-um-me
Anati-umme - 'Anat is mother'. RS 14.16.7 (Virolleaud 1951).
1.2.2.1.4. su-um-a-na-ti
'Name of Anat'. RS 15.139.9 (PRU 3 166) Son of hagabana.
1.2.2.1.5. nAN-IGIat
In RS 11.839.12, 16 (PRU 3 194) we find the personal name nAN-IGIal
which is probably to be read as the divine name 'Anat' (Virolleaud 1941 9 n.l). AN is
the semantic classifier DINGIR which gives us the clue that this is the theophoric
element of a hypocoristic personal name. The ideograph IGI may be read as Akkadian
20Wyatt (oral comm.) has indicated that Suwandanu is a Sanskrit name.
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inu 'eye, spring' or as the vocable inu, enu (Borger 1988 172).21 In line 11-12 we
read,
69 kaspuM ina qati lsi-id-qa-na marI('ena-at
This translates as, '69 (measures) of silver in the hand of Sidqana son of
Anat'. The semantic classifier DINGIR before lG\-at tells us that it is to be read as a
divine name, but we should not translate the personal name to mean 'Sidqana son of
(the goddess) Anat', since the ideograph DlS is the semantic classifier that indicates a
personal name is intended. If we accept the reasoning of Layton (1990 217f.) who
discusses the similar name 'Shamgar ben Anat' in Jud. 3.31, 5.6, we should
understand the name as 'Sidqana son of (son of) Anat'. He suggests that personal
names which appear to be identical to divine names are likely to be an abbreviated
form in which an initial ben has dropped out (contra Albright 1925 84). In the
example of lines 11-12, we may have an original patronym bin-Anat, which in the
personal name sidqana bin <bin> dAnat becomes abbreviated to sidqana bin dAnat as
we find in this text.
InRS 11.839.16 (PRU 3 194) we find,
I me'at 60 kaspuM ina qati1bin-™ena-at
which we can translate, 'One hundred and sixty (measures) of silver in the
hand of Son of Anat'. This is perhaps an example of a personal name which when
used as a patronym presents us with forms such as si-id-qa-na mar hlena-at discussed
above.
21Virolleaud (1941 9 n.l) gives two examples of geographic names in which this
ideograph is used for Ugaritic RS 11.800.9, aluIGI-ma-ka = Ug. 'nmk(y), and RS 11.790.2,
^"IGI-qap-at = Ug. 'nqpat, both of which are names of springs (Virollcaud 1940 146). Gordon
(1985 494) uses this example to argue for the reduction of the diphthong ay > a in Ugaritic.
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1.2.2.2. Alphabetic Cuneiform Texts
From the alphabetic texts we find the following personal names:
1.2.2.2.1. il'nt
Since the personal name 'God of Anat' (on the lines of bn'nt or 'bd'nt) is
highly improbable, it is better to take it as 'My god is Anat'. KTU 4.617.43 is part of
a list of personal names. The grammatical disparity between the gender of the
predicate il and the subject 'nt is a phenomenon found as early as the Old Babylonian
texts discussed above. Although in this isolated instance we might believe it to be
simply a lapse of spelling (il for ill), the fact that Grondahl (1967 46) is able to list
several other examples of this phenomenon implies that it was a recognisable practice
among the Semitic speaking peoples. De Moor (1969 171 n.21) uses this name as
partial evidence for the bisexual nature of the goddess, but Loewenstamm (1982),
pointing to Grondahl (1967), counters with the fact that discrepancies between
subject and predicate are not unknown for subjects other than Anat.
1.2.2.2.2. bn'nt
'Son of Anat'.22 KTU 4.37.1 (b*n'ntn) adds a suffixed -n to the divine
element in this personal name; 4.307.6 (bn.'nt) is a list of personal names; 4.320.4 is a
list of 'bdm (Dietrich et al. 1974 22). Compare the syllabic form of this name in a
22Craigie (1972), in his discussion of tire personal name Shamgar ben Anat, has put
forward the idea that 'son of Anat' could indicate the name of a military title or epithet based on
the warlike character of Anat. However, there is no evidence in the personal names we have
found to suggest that the theophoric name bn'nt should be thought of differently from any other
theophoric name of the kind 'fen-DN', in that it simply indicates the person was a devotee of the
named divinity without having to assume that the devotee took on some aspect of the deity he or
she was named after. Craigic's idea also fails to take into account tire name of Ramcssc3 II's
daughter bnt 'nt, unless we either accept that she was an exceptional warrior (for which we have
no evidence) or that the pharaoh did not fully understand the implications of the name bn'nt
when he applied the feminine form to his daughter.
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legal text from Hazor mDUMU-ha-nu-ta (Hallo and Tadmor 1977),23 the Egyptian
occurrences of this name in both masculine and feminine forms using the West Semitic
form bn (see below), and a possible occurrence of this name on an arrow head
published by Milik (1956) and read by Yeivin (1958) as hs zkrb('l) / bn bn-'n(tl).
1.2.2.2.3. 'bd'nt
'Servant ofAnat'. KTU 4.151.9 reads [ ']bd'nt. It is interesting to note
that in line 11 we find [ '\bdilt. However, although we know that Anat quite
naturally received the epithet ilt (KTU 1.3 ii. 18), it is impossible to know whether a
personal name such as 'bdilt should refer to Anat, or to any other of the goddesses
known to have been recognised at Ugarit.
1.2.2.2.4. glm 'nt or sm'nt
'Servant ofAnat' or 'Name ofAnat'. The variant reading springs from the
lacuna that breaks off the text immediately before the m. Virolleaud (1940-1941)
reads ...gl]m'nt, UT 323 prefers to leave the lacuna blank, ...]m 'nt, whilst KTU
4.75.iv.4 reads bn.]S*m'nt. Examination of the photograph in CTA (PI. LXI 102, B,
Rev.) is of little help due to the poor quality of reproduction. CTA (193 n.4) does
claim to see the remains of an oblique wedge just before the m which may be an but
is more likely to be the end of S. With this evidence, CTA reads $m'nt. It must be said
that although the evidence is slim, comparative onomastics would favour the reading
Sm 'nt since there are no personal names in which the human is labelled with glm, but
many of the form .fm-DN (Grondahl 1967 141, 193f.). In fact, Sm'nt corresponds to
the Akkadian personal name Su-um-a-na-ti ofRS 15.139.9 discussed above.
23Hallo and Tadmor take this as the equivalent to the Hebrew ITUS in which we witness the
vocalic shift from a to 6 (1977 5). This text also contains the name msu-mu-ha-nu-ta, in which
the first element may represent the element Sm 'name', although we should expect Su-mu.
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1.2.2.3. Conclusions
There is very little to be gleaned from personal names which sheds new
light on what we already know of the character of the goddess Anat from the literary
sources. In the syllabic texts we find her name spelled variously a na ti, an tuli and in
one text it is spelled ideographically as IGl-at. The syllabic elements with her name
are abdu, Sumu and ummu. In the alphabetic sources her name is linked with the
elements il, bn, 'bd and possibly Sm, two of which are mirrored in the syllabic names,
'bd - abdu, Sm - Sumu, whilst a third shares the same semantic relationship bn -
ummu, the bearer of the name is the son of Anat, Anat is the mother of the man.
There is nothing in this which departs radically from the earlier names we found in the
Mari archives where we also found the elements abdu, ummu and one possible
occurrence of bunu as 'son' (although see above). The name il'nt is surprising in its
use of a masculine substantive with a feminine deity but we also find this phenomenon
with the name ilSpS, and the large number of examples of this type of name (Grondahl
1967 94f.) might suggest the form 7-DN has lapsed into a stereotypical formula,
irrespective of the gender of the deity.
1.3. THE ETYMOLOGY OF W
1.3.1. 'Providence, Will'
Having examined the early history of the divine name from the period of
the Mari archives, and its use in Ugaritic personal names, we now turn our attention
to the numerous suggestions that have been advanced by scholars for the etymology
of the divine name 'nt. Albright's (1925) contribution to the debate was made shortly
before the discovery of the Ugaritic texts but has remained influential for a long
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period.24 His etymology of the divine name is derived partly from a consideration of
the Hebrew lexicon, and partly from the context of the Elephantine texts. Discussing
the divine names "TKITSniS? and lilTJP found in the papyri (see below), he begins his
argument by dismissing the idea of an androgynous deity 'Anatbethel' or 'Anatyahu'
and continues with the statement that it is "not reasonable" (94) to interpret these
names as 'Anat of Yahu' or the like. Rather, he believes the element ri]J? to be a
substantive in construct with what follows, and therefore searches for some common
noun in the Hebrew lexicon, "from which both the name of the goddess and the first
element in our two names may be derived" (94). He suggests 'Purpose' or
'Providence' as a semantic development from an original root * 'ny 'to stretch,
bend',25 based on his reading of Ps. 45.5 and Ps. 18.36 (=11 Sam. 22.36). In Ps. 45.5
the phrase in question reads,
piirrrari
The translation is not without difficulty. Albright finds the LXX's attempt
'for the sake of truth, meekness and righteousness' unconvincing since his prosodic
analysis of the text suggests two parallel phrases rather than a string of three
substantives, i.e., not* "131 || p"73 iTOD. Albright accepts the alternative reading rTDJJ
of some manuscripts which provides him with a feminine plural substantive in parallel
with an original (TOT He writes,
24E.g. van Zijl (1972 65), Bowman (1978 260).
25Albright (1935 191 n,59) also sees this meaning in a personal name from the Hyksos
period; he translates the name 'nthr as "har is my protection", despite the fact that this name
dates over a thousand years before the evidence from Elephantine, at a period when the
widespread worship of the goddess Anat cannot be denied.
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In older Hebrew literature, not under Aramaic influence, the stem ['ny\
is almost extinct, but has left traces showing its earlier importance. Thus
we have the hapax legomenon ma'neh, "purpose," in Prov. 16:4, where it
is used of the predestination of God, but also such fossils as ya'an and
lerna'an... We are, therefore, quite justified in assuming that the word
'andt is the plural of an 'anat... meaning "purpose, providence," or the
like. (95)
Despite Albright's confidence that this meaning "fits perfectly" in Ps.
45.5, his semantic bridge building between an original 'stretch, bend' to the developed
'providence' is somewhat fragile, and from the viewpoint of poetic parallelism, it is a
matter of contention that his translation 'words of truth' j| 'purposes of right' is any
real advance. There is agreement that the phrase rekab 'al debar 'emet seems to mean
something like 'ride for the cause/on behalf of truth' (Dahood 1965; Craigie 1983;
Kraus 1988). 'Because of/for the sake of is an acceptable translation for "131 ^73,26
although in Ps. 119.43 we find the construct-genitive phrase 1D8131 best translated
by 'word of truth' which raises the possibility that it could be understood as such in
Ps. 45. The verb 331 very often i3 followed by a prepositional phrase introduced with
*73. Hypothetically, we could understand the phrase in the following manner:
imperative 'Ride!' followed by the preposition *73 'upon', followed by the construct
genitive phrase 'truthful word'.
Continuing along this line of enquiry, ifwe look for a semantic parallel to
131 in 133, then perhaps we need look no further than the common meaning of 133 I
'to answer, respond' (BDB 772), already found as a parallel to 131 in I Kgs. 1.10, 11,
and 12. If we accept the reading of some manuscripts and see in 133 a nominalised
form of the verb, then in 133 we have a phrase which is grammatically parallel to
the previous IDS 131, and which could be translated 'righteous answers/oracles'. We
then have the following translation of the whole phrase, 'Ride out on truthful word(s)
and righteous oracle(s)'. This might not make any literal sense, but could be
26Used in this sense in e.g. Gen. 20.11, 18; Ex. 8.8; Ps. 79.9; Dt. 4.21.
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understood as a metaphor for the king's traditional role of defender of the weakest
members of society, acting on the instigation of God whose words by definition
cannot be anything other than true and righteous.
If, on the other hand, we understand the phrase as a string of three
substantives preceded by the phrase 121 we need only move the waw from before
the second and put it in front of the last in order to make sense of it (Kraus 1988
455). In this case we have the picture of the king riding out to defend what is
described by the three substantives HQS, p~I3£ and rPJP. The first two can be translated
'truth' and 'righteousness', whilst the latter is to be coupled with 'fear of Yhwh'
(nirr r»T: Pr. 15.33, 22.4) which leads to honour (TIZD: Pr. 15.33, 18.12, 22.4),
riches and life (12?U and ETTJ: Pr. 22.4). Its opposite is expressed by fD3, 'be high,
exalted' (Pr. 18.12), which can have both positive and negative connotations, whilst in
Zeph. 2.3 HHP appears as something that should be sought along with miT and p"72£.
Seen in this positive light, its mention alongside DDK and p~"2, which at first glance
appears odd, can be easily understood as something the king should strive to maintain
by means of force. Albright's (1925 95) conclusion that the LXX version is
"nonsense" and that mil) "cannot mean 'meekness', or the like", is seen to be too
hasty.
The other passage to which Albright appeals in support of his case is Ps.
18.36 which has a parallel in II Sam. 22.36. In Ps. 18.36 we read and in
II Sam. 22.36 'Spn pJTlpi. In the first example, the vocalised text gives 'your
meekness', whereas the LXX's translation f] naiSeia aoo 'your instruction' is
perhaps based on the root 'answer'. The text of II Sam 22.36 gives us a verbal
noun with 2ms pronominal suffix 'your answer', or 'your oracle' (Kraus 1988 255)
which can easily be understood in the context of seeking an oracle before going to
war. Whether the Qumran reading "jnTTD 'your help' stands closer to the original
intention of the text or whether it simply emends a text which even in this early stage
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has become enigmatic is difficult to establish, although one could easily understand
how a difficult "JITOU became emended to "|mTl? but not the reverse. There is no real
consonantal difference between the Masoretic text of the Psalms and II Sam. passage,
the former having the vowel spelling". It is thus not impossible that the vocalisation of
the II Sam. passage stands closer to an original intention and is reflected in the
consonantal text of the Psalms passage which has subsequently been reinterpreted.
The idea that an answer or oracle of Yhwh should make the king great may be
corroborated by II Sam. 22.42 (« Ps. 18.42) in which the defeated enemies of the king
are depicted as crying out to Yhwh but receiving no answer.
What the above discussion indicates is that Albright's arguments for
understanding 'ny as 'purpose, providence' are far from assured, and it would
certainly be unsuitable to use his hypothesis as the foundation for another. However,
this is exactly what Albright does when he applies his hypothetical translation of 'ny
to the Elephantine texts where he proposes irTTOP to mean 'providence ofYahu', and
^WTSTUI? to mean 'providence of God', where (temple, house of God) has
become a synonym for 'God' through the process of deification of the shrine (96). In
fact he extends his hypothesis to the idea that some unknown Jewish theological
school demythologised the deity Anat to arrive at the theological-philosophical
conception of'Providence' as a form of Yahweh (101), but that this was only possible
since the name of the goddess itself had this same meaning at its root (97). Hence he
concludes that the divine name 'nt itselfmeant 'providence, predestination'. When the
new evidence from Ugaritic texts became available, Albright (1933 193) proposed
that the "original meaning" of the name Anat, which in his book should take the form
*'ntb'l, is 'purpose, providence of Baal'. He now connects the etymology of the
divine name with Akkadian ettu, ittu 'mark, sign, omen' (CAD 7.304), which is
derived from an original *entu, and which gives the Hebrew Hi? 'sign, fate, destiny'.
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Turning to the problem of Anat at Elephantine, we must ask ourselves
why Albright dismisses as "not reasonable" the interpretation of liTOjU as 'Anat of
Yahu'? Although he does not elaborate, it is probable that part of the problem was his
objection on grammatical grounds to a proper noun in the construct state; however,
Bane (1983 50 11.97) has amply demonstrated from more recent evidence that this can
no longer be grounds for objection. I suspect that part of his objection was his
repulsion of the idea of a fifth century Jewish colony openly and freely worshipping
deities other than Yahweh.27 So did the Jews at Elephantine use the lexeme 'nt as a
common noun, or did they rather understand it as a divine name, a reference to the
goddess Anat? It is to this problem we now turn.
1.3.1.1. Excursus: Anat at Elephantine28
Our first impression of the Jewish section of the military outpost at
Elephantine, on the southernmost edge of Egypt, is that it practised a syncretistic
form of worship.29 This, and the fact that it possessed a temple dedicated to Yhw
despite the alleged dominance of Deuteronomic theology in Israel from the end of the
seventh century, which promoted the single sanctuary at Jerusalem, has proved an
27For a recent examination of the life and work of Albright, see the collection of essays in
Biblical Archaeologist 56 (1993), and for a critical appraisal of the essentially conservative
method adopted by Albright, see in particular Dever (1993).
28For the sake of consistency, I follow the numbering system of Fitzmyer et al. (1992)
unless otherwise stated. This is not the place for a full and detailed examination of the theology of
the Jewish colony at Elephantine; for an introduction to the site's discover)', subsequent
excavation and further discussion see inter alia Kraeling (1953), Porten (1968), and in a more
condensed form, Porten (1992). Further references are found in Fitzmyer et al. (1992).
29For example, we find the use of the plural NTlbH 'the gods' as the subject of plural verbs
in letters from one Jew to another (Cowley 1923 xix). TADB2.6.1 reads, bD 'may
all the gods seek...'. Portcn (1968 160) protests that perhaps these conventional greetings were
penned by non-Jewish scribes who simply began the letter in a standard format, or that a Jewish
scribe used a plural form with similar semantic intention as we find in Biblical Hebrew as
a designation of a single deity, but I believe that the use of a plural form of the verb in such a
natural context counts against his objection.
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enduring fascination for scholars engaged in the study of the site and its literary
remains. Cowley (1923 xviii), publishing the extant Aramaic papyri of his day, has no
doubt that the Jews at Elephantine, although holding their god TP in highest regard,
also freely venerated other deities such as Anat, Bethel, Ishum and Herem. In the
opposite camp Albright (1925 96) writes,
We therefore find our supposedly heathen companions of God turning
out to be nothing more serious than attributes of deity. FJem-bet'el is the
hypostatized "name ofGod"; Herem-bet'el is probably the "sacredness of
God"; 'Anat-bet'el = 'Anat-Ydhu is the "providence |or predestination]
of God."
Taking the middle ground between these two positions stands Kraeling
(1953 83f) who takes the view that the Jews at Elephantine were primarily TP
worshippers but,
...as a matter of insurance they were willing to give a bit of attention to
several subsidiary gods, whom they might readily view as his vassals or
helpers. ...Mutual tolerance and a willingness to recognize other deities
were almost a practical necessity.
In other words, Kraeling's view is that the Jews practised a limited form
of polytheistic worship as an insurance policy against stirring up the wrath of public
opinion against themselves, although if this was their motive, it seems to have been
singularly ineffectual since their temple was destroyed at the end of the fifth century
by religious rivals (Dalglish 1992 708). Porten (1968) rather reluctantly admits that
there was syncretism amongst the Jews at Elephantine but appears to excuse the male
Jews of their 'folly' by his assumption that the Jewish colony would have theoretically
been an exclusivist cult of Yhw but for the failings of the women! Discussing the
worship of the Queen of Heaven by Jews in Egypt, he feels that women played a
predominant role (1968 176), and repeats the claim for the worship of Asherah and
Anat in Israel. He concludes (178),
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The impression gained is that cults to these goddesses stemmed from
pagan influences resulting from intermarriage. From earliest times it was
feared in Israel that marrying a Canaanite woman would result in
worshipping her gods... The circumstances under which worship of the
Queen of Heaven (Anath) was introduced into Judah are uncertain but it
is noteworthy that women predominated among her devotees.
Whether the fault of women or a policy of pacifying one's neighbours,
both these views stem from the supposition that the cult of Yahweh in post-exilic
Israel was primarily an exclusivist cult, a position culled from the religious documents
of the Hebrew scriptures. We must recognise, however, that as archaeological
artefacts, the Aramaic papyri from Elephantine are a direct witness to a Yhw cult of
the fifth century B.C. (albeit outside the political boundary of Israel itself), whereas
the Hebrew scriptures cannot aspire to such a claim. Unlike the Hebrew texts which
have been subjected to generations of editorial manipulation for motives both political
and ideological, the Aramaic papyri are a 'snapshot' of a Yhw cult from the fifth
century and as such should be afforded at least equal weight with the Hebrew
scriptures in any analysis of this period in the history of Israelite religion. We must
bear this in mind (along with the peculiar circumstances of the colony) when we
examine the evidence for syncretistic worship by the Jews at Elephantine, and in
particular in the question ofwhether Anat was worshipped as a deity by them, and not
begin with the assumption that the ideal to which the Jewish Elephantine colony
strove was an exclusivist cult ofTP.
Evidence for the worship of Anat at Elephantine comes from three
occurrences of the lexeme 'nt .
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1. TADB7.3 is an oath taken in a court of law, concerning the right of
possession of an ass; in line 3 Menahem swears an oath by or in the
temple (Kincm)30 and by Anatyahu (irrraim).
2. In the large list of contributors to the collection for the god Yhw
(TADC3.15) we find in lines 122f.31 the collected sum of money
divided between three deities: TP, and 'TWraras.
3. In the same text we find the personal name TJI^32 (Grelot 89.107).
For Albright (1925 96), 'PKITD simply means 'house of God, sanctuary,
temple' and is to be equated with the term 'God'. He illustrates this by reference to
the post-biblical equation ham-maqom = haS-Sem = eldhim, and states that the Jewish
deification of the shrine within a strictly monotheistic context, itself an adaptation of
the polytheistic example of the Canaanites, was initiated in the attempt to avoid using
the divine name. However, there seems little doubt that Bethel was worshipped as a
divinity, at least by those outside the Jewish community at Elephantine.33 In one of the
Hermopolis letters we read of a temple of Bethel (^KfO ITU) and a temple of the
30For a discussion of the term 871700 see Porten (1968 155) who suggests 'altar precinct'
since the Aramaic and Arabic root means 'bow down' and the altar was the place where Solomon
is said to have prayed and where oaths were taken (I Kg 8:31, 54).
31Grelot's numbering. Lines 123f in Cowley 22.
32Thc personal name TDtf also occurs in line 3 of one of the Ilcrmopolis letters dispatched
to Sycnc, TADA2.1, and is an echo of an earlier personal name a-na ti found in one of the El-
Amarna texts (EA 170.13). Also for the form of the name TJi1 p see my comments on the name
nAN-IGIat, above.
33Vincent (1937 565) concludes, "II est done incontestable, les complexes divins et les
noms thcophores le prouvcnl, que Bethel cxistait en tant que dicu personnel et distinct au temps
des Papyrus arameens d'Elephantine." See alsoMilik (1967 565f.), Dalglish (1992).
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Queen of Heaven (pOE? fO'T'Q),34 whilst the numerous thcophorous personal names in
which Bethel is the divine element also point us in the same direction.35 Perhaps the
oldest reference to the divinity Bethel occurs in the treaty between Esarhaddon of
Assyria and the King of Tyre c. 676 B.C. (Barre 1983, Clifford 1990 60) where we
find dBa-a-a-ti-ilifollowed by a reference to Anat-Bethel, dA-na(?)-ti-Ba-k/^-[a-
/i-i7]FneS,37 in which case we have a Phoenician precedent to the pantheon structure
found at Syene, and possibly worshipped at Elephantine.38 Barre (1983 45f, App. II)
convincingly argues for Bethel and Anat-Bethel as the leading gods of the Tyrian
pantheon during the seventh century, at least as far as the Assyrians were concerned,
although there is some confusion over the status of Melqart (Clifford 1990 56). He
maintains that the divinity Bethel was originally a hypostasis of El, and the absence of
the latter at Elephantine is the result of the increased popularity of the former (49).
Barre also argues for an understanding of Anat-Bethel as "Anat the consort ofBethel"
(50).39 Whilst a connubial relationship between Anat and El (albeit disguised in a
34TADA2.1. See also Beyerlin (ed.) (1978 255f.). For a discussion of the Queen of Heaven
cf. Milik (1967 557f).
35Sce the very useful collection of personal names in Porten (1968 Appendix V), where he
lists thirty two personal names compounded with the DN Bethel.
36Vincent (1937 567) points out that the form is a plural. The prefixed determinative
shows us that this was a divinity as opposed to an actual temple aSirtu which could also be
written as a plural even though the singular was meant (E.DINGIR.MES), see CAD (l/11.436f.).
37 Borger (1956 109). Borger (1957 103) believes that a close examination of the tablet
does reveal part of the a and the end of ili, thus allowing the reconstruction -Aj-a-[a-ti-il]/me5 as
the end of the divine name. Borger rejects the reading of the first part of the name as dQa ti ba as
a misreading and instead reads dA-ba(qa)-ti... which, he believes, may be a scribal error for dA-
na-ti... thus giving the divine pair Bethel and Anat-Bethel.
38Scc the note of Albright (1968 197 n.48) who writes that this Tyrian pantheon gives
evidence for Aramaic deities *Bait- elahayya and *'Anat-bait- elahayyd. He further comments,
"Some 250 years later these Aramaic gods appear at Elephantine as Bethel and Anath Bethel".
This is in contradiction to his earlier statements that Bethel and Anatbcthel are hypostatisations
ofYhw, but is in character with Albright's continual reassessment of material over the years.
39Complctcly unconvincing is the hypothesis of du Mcsnil du Buisson (1973 I5f.) who
believes that Bethel and Anat-Bethel should be understood as the Great Mother Goddess and her
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hypostatic form) is a surprising one, given the Ugaritic evidence which sees her in
close connection with Baal, the temporal and geographical distance from Ugarit
allows us a certain fluidity in pantheon structures, and it would be unwise to impose
the Ugaritic pantheon model on the entire Canaanite civilisation, contemporary or
otherwise.40 Roughly a century later we find an Aramaic document which contains
theophoric personal names based on the divinity Bethel (Starcky 1960). What the
Tyrian and later evidence suggests is that by the middle of the first millennium B.C.
Bethel had advanced from the purely subsidiary hypostatisation of the 'house of
god/ilu' to become a deity in his own right. When we come to Elephantine, the deity
Bethel already has a long history behind him and a flourishing cult centre at Syene
(bSiDZl ro, TADA2.1.1) among the Aramaeans. This evidence does not conclusively
demonstrate that Albright is wrong in his assumptions about the meaning of Bethel for
the Jewish colony at Elephantine. However, we must ask ourselves what is the
probability that this relatively small group of Jews who lived as part of a multi-ethnic
and polytheistic community which worshipped Bethel among other deities, would
have established the practice of calling their own god by the name Bethel without the
risk of confusion between the two. When the Jews ofElephantine spoke of it is
almost certain that they were aware of the local tradition of the Aramaean deity
Bethel worshipped at Syene, but to what extent the Jews identified Yhw and Bethel,
or indeed whether they themselves worshipped Bethel, is hard to determine.
If, as seems probable, the Jews and Arameans alike recognised Bethel as a
distinct divinity, what can we make of the names and found in
daughter. In his opinion, Bethel - (god or goddess) Iiouse-of the gods, which he takes to bo
Ashcrah, and Anat-Bethcl signifies that Anat has her residence in the asherah (a cultic object); he
writes, "Anat etant fille de Shor El et de l'Asherat, il est naturel qu'elle demeure dans Yasherd."
40See the comments by Clifford (1990).
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the donor list TADC3.15? Albright (1925 93) argues for the hypostatic 'Name of
God' (= Yhw), but the element G0K may be taken as the deity Ashima/Ishum, perhaps
referred to in the Samaritan worship of KQ'PK in 2 Kg 17.30 and the ]ilQ2) DDOtj! of
Amos 8.14 (Cowley 1923 xix). Vincent (1937 654f) relates it to the Phoenician
Esmun and rejects the explanation ofD0K as 'name'; he argues that the noun □£> never
occurs in Hebrew with a prosthetic aleph, not even in personal names. However,
evidence from the Panammuwa inscription41 and two inscriptions from Sfire42 indicate
that the Aramaic lexeme CGK can mean 'name'.43 On the other hand, onomastic
evidence provides us with personal names such as "IHTQEJtf "8m gave', CTlEfflK '' 5m is
exalted' and GTCUGEJK "8m rescued', who was father ofDIQtt?^.44 Whilst evidence from
onomastics alone is insufficient for us to be certain, it does at least allow the
possibility of a deity '8m, honoured at Elephantine. The choice between accepting
'Name of Bethel' or "Vn-Bethel' where the latter represents the bringing together of
two distinct divinities, is a difficult one to make, especially since '5m may be a
hypostatisation of deity to begin with and therefore have the meaning 'Name'.
As for *7WFIlD")n which Albright (1925 94) takes as 'sacredness, sacred
property of the house of God', a case can also be made for taking Din as a deity. It
appears in nine personal names, three of which come from Elephantine (Porten 1968
app. V), but the same caution applies as with CTOK discussed above.
41KAI 214.16, 21. Vincent noted this inscription (656 n.2) but dismissed it as the only
instance ofDCK meaning 'name'.
42KAI 222.C.25 and 223.B.7.
43See Kraeling (1953 90), Milik (1967 567f), Porten (1968 168), Fulco (1992 1.487).
44Porten (1968 app. V) lists seven PNs compounded with the element D528.
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In the light of the above discussion, what can be said concerning the
lexeme 'nt in its Elephantine context? In the collection papyrus (TADC3.15) we find
'wrrarmj, and in the oath of Menahem (TADB7.3) we have and it has been
suggested that this kind of construction indicates a connubial relationship between
two deities.45 We may have the male equivalent of this form in an Aramaic inscription
from Saqqara46 which is read by Dupont-Sommer (1956) as ITOr^iO and
translated 'Baal husband of Anat' by him.47 The difficulty with this example is that it
is not grammatically parallel with the Elephantine examples, since it has the
substantive b'l 'husband' in construct with the following divine name (unless we
understand it as 'Baal, Baal (of) Anat'), whereas our examples may be formed by the
apposition of two divine names. Ifwe are to understand the Elephantine divine names
as an indication that Anat was the spouse of Bethel and the spouse of Yahu, it may be
attractive to equate Bethel with Yahu. Vincent (1937 575) argues that Anat can only
be a spouse to one deity, in which case Yahu must be equated with Bethel, and both
equated with El. However, it may simply be the case that Yahu acquired Anat as a
spouse (and perhaps even 'X.m) after the fashion of the Aramaic pair Bethel and Anat,
and that the two forms TPn]P and ^KJTQniS? may simply be two names for the same
goddess; spouse of Yhw and spouse of Bethel, depending on the perspective of the
worshipping community, rather than equating TP with However, if the
45See inter alia Vincent (1937 622), Dupont-Sommer (1956 85), de Boer (1974 32) who
assume the relationship to be of a sexual nature. Kraeling (1953 91) suggests that Anatbethel,
who is to be equated with Anatyahu, was the daughter of Bethel and his spouse Eshembethel.
Ackroyd (1983 248) is in no doubt that these two constructions are goddesses. He writes, "one
point is clear, namely that a title or name Anath-bcthcl can only denote a female divinity... Even
more clearly Anath-Ya'u would appear to be the consort ofYa'u".
46Thc provenance of this piece is unknown since it was acquired from an antiquities
dealer. For more details see Dupont-Sommer (1956).
47Dupont-Sommer (1956) explains the unusual spelling mil1 as a dialectical variant of the
more usual spelling nu\ lie points to the hb. mil? JT3 (Josh 15.59) as a variant of the more usual
nii? IT3 (Josh 19.38; Judg 1.33). See Moscati (ed.: 1964 8.83).
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theologies behind Yhw and Bethel were seen to be fairly similar, by the Jews at least,
then it is possible that the Jews identified these two deities, a process familiar to us
from all cultures of the historical Near East.
On the other hand, it has been suggested (e.g. Porten 1968 171) that we
compare the forms and irPrOJJ to the forms 'ttrt Sm b'l ofKTU 1.16 vi 56,
or to the fifth century *222 UD miUDE of the Eshmunazar inscription (KAI 14.18) and
to the Punic inscription which mentions bV2 ]D riXI (KAI 78.2). In these terms, Anat
would be seen as a hypostatisation of some aspect of the deity, Yhw as well as Bethel,
and as such, comes close to Albright's (1925) position. As with the Saqqara example
however, these examples thrown up for comparison are not in fact grammatically
parallel with our two divine names. In the first case we have Sm 'name' and in the
second pn 'face' as a substantive in construct with the second divine name which
forms the predicate qualifying the nature of the initial divine name; e.g., 'Ashtart (who
is) name ofBaal', etc. It could be argued that in the course of time and familiarity the
substantive in construct with the second divine name could be dropped with the result
that two divine names stand in apposition as in the Elephantine texts; however,
without proof of this process it seems prudent to leave these examples out of the
discussion.
None of this proves beyond doubt that the lexeme 'nt is to be taken as the
divine name Anat, only that it is a possibility, despite the protestations of Albright.
The presence of the personal name TDD is also of an ambiguous nature. It is probably
a hypocoristic form of a longer name which may have included a divine element and a
predicate, but it is difficult to assess whether its basis, rnu, is the divine name in which
case it would be a positive affirmation of the worship of the goddess Anat at
Elephantine, or the predicate corresponding to the root 'ny, as Albright contends.
However, from those cultures in which it is established that there was an Anat cult,
we do find similar names such as ha-na-tum from Mari and nAN-IGIat from the
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syllabic texts from Ugarit (see above). Despite these examples, the great gulf of time
between them and the Elephantine texts and the divergent cultural context makes it
impossible to judge either way, since a development of the hypostatic element 'nt,
whatever it means, could easily have arisen during this long period.
The temporal distance between the pinnacle of Anat worship in Egypt
during the nineteenth dynasty and the Elephantine colony of the sixth century B.C. is
roughly three quarters of a millennium. However, mention of Anat in Egypt does not
cease with the Ramesside period. Apart from the literary contexts in which she
appears,48 we have several portrayals of the goddess with accompanying inscriptions
to verify her identity dating to the nineteenth dynasty. Although of unknown
provenance, we also have a bronze situla whose probable date is much closer to the
period of the Elephantine colony. It bears a scene very similar to that of the lower
register of the British Museum stele (646/191). Anat is identified as 'Anat, mistress of
Heaven', and the male worshipper is identified as Psamtik who, according to
Grdseloff (1942 28f), was later to become Pharaoh Psamtik I, thus providing us with
a date around the middle of the seventh century B.C. From an even later period
(Ptolemaic - Roman) we find a funerary stele which mentions three deities, each
connected to a 'House ofAnat', possibly a temple for the cult of Anat: 'Anat, Lady of
the House of Anat', 'Mut, the Great One, Lady of the House of Anat', and 'Khonsu,
the Child, Lord of the House of Anat' (Blok 1930, 182). Thus we catch occasional
glimpses of Anat in Egypt from the end of the second millennium down to the end of
the first, and we can assume that her cult, or at least the memory of such a cult, did
not die out entirely during the first millennium in Egypt.
48References to the representations of Anat in literary contexts from Egypt are found in
Eaton (1964) and Bowman (1978). See also my discussion on Anat in Egypt.
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13.2. 'Providence, Will' (cont.)
Albright's objections to the lexeme 'nt at Elephantine as a reference to the
goddess Anat have been addressed and the possibility that Anat was worshipped at
Elephantine can no longer be dismissed out of hand. From the iconographic evidence
available to us we see that a cult of Anat had not completely died out in first
millennium Egypt, at least down to the Ptolemaic period. Although we cannot be
absolutely certain, my interpretation of the evidence is that Anat was known as a
goddess at Sycnc and Elephantine and that she was accepted as a spouse ofBethel, by
the Aramaeans, and of Yahu by the Jews. This conclusion, however, remains
tentative. As for her relative importance within the cult, Porten (1968 177) suggests
that we can judge this from the frequency of occurrences of personal names in which
her name appears. Since we find it only twice,49 he concludes that she did not play a
major role in the communal life of the Jews. However, we must tread cautiously at
this point. We have already seen the discrepancy between the predominant role of
Anat in Ugaritic myth and the relative scarcity of theophorous names with 'nt in either
alphabetic cuneiform or Akkadian at Ugarit itself (see above). This warns us against
assuming a direct correlation between the frequency of a divine name in theophorous
personal names, and the relative importance of that deity within a cultic context. In
the specifically Elephantine context, we should not assume that such a low frequency
of use in personal names with 'nt necessarily points to a small role in the Jewish cult.
However, without the benefit of the range and number of cultic texts comparable to
those from Ugarit for example, it is impossible to judge her importance to the Jewish
cult.
49Grelot 89.107 and one of the Hermopolis letters, TADA2.1.3.
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Turning our attention back to Albright's hypothesis on the etymology of
the divine name 'tit, we can now judge his position from the clearer picture of the
status of the lexeme 'tit in the Elephantine texts available to us. Close examination of
the evidence suggests a strong possibility that the goddess Anat was worshipped there
and that she had a relationship with TP expressed in the divine name TTTOU, although
exactly what this relationship might be is impossible to determine. We have also seen
that the two Hebrew texts which Albright uses to substantiate his claim cannot in any
real sense be taken as positive confirmation. As a result, his assumption that 'purpose,
providence' was the etymological root behind the divine name Anat must also be
rejected.50
1.3.3. 'Spring, Source, Well'
Albright (1933 190f.), working on the assumption that Baal and Anat
were fertility gods and thus intimately linked to the flow of underground water,
remarks that the name of Anat was spelled the same way as the word for 'fountains'.
He continues,
That the god who causes rain should have a consort who causes the flow
of springs is only natural, especially when we recall that the flow of
springs was connected with the sexual secretion of the earth-goddess by a
number of ancient Oriental myths and conceptions.
However, although he points on the one hand to an underlying connection
between the mythic complex of earth-goddess, sexual secretions and underground
water with the lexeme 'nt 'well, spring', and on the other to the fact that this lexeme
and the name of Anat are homographs, he does not suggest any etymological
connection. In his publication of the tablet RS 22.225 (KTU 1.96), Virolleaud (1960
50Doubt has been expressed by many scholars over Albright's etymology of Anat,
including Stadelmann (1967 88).
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181) again points out the similarity between the divine name 'tit, and Ugaritic
feminine noun 'n, 'Spring', Hebrew He asserts (185) that Anat, as her name
implies (and here he goes further than Albright), had control of the terrestrial waters,
whilst Baal, as 'Rider of the Clouds' had control of the clouds which dispense the
rain. Virolleaud finds confirmation of his position in lines KTU 1.96.5f. which he
interprets as a visit by Anat to a group of five springs, although beyond stating that
she was in control of terrestrial water, he is unable to give any satisfactory reason for
her behaviour. His position here stands in marked contrast to one of his earlier
publications in which he discusses the divine name nAN-IGIat (1941). As was seen
above, the ideograph IGI can be used for Semitic 'n 'spring' as for example in the
place names given by Virolleaud (1940 146). This might be taken as an indication that
when used in the divine name 'Anat', this ideograph was chosen because of some
relationship between the nature of the goddess and springs. However, as Virolleaud
himselfwrites (1941 9 n.l),
Mais si, dans le n.h. 8fdt represents effectivement 'nt, il ne
s'ensuit pas necessairement que la deesse 'Anat etait une divinity des
sources; car... Si... a tres bien pu etre choisi d'une fagon lout arbitraire,
comme, par example, AN-SES-KI (ideogr. du dieu Nanna) a ete parfois
employe, pur sa seule valeur phonetique, independamment de toute
consideration etymologique, pour representer l'elemenl nanna dans
l'adverbe i-nanna.
Thus it is clear that this particular form of the divine name cannot be used
as evidence for the nature of Anat as a goddess of spring water, and we are left only
with Virolleaud's interpretation ofKTU 1.96 as support for his proposed etymology.
Caquot et al. (TOul 87) take up and expand on this idea. They claim that
she appears to have rights of ownership over water, although the text they give in
demonstration {KTU 1.3.ii.38f.) is simply a description of the ablutions of the goddess
after her fierce battle described prior to this scene. However, the scene which they
believe shows most clearly her position of authority over the waters is seen in KTU
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1.6.i.l7 in which Anat buries the body of her brother, Baal.51 It is interpreted thus
(87),
Nous voyons la 1'expression mythique et anthropomorphique cTun
phenomene naturel: les sources recueillent les eaux repandues dans la
terre.
It is highly questionable, however, that their interpretation of this passage
is really so clearly indicated by the text itself which, I believe, is more convincingly
seen as part of the mourning rites which the goddess performs for her dead brother.
What is the 'clear' connection between burial of a dead body and the mythic notion of
the gathering up of rain water by the earth? It is only by accepting the hypothesis that
Anat is the ground water and Baal the rain that this kind of interpretation becomes
possible, so it would be fallacious to appeal to this text as evidence in support of the
hypothesis. The only possible reason for their interpretation is, I suggest, the
acceptance of Virolleaud's position on the interpretation of KTU 1.96, and this is
indicated by the assertion that the most probable etymology for the divine name Anat
is the substantive 'n 'spring'. Like Virolleaud, TOul appeals to KTU 1.96 in support
and, as an example, suggests that the phrase 'Anat eats the flesh of her brother
without a knife and drinks his blood without a cup' (KTU 1.96.3f. based on TOufs
translation) may mean that Anat the 'Spring', absorbs the substance of her brother,
the 'Rain'; Anat follows her actions with an inspection of several springs. This view is
restated by Caquot and Sznycer (1980 9) and TOu2 (41).
The divine name 'nt is graphically equal to the plural substantive 'nt,
'springs', but the semantic equivalence is by no means assured. The possibility that 'n,
'spring', is the etymology of the divine name cannot be ruled out on grammatical
grounds alone, but I suspect that the evidence presented in its favour by Virolleaud,
51The question of whether Anat is the sister ofBaal in strict kinship terms, or whether this
indicates a sexual relationship between the two, will be discussed below.
and more forcefully by Caquot, is not able to support the hypothesis. Apart from
appealing to the graphical similarity of the two lexemes, the only piece of supporting
evidence comes from an interpretation of the last section ofKTU1.96 which sees in it
a description of Anat visiting various springs. However, it is doubtful whether this
text actually mentions Anat at all; it is more likely to be an incantation against the
effects of the evil eye (see below).
1.3.4. 'Humiliate, Oppress, Do violence to, Torment'
Eaton (1964 lOlf.) discusses some of the proposed etymologies of the
divine name. He suggests that it may have been rooted in the verb 'nh II, 'to
humiliate, oppress, do violence to, torment' (HAL 719), an observation already made
as early as de Vogiie (1868 75). According to Eaton, this eminently suits her
character as portrayed in such scenes as KTU 1.3.ii. It may also be reflected in her
Ugaritic epithet hbly 'destroyer' (KTU 1.102.11) and the adoption of this Semitic
goddess by the aggressive pharaoh Ramesses II. Of course, the suggestion that the
etymology of the goddess is a reflection of her bellicose character pushes back the
context of her aggressive behaviour at least to the time of Mari, where we might
expect her to be portrayed as the epitome of a violent goddess. However, as we saw
above, the type of evidence available to us from Mari makes it very difficult to draw
any conclusions concerning the character of the goddess. Eaton warns us that his
suggestion is only one of many possibilities and states that the problem of the
etymology of the name 'remains unanswerable' (1964 102), and his belief that for the
worshipper her name may have encompassed many of these meanings is probably
close to the mark.
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1.3.5. 'Stream of tears, Dirge'
Kapelrud (1969 27f.) proposes two etymologies for the divine name. On
the basis of Hebrew 7131) 'answer' he suggests that Anat may have been an oracle
goddess (cf. de Vogue 1868 75). Although Kapelrud himself later dismisses this idea
on the basis that no texts depict her as such, it is significant that in the Mari text ARM
8.85 Anat was one of two deities before whom an oath was taken as part of a legal
case and here her role could be understood as that of an oracle goddess. On the other
hand, her presence may have no more significance than the fact that the oath was
taken in her city, and was thus included for this reason alone rather than for any
supposed role as an oracle goddess. In fact, her invocation in this text could be used
to support the etymology of Eaton (1964; see above) if we believe that Anat was
included because she would afflict those who swore falsely before her. However,
without further evidence from Mari or Ugarit it is impossible to say anything more
than this is yet another possibility.
Kapelrud's second suggestion relates her name to Akkadian ittu 'stream
of tears, dirge', and alleges that this meaning is also found in Hebrew H3i3 'Dirge, to
sing, answer singing, howl'. However, an examination of the examples he offers in
support of this meaning52 reveals a rather different picture.
In Ex. 15.21 the verb ]J?rn is used to describe the action of Miriam. It is
possible that this is n]B1 'answer, respond' meaning that Miriam answers the previous
song in 15. If. with one of her own. However, the fact that she is accompanied by a
band ofwomen with timbrels and dancing suggests that the verb H3J7IV 'sing' (BDB)
would be more appropriate. The contents of her song can hardly be taken as a dirge;
52Page 28 he gives the following examples; Ex. 15.21, 32.18; I Sam. 18.7, 21.12, 29.5; Is.
13.22, 27.2; Ps. 119.172 and 147.7.
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on the contrary, she is singing about the glorious victory of Yhwh over the Egyptians.
In Ex. 32.18 we find the distinction between iTTOH STAI? and nffih^n mOJ? on the one
hand, and ITDS? on the other.53 In verse 17 Joshua hears the noise in the camp and
believes it to be the sound of war (HDn'/O 'Tip) to which Moses responds with the
statement that it is not the rCTOH mill? or the mil? that can be heard. Perhaps
this encompasses two actions that might be expected during battle presumably
depending on how the battle was progressing, whilst the third lexeme, mil?, seems to
refer to the revelry of the camp. Whilst the phrase nctffrn mil? could conceivably be
connected with a dirge, in the looser sense of bewailing the rout of the Israelite army,
the other two cases of nil? can hardly be associated with a dirge. I Sam. 18.7, 21.12
and 29.5 all use the verb nil? to introduce what is said about Saul and David after
battle. It is used alongside the verbs pnE? ('laugh', 18.7) and the noun n^TID ( used in
construct, 'dance', 21.12, 29.5) and clearly pertains to celebratory singing rather than
mournful dirges. In Is. 27.2 the verb H3I? is used in the opening line of the following
poem or song which celebrates, at least in the lines 3-5, the situation of Yhwh having
defeated all his enemies. It comes directly after a passage which describes the defeat
of the sea-monster by Yhwh, and again the verb is not used in the context of a dirge,
but in the celebration of a victory in battle. In Ps. 119.172 and 147.7 H]i? is used in the
sense of praising Yhwh and in Is. 13.22 it is used to describe the howling of wild
animals.
ICapelrud is clearly wrong in his assertion that the Hebrew verb nil? can
mean 'dirge'. On the contrary, all the above evidence suggests that whilst the verb TE7
is the more general 'sing', mil? is closely associated with the celebratory singing after
victory in battle, either real or metaphorical. Only the one instance, Ex. 32.18,
53Thc LXX reading <pcovf]v eSapxovxcov oi'vou adds the explanatory element that the
noise was from drunken revelry, whereas the MT leaves the reader to 'understand' exactly what it
was that Moses could hear from the prior description of what was going on in the camp in 32.6.
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suggests that it might have been used after defeat, although the obscure nature of this
tricolon, the contrasting of TITO? 'strength' with the hapcvc n01i7n from the root ©*717
'be weak', makes it difficult to be certain.
What Kapelrud appears to be doing is looking for a significant character
trait of the goddess and attempting to tie this into an etymology for her name. He
devotes a section of his book to the development of the idea of Anat as a "goddess of
lamentation and mourning" (82-92), and picks on this characteristic as the one that
lies behind the conception of the goddess and hence the etymology of her name.
However, his arguments are less than convincing and his proposed etymology cannot
be accepted.
1.3.6. 'To Love, Make Love'
Ariella Deem (1978) begins her discussion with the statement that she
actively seeks an etymology that reflects the "aspect of love and fecundity" which is
the fundamental nature of Anat.54 She begins her quest with the observation (26),
In Hebrew the most frequent connotation of the verb 7721? in the Piel is
"to inflict sorrow or pain". A narrower meaning is "to force a woman to
have sexual intercourse", "to rape", which is attested both in legal
contexts and in narrative passages.
From her assumption that the "fundamental idea" of the Piel is the
intensive or even causative form of a Qal stem,55 she argues that if the Piel can mean
"rape", then an original Qal would express the more neutral "sexual intercourse by
54This view was already stated by Gordon (1977 126 n.83), but he attributed the idea to a
Dr. Ariella Goldberg, presumably the same as our Ariella Deem.
55She follows GK's explanation of the Piel. This notion of the Piel as the intensive form of
a Qal stem is now seen to be over simplified; see the discussion in Waltke and O'Connor (1990
396f.).
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mutual consent". Here, she departs from the more common understanding of Piel
"rape" as a semantic development or verbal metaphor from the common Piel stem
"afflict, humble" and instead sees it as a derivation from a hitherto unnoticed Qal root
nuu "to have sexual intercourse". She offers several examples from Hebrew texts in
which she sees this Qal stem; however, Good (1987) has convincingly demonstrated
that none of Deem's examples withstands close scrutiny, and this seriously weakens
her case, for she is then left solely with her somewhat dubious method of working
backwards from a Piel stem to a hypothetical Qal form of the verb.
Toward the end of her paper, Deem (1978 29f.) plays the broader game of
"tracing the original meaning of names of fertility gods to the imagery and
terminology of fecundity". While, as Deem points out, there is undoubtedly a strong
tradition of using agricultural imagery when describing sexual activity, her attempt to
trace the names of deities back to such imagery is hindered by her confused method
and uncritical acceptance of various assumptions concerning the relationship between
Semitic deities and nature/fertility religion. To begin with, she simply assumes that
Baal and Anat are fertility deities without any attempt to substantiate this claim for
Baal, whilst the sum total of the evidence presented for Anat as a fertility goddess is
that she engages in sexual intercourse with Baal and bears him a child. However, if
sexual intercourse were the sole prerequisite for classifying a god or goddess as a
fertility deity, then there would be very few indeed who would escape this
classification! Deem's attempt to seek an etymology of the name of Anat which
reflects her nature as a fertility goddess rests squarely on the assumption that Anat's
nature is fundamentally that of a fertility goddess,56 but without any examination of
the primary hypothesis, she seems to be arguing in a circular fashion: Anat is a fertility
56Page 30 she writes, "This etymology relates the name of Anath to one of her main
features as the goddess of love and fecundity."
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goddess, the etymology which reflects her nature is that of 'nh 'sexual intercourse',
the etymology of her name shows Anat to be a fertility goddess.
A confusion in her method can be seen in the analysis of the etymology of
the divine name Baal. She writes (1978 30),
The name of the fertility god. Baal, is on the one hand linked to the verb
"to wed, to copulate", and on the other, with an agricultural term
with to m® "rain-irrigated field".
This conclusion follows on from her stated goal of "tracing the original
meaning of names of fertility gods" (emphasis mine); however, in her search for these
original meanings, she never moves beyond the horizon of Biblical and Mishnaic
Hebrew. Surely if we are looking for an 'original' meaning of a divine name, we
should at least look for evidence in the earliest literary strata in which the name first
occurs, which in the case of Baal means at least looking at the Akkadian and later
Ugaritic evidence. There is no example of b'l meaning 'copulate, wed' in either of
these cognate languages in which the name (or rather 'title') is found; on the other
hand there is overwhelming evidence that the earliest examples ofb'l as a divine name
indicate that this is a title meaning 'lord, master' (CAD 2.199). This suggests that the
comparatively late evidence of Hebrew shows us a secondary development from the
nounTiO 'husband, lord, owner'.
As for the goddess Anat, Deem declares that there is a "similar pattern"
connecting the name of Anat with the verb H3J? 'to love, make love' and the
agricultural term H3UQ, rP3J?Q 'furrow', Again we may level the same criticism at her
method: if she is searching for the original meaning of the divine name, she should at
least look beyond the horizon ofBiblical Hebrew. Good (1987) has clearly shown that
there is no evidence for a Hebrew verb 'make love', and neither is there a
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comparable verb 'ny found at Ugarit. With such negative evidence as this, her
proposed etymology is doubtful.57
1.3.7. 'Furrow5
Deem (1978 30) suggests that the divine name 'nt is connected to the
Ugaritic lexeme 'n 'furrow', pi. 'nt, found in KTU 1.6.iv.If. || iv,12f. and KTU
1.16.iii.9, although she stops short of accepting this as the etymology of the divine
name since it would contradict her earlier proposal. Wyatt (1988 382, following
Deem 1978) suggests that 'furrow' is an acceptable etymology, using this and the
supposition that kpt in KTU 1.108 means 'earth' to argue that Anat was an earth
goddess. This in turn is linked to his theory that as part of the Baal cycle there is an
episode which narrates the rescue of Anat from Yam, on the basis of an Indo-
European origin for the plot of this myth. However, in text 1.3.iii.37f. we find a vivid
account of Anat annihilating Yam and all his retinue, and this does not fit well with
the idea of her being Yam's captive. Wyatt's assessment of kpt in 1.108 is possible,
although I prefer to relate it to the akk. kabaku as a part of her headdress with royal
significance.
Korpel (1990 124, 580), however, readily accepts 'nt 'furrow' as the
etymology of the divine name 'Anat', without feeling any discussion is necessary. She
states that the "literal meaning" of 'nt (and therefore of the divine name) is 'furrow',
which in turn may have the metaphorical meaning of 'vulva' which thus gives a
"sexual background" to the goddess Anat.58
57Good (1987 137) strangely accepts her etymology for Anat based on a verb *'ny 'make
love', even though he disproves her evidence from Biblical Hebrew.
58She also includes in this category of divine names, whose original meaning has
something to do with fertile fields, Astarte and Athtar.
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It does seem the case that we have an Ugaritic lexeme 'nt with the
meaning 'furrow' in KTU 1.6.iv. In this text, after a dialogue between El and a figure
whose name is now lost (probably Anat), El has a dream in which he sees Baal alive,
and then gives Anat the following message which she in turn is to give to Shapshu
(£7Z/1.6.iv.lf.):59
1) pi. 'nt. Mm. y SpS Search the furrows of the fields, O Shapshu!
2) pi. 'nt. Mm[.] i*l. Search the furrows of the fields ofEl!
yStk 3) b*'l. '*nt. mhrtt May Baal be visible in the ftirrows of the plough land.
4) i*y. aliyn. b'l Where is Valiant Baal?
5) iy. zb*l. b'l. ars Where is the Prince, Lord of the earth?
In fact one could argue that the poet is here playing on the similarity of
the divine name and the lexeme 'nt although it may simply be circumstance. What
Deem and more especially Korpel attempt is an etymological connection between the
divine name and the root 'nt 'furrow', but there is no firm evidence to support this
view. As we have already seen, the material from Mari is unable to tell us anything
about the character of the goddess at that city, which might provide us with evidence
for an earlier period of adoration of this goddess. If Anat began life as the deification
of the furrows of the field then this has left little trace in the Ugaritic material, perhaps
this passage is the only one that could be used to support such a theory. In my
opinion, however, it is better that we see in this passage a poetical technique which
brings words together on the basis of aural similitude, rather than a common
etymology.
1.3.8. Conclusions
There is a wide diversity of opinion on the etymology of the divine name
'Anaf. As we saw in the first part of this chapter, her name can be traced back to the
59See my notes to this text below.
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Old Babylonian period at Mari, and this is an important factor that must be taken into
account when attempting to trace its etymology. As we have seen, most of the
attempts at such an enterprise have relied on establishing a correlation between any
outstanding character trait of the goddess witnessed in the Ugaritic narrative material,
and an appropriate etymon at least containing the consonants ' and n. For example,
Virolleaud and Caquol el al. believe that Mat i3 a goddess intimately connected with
the life-giving waters of the earth, thus her name is derived from the root 'n 'spring',
whilst for Kapelrud her main role is that of prototypical mourner, in which case her
name is ultimately to be derived from Akkadian itiu 'stream of tears, dirge', Hebrew
'Dirge'. In my discussion I have attempted to establish the probability of each
suggestion, taking into account the presence of appropriate roots in Old Babylonian,
and the character of the goddess at Ugarit; in this way we were able, for example, to
reject Deem's proposal on the basis that she attempted to establish an etymology
based on a Biblical Hebrew root without looking beyond it to Ugaritic or Akkadian
cognates. However, even this last criterion is not fool-proof, since it relies on the
assumption that the character traits of the goddess Anat at Ugarit were essentially the
same as those of the Anat found over 500 years earlier at the distant town of Mari;
something which cannot be taken for granted. Even if the contemporary goddesses
were essentially the same, there is potentially a wide scope for the development of her
character over half a millennium. Unfortunately, we lack the kinds ofmaterial which
would allow us to build up a picture of the character of the goddess at Mari which
renders us unable to cross check Ugaritic Anat with the Anat ofMari.
The character of Anat is complex and no one single etymology would be
adequate to encompass the whole; however, many of the proposed etymologies do
cover some or other aspect of her character. Perhaps it is best if we accept that
whatever was the original etymon of her name, it is beyond our capability with the
present evidence to achieve anything more than a reasoned assessment of the
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likelihood of any proposed etymology. Furthermore, it is not necessary to believe that
the character of Anat would be immutable: even if we did have a reliable portrait of
the goddess at Mari, her origins may lie in the pre-literate period for an unknown
length of time, during which her character was developed. But this simply pushes the
problem back one more step. Perhaps the complexity of her character is a result of the
accretion ofmany layers of 'etymologies' on her name by various groups which were
influenced by the similarity of sound between her name and various other lexemes,
although we can only speculate about this. Suffice it to say that the name of the
goddess could evoke in the mind of the worshipper many images based on aural
similitude and that these furnished the goddess with a rich and varied personality.
1.4. CONCLUSIONS
In the first part of this chapter we traced the divine name 'nt from its
earliest known mention in eighteenth century Mari, down to the late twelfth century
Ugarit. At Mari the goddess appears as simply another deity in a developed pantheon,
exhibiting no outstanding features which allow us to draw any conclusions about her
character during this period. It seems very likely that the goddess was West Semitic in
origin and was worshipped by the Amorites. There did not seem to be any significant
differences between theophoric personal names from this early period, and those from
Ugarit.
In the second part of this chapter we traced the various attempts at finding
the 'original meaning' of the divine name, and concluded that with the present state of
our knowledge it is impossible to make firm conclusions. The presence of Anat at
Mari demands that any proposed etymon must take into consideration the Amorite
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background of this goddess; however, the lack of information on the character of the
goddess at Mari coupled with our limited knowledge of the Amorite language poses a
great hindrance. Wc have therefore limited ourselves to an evaluation of the many
different possibilities and to an assessment of their individual merit. As for the search
for an all encompassing single etymology for her divine name, it is a distinct possibility
that the worshippers of Anat attributed different meanings to her name themselves,
since the origin of the goddess was probably at least as obscure to them (if not more
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An important source of information on the goddess Anat comes from
Egypt, in the form of personal names, monumental representations and inscriptions,
stelae, and myths. A detailed account of the Egyptian evidence for Anat has been
given by Eaton (1964) and Bowman (1978). I include in this chapter a discussion of
the iconography of the goddess which includes material whose provenance is other
than Egypt. However, since all of the named representations of the goddess are
Egyptian in origin or style, I think it is appropriate to include such a discussion as part
of the overall picture ofAnat's place in Egyptian theology.
Anat's popularity reached its zenith in royal circles during the reign of
Ramesses II, although we find references to her at many points, both before and after
this king, from the Middle Kingdom to the Greek-Roman period.1 However, a word
of caution should be raised here. It would be all too easy to supplement the Ugaritic
character of Anat by recourse to Egyptian evidence, and vice versa, without thinking
about the theological context in which she operates in each culture. By the time of the
New Kingdom, Egyptian theology had already a great and prestigious antiquity, with
a vivid and lively mythology of its own indigenous creation. Even if we find some
traces of Semitic influence in Egyptian myth, we should not forget that it is highly
probable that any foreign god or myth adopted by the Egyptians will have been
heavily influenced by Egyptian theology. What we are looking at in the Egyptian
material, especially that produced by the temples or royal cult as opposed to privately
'From a chronological point of view, there is no question that the Amorite Anat we find at
Mari (see above) is prior to any mention of Anat in Egypt.
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produced material, is an Egyptian Anat.2 Where we see similarities between this Anat
and the one we know from Ugarit, we can confidently assume that these traits have
been taken on board by the Egyptians as part of the essential character of Anat; where
there are contradictions, we should not expect to be able to marry the two together.
When we are exposed to aspects of her character which appear only in one cultural
context but not the other, then we have to handle the material very carefully in order
not to confuse what is primarily the product of two cultures. Even though there are
gaping holes in our knowledge of the character of Anat from both cultures, we should
not create a composite picture of the goddess on the assumption that what has been
lost to U3 from one culture has been miraculously preserved in the other. On the other
hand, nor should we restrict the character of Anat to the 'common core' that we can
extract by comparing the two pictures with which we are presented. Recent studies
(Walls 1992, Wiggins 1993) have stressed the importance of taking cultural context
into consideration when dealing with disparate evidence for the character of a
goddess. However, there is not an inseparable gulf between the goddess Anat in
Egypt and Anat at Ugarit; we must recognise that she has been first adopted and then
adapted to her new cultural context in Egypt. It is with this caution firmly in the
forefront of our minds that we engage the Egyptian material.
2Already recognised by Virolleaud (1937 5) who writes that Anat in Egypt is, "d'origine
phenicienne, mais devenue reellement egyplienne".
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2.2. EARLIEST EVIDENCE
2.2.1. Brooklyn Papyrus 35.1446
The divine name Anat first comes to our attention in Egypt at the end of
the Middle Kingdom (Eaton 1964 24; Leclant 1975 253; Bowman 1978 224) in the
Brooklyn Papyrus 35.1446. This document consists of a fragment of a criminal
register, 2 royal orders, a list of slaves and an act of donation {LA IV.694), and
supplies us with a list of 95 slaves, 37 ofwhich are labelled Semitic:3 '3m.w for 'male
Asiatic', and '3m.t for 'female Asiatic' (Albright 1954 223). Two names, #25 and #59
in Albright's list, are believed to be formed with the divine element Anat: #25 is a
female Asiatic 'nt[ ]' and #59, also female, is called 'n-ti. The second of the two
certainly appears to be a hypocoristicon of the divine name, whereas the lacuna of the
first makes it impossible to establish the original form of this personal name.
The early date4 of this papyrus places it slightly later than the latest
attestation of the goddess from Mari which, as we saw above, has a terminus ad quern
of around 1760 B.C. It also provides evidence for an Anat cult in an area further west
than that of Mari. However, the evidence of foreign slave names in Egypt does not
allow us to suppose that there was an Anat cult in Egypt at this time, but merely that
some foreign slaves were devotees of the goddess in their original circumstances.
Whether or not they continued their devotion to Anat in their new circumstances, we
have no further indication of an Egyptian reverence for this West Semitic goddess.
3LA IV.694 claims 48 Asiatic names.
4Albright (1954 223) states that the papyrus is dated to the first and second regnal year of
Sekhemre Sewadjtawi Sebekhatpe III, which he places around 1740 B.C.; at any rate, the papyrus
is to be dated to the end of the Middle Kingdom (LA IV.694).
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2,2.2. Introduction of Anat into Egypt by the Hyksos
The introduction of an actual cult of Anat into Egypt is believed to have
taken place during the penetration of the Hyksos5 into the Eastern delta (Albright
1925 83; Berard 1952 24; Eaton 1964 24; Leclant 1975 254; Bowman 1978 223).
This is seen from the evidence of personal names on a group of scarabs on which the
names are prefaced by the phrase hk3h3s(w)t, 'Ruler of a foreign country' (Ward
1984). 'nt-hr6 is known from two scarabs (Montet 1941 81 fig. 31; Martin 1971
#349-350) and has been translated 'Anat is content' (e.g., Blok 1930 183; Montet
1941 81) based on the Egyptian verb hrw 'be pleased, satisfied, content' (Faulkner
1972 159). Uncertainties still remain in our understanding of the evolution of the
system of transcription of foreign names from Middle Kingdom scribes to those of the
New Kingdom, but since the Hyksos appear to have been West Semitic, the
suggestion that the element hr in such names as 'nt-hr, y'qb-hr and sm3hr is a West
Semitic root is not unreasonable. Ward (1976) has suggested that the element hr is
Semitic 'mountain', and that the name 'nt-hr should be translated 'Anat is my
mountain', where 'mountain' is a synonym for 'god'. He compares this to names
formed with the element sr.1 A very similar name is found from a later period at
Karnak, where in an inscription on the temple wall we learn that Sethos 1 named his
horse team 'ntyt-hrty . Here the second element is spelled with the feminine ending,
5Alihougli there has been debate on the ethnic identity of the Hylcsoc, it is now generally
accepted that they were of West-Semitic origin (van Seters 1966 190; Kempinski 1985; Redford
and Weinstein 1992).
6Newberry (1906 pi. 23, no. 11), Petrie (1906 68), Albright (1925 83), Blok (1930 183),
Dussaud (1934 119), Ranke (1935-52 11.272 #10); Montet (1941 81 fig.34), Berard (1952 24-25),
Van Setcrs (1966 178), Martin (1971 #349 and #350), Leclant (1975 255 n.3), Bowman (1978
224), Redford and Weinstein (1992 343).
7cf. Huffmon (1965 258) for Amorite names at Mari with the element sr, 'rock,
mountain'. Albright (1935 191 n.59) points to the use of elements such as sr, si', 'bn, and hr as
the divine element in Israelite personal names.
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but rather than thinking that this inscription is the correct spelling of the name 'nt-hr
(Albright 1925 83 n.9), perhaps wc should see this second occurrence as an Egyptian
name, 'Anat is content', whilst the former is an Egyptian transcription of a Semitic
personal name.
University College London seal no. 11655 has been read in two different
ways; 'pr-'nt,8 or wsr-'ntj.9 It is preceded by the phrase hldh3s(w)t, 'Ruler of a
foreign country' which places it as one of the Royal Name scarabs (Ward 1984),
probably used by a local chief during the Hyksos period. The second reading could
mean 'strong one of Anat' or 'Anat is powerful'10 ifwe accept it as the Egyptian root
wsr (Faulkner 1972 68), although an Egyptian root for 'pr is more problematical for a
personal name. On the other hand, ifwc were to understand this name as Semitic, the
first element has been shown to be cognate with Akkadian eperu by Albright (1954
225) who translates the similar names 'pr-el and 'pr-b'l as 'fosterling of DN'.n
Although the root eperu is East Semitic, the use of ' at the beginning of the root
would suggest a transcription from a root with initial ayin, and hence a West Semitic
cognate of the East Semitic root. The West Semitic basis of this personal name is
understandable given that the bearer of this name was likely to have been a local West
Semitic ruler, rather than proposing a purely Egyptian name.
8Petrie (1917 pi. XXI 15th D #1), Martin (1971 #318), Ward (1984 169), Redford and
Weinstein (1992 343).
9Petrie (1917 pi. XXI 15th D #1), Leclant (1975 255 n.3), Ward (1984 169), Redford and
Weinstein (1992 343). Redford and Weinstein (1992) confuse the issue by assuming that these
are two different names found on scarabs (numbers 2 and 1 in their list p.3-13), whilst in fact, we
have one scarab and two alternative readings of the same name. This can be seen from the plate
in Petrie (1917, 15th D #1) which is in fact identical to that in Martin (1971 pi.41.3).
10When used as a predicate, the adjective comes before its subject and is invariable in
gender and number (Gardiner 1957 47). Thus wc would not expect a feminine ending on the
adjective wsr when used as a predicate of the divine name '«/.




The acceptance of foreign deities such as Reshef, Astarte, Baal, and Anat,
into the official Egyptian pantheon seem3 to have followed the renewed contacts by
the Egyptian administration with its Asiatic neighbours following the expulsion of the
Hyksos (Lcclant 1960 3), and was perhaps aided by the concern for quickly asserting
its legitimacy in Lower Egypt by the adoption of cults already practised at the Hyksos
capital, Avaris. Despite an initial aversion to mentioning the Semitic storm god Baal
during the 18th Dynasty, by the 19th Dynasty he became firmly established under the
guise of Seth (te Velde 1977 119f.) to the point that Seth himself could be portrayed
in a truly Semitic fashion12 and the name 'Baal' itselfwas written with the Seth animal
determinative. As for the goddess Anat, nothing has yet been found that would
indicate a flourishing cult,13 although a stone bowl of unknown provenance does
mention her as one among several Semitic deities who had been assimilated into the
Egyptian pantheon ofMemphis (Redford 1973).
2.3.1.1. Granite bowl of Horemheb
This granite bowl, which was seen by Redford in a dealer's shop in Cairo
and which has no archaeological provenance and no guarantee of authenticity, had the
following inscription around its rim (Redford 1973 37),
12Cf. the '400 year stele', te Velde (1977 124). See Yon (1991 328 fig.8b).
13The supposed presence of a priesthood at Thebes during the reign of Thutmose III (Blok
1930 184; Eaton 1964 25) is disputed by Leclant (1975 255 n.4).
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Regnal year 16 under the Majesty of the Lord of the Two Lands,
Horemheb, the Ruler; at the time of his first victorious campaign, from
Byblos as far as the land of the vile chief of Carchemish. An offering-
which-the-king-gives (to) Ptah South-of-His-Wall, Lord of the Life of the
Two Lands, (to) Astarte lady of heaven, (to) 'Anat the daughter of Ptah,
lady of truth, (to) Resheph lord of heaven, (to) Qodsha lady of the stars of
heaven; that they may give life, prosperity and health to the k3 of the
stablemaster of the Lord of the Two Lands Sen-nefer, repeating life.
If the information given is correct, then this mention of Anat comes at the
very end of the 18th dynasty, although her designation as 'daughter of Ptah' would
suggest that a cult of this goddess had existed at Memphis long enough at least for her
to have been accepted into the Memphite pantheon as a daughter of the high god. The
fact that here she is the daughter ofPtah whilst in pBeatty I and pBeatty VII she is the
daughter of Ra may be a result of the relative novelty of this goddess in Egyptian
theology whose familial position had not yet been fixed, but more probably is a
reflection of the rival theologies of Memphis and Heliopolis. This same kind of
ambiguity surrounds the identity of Astarte's father who is Ra in pBeatty I, but Ptah
in pAmherst.14
Redford suggests that after the campaigns of Thutmose III, there was an
influx of Asiatics into Egypt, and that foreign cults had particular patronage under
Ptah of Memphis (cf. te Velde 1977 122f.), and this seems borne out by the
inscription of this bowl. In it, we find four Semitic gods mentioned, and ifwe separate
Reshef (as the only male Semitic deity) from Qedeshet,15 Astarte and Anat, we arrive
at a grouping identical to that found on the Winchester College stele which portrays a
goddess of the Qedeshet type but with a name which includes these three goddesses.
However, in the granite bowl inscription it is very unlikely that the three goddesses
are considered in any syncretistic way since they are each given an epithet, and the
14Gardiner (1932),/LV£7(17f.), Leclant (1975a 500).
l5On this goddess and her alleged associations with Athirat see Wiggins (1991).
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group has Reshef inserted into it. In this case, I believe we are dealing with three quite
separate and distinct goddesses.
Whilst three of the deities have epithets which betray an astral association,
'lord/lady of (the stars of) heaven', Anat is called 'daughter of Ptah, Mistress of
truth'. Elsewhere, Anat receives the title 'Mistress of Heaven', and we are faced with
the question of the significance of her epithet here. If the suggested date for this piece
is correct, then it would be the first mention of Anat as a goddess in her own right
rather than as the divine element in theophorous personal names. Although the
Amorite influx into Egypt may have initially introduced Anat worship into Egypt,
there is no indication from the 18th dynasty that this was ever taken up by the
Egyptians themselves, apart from this bowl. It is possible that Anat was not accepted
into the Memphite pantheon until quite late in this period, and if that were the case,
she would not have been subjected to a long process of Egyptianisation; in other
words, she may at this early point have retained a large part of her Semitic character.
The Ugaritic Anat is consistently portrayed as a young goddess (a btlt), a daughter of
El, with whom she co-operates but also argues. Perhaps this strong father-daughter
relationship, not as pionounced with any other goddess, was considered an essential
part of the goddess' character by the Egyptians and is thus one of the defining
features of her role in Egyptian theology, hence her characterisation as daughter of
Ptah, and later as daughter of Ra.
Even ifwe accept this bowl at face value, it does not provide evidence for
any royal cult of Anat at the end of the 18th dynasty since the dedication is by a Sen-
nefer, stable master of the king. It is not until we reach the 19th dynasty that we find
evidence for Anat in a royal context.
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2.3.2. Nineteenth Dynasty
2.3.2.1. Chariot team of Sethos I
In the panel on the northern wall of the great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak we
read of the march through southern Palestine by Sethos I (Panel 1). Over the horses
of the Pharaoh's chariot is the inscription,16
First Great (Chariot-) Span of His Majesty, 'Amun decrees him Valour',
which is (also) named 'Anath is Content'
Here we find the first indication of the warrior role Anat is to play so
strongly in Egyptian theology, although here it is the horse team leading Sethos I into
battle which bears her name, rather than the goddess being directly involved with the
king. The connection ofAnat with horses is unusual in that it is usually Astarte who is
thought to have intimate associations with the horse (Leclant 1960; Wyatt 1984
334f.). For the reading 'Anat is content', compare the Hyksos name 'nt-hr discussed
above. A possible military connotation for this name could be sought in the Ugaritic
myth KTU 1.3 ii where we read that Anat slaughters until she is sated ($b'\ although I
doubt that such an influence was at work here.
2.3.2.2. Ramesses II
During the reign of Ramesses II, son of Sethos I, the official cult of
Semitic deities seems to have peaked.17 We find many references to Anat which date
16Breasted (1906 111.43 #84), Albright (1925 82f.), Stadelmann (1967 94), Eaton (1964
26), Leclant (1975 254), Bowman (1978 225), Kitchen (1993 6)
17By 'official' I mean that a temple received funds from the royal purse, or that cultic
images were commissioned by the king or priesthood. In other words, the king's personal
religion, funded by the immense resources he could command.
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to his exceptionally long reign.18 For example, a sword of Ramesses II is given the
name 'Anat-is-Victorious' (Albright 1925 83; Eaton 1964 26; Bowman 1978 225),
and on the Bet El-Walli Temple a dog of his is called 'Anat-is-Protection' (Breasted
1906 III 201, #467; Albright 1925 83; Ranke 1935-52 1.69 #15; Eaton 1964 26;
Stadelmann 1967 94; Leclant 1975 254; Bowman 1978 225). Even his eldest
daughter is given the purely Semitic name bnt-'nt, 'Daughter of Anat' (Gauthier
1908-14 III. 102-103; Block 1930 185; Ranke 1935-52 1.96 #17, 11.277 #5; Eaton
1964 28; Stadelmann 1967 94; Leclant 1975 254; Bowman 1978 225; Kitchen 1982
40; Lalouette 1985 172), that is, the divine name 'nt prefixed with the Semitic noun
bnt 'daughter' rather than the usual Egyptian noun s3t, 'daughter' (Faulkner 1972
207). Compare this to the name of the father-in-law of Si-Montu, the 23rd son of
Ramesses II, who was a Syrian ship's captain called bn-'nt (Ranke 1935-52 1.96 #17;
Eaton 1964 28; Kitchen 1982 111).
2.3.2.3. Anat and Harnesses II (seated)
Several monuments have been found at Tanis which give us our first
glimpse of the image of Anat as portrayed by Egyptian artists, and which illustrate the
close relationship between Anat and Ramesses II. The life size seated group of
Ramesses II and Anat in grey granite, found in the so-called 'Temple of Anat' on the
axis of the temple facing the monumental door (Montet 1933 107; Stadelmann 1967
92; Uphill 1984 69) shows them seated side by side, the right arm of the goddess
resting protectively on the shoulder of the king (Montet 1933 107f. pi. XLVII, 2,
LIV, LV, 2). Anat wears a skirt whose fabric is clearly seen between her lower calves
18Although the exact dates for the accession to the throne, and the later death, of
Ramcsses II are not certainly established, it is generally agreed that his was an exceptionally long
reign. For example, Kitchen (1982 240f.) gives the dates 1279/1278 to 1213 (55/56 years), whilst
Lalouette (1985 108) gives the date of his accession 1296 BC. and a reign of 67 years, 'Tun des
plus longs et des plus prestigieux de l'histoire de la vallee du Nil".
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and which may begin at her waist, although this is not clear. Around her neck appears
to be a collar'9 of some sort and she wears the horned atef crown, which completely
covers her hair. It is also noteworthy that she bears no weapons. On this group, Anat
is given the title, 'Anat, Mistress of heaven, Lady of the gods of Ramesses-beloved-
of-Amun' (Montet 1933 108; Stadelmann 1967 92; Leclant 1975 254). On the rear
we have a fragment of a discourse of Anat addressed to Harnesses II. In the first line
she addresses him as 'my beloved son', whilst in the next line she declares, 'I am your
mother' (Montet 1933 108; Stadelmann 1967 92). This introduces a new element into
our picture ofEgyptian Anat. She is the daughter of the high god, but she is also the
mother of the king, an ideology completely at home among the Egyptians.
2.3.2.4. Anat and Ramesses II (standing)
A second life size group depicting Ramesses II and Anat in pink granite
was found outside the vestibule of the 'Temple of Anat', the upper portion was found
a few metres outside the northern entrance, facing the monumental doorway, whilst
the remainder was found a further two metres away (Montet 1933 125-126 pi. LXX-
LXXII; Stadelmann 1967 92; Leclant 1975 254; Uphill 1984 65; Lalouette 1985
147f). Unlike the previous statue group, this one is in a very poor state of
preservation: not only is it broken into several pieces, but the left arm and head of the
goddess is missing. Although the group is now damaged, an inscription identifies
Ramesses II and Anat as the couple standing side by side and holding hands. The
goddess wears a collar similar to that in the previous group, along with a tight fitting
robe which falls to her feet and is held tight at the waist by a belt. Unfortunately, due
to the poor state of preservation, we are unable to know what the head or any
headdress may have looked like. We can see that nothing is held in her right hand
,9For wonderful colour photographs of collars and other Egyptian jewellery, cf. Aldred
(1978).
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since it holds the hand of Ramesses, but it is impossible to know what might have
been held in her left hand, although a comparison with the previous group suggests
that she was unarmed. Ramesses has the title, 'beloved of Anat of Ramesses-beloved-
of-Amun' on both side panels of the group (Montet 1933 125; Stadelmann 1967 92).
On the rear we find a speech of Anat addressed to Ramesses II. In line 1, Anat
declares, 'I am your mother'; in line 2 she states that she has given the Pharaoh all
lands and that she will stand by him, and in line 4 Ramesses is given the title, 'Beloved
of Anat, Mistress of the Heavens' (Montet 1933 125; Stadelmann 1967 92; Lalouette
1985 147).
2.3.2.5. Anat and Ramesses H (Brooklyn Museum 54.67)
One further relief, of unknown provenance, depicts Anat and Ramesses II.
The fragmentary Brooklyn Museum relief 54.67 (Brooklyn Museum 1956 27-28 pi.
51-52; Leclant 1975 254) depicts the headdress, head and shoulders of Anat who is
described in the accompanying inscription as 'Anat ofRamesses, Mistress ofHeaven'.
From what remains, we can see that Anat wears the white crown flanked with
feathers, a collar and bands at the top of her arms. Ramesses II wears the blue crown.
They both face to their right. The epithet 'Anat of Ramesses' is one found already at
Tanis, and the similarity in iconographic style between Anat on this fragment, and
Anat in the standing group from Tanis, suggests that the original provenance of this
piece was Tanis, although this must remain conjectural.
2.3.2.6. Northern Obelisk of Ramesses II from Tanis
On the hidden face of the northern obelisk at Tanis, uncovered by Montet
(1933 70), Ramesses II describes himself in the following terms, 'A mighty heart in
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combat, Montu in battle, mhr of Anat, bull of Seth'20 (Stadelmann 1967 93; Leclant
1975 254; Bowman 1978 228; Uphill 1984 #T.249). The full text of all four sides of
the obelisk reads (Montet 1933 70):
1. The fascinating lion, full of rage, who has subjugated the land of
Shasu, and conquered the mountain of Sari with his valiant arm. 2. Who
strikes the land of Asia, crushes the Nine Bows, reduces all the foreign
lands to nothing. 3. Young of face, thanks to the strength of his arm...?
bull... 4. A mighty heart in combat. Montu in battle, nursling \mhr\ of
Anta, bull of Seth.
Opinion is divided in the translation of the lexeme mhr. On the one hand it
could be a Semitic loan-word meaning 'warrior',21 or on the other, it may be an
Egyptian word meaning 'nursling, suckling'. I shall discuss this problem below. The
northern obelisk was one of a pair, and to put it in its proper perspective we need to
compare the text of the southern obelisk (Montet 1933 72; Uphill 1984 #T.250):
1. Valiant like Montu, bull son of a bull, who tramples on every land and
massacres their inhabitants. 2. His victories extend over every land like
those of Seth whose terror dominates the field of battle. The two gods are
on his shoulders. 3. Wise in battle, first in battle, who has conquered the
land of Nubia by his valour, and subjugated the Libyans. 4. Great of
valour like Seth, bull in Retenou, who conquers every land with his arm
and brings back to Egypt.
Although the northern obelisk has suffered particular damage, we can see
that Ramesses II has put great stress in these two obelisks on his identity with Montu,
and to a lesser extent with Anat and Seth. This should not be surprising since they
commemorate his victories over foreign lands, and the pharaoh has claimed the
patronage and support not only of the Egyptian warrior god Montu, but also that of
the gods of the lands he assaulted such as Semitic Baal, in the form of Seth, and the
Semitic warrior goddess Anat. Whatever we decide for a translation ofmhr, it is clear
20Gardiner's (ed. 1935 61 n.l) understanding of the phrase 'the great cow (?) of Seth' as
an epithet of Anal is untenable in the light of parallel inscriptions which make it clear that what
was intended was an epithet of Ramesses as a 'bull of Seth' (Couroyer 1964 453f.).
21Compare Ugaritic mhr, KTU 1.3.ii.l5, 1.18.iv.26, etc.
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from the overall context that Anat's prowess as a warrior is the reason for her
inclusion. As mother of the king, her bellicose nature becomes assimilated to that of
Ramesses II, endowing him with divine strength and protection.
2.3.2.7. Limestone door post of Ramesses II from Tanis
One final piece from Tanis is a fragment of a limestone door post that had
been reused in the sacred lake walling in the great temple enclosure (Montet 1966 38
pi. Ill, 2, XLII, 2; Leclant 1975 254; Uphill 1984 61). An inscription reads, '...he
made it as a monument to (his) mother Anta ofRamesses, he made ...'. Note the lack
of the third masculine singular pronominal suffix after 'Mother' (Uphill 1984 61).
2.3.2.8. Marriage Stele of Ramesses II
Moving away from Tanis, several other monuments illustrate the close
relationship that existed between Ramesses II and the goddess Anat. The 'Marriage
Stele' of Ramesses II celebrates his marriage to a young Hittite princess. This has
been reconstructed from four different monuments by Kuentz (1925). In line 12, part
of a much longer eulogy to Ramesses II, we read (Kuentz 1925 228; Stadelmann
1967 93; Bowman 1978 228; Lalouette 1985 147),
Living image of Re, symbol of He who resides in Heliopolis; the One
whose hairs are gold, whose bones are silver, whose limbs are iron; son
of Seth, mhr of Anat; powerful Bull like Seth of Ombos. ..'
According to Kuentz (1925 197), nothing can be read from the Karnak
inscription at this point, but line 14 of the Elephantine text reads mhr 'nt(i) with
feminine ending and goddess determinative, whereas line 12 of the Abu-Simbel text
reads mhr '[ ~\r(i) with feminine ending and goddess determinative. The discrepancy
between the two readings is overcome, however, by comparison with the 'abridged'
version of the marriage stele (Lefebvre 1925; Lalouette 1985 147). Here in line 3 we
clearly see mhr 'nt, with a goddess determinative in the form of a seated goddess with
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atef crown, feathers and horizontal curly horns, holding an ankh on her knees. It
seems then that as on the northern obelisk at Tanis, Ramesses II is described as mhr
'tit, and that like the other monument, the phrase mhr 'nt appears in the larger context
of the valiant warrior nature of the Pharaoh.
2.3.2.9. Two stelae of Ramesses II
In the region of the Suez Isthmus, on the caravan route from Suez to
Wadi Tumeilat, we find two stelae erected by Ramesses II (Cledat 1918 204f.;
Dussaud 1934 119; Goyon 1938; Berard 1952 23 n.7; Eaton 1964 27; Stadelmann
1967 93; Leclant 1975 254; Bowman 1978 227). On no. 275722 we find what may be
the divine name ['n]t23 as well as that of Baal and Soped, whilst on no. 2758 we find
the divine names of Anat, Seth and Soped (Cledat 1918). On no. 2758 (left side) we
find the very damaged remains of a speech ofAnat addressed to Ramesses II, which is
translated by Goyon (1938 121) as follows,
1 Dit par Anta...
2 Je t'ai mis au monde comme Seth (ou Baal) pour...
3 Tu te leves comme un taureau florissant... pour proteger l'Egypte, roi
du Sud et du Nord, fils de Ra, Ramses... je t'ai donne la terre des
Chasou...
4 ...roi du Sud et du Nord, fils de Ra, Ramses, gratifie de vie, aime
d'Anta, dame du Ciel. ..
In Goyon's (1938 122) interpretation of line two of this inscription, Anat
is the mother of Seth, rather than what he sees as her usual relationship with him as
wife. However, a husband-wife relationship between Anat and Seth is unknown from
any other Egyptian material, and I prefer to interpret this line as a statement that Anat
22The identification numbers are those given by Goyon (1938).
23Follovved by the determinative of seated goddess.
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is the mother ofRamesses II (cf. Tanis material) and that she has borne him so that he
is like Seth in his role as warrior and conqueror of foreign lands. On the right hand
side of this stele, Ramesses II is also addressed as the beloved son of Seth, which is
identical language to that found in the Marriage stele. I am not sure how far we
should accept such language at face value, with Ramesses II considering himself the
divine product of a sexual encounter between Anat and Seth, although such rhetoric
places the Pharaoh firmly in the realm of the gods, with attributes of divine strength
and valour in battle.
2.3.2.10. Pap. Chester Beatty VII
The papyrus Chester Beatty VII (BM 10687) represents the central
section of a book of magical incantations that was probably written at some point
during the reign of Ramesses II (Gardiner [ed ] 1935 61f.). The traditional
interpretation of spell number 23, a spell against the poison of a scorpion sting, is that
it begins with a narrative describing how Seth raped Anat as she bathed at the shore
(hp), but the seed flew to his forehead and he fell ill.24 Anat then goes to Ra to plead
for Seth's return to health, but Seth is finally healed by Isis in the form of a Nubian
woman. The translation ofGardiner (1935 61) begins as follows:
[The goddess Anat was disporting?] herself in the (stream ol) Khap and
bathing in the (stream of) Hemket. Now the great god had gone forth to
walk, and he [beheld Seth as he mounted?] upon her back, leaping (her)
even as a ram leaps, and covering her even as a ... covers [a] ... [Then
some of the seed-poison (?) flew] to his forehead to the parts of the brows
of his eyes. Thereupon he lay down upon his bed in his house [being ill..]
Gardiner's reconstruction of the scene as a rape of Anat by Seth,
witnessed by Ra, has been followed by many later scholars (e.g. Albright 1968 112;
Bowman 1978 237). However, the lacuna at the beginning of the text means that we
24Compare the emergence of the moon-god from the forehead of Seth after he had been
impregnated by the seed ofHorus in the Contendings ofHorus and Seth (te Velde 1977 43f.).
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cannot be sure that the bathing goddess is Anat; indeed, a restoration of the divine
name Anat raises a problem of consistency since it is Anat herself who acts as
intermediary between Scth and Ra in her efforts to free Seth from the effects of the
seed/poison, even though she is thought to be the victim of Seth's sexual aggression
at the beginning of the narrative.
Roccati (1972), who collated pBeatty VII with an ostracon from the
Ramesseum and a fragment from the Turin museum, has convincingly shown that it is
not Anat who should be restored in the initial lacuna of pBeatty VII, but that it is the
personified seed/poison (mtwt) who is bathing and with whom Seth has sexual
intercourse. Further work by van Dijk (1986), who includes fragments published by
G. Posener, has reinforced the interpretation of Roccati. His new collation of the text
reads as follows:25
[The Seed took a bathj on the shore in order to purify herself in the
Hmkt. Then the Great God26 went out for a walk and he [perceived her
(and saw) her beauty because of (?) the girdle] of her buttocks. Then he
mounted her like a ram mounts, he covered her like a [bull | covers.
\Thereupon the seed fl]ew up to his forehead, to the region of his
eyebrows, and he lay down upon his bed in his house [and was ill.
Hur[ried Anat, the Victorious Goddess, the woman who acts like a
warrior, who wears a skirt like men and a sash (?) like women, to Pre',
her father. He said to her: "What is the matter with you, Anat, Victorious
Goddess, who acts as a warrior, who wears a skirt like men and a sash
(?) like women? I have ended (my course) in the evening and I know that
you have come to ask that Seth be delivered from the Seed. [Look], let
(his) stupidity be a lesson (to him). The Seed had been given as a wife to
the God Above, that he should copulate with her with fire after
deflowering her with a chisel." Said the divine Isis: "I am a Nubian
woman. I have descended from heaven and I have come to uncover the
Seed which is in the body [ofX son of T|. and to make him go in health
to his mother like Horus went in health to his mother Isis. X son of Y
shall be (well), for as Horus lives so shall live X son ofY....
25The translation is based on the version of pBeatty VII. Text broken in pBeatty VII but
restored from pTurin is given in brackets. Text in italics indicates text absent from all sources.
26The pTurin variant, 'Seth' demonstrates that 'the Great God' is not Ra as Gardiner
supposed but Seth (van Dijk 1986 35).
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In this new collation of the text it appears that Seth is seduced by the
hypostatic goddess 'Seed',27 and Anat's role is limited to that of mediator between
Seth and her father Ra. This seems a comparable role to that which she played in the
AB cycle at Ugarit where she appears to be the intermediary between Baal and her
father El. However, recent commentators have moved away from the position that
this Egyptian myth is based on a Semitic original in favour of the view that it
addresses purely Egyptian concerns and that the role played by Anat, although
influenced by the Semitic background of her character, is essentially an Egyptian one,
as mediator between her lover and her father (Roccati 1972 158; van Dijk 1986 45).
The fact that she is called a 'victorious' goddess and that she is sexually
ambiguous, wearing both male and female clothes, seems to be important in this myth.
Her epithet, 'victorious', makes a direct allusion to her bellicose character, and in the
context of a spell against the poison of a scorpion, probably has a similar effect on the
affliction as did the assertion of defeat of the smn / 'hw diseases by powerful deities in
pLeiden I 345+346. By emphasising the victorious nature of the goddess, the
inevitability of defeat for the illness is thereby understood.
Of more interest is the reference to her cross-gender dress. We are told
that she wears a skirt like men and a sash like women. The ambiguity of her dress, and
hence her sexual status, places her in the medial position between the sexually active
and deviant Seth, and the sexually inactive Ra.28 Anat stands somewhere in the
middle, as a figure who has associations with both sides. However, it is unlikely that
this characteristic was invented by the Egyptians so that she could fulfil this role. It
27The Egyptian mlwt can mean both 'seed, semen' and 'poison (of a snake or scorpion)'
which fits neatly with the purpose of this text as a spell against the poison of a scorpion (Gardiner
1931; Walls 1992 147).
28Ifwe accept van Dijk's (1986 40) analysis of the text which sees the seed poison given to
Osirus in order to copulate and bring about the rebirth of Ra in the morning.
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appears from KTU 1.19.iv.44f. that Pughat disguises herself as Anat when she wears
the clothes appropriate to a warrior (gzr) and a woman (alt) and applies rouge.
Yatpan appears fooled into thinking that he is entertaining Anat, presumably because
of the dress of Pughat, which would indicate that Anat dressed in similar fashion.
Thus it seems that Anat's sexual ambiguity was a feature of her character before her
introduction into Egypt, and that it wa3 something taken up and used by the Egyptians
in their own myths.
2.3.2.11. Other references dated to Ramesses II
There are two other supposed references to the goddess Anat which are
dated to the period of Ramesses II. A fragment held at University College London
shows a goddess wearing an atef crown with feathers, topped with a small solar disc,
and brandishing a weapon (Leclant 1960 13f. and fig. 2). Stadelmann (1967 95) has
no hesitation in naming this goddess as Anat, but as Leclant argues, although this
goddess appears as a 'Canaanite' goddess, it is impossible to be certain of her identity
without actually having the name written. Moreover, the cartouche this goddess
protects is the first part of the name of Ramesses, but whether this should be taken as
Ramesses II or one of the many later kings with this name is unclear. The second
reference is found in the Egyptian version of the treaty between Hattusili and
Ramesses II. In the section which gives the divine witnesses to the treaty (ANET 201)
we find the goddess "ntrt of the land of Hatti' (Breasted 1906 III 367-391 #386;
Albright 1925 83; Leclant 1960 n.2; Eaton 1964 27; Bowman 1978 246). Albright
(1925 83) suggested that the association of Anat and Astarte was so close that this
name was formed from a blend of the two names. However, although we find Anat
and Astarte paired in some of the texts from the nineteenth dynasty period, there is no
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evidence to suggest that the two were yet confused into a single deity.29 A simpler
explanation is that there has been a scribal error in which a n (water) sign has been
written for the orthographically similar ,v (door-bolt) sign (Leclant 1960 6 n.2;
Bowman 1978 246). In this case we are left with the more familiar Astarte.
2.3.2.12. Column from Heliopolis
Moving on to the reign of Merenptah, son of Ramesses II, we find a red
granite column inscribed with an historical text from Heliopolis (Bakry 1973;
Lalouette 1985 27If.) which recounts his victory over the Libyans and Sheklesh in his
fifth regnal year. On the first part of the column we see Merenptah standing before
Amun who presents the king with a scimitar. On one of the panels of the second part
of the broken stele (Bakry 1973 9f.), Anat stands before Merenptah and presents him
with a mace-axe whose blade is held away from the king.30 The goddess wears a
tight-fitting dress which reaches to her ankles, and on her head is the white crown of
Upper Egypt flanked by two feathers, resting on two horizontal horns (the atef
crown); she holds the ankh in her left hand and holds up the mace-axe in her right.
Her name is given as 'Anat, Mistress of every land'. Before her stands Merenptah
wearing the blue crown and offering incense. Above the scene is an inscription in
which Anat addresses Merenptah, 'Take for thee thy mace that thou mayest kill thy
rebels!' This column shows us that royal patronage of the goddess Anat had not
ceased with the death of Ramesses II, and her well known war-like character made
her the ideal candidate for supporting the pharaoh in battle. However, there is no
29The Winchester College Stele (see below) may date to the reign of Ramesses III.
Although only one goddess is represented, the names of Qedeshct, Astarte and Anat, arc simply
put together in apposition to form the new name, rather than mixing up the three.
30Compare the discussion of Wilkinson (1991) on the orientation of bows in Egyptian and
Assyrian iconography. Perhaps the turning of the blade of an axe away from the king is symbolic
of the peaceful gesture of the goddess in handing over the weapon.
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mention of the mother-son relationship between the two that we found existed
between Anat and Ramesses II.
2.3.2.13. Rhind ostracon
Several references to Anat are dated to the nineteenth dynasty but cannot
be fixed with any more accuracy. One of these is the Rhind Ostracon (Edinburgh 916)
which has been dated to the nineteenth dynasty by Dawson and Peet (1933 169). This
ostracon is a fragment out of a longer poem addressed to the Pharaoh and appears to
revolve around phonetic and semantic puns (Leclant 1960 6; Eaton 1964 27; Leclant
1975 255; Bowman 1978 235). Lines 12f. read, 'As for the hands of thy Chariot, they
are Anat and Astarte'. There does not seem any obvious reason why Anat and Astarte
should be considered as the 'hands' (dt) of the chariot, except for the fact that they
appear as a pair elsewhere in Egypt.31 Dawson and Peet (1933 169) write,
There can be no doubt that in the mention of Anath and Astarte we are to
see a reference to the Asiatic origin of the chariot.
However, Anat and Astarte are just two deities out of a whole list of
Egyptian gods associated with the chariot and it seems unwise to pick out these two
because of their Canaanite background and present them as pointers to the Asiatic
origin of the chariot. In their translation of the Turin Ostracon 9588, a text which
appears to be a part of the same poem, we find the line, 'The ... of thy chariot are Isis
and Nephthys', another pair of goddesses but this time Egyptian in origin. In this light,
31See for example the Medinet Habu inscription of Ramesses III, Chester Beatty Papyrus I
dating to the 20th dynasty, Harris Magical Papyrus dating to the 19th - 20th dynasty, and the
similar iconography shared between these two goddesses (Rowe 1940 31; Leclant 1960). One
possible connection of Anat to the chariot was proposed by Lokkegaard (1982 136) who sees in
the etymology of tire divine name Anat, the Arabic root 'anah, 'ass'. His reliance on late first
millennium textual evidence to support his case fails to be convincing, although an appeal to the
chariot team of Sethos I might have been more appropriate.
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the pairing ofAnat and Astarte is not extraordinary, and probably has more to do with
the image of hands as a pair, rather than indicating the Asiatic origin of chariots.
2.3.2.14. British Museum Stele 646/191
Generally dated to the 19th Dynasty is the stele in the British Museum
646/191 (Budge 1904 1.433 n.l, 11.276; Le Lasseur 1919 229-230, 237; Albright
1925 82; Gressmann (ed.) 1926-1927 §270; British Museum 1930 248 pi. XL;
Boreux 1939 675-676; Leclant 1960 9; Stadelmann 1967 95; Leclant 1975 254; Fulco
1976 17; Bowman 1978 243; Wyatt 1984 333). This limestone stele, approximately
75cm high, is divided into two sections. In the upper arched section we find the
goddess Qedeshet32 (en face) flanked by Min at her right and Rcshcf to her left, both
facing inwards towards the goddess.33 Qedeshet holds lotus flowers to Min and
serpents to Reshef.34 In the lower register we find the goddess Anat seated on a low
backed chair, facing left towards three worshippers. In typically Egyptian fashion, she
is shown with torso en face, but legs, bare feet and head in profile. She wears the
white crown with the plumes of Maat, and appears to be dressed in a long garment
with straps over her shoulders; in her right hand are a shield and a spear held
vertically, and in her left hand she holds horizontally at head height a battle-axe so
32Although the goddess here is given the name of Kent, she is depicted in an identical
form to that of Qedeshet and should not be distinguished from her (Leibovitch 1961). For further
discussion of the Qedeshet stelae see Boreux (1939) and Leibovitch (1961).
33Thc identity of qdS has long been a matter of debate. The lexeme has variously been
identified as an epithet of Anat (Dussaud 1931 367f.; Gaster 1946-47 289), or of both Anat and
Astarte (Stadelmann 1967; Lipiriski 1986 90), or as the third 'Great Goddess', i.e.
Athirat/Asherah (Albright 1954a; Cross 1973 33; Hestrin 1987 218; but cp. Wiggins 1991). The
stone bowl ofRedford, and the Winchester College Relief seem to affirm the identity of a goddess
distinct from either Anat or Astarte (Clamer 1980 160), but on the equation qdS = 'trt, there is
little agreement. It seems safest to assume that qdS is the personal name of a goddess in her own
right.
34Hestrin (1987 218) notes that with only one exception, when Qedeshet is flanked by Min
and Reshef she holds lotus flowers to Min and snakes to Reshef.
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that it passes behind her crown.35 Above the goddess an inscription calls her 'Anat,
Mistress of Heaven, Mistress of all the gods' and behind her stands the phrase, 'All
protection, Life, Longevity and Luck follow her' (Stadelmann 1967 95). Clamer's
(1980 169) assertion that this stele reveals a coalescence of Qedeshet and Anat in
their roles as fertility goddesses seems to fly in the face of the iconography which
portrays Anat in a very aggressive light, and it seems better to hold these two
goddesses apart rather than confuse them. The two statues of the goddess from Tanis
portray Anat without any weapons, and the relief on the column from Heliopolis does
not represent the goddess as an aggressive deity: she simply hands over a weapon to
the king. Here, the goddess appears to be brandishing her weapons, with the mace-
axe raised in preparation to strike,36 with much the same posture as the standing
armed figurines (Negbi 1976; Seeden 1980).
2.3.2.15. Michaelidis ostracon
The final piece of evidence which is dated to the nineteenth dynasty is a
hieratic ostracon in the Michaelidis collection (Grdseloff 1942 35-39 pis. VII-VIII;
Eaton 1964 28; Leclant 1975 256 n.19; Bowman 1978 235; Wente 1990 127). One
side shows two portraits: on the right the head of a Ramesside king wearing a war
helmet, and on the left a king wearing a skull cap, similar to that worn by Sethos II
(Budge 1914 pi. XLI), which leads Grdseloff (1942 36) to think that this is very
probably a portrayal of Sethos II, although the connection is very tenuous. On the
other side we find text in the form of a letter, the first part of which sends greetings
35Comparc Wilkinson's (1991) remarks on the way bows are portrayed on the pharaohs.
36Compare the fragment discussed above showing a Canaanite goddess protecting the
cartouche of a Ramcssidc king, and the several other images of a goddess with weapon raised
ready to strike (Leclant 1960 fig.2, pi.II, fig.7 [Reshef|, fig. 10, etc.).
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from the scribe Ipwy stationed in the garrison at Gaza to his superior Bekanamoun.
The second part of the letter reads as follows (Wente 1990),
A further communication to my [lord: The offerings that you sent for] the
festival of Anath of Gaza have all [arrived], and I received your(?) [...]
for the goddess. A scout [...] the ship [captain] Kar [...]. See, the
[Remainder lost]
This text gives us a clear indication for a cult of Anat in the far south of
Palestine at the end of the thirteenth century, as well as the fact that she enjoyed a
festival of some kind, although the details of this are lost. However, it does appear
that provisions of some description were dispatched from Egypt for the express
purpose of being used in this Anat festival. Whether this cult of Anat was of local
origin and adopted by the Egyptian garrison because of the popularity of the goddess
in 19th dynasty royal circles, or whether the cult was taken with the garrison from
Egypt to Gaza is impossible to establish from this piece of evidence.
2.3.3. Twentieth Dynasty
2.3.3.1. Medinet Habu
Moving now from the nineteenth into the twentieth dynasty, we find a
couple of references to Anat dated to the reign of Ramesses III, and one further
possibility dating to this period. On the Medinet Habu Temple we find the following
inscription concerning Ramesses III (Breasted 1906 IV.62; Albright 1925 83;
Edgerton and Wilson 1936 75; Leclant 1960 6; Eaton 1964 26; Stadelmann 1967 95;
Bowman 1978 235),
Montu and Seth are with [him in] every fray, Anath and Astarte are his
shield. Amon judges his speech, he turns not himself back, bearing the
sword of Egypt over the Asiatics.
Here we find once again the pairing of Anat and Astarte as we found in
the poem of the chariot (Rhind ostracon). In the Rhind ostracon the pairing of these
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two goddesses was used to convey the dual nature of the piece of equipment on the
chariot to which they were compared, the 'hands' of the chariot. This text deals with
the king in battle. Montu and Seth are with him, Anat and Astarte are his shield. We
are probably not dealing primarily with a piece of physical equipment as in the chariot
example, or that of the sword of Ramesses II, but rather the shield is a metaphor for
the divine protection extended to him by Anat and Astarte. The close association of
Montu and Seth has already been seen in the Tanis obelisks (see above) and the close
association of Seth and Anat37 is a natural introduction to the divine pair Anat-Astarte
as a balance to the first pair. There are certain similarities with the scene in the
Ugaritic text KTIJ 1.2.i.40, in which the pair Anat-Astarte take hold of the hands of
Baal in order to restrain him from attacking the messengers of Yam. Here, the
goddesses protect Baal from the consequences of his own actions; if he were to attack
the messengers of Yam, his unjust behaviour would expose him to a just defeat at the
hands of Yam. The divine pair shield Baal from the aggression of Yam, and in a
similar way, at Medinct Habu, the goddesses shield the Pharaoh from the dangers of
war.
2.3.3.2. Stele from Beth Shan
From the Northern Temple ofRamesses III at Beth-Shan comes the upper
part of a private Egyptian stele dedicated by a man apparently named Hesi-Nakht, or
perhaps 'The Singer, Nakht' (Rowe 1930 32 and pi. L, 1940 pi. LXV; Leclant 1960
9; Eaton 1964 30; Stadelmann 1967 96; Oldenburg 1969 84, Leclant 1975 254; Wyatt
1984 331). On the left is the figure of Anat who bears the titles, 'Anat, the Queen of
Heaven, Mistress of all the gods'. The base of the stele is missing and the feet of the
figures are lost. The goddess appears to be dressed in a tight fitting robe, and in
37See, for example, pBeatty VII and the northern obelisk from Tanis.
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typical Egyptian style, her torso is en face whilst her legs and head are in profile. In
her left hand she holds a was sceptre, and in her right hand is the ankh. On her head
she wears the atef crown composed of the white crown flanked by feathers. Opposite
her stands the figure of the votary, with hands raised in adoration to the goddess.
Between the two figures is an offering-stand with a libation pot and a lotus on it. A
text which runs above the scene reads, 'An-offering-which-the-king-gives to Anat,
that she may give all life, prosperity and health to the double [of] Hesi-Nakht? (or The
Singer, Nakht)'. Rowe (1940 33 n.50) observes that Anat is usually shown seated on
a throne, holding a battle-axe in one hand and a spear and shield in the other. Since in
the present stele she is not armed, he concludes that Anat is in fact dressed as Astarte,
and as such is to be identified with her. However, this merging of the identities of
Anat and Astarte cannot be supported. We have seen, from the evidence discussed so
far, that Anat portrayed as an armed goddess is by no means her dominant
iconography, and this stele cannot be accepted as evidence for the merging of Anat
and Astarte into a composite deity.
Compare the almost identical figure on a stele from the temple of
Amenophis III at Beth Shan (Rowe 1930 pi.48.2; ANEP 475; Vincent 1937 646 n.l;
Rowe 1940 8, 81, pi. 35, 5 and 49A 1; Leclant 1960 9; Eaton 1964 112; Wyatt 1984
331). Here the goddess wears the atef crown with single ribbon at the back, and is
dressed in very similar fashion as the Anat stele from the Ramesses III temple. In her
right hand she holds the ankh, and in her left a sceptre with the head of a lotus (?). For
some reason unknown to us, the stele was left unfinished; before the headdress of the
goddess remains a panel probably intended to take the name of the goddess, but
which was left blank. The usual position is that this goddess represents Astarte (Rowc
1930, 1940, Leclant 1960, etc.), although this is based solely on the fact that she bears
no weapons, and is debatable in light of the Anat stele with its very similar
iconography. The fact that an Egyptian official stationed at Beth Shan should erect a
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stele to Anat shows us that during the New Kingdom period at least, when in foreign
lands, Egyptians could turn to foreign gods in whose sphere they found themselves in
order to receive blessings. This situation is similar to that which we found in the
Michaelidis ostracon where Egyptians honoured Anat.
2.3.3.3. Winchester College relief
Tentatively dated to the reign of Ramesses III is the painted limestone
relief ofWinchester College published by Edwards (1955), and which unfortunately is
now missing (Wiggins 1991 387 n.40). It shows a naked goddess en face standing on
a lion,38 who is called in the accompanying inscription, 'Qedeshet-Astarte-Anat'. She
holds a lotus flower in her right hand and a serpent in her left and has the Hathor hair
style, as in other Qedeshet stelae. A further inscription indicates that the relief was
'Made for the necropolis official Neferhotep, justified' (Edwards 1955 51). If, as
seems the case, this stele was originally the property of a Semitic worker at Thebes,
then we are dealing with an object of private dedication which lies outside the realm
of the royal cult. From what we have seen so far, there is no evidence to suggest that
the royal cult ofAnat confused her with any other goddess, although she is sometimes
paired with Astarte. However, such pairing should not be confused with syncrasia. As
we saw above, this triad of Semitic goddesses is identical to that found on the stone
bowl described by Redford. On the stone bowl, the names of the goddesses appear to
refer to three distinct deities, and Clamer's (1980 159) assertion that on the
Winchester relief we find a fusion of the three main goddesses into one "triune
divinity" remains unconvincing in the light of all the other evidence we have for the
goddess Anat. I would prefer to see this as one image that could represent equally
three distinct goddesses, whose names we find written alongside the image. Like the
38See Edwards (1955 49) for further examples of this iconographic motif and
bibliography.
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stone bowl, this relief has no authenticated provenance and any appeal to this piece as
evidence for the syncretism of Semitic goddesses in Egypt should be treated with
much caution.39
2.3.3.4. Later Raniesside References
The further away in time we get from the height of Anat's popularity
under Ramesses II, the less frequently we find her mentioned. From the time of
Ramesses IV we find her name on an ostracon (Leclant 1975 254), and from the time
of Ramesses V we find Anat as the divine element in the theophoric personal name
'nt-h'ty 'Anat has appeared' (from h'i 'rise, appear'; Faulkner 1972 185) in the
Papyrus Wilbour A, column 65, line 27 (Ranke 1935-52 11.272 #11; Gardiner (ed.)
1941-52; Leclant 1975 256 n.17; Bowman 1978 224). In the Book of the Dead (BM
11466), dated to the New Kingdom, we find the feminine personal name 'a-n-ta-ra-
m, 'Anat is high, exulted' (Ranke 1935-52 11.272 #9; Helck 1971 362; Bowman 1978
224).
2.3.4. References dated to the Ramesside era
2.3.4.1. Papyrus Chester Beatty I
The goddess Anat appears in other contexts which cannot be dated to any
particular reign, but can be assigned roughly to the Ramesside era. In pBeatty I, dated
to the 20th Dynasty (Gardiner 1931; Leclant 1960 7; 1975 255; te Velde 1977 113;
Bowman 1978 236) the goddess Neith gives instructions that the Ennead: in order to
settle the dispute of inheritance between Horus and Seth, she suggests that Horus is
given his rightful inheritance of the office of his father, and that Seth should be
39Cf. the comments ofWiggins (1991) on the attempts to identify Qedeshet with Asherah.
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recompensed by being given Anat and Astarte, daughters of Ra. Once again we find
the goddesses Anat and Astarte paired, as in the Rhind ostracon and the inscription
from Medinet Habu discussed above. We also find that in this text, Anat and Astarte
are described as daughters of Ra. Compare this genealogy to that found on the stone
bowl ofRedford where Anat is the daughter ofPtah.
Te Velde (1977 112) notes the surprising nature of Anat and Astarte
being given to Seth, considering the usual low regard in which foreigners, and sexual
relations with foreigners in particular, were held. However, perhaps in the background
of this link between Seth and the two Canaanite goddesses is the assumption that Seth
was the lord of foreign lands. We should not forget that Egyptian kings took foreign
wives into their harems, a famous example being Ramesses II's acceptance of the
daughter of the Hittite king Hattusili III (Kitchen 1982 83f). Thus in Neith's decision,
Horus is to receive what is rightfully his, that is full control over the civilised world of
Egypt, and Seth is to receive what is seen to be his prerogative as lord of the other
lands, that is the 'foreign' goddesses. Te Velde (1977 30) suggests that Anat and
Astarte are not actually given to Seth, but that Seth remains outside the normal
marital order (Walls 1992 145); however, we are not told that the Ennead ignored
Neith's suggestion but simply that some time later Horus and Seth were still in
dispute, and the pairing of Anat and Seth in martial contexts does suggest that some
kind of relationship was supposed between them.
This myth of the contendings of Horus and Seth appears to address an
indigenous Egyptian problem concerning the relationship between these two feuding
gods, and the reality that results in the abrasive interaction of order and chaos, rather
than an Egyptian rendering of some unknown Canaanite myth. Anat and Astarte
appear to be incidental to this plot, and may have only been included because of their
'foreign-ness'.
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2.3.4.2. Harris Magical Papyrus
Another Ramesside reference to the goddess Anat comes in the Harris
Magical Papyrus (III 5-10, = Papyrus British Museum 10042). In an incantation
against crocodiles we read (Albright 1925 83; Blok 1930 185; Leclant 1960 6;
Stadelmann 1967 95; Leclant 1975 255; Bowman 1978 241; Walls 1992 149),
Close your mouth! Shut your mouth!40 As the window in Mendes was
closed when the Earth appeared in Abydos, as the mouth of the womb of
Anal and Astarte was closed, the two great goddesses, who became
pregnant, but did not give birth. They were closed through Horus and
opened by Seth.41
Walls (1992 149f.) has rightly pointed out that this apparent fragment of
some otherwise unknown myth involving the two divine pairs Anat-Astarte, and
Horus-Seth, has to be understood within its present context of an incantation against
the crocodile. Note that once again we find the divine pair Anat-Astarte. First comes
the command to the crocodile, 'Shut your mouth!', followed by two mythic
precedents which are intended to make the incantation effective. The first is a
cosmogonic allusion, and just as the second precedent has a Semitic colouring, so
40Addressed to the crocodile.
41Walls (1992 150) mentions a personal communication of Prof. B. Bryan who suggests
reading 'shrine' rather than 'window', and that hrn.t 'womb', may in fact be a misreading for
dm.t 'knife'. Without a personal inspection of the original papyrus, it is impossible to verify these
suggestions, although Walls' alternative translation, 'as one closes the mouth for the knife of
Anat and Astarte' seems less convincing than the translation given. As for the first emendation of
'window' to 'shrine', again it is impossible to verify this. However, if we retain the word
'window', this allows us to compare such texts as Gen. 7:11, iXDt&rt rfrlK 'windows of heaven'
which were opened when the earth disappeared under the cosmic waters (cf. 2 Kgs. 7.2), and
KTU 1.4.v where there is some disagreement over a window (urbt) in Baal's new palace/temple,
perhaps with the threat of invasion by Yam who possibly represents the cosmic waters (CML2 62
n.4). However, we should also express caution in using such parallel material. The
Ugaritic/Israelite myth may have its basis in the observed fact of floods caused by high rain fall,
whereas the flooding of the Nile and its subsequent retreat to reveal the land is an annual,
beneficial event.
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here we find the Semitic notion of windows in heaven through which the cosmic
waters fall.
The second mythic precedent is the fact that the mouth of the womb of
Anat and Astarte was closed. Many have interpreted this passage to mean that Horus
prevented the pregnant goddesses from giving birth, whilst Seth opened their wombs
and enabled them to give birth (e.g., Albright 1968 129). This understands the
dichotomy of closed/opened as that of unable to give birth/able to give birth.
However, as te Velde (1977) has demonstrated, the sexuality of Seth in Egyptian
myth deviates from the norm, and to suppose that Horus prevents birth whilst Seth
enables birth reverses the normal roles of these gods. A fresh understanding of this
text by te Velde (1977 28f.; following A. Barb) sees the exact opposite in the duality
of open/closed. In this view, a closed womb is one that has ceased menstruation and
therefore refers to pregnancy, whilst opening the womb during pregnancy begins the
menstrual cycle and induces an abortion. Now we see the roles ofHorus and Seth in
their usual capacities of 'normal' and 'abnormal', i.e., Horus impregnates but Seth
causes an abortion. This seems to make sense of the fact that the goddesses are called
'the great goddesses who became pregnant but did not give birth', i.e., who aborted
because of Seth rather than attaining normal delivery, rather than seeing Anat and
Astarte as goddesses who became pregnant but who could not give birth, i.e., who
could not deliver their babies.
Walls (1992 151) raises the possibility that the phrase 'mouth of the
womb' could refer to the vagina, and that this is a reference to their virginity, but then
dismisses it because of the statement that the goddesses were pregnant, which would
presuppose sexual intercourse. Possibly, the phrase 'mouth of the womb' was used
simply because the incantation is intended to shut the mouth of the crocodile, and
probably signifies nothing more than 'womb'; the heightened similarity between the
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object of the incantation and the mythic precedent strengthening the incantation's
magical power.
More interestingly, Walls stresses that within the context of this
incantation, it is the normality of the 'closed' status of the two precedents that has
efficacy over the open/closed status of the crocodile's mouth. If we read 'windows'
rather than 'shrines' for the first precedent, then we can see perfectly well that
'normal' status for the cosmic windows is 'closed', because when opened, they allow
chaos, disorder and destruction into the world.42 Using the same logic, we find that
the 'normal' status for the wombs of Anat and Astarte must also be 'closed', which
would seem to suggest that the 'normal' status of these two goddesses was that they
were pregnant. If this does not seem surprising in a pantheon where many goddesses
(and gods!) give birth, we must ask why these two goddesses were singled out in
particular. Perhaps it is because of the duality of the incantation, the opposition of
open/closed which demanded a pair of goddesses rather than any single goddess,
although the duality is actually reflected in the status of the womb rather than in the
number of goddesses. Perhaps it was because these two goddesses were renowned in
some myth, now lost to us, for having been 'opened' by Seth and therefore caused to
abort their pregnancies, as part of the ongoing struggle between Horus and Seth.
'Opening' the womb allows chaos to enter the normal world of pregnancy, and the
disastrous consequence is an abnormal birth, at the wrong time, and bringing death
not new life into the world. Just as the opening of the cosmic windows, and of the
wombs of the goddesses, brings chaos and disorder into being, so we are to believe
that the opening of the crocodile's mouth constitutes a grave threat to an ancient
Egyptian. By drawing on the normality of 'closed' from the two precedents, the
42The normality of shrines being 'closed' is harder to understand in this context.
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incantation hopes to induce 'closed' status on the potentially dangerous mouth of the
crocodile.
2.3.4.3. Papyrus Leiden I 343 + 345 (Ramesside)
Although these two manuscripts lack an assured provenance, vocabulary
and orthography indicate a Memphite origin dating to the Ramesside era (Massart
1954 1). Together, they constitute a collection of spells directed mainly against the
diseases called smn and 'hw whose natures are little understood, and are characterised
by the magician either assimilating himself to various gods, including Semitic ones
such as Baal, Reshef, Anat, Astarte, Qedeshet, or Nin-gal in his battle against these
illnesses, or asserting the defeat of these diseases at the hands of various gods as a fait
accompli (Leclant 1975 255).
Massart (1954 50f.) finds a possible occurrence of Anat in Recto I.4f. and
Verso III.If. although the whole of her name does not occur. At the beginning of
verso 111.7 we find 'n[ ] which is taken to be the name of the goddess, following
which there is a reference to 'the mistress of the chisels', which is reminiscent of the
text we find in pBeatty VII (Stadelmann 1967 95), although the chisel in that myth is
not connected with Anat but is a description of the intercourse of the God Above and
the seed (van Dijk 1986 50 n.70). If it is Anat who is the mistress of the chisel in this
text, then she appears in the context of Seth, Baal and Horus smashing their various
weapons into the head of the smn and its accomplices. In other words, it is the
aggressive warrior aspect of the goddess that is in the forefront of this spell.
A second spell (Recto III.2f. and Verso V.8f.) involves Anat in a myth to
which there is no known parallel, and which involves Ra slitting the throat of wild
asses and Anat collecting his own spilled blood in jars. Massart translates the more
complete text (Recto III.7-IV.4) as follows,
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Thou | the diseases 'hw and smn] belongest to the wild asses which are
<in> the desert. Pre', he turncth his back to the desert and leaneth on the
hill of Hmrk. After he hath seized (the asses) with his left hand, he
cutteth (their throats) with his right; his blood fallcth upon his foot, it
falleth at the door of the earth and the earth feareth saying: Come to me!
Come to me! Who teacheth a man (??) ... Anat of 'Iddkn; she bringeth
seven jugs of silver and eight jugs of bronze and she poureth the blood
upon the ground and she causeth the khb of Pre' which are more bitter
than the Amy-plants to present (?) it to Pre'. They strike upon the nose of
the 'hw, they strike at his comrades.
Massart (1954 62) draws a comparison between this text and KTU 1,6.i in
which Anat and Shapshu are involved in the mourning rites for Baal, although his
comment that Anat is a 'Goddess of Blood', drawing on KTU 1.3 ii, should perhaps
be rephrased to read that Anat is a goddess who revels in battle. In this Egyptian
myth, Anat appears to aid Ra by scooping up the blood he lost. However, her
following action of pouring out the blood upon the ground seems to defeat her
purpose43 unless we accept that her actions may follow the usual pattern of making
offerings to the gods by pouring liquids from jars, and that by doing this, she is
restoring Ra's blood back to himself.44
Massart suggests that Anat's inclusion in this myth is because of her role
in the Semitic myth KTU 1.3.ii where she wades through blood. However, we could
ask why Anat fulfils this role rather than the Egyptian goddess Hathor-Sekhmet, who
was equally as bloodthirsty as Anat in her slaughter of humans (ANET 10f.).
However, it is not the connection with blood that is the most prominent feature of this
myth, but Anat's concern for the well being of Ra. Such concern demonstrated by
Anat is graphically described in the Ugaritic myth KTU 1.6.i and ii where we read of
her search for the body of Baal, and her numerous offerings at the burial of Baal
43Massart (1954 62 n.28) admits that "If it is to 'pour the blood on the ground' on which it
was already falling, one does not see why Anat brought fifteen jugs as if, on the contrary, to
collect it and so prevent it from falling".
44Dr N. Wyatt has suggested to me orally that perhaps we should emend the text to read
'their blood', and thereby alleviate the obvious difficulties with this text.
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(KTU 1.6.i.l8f.). It would not be surprising if this Semitic myth were known to the
Egyptians, as we can imagine that the introduction of a foreign deity must have
included the main myths connected with the deity as part of the elaboration of his or
her role and character. However, I am not suggesting that this Egyptian myth is based
on or is a translation of a Semitic myth, but that Anat's character as known from
Semitic myth as a goddess who revels in blood but who can also show great concern
for others made her inclusion in this myth very appropriate.
The mention of a 'chisel' of Anat is also found in a spell in Verso IV.9f.,
where we read, "the chisel of Anat is stuck in thy temple", addressed to the disease
'hw (Massart 1954 105). Here, the word translated 'chisel' Md3t indicates a lighter
sculptor's chisel, rather than the heavier b$3 found in verso III.7, 'the mistress of the
chisels'. However, Anat45 participates in this myth as an aggressive warrior goddess,
and the magician simply asserts that the 'hw disease has already been defeated
through her actions.
A further spell (Massart 1954 70f.) makes an interesting allusion to a
mother-son relationship between the goddess and the magician which recalls that
between Ramesses II and Anat. Here we read,
Behold, I have sucked at the breasts of Anat, the great cow (?) of Seth.
Behold, I have many matters against thee. I drank it in the great jug of
Seth, I drained it in his nm-jug.
Massart (73 n.16) sees the middle sentence as a parenthesis or out of
place, and believes that the last sentence should continue from the first. However,
Wyatt {oral comm.) suggests that we understand this spell as verse with a chiastic
structure. Whatever line we take, it appears that sucking from the breasts of Anat
45In verso IV.9 we can be certain that Anat is the goddess wielding the 'chisel' and
smashing it into the skull of the 'hw disease, whereas in verso III.7, the divine name 'Anat' has
been restored from the two letters '«[ ] and which therefore is uncertain.
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parallels drinking her milk from Seth's great jug.46 The first image is thoroughly
Egyptian in its conception, and we can compare references which portray the king as
sucking from a divine mother goddess (see below). The second part seems to imply
that Seth milks Anat and stores her milk in jars; i.e., Anat is thought of in bovine
foim. The magician's claim to have sucked milk from the breasts of Anat is obviously
intended to assert his invincibility against the disease he fights. However, it also has
interesting implications for the debate over the Egyptian epithet rnhr 'nt applied to
Ramesses II, which I discuss below. Suffice it to say that if a magician can claim to be
the nursling of Anat in such explicit terms, it would seem only natural that the king
would see himself in comparable terms.
One final point of interest is the pairing of Anat and Astarte in Recto
XVIII (Massart 1954 85.g) in which these two goddesses appear to be involved in the
drawing out of blood and poison from the person inflicted with disease. Although this
fragment is a further example of such a pairing of these two goddesses in Egyptian
myth, it is unfortunately too fragmentary to deduce much else beyond that.
2.4. FIRST MILLENNIUM REFERENCES
Although strictly speaking outside the scope of the present work, which
concentrates on Anat in the second millennium B.C., it is instructive to examine the
Egyptian references to Anat in the first millennium B.C. in order to understand better
the link between her cult in the New Kingdom period, and her possible presence at
Elephantine which I examined in chapter one.
46Compare the mighty jug (variously labelled bk rb || dri || ks.qdS || krpri) from which Baal
drinks his wine in KTU 1.3.i.
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Once we leave the Ramesside period behind us, references to Anat
become few and far between. However, one piece, dated to the second half of the
seventh century, is a bronze situla of unknown provenance, 11cm high and 3 .8cm
diameter at the rim (Grdseloff 1942 28-35; Eaton 1964, 105; Stadelmann 1967 96;
Leclant 1975 257 n.37; Bowman 1978 248). The situla bears a frieze, the main scene
ofwhich portrays the adoration by a male figure with raised arms, standing in front of
an offering table, of an enthroned deity (Grdseloff 1942, pi. VI). An inscription above
the worshipper identifies him as Psamtik47 whilst a separate inscription over the
goddess identifies her as 'Anat, mistress of Heaven'. The goddess is seated on a
square throne with a short back. She wears the white crown with two feathers (the
hornless atef crown); in her right hand she holds a spear and shield, whilst her left
raises a mace or an axe which passes horizontally behind her crown. It seems that she
wears a dress which covers her from her chest to her feet, with two straps over her
shoulders, and perhaps a necklace of some kind. The similarity of this scene with that
on the British Museum stele described above, as well as the wording of the
inscription, prompts Grdseloff (1942, 31) to comment that the situla seems to be a
copy of the stele. However, the existence of a further reliefwith identical iconography
(Cassuto 1971 frontispiece) raises the possibility that we are dealing with an
iconographic motif involved with Anat.
Moving on from the seventh century, we find a passing reference to Anat
from the middle of the fourth century on an altar ofNektanebo II,48 third king of 30th
Dynasty (Leclant 1975 255). Of greater interest, however, is the Graeco-Roman
47Latcr to become king Psamtik I according to Grdscloff. Lcclant (1975) raises a doubt
about this piece, but does not elucidate further.
48Museum of Turin no. 1751.
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funerary stele49 which portrays the priest Petimuthes before three deities, each with an
identifying inscription: 'Anat, Lady of the House of Anat', 'Mut, the Great One, Lady
of the House of Anat', and 'Khonsu, the Child, Lord of the House of Anat' (von
Bissing 1911-14 #120a; Blok 1930 182; Grdseloff 1942 24; Eaton 1964 31; Leclant
1975 255; Bowman 1978 239f ). Anat is seated on a low-backed throne and appears
very similar to Mut who sits in front of her.50 Both wear a tight fitting gown which
goes from their ankles to under their breasts, which are exposed and clearly depicted.
Anat wears a collar around her neck and bands on her wrist and upper arm. In her left
hand is the papyrus sceptre, also held by Mut, and her right hand appears to be empty,
whilst the right hands of both Mut and Khonsu grasp an ankh. Despite the obvious
similarities between these two goddesses, we are also aware of the differences
between them, the most prominent of which is their differing headdress. Mut wears a
long wig, on which is the vulture cap and the double crown, whilst Anat, who has no
visible hair, wears a reed-bundle atef crown, a feather at each side, and topped by a
sun-disc; in fact it looks remarkably similar to that which she invariably wore in
second millennium portrayals (Grdseloflf 1942 24). Blok (1930 183) comments that
from this stele we can see that Anat is no longer venerated as a warrior goddess,
presumably because she lacks weapons, but as Bowman (1978 239) correctly points
out, we have several Ramesside depictions of Anat in which she bears no weapons,
although we know from texts that she was indeed worshipped as a goddess ofwar in
this period.
The name Anat has also been noted on a plaquette along with the name of
Ptolemy VI (Cairo Museum J.E. 85625; Leclant 1975 255), and she may be the
49L. Scheurleer Museum S.633.
5nLesko (1991 4) notes that in Egyptian perspective, figures seated behind one another on
stelae are intended to be seated side by side, as we see in the plastic arts.
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goddess who receives the gift of two mirrors from Augustus at Philae, although here,
the goddess has the form of Isis (Leclant 1975 255; Bowman 1978 248).
2.5. THE ICONOGRAPHY OF ANAT
2.5.1. Identified Iconography
Having discussed the references to Anat in Egypt, we have also covered
every iconographic representation of the goddess of which we can be certain. It thus
seems appropriate to examine the iconography of Anat at this point, beginning with
those Egyptian pieces and then turning to other pieces which are claimed to represent
Anat but which lack identifying inscriptions.
Ifwe were to judge solely from the scholarly literature, representations of
the goddess Anat would appear to be fairly numerous; however, the number dwindles
to a mere handful once we realise that we can only positively identify the goddess
Anat on monuments which have an accompanying inscription which identifies her.
Until now we have limited ourselves to references which we can be certain refer to
Anat; thus for pieces which physically portray the goddess, as opposed to purely
textual references, we can be certain that what we see is the goddess Anat, and this
opens the way to establishing whether there is any consistent pattern in her
iconography. We are then in a position to examine those pieces which it has been
claimed depict Anat, but which are in fact 'anonymous'. By examining the identified
representations, it is tempting to isolate those attributes that we find are applied
exclusively to her. Once these are isolated, we may proceed to identify anonymous
female representations as Anat if they also are shown with these specific attributes.
However, we are faced with a problem with this method in that it ignores the fact that
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each culture tends to use different techniques and styles in its visual arts; indeed, such
differences form the basis for the comparative study of the art of the ancient Near
East. Instead of having a broad spectrum of images from a wide geographical area
that are identified as Anat, all our evidence has an Egyptian provenance or is executed
in the Egyptian style. We must therefore be aware that if we isolate any distinctive
attributes of Anat from this evidence, we may only be isolating specifically Egyptian
characteristics that were given to the goddess. This would then have the unfortunate
effect of excluding any 'anonymous' representations of Anat that are not executed in
Egyptian style.
In all representations Anat is shown wearing a tight-fitting dress which
falls to her ankles, and in some cases is held in by means of a belt at the waist. In some
cases her breasts appear to be exposed (the stele in Lunsingh Scheurleer Museum is a
clear example), but on others we cannot be sure this was the case. What does appear
to be certain is that Anat was never depicted completely naked, unlike the Qedeshet
representations. The only possible exception is the Winchester College relief, although
this is rather anomalous since it represents not Anat, but three goddesses, and belongs
to the Qedeshet style. As for jewellery, she often wears a collar and sometimes wears
bands around her upper arms and wrists. There appears to be nothing extraordinary in
the clothing she wears, which can be found on many depictions of goddesses and
women, and the fact that she appears portrayed slim and youthful is not significant
since statuary of women in the New Kingdom were normally portrayed in this way
(Lesko 1991 7).
Formal distinctions between humans and gods are seen in the fact that
gods (including the Pharaoh) wear complex crowns, whilst humans do not.
Distinctions are also made between the gods in anthropomorphic form by depicting
them with specific crowns which identify the gods for who they are. As for Anat,
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although there appears to be some consistency in what is shown on her head, there are
differences, and the following table presents the data for comparison.
Crown Feathers ofMaat Ram's Horns
Ramesses II and White Crown Yes Yes
Anat (Seated)
Ramesses II and ? ? ?
Anat (Standing)
Brooklyn White Crown Yes No
Museum 54.67
Column from White Crown Yes Yes
Heliopolis
British Museum White Crown Yes No
stele 646
Stele from Beth White Crown Yes No
Shan
Bronze Situla of White Crown Yes No51
seventh Century
Scheurleer Reed Crown52 Yes No
Museum stele with solar disc
From the above table, we can see that Anat's usual headdress is the White
Crown of upper Egypt with plumes of Maat, and sometimes with ram's horns. In
other words, she invariably wears variations on the atef crown (Abubakr 1937).
Her hands can be empty (two statue groups from Tanis), or she can hold a
was sceptre and an ankh, either of which are often seen in the hands of many other
deities portrayed in Egypt and are certainly not specific to Anat. We appear to have
two types of representation emerging from our material: representations from Tanis
portray Anat in a thoroughly Egyptian style wearing the atef crown but with no
outstanding features, whilst representations from elsewhere may depict her heavily
armed. One of these latter types may be understood to be a product of its context: the
column from Heliopolis portrays Anat as one among several deities to proffer
weapons to the king. She holds a mace-axe to the king, whilst Amun holds out a
5'The hand drawing of Grdseloff (1942) appears to show a white crown resting on ram's
horns, but close inspection of tire photograph confirms the absence of ram's horns.
52A variant of the white crown variety (Abubakr 1937 7).
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scimitar and addresses the king, 'Take for thee the scimitar against every foreign
land!' (Bakry 1973 7). This column has a text relating the victory ofMerenptah over
the Libyans and Sheklesh which contextualises the action of the divine bestowing of
weapons.
Two other representations of Anat portray her bearing weapons but
without any overtly military context in which to understand this motif (BM stele 6-16
and the Bronze Situla from 7th century). In both she sits on an Egyptian square low-
backed throne facing an offering table, in her right hand she holds a shield and spear,
and in her left hand she raises up a mace-axe so that it passes horizontally behind her
crown (not in perspective). In fact, these two representations are almost identical in
the way they present Anat as an aggressive goddess, and this has led Grdseloff (1942
31) to suggest that the artist of the vase borrowed the image from the stele. It is of
course extremely difficult to prove such a statement, and we cannot rule out the
possibility of a iconographic tradition which portrayed Anat in this bellicose way,
especially when we take into consideration the Michaelidis relief which introduces a
third image of a goddess in exactly this same pose. However, since there is
approximately half a millennium between the stele and the situla,53 and we find so few
pieces of this nature, I would hesitate to suggest an iconographic 'tradition', and
rather believe that copying of the earlier monument is a real possibility. If we ask the
question, why did the artist of the Psamtik situla copy the portrayal of Anat from a
19th dynasty stele, perhaps the answer lies in the political situation of Psamtik. Did
romantic notions of Egypt's previous grandeur under the 19th dynasty, and the fact
that Psamtik is credited with the freeing of Egypt from Assyrian domination and
beginning the 26th dynasty (Gardiner 1961 352f.), identify this leader with the
53We can only make an estimate based on the supposed dating for each piece, since
neither has an archaeological context.
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greatest king of the 19th dynasty? In this case, perhaps Psamtik venerated the goddess
so beloved of Ramesses II, in her guise as a goddess of war, as an emulation of this
great Pharaoh.
From the discussion so far we have seen that Anat is usually portrayed
wearing a tight-fitting dress, with accompanying jewellery around her neck and on her
arms. This is true both for when she is armed and unarmed. In some representations
she is shown armed with a shield, spear and mace-axe, whilst on the Heliopolis
column she hold3 ju3t the mace axe, and at other times she is unarmed, either holding
a sceptre or staff and ankh, or nothing at all. She always wears the white crown with
plumes, sometimes with ram's horns, and only once in a very late stele does she wear
the variant reed bundle crown surmounted by a solar disc.
It is interesting to note that the representations of Anat and Ramesses II
always show the goddess unarmed and in a tender pose with the Pharaoh, with her
hand resting protectively on his shoulder, or holding his hand in her own. This may be
the physical representation of the mother-son relationship we found to be so strong
between this particular Pharaoh and Anat. The contemporary British Museum stele
646 is a private stele and there Anat is depicted as a bellicose goddess, with no
suggestion of a mother-son relationship between Anat and the votary. The imagery is
more suggestive of the picture of Anat in pLeiden, for example, where the bellicose
nature of the goddess is at the fore because of her ability to defeat illness and hence
protect the individual. The Heliopolis column shows that even by the time of
Merenptah, son of Ramesses II, the close mother-son relationship between the king
and goddess is rather less important than the bellicose nature of the goddess who
gives her protection to the king in battle.
If we were now presented with a representation of a goddess which did
not have any identifying inscription, would we be in any position to determine
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whether it was intended to portray Anat? There can never be any absolute certainties
when dealing with anonymous representations; what we must work with are degrees
of probability. We might assert that some representations have a high probability of
being a portrayal of Anat, whilst others are less likely. The great majority of
representations that are claimed to be ofAnat will have to be classified as possibilities
but unable to be proved, especially when it comes to those whose style is other than
Egyptian, and for which we have no reliable guide.
2.5.2. Anonymous Iconography
2.5.2.1. Relief from the Michaelidis Collection
I shall begin this survey of material with the relief from the Michaelidis
collection, best known as the frontispiece to Cassuto's Ha-'Ela 'Anath54 (Eaton 1964
105; Cassuto 1971; Wyatt 1984). This relief appears to be the mirror image of that on
the British Museum stele 646 and the bronze situla, although it lacks any inscription.
A goddess sits on a throne presenting a side view ofher head facing the viewer's right,
an almost frontal view of her body and a side view of her legs. She is crowned with
the atef crown with the double plumes ofMaat. She appears to be wearing a garment
which reaches from her chest down to her ankles and has some decoration of ribbons
around her neck and upper arms, perhaps signifying a collar and arm bands. With her
left hand she holds a spear and shield before her and in her upraised right hand she
wields a battle-axe which passes horizontally behind her crown. Wyatt (1984 327)
begins his discussion of the iconography of this piece with the statement that, "the
transfer of the form of a symbol from, say, Egypt to Ugarit did not necessarily entail
the transfer of the content of the symbol". What he has in mind is the symbolism of
54First published 1951, English translation 1971.
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the atef crown, and its possible meaning when found on Anat in an Ugaritic
representation of her.55 However, I have not been able to find any statement to the
effect that this relief comes from Ugarit; it appears to be without provenance. Its
similarity to the two other representations suggests an Egyptian provenance, at least
for its manufacture,56 in which case his discussion of the transfer of an Egyptian motif
into Ugaritic iconography is redundant. On the other hand, as it was usual Egyptian
practice to accompany images with identifying inscriptions, whereas outside Egypt it
was not, a case could be made for the manufacture of this relief by a non-Egyptian
artist who copied this particular image; however, it is impossible to establish this with
any certainty.
As for the identity of the goddess portrayed, to my mind there can
scarcely be any doubt that this represents the goddess Anat since we have two other
identical portraits both identified with an inscription, and no other similar
representations apart from these three to confuse the issue. Walls (1992 83 n.5)
dismisses Wyatt's (1984) views on the symbolism of this stele as "peculiar and
unwarranted"! He then goes on to say,
The famous frontispiece of Cassuto's book (1971) is frequently identified
as a representation of Anat. In fact, the feminine subject of this relief is
depicted with a slightly protuberant belly, suggestive of pregnancy.
...There is no evidence that it portrays the Ugaritic goddess Anat.
To my mind, Walls' adjectives could equally be applied to his own
thinking at this point! We have, to the best of our knowledge, only three
representations of this kind, two of which are explicitly named 'Anat' and this one
which has no inscription. It seems pointless to make a distinction between this one
55He identifies the stele in the caption to his line drawing as "Stele of Anat from Ugarit"
(328).
560r at least an Egyptian artist, or an artist who copied the Egyptian representation.
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and the other two on the grounds that her belly is slightly more protuberant, and I
suggest that Walls is being led by his agenda to find in Anat a virginal teenager who
does not get pregnant, rather than assessing the piece in light of comparative material.
A 'slightly protuberant belly' seems weak grounds for breaking the iconographic link
between this relief, and the other two which are named as Anat. In terms of
probability of this being Anat, I think it must be taken as very high.
2.5.2.2. Stele from Deir el-Madineh
Eaton (196-1 105) has rather surprisingly introduced a fourth example of
the armed seated goddess which he calls the stele from Deir el-Madineh dating to the
reign of Ramesses II. In his own enumeration, we have the following: la, the British
Museum stele 646; lb, the vase from the Saitic period; lc.iii, the stele in the
Michaelidis collection, and lc.i, the stele from Deir el-Madineh. The only reference he
gives for this last piece is Grdseloff (1942 24, 31). However, if he had read more
carefully, he would have realised that the stele Grdseloff is referring to at this point is
in fact the British Museum stele 646!
2.5.2.3. Silver Vase from Bubaste
The weapons carried by Anat in the three pieces where she is seated
bearing arms have been compared to an anonymous goddess engraved on a silver vase
from Bubaste, dated to the 19th dynasty (Le Lasseur 1919 236-237 fig.99; Montet
1937 141 fig. 179; Leclant 1960 8 n.8; Eaton 1964 105). Here we see a standing
goddess facing left, torso en face, wearing a long robe down to her ankles with
ribbons falling from the belt around her waist. In her left hand, which falls behind her,
she holds an object which might be taken for an ankh, although this identification is
dubious. In her right hand which is in front of her we find a shield with rounded top,
and spear which is the height of the goddess. However, on her head is some kind of
headdress not seen before when dealing with Anat or Astarte. The damaged nature of
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the vase obscures part of the headdress, but it appears to be comprised of three large
pieces of foliage, or feathers, resting on a headband, with what appears to be an
uraeus at the front. However, there is nothing in this goddess to distinguish her from
either Anat or Astarte (Leclant 1960 8 n.8) although the lack of a mace-axe inclines
her more to Astarte, who is often portrayed with shield and spear,57 than Anat, who in
all identified representations of her as a warrior goddess, shows her with such a
weapon. In fact, this is the weapon she hands to Merenptah on the Heliopolis column,
even though she has no shield or spear. Of course, this may represent a goddess other
than Anat or Astarte, and given the unusual headdress, I would be unwilling to put
any name to this figure.
2.5.2.4. Cylinder Seal RS 5.089
Another image of a goddess often accepted to be that of the goddess Anat
is cylinder seal RS 5.089 (Schaeffer 1949 39f. fig. 4; Barrelet 1955 250f.; Eaton 1964
118; Caquot and Sznycer 1980 pi.23a; Schaeffer-Forrer et al. 1983 16-21).58 On it we
see a winged female figure facing right with torso en face but otherwise in profile,
wearing a long robe and horned helmet59 which ends in a point on the top, sitting on a
bull with her right arm at his mouth; with her left hand she holds the leash of a lion
which rests its front paws on her knees. The lion looks over its back, mirrored on the
right by a lioness (it appears to lack a mane); standing with a foot on each back is a
naked figure en face apart from its head and feet. Kneeling on the head of each lion is
another figure creating a frame which surrounds the naked figure. The one on the
57See the figures in Le Lasseur (1919), Leclant (1960).
58Dated to the 15th to early 14th century BC, Hematite, height 1.9cm, diameter 1cm.
Musee du Louvre AO 17.242.
59Although only one horn is visible, we can safely assume that this represents a pair of
horns viewed from the side.
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right, to which the standing figure looks, has its right hand on the standing figures
shoulder, whilst the one on the left holds up what appears to be a crescent shape or
pair of horns supporting either a jug or could even be a human head. What appears to
be a human hand appears before the head of the standing figure, and another appears
behind the head of the figure seated on the bull. Schaeffer (1949 39) did not hesitate
to identify the winged goddess with Anat, and the young bull with Baal. He based his
judgement on the fact that the goddess on the cylinder is young looking, wears a
helmet similar to that of Baal on other monuments, and displays an affectionate
embrace of the bull (who he believes may be Aleyan Baal). He also noted text KTU
1.10 which describes Anat with wings which the goddess on this seal possesses. Lions
with rosettes on their shoulders identify them as belonging to the goddess of fertility
according to Schaeffer (1949 40), which led him to see two fertility goddesses
standing on the backs of the lions.
Without any inscription, we are limited at best to making an educated
guess of the identity of the goddesses portrayed on this cylinder. With small portable
objects such as cylinder seals, the archaeological context of the piece can only inform
us of the location and approximate period of when the seal was dropped - what it
cannot tell us is the place and time ofmanufacture. In other words, this seal may have
been the property of a merchant perhaps, who brought it with him to Ugarit, or could
have been a family heirloom. In this case, can we be so sure that the goddess is Anat
and the bull Baal, or even that it was intended to represent deities familiar to
Ugaritians?
Schaeffer-Forrer et al. (1983 18) give a number of similarities between
this cylinder and other well-known styles; the rounded cheeks and shoulders relates it
to the Mitannian style, her wings betray an Egyptian influence, but as the closest
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parallel, a cylinder seal found in the Palace of Cadmos at Thebes,60 dating to the 14th
century B.C. and therefore slightly younger than the archaeological context of our
seal. The theme of a goddess as mistress of the animals is derived from the
Mesopotamian Inanna-Ishtar tradition of the third millennium (Barrelet 1955 260).
However, we must separate thematic comparison from that of style, since it is
possible to trace the development and dispersion of themes over vast spans of time
and space, which renders themes unsuitable as an indication of the place and time of
manufacture, whereas the style of manufacture is more likely to indicate a specific
origin for a piece. Frankfort (1939 252f.) divided Syrian glyptic into three major
groups; the First Syrian Group (c. 1900-1700 B.C.) had much in common with
contemporary Mesopotamian glyptic, but our cylinder falls into the category of the
Second Syrian Group, dated to around the period 1700-1350 B.C., in which, he
believes, the previously strong Mesopotamian influence has decayed due to the lack of
fresh input (Frankfort 1939 260). This style is characterised as rather eclectic; we find
isolated Mesopotamian figures but with altered attributes, a significant rise in non-
Mesopotamian secondary motifs, and a strong Egyptian influence. Although today we
might not accept Frankfort's rather patronising view of Syrian art which directly
relates artistic merit to Mesopotamian standards, and sees Syrian artistic
developments as 'decay', his basic observation of the eclectic nature of many of the
seals from this period is still valid. The presence of wings on this figure indicates her
divine nature, but may simply be due to Mesopotamian (Barrelet 1955) or Egyptian
(Schaeffer-Forrer et al. 1983) influence, rather than an attempt by the artist to signify
any particular deity from the Ugaritic pantheon. We are not even certain of the
relationship between the seated winged figure and the standing naked figure; are they
intended to represent the same deity in different aspects, or two different deities who
60I.e. Thebes in Greece, not Egyptian Thebes (May 1984).
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are linked through some act of cult or myth? If we were to attempt a guess at an
underlying myth represented in this scene, then perhaps KTU 1.3.ii springs to mind
with the head and hand symbolic of those Anat cut off her enemies, although it is very
uncertain that we have a human head and not a jug with side-handles of some kind.
Although a case can be made for this deity to be recognised as Anat, there are simply
too many uncertainties for any conclusion to carry conviction.
2.5.2.5. Ivory Panel from Ugarit
This panel, found in 1952, represents one scene from a total of sixteen
(eight on each side of a large panel lm x 0.5m) which formed part of a bed and seems
to depict scenes from the life of the king (Schaeffer 1954 5 If. pi.8; Eaton 1964 114;
Waid 1969). The panel that most interests us depicts a goddess and appears to have
been the central panel of the face which looked onto the bed (Schaeffer 1954 53),
which may indicate the importance of the scene depicted. On it we find a goddess
with her arms around two smaller figures who each suck at her breasts. The goddess
stands en face but with her feet in profile in Egyptian style. She is dressed in a long
robe and we see two pairs of wings, one pair emanates from her shoulders and rises
up either side of her head, the other pair is partially obscured by the two smaller
figures behind which each wing is shown. She has the Hathor hair style and from her
forehead sprouts a pair of horns which from their general shape, could be imagined to
be the same type of hom seen in profile in the cylinder seal discussed above.
Surmounting the horns is a disc which contains, according to Schaeffer (1954),
stylised lightning and stars, and which Wyatt (1983 274) has more recently described
as a solar-disc. The height of the two smaller figures is a little over the waist of the
goddess and they appear to be mirror images of each other. Schaeffer (1954)
describes them as 'adolescents' because of their smaller size. This is a possibility, but
we must not forget that frequently the relative importance of figures in ancient art is
illustrated by relative size (Korpel 1990 90), and therefore it is also possible that these
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two figures represent adults, naturally of a lesser status than the goddess, a fact
reinforced by their status as sucklings of the goddess. Compare, for example, the
relative sizes of the Egyptian pharaoh and the goddess who suckles him (Bonhcme
and Forgeau 1988 pis. 26-27). Schaeffer (1954 55) reports Dussaud's comments to
him that the pair may represent the young king and his double. However, he states
that the king is usually shown in a long tunic in Ugaritic art whilst the naked torso and
skirt is more a symbol of divine status; these figures may then be a pair of young
gods,61 or perhaps a reduplication of one god for the sake of symmetry. Either
suggestion is plausible. However I believe that the solution is to be found in the
evident Egyptian influence observed in this series of panels.62 The series of panels
appears to represent scenes from the life of the king, and accepting the strong
Egyptian influence in the overall style of this series of panels, it would not be
surprising if the Ugaritic king was depicted in Egyptian style clothing for this central
and most important scene; a constant reaffirmation and reminder that the king has
divine patronage. In fact, we find that many of the figures in the series of panels are
dressed in a short style skirt (Caquot and Sznycer 1980 28-29). However, we should
not overlook the fact that suckling, in human terms, is an activity of the new-born,
although in Egyptian thought, the suckling of the king by a goddess occurred as a rite
de passage, when the king was born, when he was crowned, and when he died (Ward
1969 235; Bonhcmc and Forgcau 1988 85); at each of these three points the king was
like a new-born in his new existence, and as such was afforded the protection of a
goddess. This explains why the king, sucking at the breast of a goddess, is depicted as
61Comparc the story in KTU 1.23 in which the birth of the divine pair Shachar and Shalim
is recounted, and who are said to suck at the teats of tire Lady, ynqm bap del St, line 59, 61.
62Schacffcr's (1954) description of these ivory panels is full of allusion to Egyptian style
and costume, and he even speaks of "un choix dcliberc du style cgypticn pour les representations
conccmant la cour d'Ugarit" (p.58). Compare also Ward (1969) who believes that these panels
have been heavily influenced by the artistic style of Amenophis III.
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a child, sometimes wearing the sidelock of youth (Bonheme and Forgeau 1988 85).
Whether or not the symbolism was understood in Ugarit, the basic mother-child
relationship between the king and the goddess who suckled him could have been
concretely expressed by depicting the king a3 a child, irrespective of the actual age of
the king. In this case, I believe that it is highly probable that this couple represents the
king, doubled either because it represents the king and his ka,63 or more simply
because of the symmetrical configuration of the series of panels, with this one in the
middle.
Turning now to the identity of the goddess, SchaefFer (1954 55) believes
her to be Anat on the basis of her "mysterieux et autoritaire" aspect, coupled with text
KTU 1.15.ii.26f. which, he believes, describes Asherah and Anat as a pair of divine
wet-nurses (Caquot and Sznycer 1980 19). Oldenburg (1969 88) sees the horns and
wings in agreement with Anat of the myths. Ward (1969 229) also believes this
goddess to be Anat, pointing to the Hathorian character of this goddess, and the fact
that in Egypt, Anat took on the role of Hathor as mother of the king. However,
without an accompanying inscription, we cannot be certain. We know of at least three
goddesses at Ugarit who possibly suckle the king: Athirat, Anat64 and Rahmay. The
fact that this goddess has wings and horns does not necessarily indicate that she is
Anat, since they are both iconographical devices to indicate the divine status of the
female figure, and considering the strong Egyptian influence of this piece, the
Hathorian elements of this goddess may simply be a result of this influence rather than
pointing to a particular goddess. Although Anat can be described in bovine terms, not
all goddesses with horns are Anat. However, given the provenance of this piece, it
64Ward (1969 231) believes what we have in the Ugaritic ivory is an erroneous adaptation
of the motif of two goddesses nursing the new-born king and his ka, first seen in the temple of
Hatshepsout at Dcir in the 16th Dynasty.
64See my discussion below for restoring | 'nt\ in KTU 1.15.ii.27.
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should not be surprising that the goddcs3 depicted was considered to be a Canaanite
goddess, and Anat, Athirat or Rahmay remain strong candidates, despite the Egyptian
influence.
2.5.2.6. Stele from Temple ofAmenhotep III Beth Shan
This stele, coming from the temple of Amenhotep III at Beth Shan,
depicts a goddess with very similar iconography as the stele found in the temple of
Ramesses III (see above), although there are some interesting differences (Rowe 1930
19-21 pi.48.2; Vincent 1937 646 n.l; Rowe 1940 8, 81 pl.35.5 and 49A.1; Eaton
1964 112; Leclant 1960 9; Pritchard 1954 #475; Wyatt 1984 331). The goddess
stands on the left of the stele, her head, legs and feet facing right, her torso en face, in
typical Egyptian style. Like the Anat stele, she wears what appears to be the white
crown of upper Egypt, flanked with feathers ofMaat, but unlike Anat, the atef crown
is horned, and appears to have a single streamer falling down at the back. The
goddess is dressed in a transparent garment which flares out at the bottom just above
her feet, and through it the outline of both her legs can be clearly seen. In her right
hand she holds an ankh, and in her left a papyrus (?) sceptre. We can see two vertical
parallel lines in front of her crown, obviously intended to take an inscription, but
never filled; thus we have an anonymous goddess.
Rowe (1930 and 1940) was the first to identify her as Astarte, and has
been generally followed. Evidence of an Astarte cult in Beth Shan after the Israelite
occupation is generally sought in 1 Sam 31.10 (e.g. Eaton 1964 112), but compare
the text in I Chr. 10.10 which makes no mention of Astarte. Furthermore, this stele
dates to the early 14th century B.C., which is many hundreds of years earlier than the
events described in the Hebrew narrative, and is likely to be many more hundreds of
years removed from the date of composition of the text. Although it is possible that
the narrative has retained some ancient memory of, or records the survival of, an
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Astarte cult at Beth Shan, a great many changes could have taken place over so long a
time span, and I would only admit this evidence with the greatest of caution. More
relevant is the stele dating to the reign of Ramesses III (see above) which dates only
three centuries later, and which actually names the goddess as Anat. The similarity in
style suggests either that the Amenophis III stele should be accepted as Anat, or that
the iconography of different goddesses could be very similar in second millennium
Egyptian-occupied Palestine. What it does not suggest is that we should name the
goddess on the Amenophis III stele as Astarte because of the mention of an Astarte
temple in a text possibly dating a millennium later, and use this to prove that in the
Ramesses III stele, similar iconography proves that Anat is merged with Astarte.
2.5.2.7. Bronze axe-head from Al-Biqa
Dated by its iconographic style to the second half of the 2nd millennium
B.C. by Barrelet (1958 pl.XXXVa), this small bronze, which is possibly an axe-head,
has two figures on it back to back.65 It is fenestrated, each side bearing the image of a
goddess. One side has a winged figure, the other depicts a naked female, who appears
to be holding something in her upraised hands, and is very reminiscent of the
Qedeshet figure. The winged figure is shown en face, with Hathorian hairstyle and no
headdress. She wears a long robe with flounces, which is Mesopotamian in style. Her
arms are bent and her open hands are at head height; her wings are attached at the
shoulder and are curved towards the top, like winged warrior goddesses in
Mesopotamia (cf. Barrelet 1955 pi.XXI). Her feet are shown in profile. The
composite appearance of this goddess, apparently combining Mesopotamian and
Egyptian iconographic motifs, corresponds to cylinder seals of 2nd millennium Syria
65Louvrc AO 1651. No archaeological context. A provenance is given in the inventor,' of
the Louvre as "Ai'njarr, Coele-Syrie", although this cannot be confirmed. Total height: 142mm;
Width 49-60mm. Possibly a bronze ceremonial axe-head, see Barrclet (1958) for a fuller
description.
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designated by Frankfort (1939) the Second Syrian Group. Barrelet sees in the wings a
clue to the identity of this goddess; she believes that it is Anat, analogous to the
goddess on cylinder seal RS 5.089 identified by Schaeffer (1949).
As was the case with cylinder seal RS 5.089 and the goddess on the ivory
panel, there is no inscriptional evidence to prove the identity of these two goddesses.
Indeed, we are at a loss as to know whether we have two distinct goddesses on this
bronze, or in fact two different portrayals of the same goddess, although it is
interesting to note the same juxtaposition of winged and naked figure on the cylinder
seal. Considering the strong Mesopotamian influence in the dress of the goddess, it
would be perfectly reasonable to assume that the wings, rather than being an attribute
of any particular goddess, are simply the markers of divine status found on
innumerable deities ofMesopotamian art.
2.5.2.8. 'Anat' stele from Ugarit RS 2.[038|
Among a group of three stelae found immediately outside the wall of the
Baal Temple is one stele, now mutilated with its head missing, which has been taken
to be an image of Anat (Schaeffer 1931 12f. pi. 8.1; 1949 x, 97, pi.22; Frankfort 1954
137; Pritchard 1954 #488; Eaton 1964 117; Wyatt 1984 332; Yon 1991 29If. fig. 6.3,
9c).66 The goddess is enveloped in a long robe which appears to be the wing of a bird.
This has clear connections with the Egyptian falcon divinities who protect the dead,
and the goddess Hathor, very common in New Kingdom Egypt. In her right hand is
an ankh, and in her left she holds a lance emphasising her role as a goddess of war.
Comparing the length of the lance with that in the 'Baal' stele67 with which it was
66RS 2.[038], Originally dated to the Middle Ugarit period (Schaeffer 1949), c. 2000-1800
BC, it is now placed in the 14th-13th centuries BC based on stylistic relationships with New
Kingdom Egypt (Yon 1991 293). The so called 'Anat' stele measures 93 cm high, 37 cm wide.
67RS 2,[037], Yon (1991 288f.).
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found, it is claimed that the length of the body of the goddess is smaller in comparison
to that of the god, which is a reflection of iconographic style which portrays
goddesses smaller than gods although the validity of such a comparison remains
dubious to me. Schaeffer (19-19) claimed that she wore a torque which identified her
as a deity of the northern torque wearers, but a close examination of the published
photographs does not reveal this detail, unlike the 'Baal' stele which clearly has a
torque around his neck. Her flat sandals with straps are reminiscent of the mountain
dwellers of northern Syria and Asia minor. This stele was found next to the stele with
the god with the high headdress ('Baal' stele), and it is assumed, both by Schaeffer
(1949) and Yon (1991) that they constitute the divine couple Baal and Anat, the two
"assument les fonctions de divinites de la prosperite agricole et de l'elevage" (Yon
1991 292). However, without any inscription, we are again faced with the problem of
identifying the goddess on the stele from style alone.
The only clue to her identity has been taken from the fact that this figure
is dressed in what appears to be the wing of a bird, and carries a spear with its
obvious connections with warrior activity. As with the cylinder seal and other
representations, we have to ask ourselves if Anat was the only deity to have wings in
Ugaritic iconography. In the few myths we have from Ugarit, Anat is not the only
divine being to have the capacity of flight. The creature that El pinched from the mud
in order to cure Keret (KTU 1.16.v-vi) flies to the side of Keret.68 We should also
remember that in Mesopotamian and Egyptian iconography, two great cultural
influences at Ugarit, many deities can appear with wings. In view of the above,
identification of a figure simply on the basis of it being winged must remain highly
tenuous.
6Stdu "she flew' from the root D'Y.
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2.5.2.9. Bronze figure from Tel Dan
Negbi (1964) published a report of a bronze figurine from Tel Dan which
depicts a marching figure with raised right arm, and left arm extended forwards.69
This figure is dressed in a long belted robe and has a Hathor wig, although there is no
crown. Clenched hollow hands suggest that it originally held something in each hand,
and Negbi suggests a mace or axe in the raised hand, and a spear or shield in the left.
She then goes on to compare this character with Anat on the British museum stele
646 and Astarte on the cylinder seal from Bethel, concluding that this bronze figure
represents one of these two goddesses.
The attitude of the arms, one held up and the other extended forward,
coupled with the placing of one foot in front of the other, does suggest a striding
warrior type of figurine, labelled 'Type III: Female Warriors in Smiting Pose' by
Negbi (1976 84). In this category she lists six known figurines, only three of which
wear head-gear comparable with the male smiting figurines and none wear short
skirts, unlike the male figurines. Why Anat should be chosen as a candidate for this
bronze is unclear. We have no identified depictions ofAnat in traditional smiting pose;
when she is shown armed, she is seated. Once she is portrayed standing and
presenting a weapon to the pharaoh, but this is not in a traditional smiting posture.
Every identified portrayal shows her with the white crown and feathers ofMaat, not a
Hathor wig. Anat did not have a monopoly on violent behaviour, and these bronzes
could represent several different goddesses.
The following four items arc introduced by Wyatt (1984) in his discussion
on the iconography of the goddess Anat, and so for completeness will be discussed
here.
69Numbered 1627 in Negbi's (1976) catalogue.
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2.5.2.10. Balou'ah Stele
In the Balou'ah stele (Horsfield and Vincent 1932 417f. pl.l 1, 12; Drioton
1933 353f.; Crowfoot 1934; Wyatt 1984 332), dating to the twelfth or eleventh
century, we see three figures, on the left a king, wearing the Egyptian double crown,
stands before two deities. In the centre is a bearded god with full and crescent moons
on his shoulders and who faces the king on the left; behind him on the far right is a
goddess wearing the white crown with feathers of Maat but without horns, and who
also faces left towards the king. Apart from the fact that the goddess wears the atef
crown, there is no other indication that she is Anat.
2.5.2.11. Bronze of Couple in Chariot
This piece70 comprises a chariot cart in which stand two asymmetrical
figures (Negbi 1976 #22, pl.5; Wyatt 1984 332). The larger figure wears the white
crown with feathers ofMaat and a pair of ram's horns, surmounted by a sun-disc, and
has its right arm around the smaller figure who wears a conical crown, possibly the
white crown, with an arrow sheaf on its back. From the position of the arms of the
figures, it appears as if the smaller figure originally held the reins and guided the
chariot, whilst the larger figure held a weapon or shield in its outstretched left arm.
Negbi (1976 #22) describes the larger figure as a male with atef crown whilst the
smaller is female, and is the male figure's consort. However, as Wyatt (1984 332) has
pointed out, another pair of figures (Negbi 1976 #12) quite definitely shows the male
as the smaller of the two, and there is no compelling reason to see the larger figure as
a male in this case. Wyatt goes on to suggest that perhaps the larger figure with the
70Louvre, AO.22265, Phoenicia, unknown provenance. Bronze, solid-cast in lost wax
process. Max. height 0.133m.
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atef crown should be understood to be Anat, whilst the smaller figure is Reshef.71
Whilst this is quite plausible, again we are hindered by a lack of inscriptions to guide
us in our interpretation. With the crowns we see an Egyptian influence, and it could
be quite possible at this point to see in this couple, a divine protector and human
charioteer, quite possibly a Pharaoh or king.
2.5.2.12. Goddess with Atef Crown
Another bronze figurine72 from the Negbi catalogue presented by Wyatt in
his discussion is Negbi 1976 #1626 (Wyatt 1984 332). This female deity has a short
wig topped by the uraeus and a pair of horns, surmounted by the white crown with
feathers ofMaat, and flanked by two ureauses, each sitting on one of the horns which
are far wider than normal for this size of crown. The goddess wears a belt and a long
pleated robe, her left arm is extended forward with a clenched and hollow fist, and her
right hand is held up away from her body. Wyatt states that this is the only example of
a goddess wearing the reed bundle variety of the atef crown, and although he may be
right for bronzes, we may compare the reed bundle crown worn by the goddess Anat
on the stele in the L. Scheurleer Museum.
2.5.2.13. Bronze ofGoddess wearing Atef Crown
Finally we come to an intriguing figurine73 of a heavily armed goddess
wearing a wig and white crown (or conical cap?) with horns and uraeus (Negbi 1976
#1317 pi.21; Wyatt 1984 332). She appears to have a shaft-axe in her right hand and
dagger in her left. Two sheaths are suspended on a strap which goes around her body,
71The fact that the smaller figure has an arrow sheaf on his back could suggest
connections with the god Reshef, who had definite connections with the bow (Fulco 1976).
72Louvre AO.4049. Fakra (Lebanon) unknown context. Fleight 0.175m.
73Louvre A0.20160. Syria, provenance unknown. Height 0.123m.
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one attached to her stomach and a second to her back. She also seems to be wearing a
short skirt more appropriate to the male smiting figure, than the more usual long robe
or skirt of a goddess. Wyatt (1984 332) feels that her crown is anomalous and may
originally have had feathers of a perishable nature attached to it to make it an atef
crown. However, given the various combinations of features that make up different
crowns, I would hesitate before thinking it necessary for this particular crown to be
made to conform to a better known pattern simply on the basis that this anonymous
figurine is supposed to represent Anat.
The intriguing nature of this figurine lies in its dress. The protuberant
breasts indicate that the figure is female. However, normal dress for a female smiting
figurine (to which it most closely conforms) is a long skirt (Negbi 1976 84) whereas
this figurine wears a short skirt, which is normal for a male smiting figurine. This
divergence from the norm brings to mind the passage in pBeatty VII in which Anat is
addressed as the 'Victorious Goddess, the woman who acts like a warrior, who wears
a skirt like men and a sash like women'. In our discussion of pBeatty VII it was
suggested that cross-gender dressing by Anat was a feature of her Semitic character
rather than an Egyptian invention. This bronze has no provenance but is thought to be
Syrian; however, it seems to be the almost perfect embodiment of the description of
Anat from pBeatty VII, since this female figurine wears a skirt more appropriate to
male figurines, has a sash or belt around her body (compare the belt, hbS, to which
Anat attaches heads and hands in KTU 1.3.ii) and is loaded with weaponry - a clear
indication of this female figure being victorious in war and acting like a warrior.
With all this in mind it is very tempting to name this figure as Anat and I
would like to include this piece as a 'very probable', but without an inscription it is
impossible to be certain, and because of the singularity of this piece we cannot
compare it to anything known to be Anat from Egypt. The main problem is that Anat
is not the only goddess who can bear arms and act as a warrior, nor is she the only
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goddess portrayed in the atef crown, although this figurine wears only the white
crown without side feathers. However, if there was any one piece I would like to
think portrayed Anat, this one would seem to fit very closely to what we know to
have been her character.
2.6. DISCUSSION
2.6.1. Iconography
It might be thought that I have been excessively cautious in my survey of
'anonymous' iconography which has been attributed as Anat by various scholars.
However, it is all too easy to attribute a name to a statue or relief which cannot be
verified from inscriptional evidence. We have seen that Egyptian iconography of .Anat
can be divided into two categories. Unarmed she is portrayed in a thoroughly
Egyptian style which is used to represent many goddesses, not just Anat, although the
use of the atef crown seems to be limited to the 'Canaanite' gods in particular.
Therefore, when we find pieces which depict a goddess with the atef crown, it is
impossible to distinguish between Anat or Astarte, even if the figure carries weapons,
since both Anat and Astartc bear arms. The second category is seen in the relief of a
goddess seated on a low backed chair with shield, spear and mace-axe. In my mind,
this can almost certainly be named as Anat because of its similarity with the other two
pieces which explicitly name this goddess as Anat.
When we are presented with a goddess with wings it is equally difficult to
ascertain her identity with any real certainty. We have seen that Anat is not the only
divine being to have the capacity for flight in Ugaritic myth. We have also seen that
Ugaritic art, heavily influenced by Mesopotamian and Egyptian style, draws on the
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motifs found in these two styles to use in its own. The addition of wings to a divine
being may simply be use of a motif that indicates the divine status of the figure, but
even if they are intended to identify a particular deity, we are still no closer to
asserting with any great confidence that such a figure is Anat.
2.6.2. Anat's Relationship with the Pharaoh
Although some of the pieces discussed in this chapter appear to have been
commissioned by non-royal citizens, most of the iconographic portrayals of Anat are
connected with the Pharaoh. The relationship between the king of Egypt and this
Canaanite goddess seems to have developed a dual aspect. First, we see Anat in her
role of warrior goddess as early as Sethos I, who named the chariot horse-team who
led him into battle after Amun and Anat. It appears that Anat affords her protection to
the king as she guides him into the midst of battle. In the Rhind ostracon we see the
connection maintained between Anat and the war chariot of the king; this time she and
Astarte are the 'hands' of the chariot. This close relationship continued and developed
with Sethos I's son, Ramesses II. A sword of Ramesses is named 'Anat-is-
Victorious'74 and a dog of his which is shown attacking a captured enemy soldier, is
called 'Anat-is-Protection'. In all of these we see the theme of Anat protecting the
king in battle, guiding his chariot, his sword, and as concerned for the king as is a
loyal dog. Not only does Anat protect the Icing, she also gives him authority over
foreign lands through victory in battle, for example on the statue of Ramesses and
Anat standing, or the Northern Obelisk from Tanis. On the column from Heliopolis,
Anat hands Merenptah a mace-axe, the weapon we most often see her carrying, and in
the text she urges the king to kill his enemies. At Medinet Habu we found Anat and
74Compare her epithet in pBeatty VII, 'Victorious Goddess'.
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Astarte spoken of as the 'shield' of Ramesses III, alongside Montu and Seth who
accompany the king into battle.
However, another side to this relationship is also seen in the iconography
and texts. In the statue of Ramesses II and Anat seated from Tanis, we see the
goddess with her hand resting protectively on the shoulder of the pharaoh. In her
discourse, we find that she addresses herself as the mother of the king, and Ramesses
is her 'beloved son'. On the standing statue also we find this mother-son relationship;
Anat declares 'I am your mother' whilst Ramesses is 'beloved ofAnat'. The limestone
doorpost also bears an inscription that declares Anat to be the mother of Ramesses,
and on one of the stelae from Wadi Tumeilat we find a reference to Anat having
'borne you like Seth', an obvious reference to the mother-son relationship between
these two figures. This relationship between goddess and pharaoh is not unusual in
Egypt (Blok 1930 186) and is usually envisioned as between the king and the goddess
Hathor. However, this especially close relationship appears to have existed only
between Ramesses II and Anat, with no mention of Anat as mother for later kings,
even though they continue to venerate Anat in her warrior aspect.
One aspect of the relationship between Anat and the pharaoh that has
been left to one side is the phrase that appears on the Northern Obelisk from Tanis
and on the Marriage stele of Ramesses II, 'mhr Anat'. There is considerable
controversy over whether this should be translated as 'suckling of Anat' (WAS 115-
116; Montet 1933 70; Stadelmann 1967 90, 92; Leclant 1975 254; Bowman 1978
233) based on an Egyptian root hr 'to milk', or 'warrior of Anat' (Couroyer 1964;
Zorn 1991) taking it as a loan-word from Semitic.75
75Sec Couroyer (1964) for a detailed history of the debate.
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We have already seen above that there was a strong mother-son
relationship between Ramesses II and Anat seen in both texts and iconography, and
we know that other pharaohs could be portrayed as suckling from a divine mother,
such as Amenhotcp II and Scti I.76 In the Pyramid texts, the dead king is nursed by
various goddesses, thus demonstrating his status as a new-born in the afterlife, and
emphasising his divine status (Blok 1930 188; Leclant 1951; Bonheme and Forgeau
1988). Although not connected with royalty, the phrase in pLeiden I 343 recto 6, 10-
11 which reads, 'Behold, I have sucked from the breasts of Anat, Cow of Seth'77
(Grdseloff 19/I2 27; Massart 1954 70f.) spoken by the magician expresses in concrete
terms the same ideology as that seen in the royal context, in that as a suckling of the
goddess, the magician assimilates the strength and divine protection afforded by the
goddess within the framework of a mother-son relationship.
In Couroyer's (1964) analysis of the lexeme mhr, he found it occurred in
the following four contexts: 1) Papyrus Anastasi I, 2) The epithet of Ramesses II, mhr
Anat, 3) The epithet of Ramesses III, mhr, 4) Ptolemaic texts. In pAnastasi I, which
dates to the period of Ramesses II, the spelling mhr is almost always followed by the
sign of a man wielding a club in both hands, the determinative for violent action, but is
sometimes accompanied by the sign of a seated child with hand to mouth. Within this
text, the lexeme mhr relates to a well-trained soldier, and it would seem out of place
to give it the meaning of 'suckling'. However, the spelling mhr in the inscriptions of
Ramesses II is used with the determinative of a seated child with hand to mouth,
thu3 suggestive of 'suckling'. On the other hand, the epithet of mhr for Harnesses III
76Eaton (1964 85). Amcnophis II is shown suckling from the goddess Hathor, who is in
the form of a cow, in a group from Deir-el-Bahri (Boreax 1926 pi. LI). See also plates 26 & 27 in
Bonheme and Forgeau (1988).
77Couroyer (1964 453f.) has convincingly demonstrated that the phrase "bull/cow of Scth"
on the Tanis obelisk does not refer to Anat, as in the Leiden Papyrus, but is an epithet of
Ramesses II.
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is used in a similar way to that in the pAnastasi I, but here it has the determinative of
the seated child with hand to mouth. Couroyer (1964 452) points out that the
determinative of seated child with hand to mouth is also found in relation with other
military terms for soldiers, and that it does not necessarily imply the idea of a helpless
child; he believes it could equally imply the idea of the youthfiilness of the soldier. He
concludes that in sources from the Ramesside era, mhr is related to the Semitic, and
its use in Ptolemaic times for 'suckling' is due to a reinterpretation of the word, giving
it the false etymology ofEgyptian hr.
There is some evidence for the lexeme mhr 'milk jug, milk jug carrier' in
the Middle Kingdom, but it really does not become well known until the New
Kingdom (WAS 115-116). Since the earliest occurrence of the lexeme mhr as an
epithet of the king seems to be concurrent with the rise in prominence of the cult of
Anat, there is a distinct possibility that the word was taken over from the Semitic
Anat cult, where the phrase mhr 'nt had the meaning of 'warrior of Anat', clearly seen
in the Ugaritic texts. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that the adoption of
this phrase raised in Egyptian minds the theological principle of the divine nurturing of
the Pharaoh, based on the Egyptian verb /ir.78 In this case, mhr might have had a dual
meaning to the Egyptian ear;79 'warrior', from its Semitic etymology and basis in the
Anat cult, and 'suckling', based on the Egyptian root which, coincidentally, worked
equally as well as an epithet of the Pharaoh. We have already seen that the particularly
close relationship between Anat and the king was only prominent for Ramesses II and
it is only for this king that there seems enough evidence to suggest mhr 'nt meant
'suckling of Anat'. As a 'suckling' of Anat, the Pharaoh would be imbued with the
78There is no evidence to suggest, however, that an Egyptian lexeme mhr 'suckling'
existed before this time, which Eaton (1961 87) believes came to be associated with the Semitic
loan word.
79It was certainly distinguished in spelling (WAS 115-116; Bowman 1978 231).
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attributes of his divine mother, and thus become a formidable 'warrior'. This would
explain the use of the child determinative80 equally as well as assuming it to show the
idea of youthfulness of the warrior.
2.6.3. Anat in Egyptian myth
The introduction of a cult of Anat into Egypt by the Hyksos, and its
subsequent adoption by the kings of the 19th dynasty and those that followed,
introduced a character into Egyptian myth who was interpreted in terms of the similar
Egyptian goddess Hathor-Sekhmet. Hathor was the mother of Horus, and thus the
mother of the king, whom she suckled (Bleeker 1973; Bonheme and Forgeau 1988;
Walls 1992 53), which is the role Anat played for Ramesses II. However, there was a
brutal side to the character of Hathor. In the myth, 'Deliverance of Mankind from
Destruction' (ANET 10-11), we see a darker side of Hathor, who in the form of
Sekhmet is intent on destroying mankind, and whose motive appears to bo simply that
of blood-lust. The deceit planned by Ra, who ordered the battle field to be flooded
with blood-coloured beer before the battle recommenced, and which the goddess
greedily drank, causing her to forget her original intentions, prevented the complete
destruction of mankind. The three versions of this text are found on the walls of the
tomb of Sethos I, Ramesses II and Ramesses III (ANET 10). This flurry of interest in
the story of Hathor Sekhmet, which comes at a time when the veneration of Anat by
the pharaoh is at its peak, may have arisen from a knowledge among the Egyptian
royal household of the Ugaritic myth related in KTU 1.3.ii. Indeed, the graphic images
of Hathor-Sekhmet wallowing in the blood red beer which she drinks is certainly
suggestive of Anat wading knee-deep in the blood and gore of slain warriors.
80Gardiner (1957 M3) lists the "child sitting (on lap) with hand to mouth" in his sign-list
A. 17, where he lists it as the determinative, 'young'.
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However, any similarities that exist between these two myths arc only at the surface
level; a more thoroughgoing comparison highlights the underlying differences between
them. The Egyptian myth gives a motive for the slaughter; humans plotted against Ra
and so had to be punished, although the wholesale slaughter planned by Sekhmet
seems to go beyond the intentions of Ra. However, the Ugaritic myth appears to lack
any apparent motive: despite the fact that we lack the beginning ofKTU 1,3.ii, there is
nothing in what follows of the Baal cycle to suggest that Anat's behaviour is
motivated by anything other than blood-lust, and is perhaps symbolic of the treatment
of captives before her cultic statue (see my discussion of the Baal Cycle below).
Again, in the Egyptian myth Ra intervenes on behalf of mankind to avert their total
destruction, but in the Ugaritic myth, there is no intervention, and Anat does not
appear to act out of a desire to destroy mankind. In the Egyptian myth, Hathor-
Sekhmet is deceived by the blood coloured beer and hence fails to achieve her desire,
but in the Ugaritic myth, Anat appears to wreak havoc and destruction until she was
sated (8b'). Given these important distinctions between the two traditions, we are
hardly in a position to suggest a literary dependence either way; the two traditions
seem to express theological concerns native to their respective contexts although
couched in similar descriptive language. This being said, there remains the possibility
that the Egyptian myth enjoyed favour under the 19th dynasty rulers because of the
popularity of Anat with the kings of this period, who were thereby introduced to the
Canaanite tradition ofAnat's character.
There was some confusion over the paternity of Anat in Egypt. On the
granite bowl published by Redford, Ptah is the first deity in the list to whom offerings
are presented, whilst Anat is third and is the only deity whose father is named, 'Anat
daughter of Ptah'. However, in pBeatty I, and pBeatty VII, it is Ra who is her father.
This discrepancy is probably to be explained by the differing provenance of these
pieces; it is likely that the bowl was made at Memphis, a centre of worship for Ptah,
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whilst the Chester Beatty papyri was probably influenced by Heliopolitan theology
which venerated Ra as the head of the pantheon. This same dichotomy is seen in the
paternity ofAstarte, who is the daughter of Ptah in pAmherst, but who is the daughter
ofRa in pBeatty I. We could argue that Anat's Egyptian position is a reflection of her
status in the Canaanite religion where she is a daughter of El who is the head of the
Ugaritic pantheon, but I think this overstates the case; normal theological principles at
work in both cultures see deities as sons or daughters of the chief god of the
pantheon, and depending on the provenance of a particular Egyptian piece, we are
presented with a different forebear.
As one of the Canaanite deities in Egypt, Anat is sometimes associated
with Astarte, although there is no unanimous tradition. On the granite bowl we find
Anat, Astarte and Qedeshet as three distinct goddesses, and on all of the monuments
of Ramesses II, Anat is treated as a goddess who remained distinct from Astarte.
However, the Rhind ostracon, dated somewhere within the nineteenth dynasty,
presents us with the pair 'Anat and Astarte', which warns us against assuming a
theological consensus on these goddesses by the ancient Egyptians. A more accurately
dated monument which mentions Anat and Astarte as a pair is the inscription of
Ramesses III at Medinet Habu, 'Montu and Seth are with [him in] every fray, Anat
and Astartc arc his shield'. Here, Anat and Astarte are paired as a balance to the male
pair Seth and Montu, all four are seen as being with the king in battle. We also find
this divine pair in the myth related on pBeatty I, where Neith suggests that they be
given to Seth.
Anat in Egypt wa3 very likely thought of as the consort of Seth (see above
on pBeatty I). In the Northern Obelisk from Tanis, Anat appears among the epithets
of Ramesses II, along with Montu and Seth, which is very similar to what we find on
the Medinet Habu inscription ofRamesses III, where we are told that Seth and Montu
|| Anat and Astarte accompany the king into battle. Thus it seems that Anat and Seth
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are paired also by virtue of the similarities in their characterisation; both are
prestigious warriors. A more intimate relationship between Anat and Seth may be
alluded to in the Marriage stele where Ramesses II is son of Seth, nursling of Anat,
and a bull like Seth. Again we find on the stele from Wadi Tumeilat that Anat has
'borne' Ramesses II 'like Seth'. Whether we are to imply from this that Ramesses is
thought of as the offspring of Anat and Seth is difficult to tell, although it would not
be surprising in an Egyptian context. However, we should note that it is only with
Ramesses II that we find this sort ofmaterial. The relationship of Anat to the gods of
Egypt is not clear cut since although pBeatty I seems to show Anat (and Astarte) as
the consort of Seth, we find that pBeatty VII can no longer be accepted as evidence
for a sexual relationship between Anat and Seth, and the passage in the Harris
Magical Papyrus suggests that Anat and Astarte were considered the consorts of
Horus rather than Seth. It seems that in Egyptian theology her status within the
pantheon was somewhat fluid, determined by the demands of the context rather than
having a fixed consort relationship. However, in connection with pBeatty VII it is
intriguing that it is Anat who mediated between Seth and Ra. Perhaps this myth has
been influenced by the role of Anat in Canaanite myth where she mediates between
Baal and El, and if this is the case then like the Baal myth, she may be mediating
between her lover and father.
2.7. CONCLUSIONS
Early Egyptian material shows us there was an Anat cult among the West
Semites at a period slightly later than the evidence for her cult at Mari. However, a
royal cult of Anat did not appear in Egypt until the 19th dynasty, where under the
aegis ofRamesses II she became a prominent figure, acting as mother to the king, and
his protectress in war. During his reign, the character of Anat was a complex mixture
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of warrior goddess and tender mother, which is similar to that witnessed in Ugaritic
myth where she can be gratuitously violent one moment, and extremely tender the
next. After the death ofRamesses II, the tender aspect of her character seems to have
slipped into the background, and Anat the warrior goddess became dominant, both in
royal iconography and texts, as well as private dedications, magical incantations and
mythical exploits.
We have seen that Anat's role in Egyptian myth may have been influenced
by her Semitic counterpart, especially as we know her from Ugarit; however, we
found no evidence to suggest that Egyptian myth itselfwas based on Semitic myth. In
other words, the Egyptian narrative plots in which we encounter Anat appear to be
indigenous to Egypt, addressing specifically Egyptian theological concerns, and the
role which Anat plays within these myths seems to fit her Egyptian role. This implies
that we should not use Egyptian myth as a source to plunder when we have exhausted
the Ugaritic material, since the Egyptians appear to have adopted her into their
pantheon and thereby transformed her into an Egyptian goddess. On the other hand,
however, there are general characteristics which arc shared by Egyptian and Ugaritic
Anat. The portrayal of her as an aggressive warrior goddess is perhaps her most
dominant characteristic in Egyptian myth, as is also the case in the Ugaritic myths.
Less prominent, but still important, is the tender side of her nature. She is the
protective mother of Ramesses II and is the goddess who mediates between Seth (the
Great God) and Ra when Seth has become ill with the effects of the seed-poison. This
too is a characteristic of Anat found in the Ugaritic myths where we witness her
mediation between Baal and El, not only in the section concerning Baal's palace, but
also when she retrieves Baal's body for burial. We have also seen a strong tradition in
Egyptian theology to link the two goddesses Anat and Astarte as a pair. This is not
syncrasia: the two goddesses are not fused into a single entity, and quite often they act
quite independently of each other. Once again we should not be surprised to find that
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this echoes the situation we find in Ugaritic theology where we find the goddesses
Anat and Astarte paired81 but who also display a vigorous life of their own within the
myths (although Anat appears more an active goddess that Astarte).
In conclusion, it seems that the cult of Anat flourished under Ramesses II
who was perhaps responsible for her elevation from obscure Canaanite goddess to the
prominent position she held during his long reign. The character ofAnat we find in his
lifetime echoes that of the Ugaritic Anat, as a fierce warrior goddess and tender
figure, although her role as mother of the king appears to be a typically Egyptian
extension of her character.82 After his death, Anat still continued to be honoured by
the pharaohs although the emphasis shifted from her motherly aspect to focus
specifically on her aggressive warrior nature.
81For example in KTU 1.14.vi.26f., 1.114.9f.
82Unless we accept the restoration ['/if] in KTU 1.15.ii.27.
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3.1. INTRODUCTSON
Our richest source for understanding the character of Anat in the second
millennium B.C. is without doubt the Ugaritic mythic narratives. Within the corpus of
texts normally accepted as mythic narratives, as opposed to cultic lists, prayers, etc.,
are the grandiose myths ascribed to the hand of Uimilku (ilmlk),' namely the Baal
cycle (KTU 1.1-1.6), Keret (KTU 1.14-16) and Aqhat (KTU 1.17-19). These form a
convenient group of texts with which to begin our investigation. Anat appears as one
of the principal characters in the Baal cycle and the Aqhat narrative, but is only
alluded to in Keret. It is beyond the scope of this work to undertake a detailed
analysis and reconstruction of the theologies of each of these narratives; many
monographs have been dedicated to this task and many more will no doubt be written!
Within the context of the present work, our analysis will be restricted in its scope,
concentrating specifically on what we can learn about the character of the goddess
Anat. I shall attempt to isolate relevant material from the narratives, and to restrict
philological discussion to those areas of greatest interest to our objectives; I refer the
reader to the many translations now available for analysis of these narratives as whole
works. However, as a prelude to all this, I shall first direct attention to the three titles
ofAnat that have attracted most discussion in the scholarly literature.
3.2. TITLES
Before we examine the characterisation ofAnat in Ugaritic myth, it would
be instructive to survey the various titles she is given within the Ugaritic context. She
'On the titles and office of Ilimilku see Dietrich and Loretz (1980b).
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bears several different titles in the cultic texts such as 'nt hbly 'Anat destroyer', 'nt
spn 'Anat of Saphon' and 'nt his, and I refer the reader to my discussion of these in
my chapter on cultic texts (see below). In the mythic texts, there are three titles
attributed to Anat which are important for understanding her character, and these are
discussed in order of descending frequency.
3.2.1. btlt
The most familiar title of Anat is btlt, which is almost invariably followed
by her personal name 'nt. Only once do we find btltm without 'nt following, where in
1.17.vi.34 Aqhat addresses Anat using the vocative (y) with this shortened form of
Anat's full title. Perhaps the fact that this is part of his second, and most disparaging,
rejection speech to Anat's two offers explains this shortened form; it is perhaps to be
taken as a term of familiarity, in which case Aqhat is deliberately rejecting the
accepted social differentiation between himself and the goddess, an attitude that is
reflected in the tone of his speech.
There is no other goddess at Ugarit who bears the title btlt. A survey of
the texts indicates that the full title btlt 'nt occurs eighteen times2 leaving no doubt
that btlt is applied to Anat. In a further 21 instances where the text is damaged, we
can still be very confident that we should restore btlt 'nt in each case.3 This leaves us
with a further eight cases which need closer scrutiny.
2The references are as follows: 1.3.iii.ll, 1.3.V.29, 1.4.iii.24, 1.4.iv.l8, 1.4.V.20, 1.4.V.25,
1.6.ii.l4, 1.6.iii.22, 1.6.iv.6, 1.6.iv.21, 1.10.ii.l5, 1.10.iii.2, 1.13.19, 1.18.iv.5, 1.18.iv.l2,
1.18.iv.l6, 1.19.ii.43, 1.101.15.
3The references are as follows: 1.3.ii.32, 1.3.iv.21, 1.3.V.19, 1.3.V.29, 1.4.ii.l4, 1.4.ii.23,
1.4.iii,33, 1.4.iii.39, 1.6.iii.23, l.lO.i.l, l.lO.ii.10, 1.10.ii.21, 1.10.ii.26, 1.10.ii.35, 1.10.iii.9,
1.11.4, 1.11.7, 1.17.vi.25, 1.18.i.20, 1.18.iv.4, 1.19.L5.
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KTU 1.4.ii.38 reads btlt.[ ], but we can be fairly certain that the divine
name 'nt follows. Line 37 reads aliyn.[ ], and the pairing of (Aliyan) Baal and (hilt)
Anat is a recurrent theme in columns ii and iii of text four; cf. 4.ii.l3f., 22f., 4.iii.23f.,
37f. KTU 4.iv. 18f. ends with the parting ofBaal and Anat.
KTU 1.7.13 reads [bt]l*t*[.'nt ]. Whilst there can be no doubt that text
1.7 is an alternative version to text 1.3 ii-iii, and that KTU's assumption that we have
the phrase btlt.'nt is possible, the damage to the text at this point and the fact that
there are only Paces of two letters indicates that we should not accept this restoration
without due caution.
KTU 1.7.25 can be restored rgm.l*btl[t.'nt ] with some confidence since
this appears to belong to a section that is paralleled in 1.3.iii. 11-29. Compare the
following two texts:
KTU 1.7,25-33 KTU 1.3,iii,l 1-29






























Anat is mentioned by name in 1.7.37, which indicates that this text is a
narrative concerning Anat; this also increases the possibility that it is Anat who is
called btl[t] in line 25.
KTU 1.10.i.14-15 reads [ ]'*nt || [ ]l*imm. In addition to the fact
that btlt 'nt is often paralleled with ybrnt limm,4 in 1.10.iii.2-3 we find the parallel
bllt. 'nt || ybmt.lim*[m], which would seem to confirm the restoration ofbtlt here.
KTU 1.17.vi.34 reads al.tS*r*gn.y btltm. As we saw above, this is the
direct speech of Aqhat, and there is no doubt that it is a vocative addressed to Anat.
This appears to be the only confirmed instance of the lexeme btlt used as a title of
Anat without being followed by the divine name itself.5
KTU 1.18.i. 14 reads w y'dr*k.b yd.btlt.[ ]. It is clear from the context
in which this line is spoken that btlt is a reference to Anat, and the fact that the right
hand edge of this column is lost leaves enough room for the divine name 'nt to be
restored. Ifwe compare 1.18.i.20, which can be restored confidently as [bt]lt.'nt, then
we have the second half of the phrase lost in 1.18.i, which supports the restoration of
['nt] in line 14.
KTU 1.18.i,22 reads ...w shq.btlt.[ ]. Again we have a lacuna at the right
hand edge of the column which raises the possibility of restoring the divine name 'nt,
and given what remains of the parallel colon, there seems little room for anything
more adventurous. This phrase echoes that of 1.4.v.25 which reads, shq.btlt. 'nt as a
parallel to the previous line 20 Smb.bllt. 'nt. Therefore, there 3ccms no reason to doubt
that the goddess bllt.[ ] should be none other than Anat.
4Cf. ATrt/ 1.3.ii.32, 1.10.iii.2, 1.101.15, and possibly in L3.iv.21, 1.4.ii.l4.
5KTU 1.4.ii.38, 1.18.i. 14 and 22 lack the divine name, but in these cases, the lexeme btlt
is immediately followed by a lacuna in which 'nt is probably to be restored.
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We have now covered every occurrence of btlt, with one important
exception, and ali the evidence suggests that btlt is always used as an epithet of Anat
and that the usual form of the title is btlt 'nt, except in 1.17.vi.34 where a shortened
(possibly less respectful?) vocative ybtltrn is used by Aqhat. We now turn our
attention to 1.15.ii.27.
Although the majority of scholars have restored the divine name 'nt in the
lacuna after btlt in line 27, Lokkegaard (1956) made the observation that in the Old
Testament, wet nurses were always subordinate women which thus ruled out Athirat
and Anat as possible candidates for being wet nurses of the king's son. He writes,
The youngest of the Kotharot, Miqat, is beyond doubt the proper wet
nurse of the gods, not Astarte, nor Anat. The latter in her recklessness
and ferocity is the very picture of emancipated womanhood, a very
questionable wet nurse with very small hope for the child's survival.
Leaving to one side his contentious assertion that "recklessness and
ferocity" is an expression of emancipated womanhood, it should be noted that
Lokkegaard substantiated his thesis by reading <k>trt at the end of line 26. However,
examination of a colour slide of this tablet shows that the reading of KTU is to be
preferred, and that an initial k cannot be supported. Furthermore, Lokkegaard's
assumption that major goddesses of the ancient Near East would not suckle kings flics
in the face of evidence from contemporary Egypt, where there are many examples of
kings being nursed by various goddesses, including Anat (see my chapter on the
Egyptian evidence for Anat).
In lines 25-28 we find the following text,
25) Ik. tld*. ys*b*[.] g*l*m* ...she will bear the lad ysb
He will suck milk of Athirat
He will drain the breast of btlt...
Wet nurse/suckling (?)...
26) ynq. h*l*b. a*[t]rt
27) mss. td*. b*tlt.\ ]
28) m*Snq*[ ]
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A serious challenge to the restoration of 'nt at the end of line 27 comes
from Wyatt (1976 and 1983) who suggests (1976 417 n.33) that we should restore
atrt or rhtny, "where Atirat or Saps are meant".6 His objection lies in the pairing of
the goddesses Athirat and Anat who, according to Ugaritic cosmology, belong to two
different generations of deities. Far better, in Wyatt's opinion, is either a dual
reference to Athirat, or the pairing of Athirat and Shapshu who are originally a
gemination of the morning and evening sun, married to the moon-god El and who
became mothers of the twin forms of Venus (1987a 339).
Wyatt's assessment of the character of Athirat is based in some respects
on his analysis of her position in the prc lslamic South Arabian pantheon structure.
Earlier work by Nielsen (1927) portrayed it as consisting of a divine triad of Moon-
god, Sun-goddess, and Venus-son; Athirat's place among this triad was as the sun-
goddess. However, recent scholarship has reassessed the evidence and now believes
that although some form of divine triad can be predicated for South Arabian religion,
other divinities stand outside this scheme (Jamme 1947; Ryckmans 1988 and 1989).
Wiggins (1993 153f.) remains open to the possibility that the South Arabian Athirat
was perceived as a solar goddess, although in his conclusion (163f.) he stresses the
wide temporal and geographical separation of Ugaritic and ESA cultures.7 It thus
seems inappropriate to draw too heavily upon ESA theology in order to elucidate the
earliest history of an Ugaritic goddess such as Athirat.
6Wyatt (1983 273 n.9) proposes two further possibilities, SpS and rbt, if his former
suggestion of atrt or rhmy be considered too long for the lacuna. However, looking at a colour
slide of the tablet, I would consider there to be enough space to accommodate any of these
suggestions.
7ESA inscriptions date to around the middle of the first millennium B.C. which allows for
at least a thousand years of local development in Athirat's characterisation!
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Returning to Wyatt's interpretation of 1.15.ii.27, I would hesitate to
restore btlt.[Xp$] (or his other suggestions) when the overwhelming evidence from
Ugaritic texts points to the fixed title btlt 'nt. The fact that every other occurrence of
the lexeme btlt is a title of the goddess Anat {contra Kapelrud 1969 28) must not be
ignored. This does not rule out the possibility that we could restore the name of
another goddess; however, given the weight of evidence, I feel that we should have
much stronger reasons to abandon the obvious correlation between this particular
epithet and the goddess Anat than on the basis of text 1.23 which portrays Athirat and
rhrny as royal mothers (Wyatt 1987a).
The pairing of Athirat with Anat may not be as problematical as Wyatt
suggests. Indeed, he points out (1984 331) the 'problem' of Keret's bride-to-be being
compared to Anat when the ideology of hierogamy would suggest that a comparison
with Athirat would be more appropriate. In the present text, it is an exceptional
pairing; the normal poetic parallel to Anat is the goddess Astarte, both at Ugarit and
in Egypt. We know that Anat nursed the Egyptian king and was his 'mother' whilst he
was her 'son' (see above), although I do not advocate using Egyptian evidence to
undertake a reconstruction of a little-understood aspect of Ugaritic Anat. It is very
i
probable that Anat's role as mother to the king in Egypt was a result of Egyptian
theology, although this does not rule out the possibility that she had a similar function
in Canaanite theology. Evidence for this role may come in text 1.13.3 If. where we are
told that Anat's breast 'knew its sucking' after she had given birth to her (male) child
(sgr), although this text is difficult to interpret and this particular understanding of the
text is disputed by some scholars (e.g. Walls 1992).8
8For my defence of this interpretation of text 1.13 see my discussion below.
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Returning to the present passage, if we are to restore Anat into the
lacuna, then the image of Yassib suckled by Athirat and Anat is symbolic of his
position as royal heir within the narrative; Athirat is the mother of the gods but Anat
too is a mother to Baal's offspring, and hence both goddesses have the symbolic
potential to be mother of the royal heir.
Many scholars have taken btlt to mean 'virgin' in the sense of a woman
who has never engaged in sexual intercourse. Within Ugaritic itself btlt appears only
as a title of Anat which means we have no further contexts in which to analyse this
term. However, recent analysis of this lexeme in the wider context of the ancient Near
East has given rise to the notion that btlt is really to be understood as a term denoting
the social status of a young girl rather than as determining her sexual experience.
Bowman (1978 169f.) has undertaken a comprehensive study of this term in its
Akkadian, Hebrew, Syriac and Arabian contexts. For Akkadian, the terms batulu and
batultu are to be understood as 'young adolescent boy' and 'young adolescent girl'
respectively (CAD 2.173f). For batultu CAD (2.174) concludes, "The word primarily
denotes an age group; only in specific contexts such as the cited section of the
Assyrian code and in NB marriage contracts does it assume the connotation 'virgin'."
However, this opinion has been challenged by Finkelstein (1966 356, 357 n.3) who
asserts that Neo-Babylonian batultu does not carry the connotation of'virgin', contra
CAD, but simply denotes an age status. It is important to note that the status of
batulu / batultu does not preclude the possibility of engaging in sexual intercourse. It
seems that whenever a 'virgin', in its English sense of never having engaged in sexual
intercourse, is intended by the lexeme batultu it was necessary to add an explanatory
clause to this effect.
Similar claims have been made for hb. nt7in3 (e.g. Wenham 1972, PLMU
125f., Locher 1986) and other cognate languages (see the summary of Bowman 1978
173f.) and the general conclusion is that there is no Semitic lexeme that denotes a
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woman who has not had sexual intercourse (i.e. a virgo intacta, IJT 19.540) but that
btlt is a designation of a young girl with a particular social standing (Bowman 1978
174, Day 1991 144f., Walls 1992 154f ). Day (1991 145) argues that btlt designates a
girl between her first menarche, i.e. having the potential to bear children, and the birth
of her first child; applying this category to the goddess Anat, she concludes that Anat
perpetually remains in this category, "suspended... at this crucial point in time where
male and female are becoming differentiated". Anat is an eternal adolescent whose
ambivalent gender allows her to move freely between male and female spheres.9 This
explains why she is a hunter and a warrior, which are activities normally restricted to
males.
However, my interpretation of the Ugaritic material is in fundamental
disagreement with the opinion that Anat was not sexually active. While I feel we
should be more cautious in our enthusiasm to see Anat engaged in the sexual act,
there is strong evidence from texts 1.10, 11, and 13 to suggest that Anat and Baal
mate, and that Anat has offspring (contra Day 1991, 1992, Walls 1992). There is no
reason to suggest, with dc Moor (e.g. ARTU), that .Anat was sexually active but that
she was unable to give birth, which allows her to retain the status of a btlt, since the
texts depict her giving birth and declaring the news to Baal (cf. 1.10.iii.32f.,
1.13.29f.).10 In other words, despite the cognate evidence supporting a meaning of
9This is an almost identical analysis to that ofWalls (1992 throughout).
10De Moor's position within ARTU is rather ambiguous; discussing text 1.13 he states that
Anat is in anguish because Baal was not able to penetrate her (138 n 10) and translates lines 32f
"[the sl]i[t of her orifice] was not one he could open || his 'hand' [found it (?)] too small".
Discussing text 1. lO.iii he states that Anat was unable to bear offspring so she proposed to enter a
cow "so that the cow would be able to bear offspring for her". This is not the same as being
unable to engage in sexual intercourse. However, in discussing the title btlt (7 n.33) he states that
the translation of btlt by 'Virgin' was inaccurate "since Anatu did have some sort of intercourse
with her husband". The confusion is increased by his referring the reader to his notes on text 1.13
where he has already stated that Baal could not penetrate her! An appeal to the Egyptian text
Harris Magical Papyrus which tells us that Egyptian Anat and Astartc were unable to give birth is
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'Maiden' or some other English equivalent depicting a young woman between her
first menarche and parturition, Anat is depicted in the Ugaritic myths as a sexually
active, and procreative, goddess. I would not go so far as to call her a goddess of
love; she simply enjoys a healthy sexual role within the myths. This incongruity
between her title btlt and her actions described in the myths is surprising, but is the
kind of ambivalence often held together in tension within religious thought; Anat is at
once a nubile young girl who is sexually attractive (cf. Keret's comparison of his
young bride to Anat and Astarte), and a sexually active woman with procreative
powers.
3.2.2. jvbmt limm
The length of the discussion on the title btlt above is a reflection of the
importance of this title for Anat seen in the frequency of its application to this goddess
and in the fact that it is never used with any other goddess. Much less frequent11 is the
title ybmt limm, which is found often in parallel with btlt 'nt but never in parallel with
any other deity. Many attempts have been made to provide a satisfactory etymology
and meaning to this title, but the results are less than satisfactory. We need only
compare translations such as 'Progenitress of the Peoples' (Albright 1938 19 n.6),
'Mother of the Nations' (Cassuto 1971 65), 'Sister-in-law of the Nations' (van Selms
misleading since it deals with a peculiarly Egyptian myth centred around the conflict between
Horus and Seth (see above).
1 'The references are as follows: ybmt limm 1.3.ii.33, ybmt [limm] 1,4.ii. 15-16, ybmt
lim*[m\ 1.10.iii.3, ybmt Ii*m*rn 1.17.vi.l9, ybmt limm 1.17.vi.25, and ymmt limm 1.3.iii.l2.
Uncertain forms are y*[bmt] l*irnm* 1.3.iv.22, [ybmt] l*imm 1.lO.i. 15, and [ybmt\ limm
1.101.15-16. In 1.13.19-20 we find tb[ ] limm in parallel to btlt 'nt*, which suggests we should
restore y!b[rnt] limm. In 1.13.22-23 we find the bicolon 8*m*'k l*arh || w bn | [limm. What is
needed is a vocative title as a parallel to arh 'cow'. In my discussion of text 1.13 (below) I
conclude that we are justified to restore [ybmt] to give the usual title of Anat.
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1954 70, Oldenburg 1969 88), 'Nubile Widow of the Limites' (de Moor 1969 183),
'Sister of the Mighty One' (Gray 1979 319 n.28), 'The Wanton Widow of the
Nations' (de Moor 1980 308f., ARTU), 'Dove of Lim' (Wyatt 1992 418), to see that
there is a great diversity of opinion in our understanding of this phrase.
Bowman gives a clear account of the problem and a history of
interpretation down to 1978 (186f.), and this has been brought up to date by the
excellent study ofWalls (1992 94-107), and there is no need to repeat their work in
the present study. However, I shall present a review of the problems faced in
interpreting this title and refer the reader to the above two studies for detailed studies.
The problem can be divided into an interpretation of ybmt / yrnmt on the
one hand, and of limm on the other, both ofwhich harbour many difficulties. The first
note to make is that ymmt occurs only once, whilst the other occurrences attest an
orthography of ybmt. Albright (1938 19 n.6) states that ybmt is a dissimilated form
from an original ymmt which he derives from a Semitic root *yamam 'progenitor'
which he believes then developed the meaning of 'husband's brother'. Also claiming
that ymmt is the primary form are Obermann (1948 35f.) and Wyatt (1992 418),
although the latter suggests a different etymology, linking ymmt with ar. yamamat
'pigeon, dove'.12 Wyatt (1992 417) writes of the two forms,
While the spelling ybmt has the strongest support, it hardly has a
monopoly, and so close are b and m phonetically (plosive and fricative
forms of the same voiced labial articulation) that we may credit either a
scribal mishearing on one or more instances, if the texts were dictated, or
an etymological equivalence of two terms, to be seen as variants of each
other.
12Following a suggestion of Lokkegaard in Studia orientalia J. Pedersen dicata,
Copenhagen 1953, p.226. Compare the summary of TOul (90f. and 91 n.l) who mentions
Sarna's (1957 24) observation that the name of Job's daughter (Job 42.14) HO'D"; may correspond
to Ugaritic ymmt (cf. UT 19.1065).
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There is good evidence for a b/m interchange in Ugaritic (Cutler and
Macdonald 1973 69f.), but given the relative frequencies of ybmt and ymmt, it seems
likely that any scribal mishearing would have been from ybmt to ymmt, which suggests
a primary form ybmt. The alternative is to see the two forms as the result of phonetic
variation, but again, the fact that ymmt occurs only once suggests that ybmt was the
dominant form, although it could be argued that a dominant form is not necessarily an
original form. It is very difficult to decide from such a small sample what the
relationship between these two forms might be; they could either be the result of a
misspelling or mishearing (Bowman 1978 187) or ymmt could be a phonetic
derivation of ybmt. The supposition that ybmt is a derivative of ymmt seems less
likely, but not impossible.
Given that the most likely basic form is from a root *ybm, Walls (1992
94f.) presents a detailed discussion of the many attempts to understand ybmt with
reference to various Semitic cognates. After a detailed review, he concludes (107)
that the most promising cognate is hb. *DIT and that "the kinship connotation of this
appellative appears to be the most correct". This in itself is not troublesome since the
deities of the Ugaritic pantheon, like their human devotees, were bound in a web of
kinship bonds, and the evidence from Ugaritic onomastics show us that kinship
terminology was used to describe the relationship between the bearer of the name and
the goddess (see my discussion on Ugaritic personal names above). Huffinon (1965
205f.) demonstrates that apart from the common terms of 'b 'father' and 'm 'mother'
we find in Amorite onomastics less straightforward kinship terminology to express
human-divine relations; *halu 'maternal uncle' and hatnu 'son-in-law' are applied to
the relationship between devotee and Dagan or Shamash, for example. In fact at Mari
(ARM 7.184.4') we find the personal name fha!-mi-dha-na-at 'kinsman of Anat' (see
above). All of these examples demonstrate that gods and humans can be thought to
share a kinship relationship which is not always as straightforward as 'mother' or
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'father', and therefore that we cannot object to Anat having a title that predicates a
kinship relationship between her and humanity.
As for the second term limm, there are at least as many suggestions for
the meaning of this lexeme as there are for ybmt. Craigie (1978 377) points to 1.13.20
where we find limm as a parallel to btlt 'nt as evidence for limm as a name for Anat.
He also states that the theophorous element lim we find in KTU 1.102.22 is unrelated
to limm (377 n.19) although he gives no reason; Bowman (1978 189) also
distinguishes between lim and the longer form limm. However, as I argue below, in
text 1.13 we can justifiably restore y!b[mt] which weakens his arguments. The fact
that lim occurs in 1.3.ii.7 as a parallel to adm 'men' and limit 'multitude'13 has
prompted many to take limm as a designation for 'peoples'. Alternatively, limm is
seen as a designation of Baal (de Moor 1969 183, Bowman 1978, Wyatt 1992 417)
and Anat's close association with Baal in the mythic texts is appealed to as support
for this position. This suggestion relies on the fact that we find a divine name Lim at
Man, but the identity of this deity is unclear, and has been variously identified with
Adad (Bowman 1978 192), Dagan (Dossin 1950 41f., de Moor 1969 183, Wyatt
1992 417) or Shamash (Lipinski 1967). However, Akkadian limu is often used in
personal names without the semantic classifier DINGIR as a collective reference to
the 'thousand gods' (Huffmon 1965 226, Bowman 1978 191, Walls 1992 98)
worshipped at Mari and it is not clear exactly what status was enjoyed by this divinity.
If we accept that Lim was a major deity at Mari, then we are still faced
with the problem of whether we can relate this to the limm of Anat's title. There are
many uncertainties to be dealt with, not least of which is whether the god Lim was
13Wyatt (1992 412) has recently proposed that hmlt should be taken as a title of Baal
cognate with akk. ummilu and meaning 'Tempest'. However, this does not change the fact that
lim is in parallel with adm in text 1.3.ii.
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known at Ugarit. The occurrence of the personal name yrgb Urn in 1.102.22 helps
very little since it occurs in a list of personal names on the opposite face of the tablet
to a list of divine names (see below) in an obscure context; scholars are uncertain as
to the relationship between these two list3 and even whether these names are native to
Ugarit or not (de Moor 1970 326, Dietrich et al. 1975c, TRU 329, Walls 1992 99).
There is very little evidence elsewhere from Ugarit to suggest that there was a deity
Lim known at Ugarit (see the discussion of Bowman 1978 and Walls 1992), which
makes an equation of Baal with Lim as an explanation for Anat's title as ybmt of Lim
(= Baal) contentious. Bowman (1978 192) circumvents the difficulty of making this
equation by suggesting that ybmt limm was a title of Anat at Mari which was
reinterpreted by later Ugaritic theologians as a kinship term relating her to Baal.
Whilst wc arc well aware of Anat's presence at Mari, we find no evidence suggestive
of a relationship between Anat and Lim (see above). Bowman's suggestion is a
possibility, but has no verification from any of the literary remains found so far from
Mari.
As we can see from this brief survey of recent opinion, the interpretation
of Anat's title yb/mmt limm is still highly contentious. The evidence points some way
to see in ybmt some kind of kinship term, but its relationship to the following limm is
difficult to interpret, since we are unsure whether limm should refer to the human
population (lim || adm), to a deity Lim whose presence at Ugarit is uncertain, to Baal
as a god of the storm, or to some other root (see Walls 1992 for other suggestions).
Given our uncertain state of knowledge on this title at present, it seems wise to
reserve judgement until further information becomes available; in the following
discussion I leave it untranslated.
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3.2.3. rhm(y)
The equation is often made between Anat and the goddess rhrny who
appears in text 1.23 alongside Athirat, and in 1.15.H.6 where she appears alongside
rSp zbl 'Prince Reshef as one of the guests at the banquet celebrating the wedding of
Keret to Huray (accepted by inter alia Oldenburg 1969 88, CML2 90 n.4, 123 n.10,
Bowman 1978 183f., ARTU 117f.; rejected by inter alia TOul 89, Walls 1992 82).
The only certain reference which links Anat to the lexeme rhm occurs in
1.6.ii.27f. which is a description of Anat's longing for Baal. Here we find the
following text,
rhm. 'nt. tngth The girl Anat sought him.
28) k lb. arh. I 'glh. Like the heart of a cow for its calf,
k lb 29) tat. I imrh. like the heart of a ewe for its lamb,
km. lb 30) 'nt. atr. b'l. was like the heart of Anat after Baal.
It is possible that we should relate ug. rhm to hb. □!"]") 'womb' which
seems to have developed the meaning 'girl' (e.g. Jud 5.30, Mesha inscription KA1
181.17). Ugaritic rhm may also have the meaning 'compassion' used of Keret's
daughter (cf. KTU 1.16.i.33 krhmt). The difficulty with the phrase rhm 'nt in the
above text is that if it were an adjective qualifying Anat, we would expect the
feminine ending -t. A solution which takes rhm in construct with the divine name, 'the
womb of Anat' seems promising as a suitable parallel to the following simile of the
heart (lb) of the cow and the ewe yearning for their young. However, it may be the
case that lines 28-30 form a tricolon ending with the lb of Anat yearning after Baal
and that line 27 should be kept separate from this tricolon. More importantly, the verb
(tngth) has the feminine prefix whilst the noun rhm is masculine.14
14I am indebted to Prof. J.C.L. Gibson for pointing this out to me.
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Given the grammatical difficulties with the above suggestions, I have
chosen to translate the phrase rhm 'nt by 'The girl Anat' placing the noun and the
divine name in apposition, although this is uncertain. However, the use of this
particular noun qualifying Anat at this point seems apposite to the pathos of the
narrative; her treatment ofMot demonstrates the strength of her passion. Also, I find
no objection in seeing this title as an allusion to Anat as a goddess with a functioning
womb {contra Walls 1992 8If.) since Anat bears offspring to Baal, a fact that may
well have influenced the following simile.
There is very little to suggest that rhmy should be equated with Anat.
Bowman's (1978 184) assertion that Anat and Rcshef are closely associated in the
offering texts is an overstatement of the evidence (see my chapter below) and to
equate Anat with rhmy in 1.15.ii.6 on this basis cannot be sustained. Similarly, there is
no reason to equate rhmy of text 1.23 with Anat since we never find her elsewhere
qualified by the title rhmy. Although present opinion favours taking atrt wrhmy as two
separate goddesses (see now Wiggins 1993 74f.), the divine name Anat does not
appear in text 1.23, which raises the question of why all the other deities in the text
appear with their familiar names and yet Anat has been systematically renamed rhmy.
From the above discussion it is clear that Anat was qualified by rhm (girl) on this
specific occasion when she is depicted in the narrative as despairing over the loss of
Baal; the use of the noun rhm at this point introduces us to the side of Anat's nature
that is often overlooked, the fact that she is a female with a passion for her lover as
strong as the bond between mother and child, an image reinforced by the choice of the
noun rhm which encompasses the complex of ideas of femininity, compassion,
fertility, etc. However, there is little to support the view that the title rhmy was
applied to Anat, and the generality of this title is such that it does not point
unequivocally to Anat as its bearer.
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3,3. THE BAAL CYCLE (KTU 1.1-1.6)
The Baal cycle divides into three major themes: the conflict of Baal and
Yam, Baal's palace, and the conflict of Baal and Mot.15 The debate concerning the
arrangement and order of the tablets within the Baal cycle is beyond the scope of this
work, but see the useful synopsis of del Olmo Lete (MLC 8If.) and the table he
presents (83); for the purposes of our discussion I shall follow the position which
maintains the order of KTU 1.1-1.6 as the best overall explanation of many of the
features of these tablets.16 Anat plays a significant role only in the latter two themes;
in the theme of Baal's palace she is introduced as a warrior goddess who attempts to
obtain permission from El for Baal to begin construction of his palace, whilst in that
of Baal and Mot, she appears as a goddess who is devastated by the death of Baal,
who searches for his body at the interface between life and death, who gives Baal a
proper burial, and who acts positively to restore him to life.
15Cf. del Olmo Lete (1977 31). For a highly provocative and original analysis of the Baal
cycle as symbolic of Baal's struggles against his incestuous acts and motives see Starr (1984). For
the discussion of a possible Indo-European background to the Baal versus Yam theme see Wyatt
(1988), and for a discussion of a version of this theme from Mari sec Bordrcuil and Pardee (1993
69£).
,6For a recent defence of this position and a critical attack on the position of do Moor (e.g.
in SP and ARTU) see Grabbe (1976), Gibson (1984 204f). Smith (1986 324f.) reviews the
arguments for and against accepting the sequence KTU 1.1-1.6. He concludes that "the Baal cycle
as a whole may be viewed as a piece with a single symmetry: the palace of Baal, the crowning
symbol of royal status flanked on either side by a struggle over Baal's kingship" (328). For
Smith, the theme of Baal's kingship provides the best interpretational framework.
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3.3.1. The Conflict of Baal and Yam
3.3.1.1. KTU\.Ui.\5
The lexeme 'tit appears in the very broken text KTU 1.1 .ii. 15.17 There are
two good reasons to accept this as the name of the goddess Anat: firstly, lines 15f.
appear to match KTU 1.3.iii.9f. where we find that messengers of Baal have come to
Anat, and secondly, in line 14 we find a possible mention of Anat's residence ]i*n.bb.
(inbb: cf. 1.3.iv.34, 1.13.9, 1.100.20). The sender of the message appears in this text
to be El, since in line 18 we find ]tpn.htkk which can be translated as 'the
Compassionate, your sire' (cf. 1.6.iv.ll). De Moor (ARTU 20) understands this
passage, within his overall scheme of the Baal cycle, as a description of events after
Anat has obtained permission from El for Baal to build his palace (text 1.3). He
argues that in a large lacuna we should find that the continual harassment of other
gods, who are jealous of Baal's ambitious building plans, has provoked Anat to
complain to El about their interruptions; El then promises to help Anat and asks her to
come to him with a list of necessary building materials. However, I find it difficult to
accept de Moor's theory which reads so much into this very fragmentary text, and
which depends on an arrangement of tablets that seems to be based more on what is
missing from them rather on what remains. Rather than accepting de Moor's
optimistic analysis of this text, I think we have to accept that it is broken to such an
extent that we cannot be certain of its narrative content. Therefore, I present text
1.1. ii simply as a possible mention of Anat and her relationship with El, without
attempting further to interpret such a damaged text.
,7For a discussion of this tablet and its place or otherwise in the Baal cycle, see inter alia
TOul (293-298) who view this tablet as a sy nopsis of the Baal cycle (CML2 3), and MLC (8If.)
who follows the traditional ordering ofCTA.
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3.3.1.2. KTU 1.2.i.40
Another possible reference to Anat may be restored in text 1.2.i.40 where
we find, ]n*t.tuhd.Smalh.tuhd. 'ttrt. If we restore [ymnh.'] in the preceding lacuna we
then have the bicolon,
Anat seized his right hand,
Astarte seized his left hand.
This occurs in the context of Baal's reaction to the demands of Yam. The
parallelism of Anat with Astarte is not uncommon at Ugarit and, as we have seen
from the Egyptian evidence, is also a motif found outside the thought-world of
Ugaritic myth. However, even if we are to restore her name here, it is apparent that
Anat plays only a very minor role in this part of the Baal cycle. In column iv of this
tablet we find Baal engaged in combat against Yam, whom he defeats with the aid of
magic clubs supplied by Kothar. After the collapse of Yam we find Astarte urging
Baal to humiliate Yam, but we find no parallel episode involving Anat and Baal here,
unless we assume that her name was lost in the fragmentary text at the end of the
column, possibly as the subject of the verb t'n in line 35. However, there is no
evidence to support this, and it would be misleading to introduce Anat into a scene
simply on the basis that Astarte is involved. Thus it seems that in the theme of the
struggle between Baal and Yam, Anat has no role to play, at least not in the version
preserved on tablet 2, beyond a rather stereotypical pairing of Anat and Astarte
involved in the twofold action of restraining the left and right hands of Baal. This has
similarities with the reference to Anat and Astarte as the 'hands' of Pharaoh's chariot
in the Rhind ostracon (see above), and although I am not suggesting any literary
connection, it does seem as if the duality of this divine pair and the duality of 'hands'
could lead to the use of similar imagery across international borders.
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3.3.2. The Palace of Baal
3.3.2.1. KTU 1.3.ii.2 - iii.2
Our first detailed introduction to the character of Anat within the Baal
cycle comes in the second column of text 1.3 where we witness Anat slaughtering
opponents in a relentless and ferocious manner.18
2) kpr. Sb'. bnt. Perfume19 of seven daughters,
rh. gdtti 3) w anhbm. scent of coriander and murex.
klat. tgrt 4) bht 'nt. Anat closed the gates of the mansion,
w tqry. glmm 5) b St. gr. and met the servants at the foot of the mountain.
w hln. 'nt. tm 6) ths. b 'mq. And behold! Anat fought in the vale,20
thtsb. bn 7) qrytm she slaughtered between21 the two cities.
tmhs. lim. hp y*\m\ She smote the people of the sunset,22
8) tsmt. adm. sat. Sp*S she destroyed the men of the sunrise.
9) thth. k kdrt. rf[3?] Under her, like balls,23 were heads,
10) 'lh. k irbym. kp. above her,24 like locusts, were palms,
18For a comparison of 1.3.ii-iii with the parallel text 1.7 see Dijkstra (1983).
19Taking this as a noun 'scent, perfume' || rh (de Moor 1986 220f.), but it could also be a
D-stem 'to perfume' cf. akk. kapdru (MLC 568).
20Cf. hb. pQi? 'vale' (e.g. SP 90) rather than 'with strength' cf. akk. emuqu 'strength,
violence' (Cassuto 1971 115).
2'The phrase bn qrytm could mean 'the sons of the two cities' (e.g. Kapelrud 1969 49,
Cassuto 1971 87), but the verb is reflexive and intransitive, and I take bn as a preposition parallel
to b- of the previous colon (e.g. CML 85, SP 90, TOul 393, CML2 47, Gray 1979 317, etc.).
22This is a translation suggested to me by Prof. J.C.L. Gibson who refers to hb. HEf! giving
'covering of the day' as an antithetical parallel to the 'coming forth of the sun'. Many scholars
take hp as cognate with hb. ^jln 'shore, coast' (e.g. CML 85, Cassuto 1971 116, TOul 158 n.i,
Gray 1979 317 n. 12,MLC 553, ARTU 5), but CML2 objects that the ar. equivalent is hdffatu.
23Cf. hb. "TPI3 'ball' in Is. 22.18, (Cassuto 1971 116, CML2 47, MLC 564). SP (90)
suggests Tump of earth' cf. ar. kadarah (Oldenburg 1969 87, Walls 1992 163), but I think the
shape of decapitated heads leads one to translate Tike balls' rather than the more amorphous
Tumps of earth'. Hardly 'vultures' (UT 19.1201, Kapelrud 1969 49, Gordon 1977 77).
74ARTU (5) translates 'on her', and although this is a possibility, I believe the antithetical
parallelism with tht points to the hands being over her, as the simile suggests, like a swarm of
locusts which fills the air.
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k. qsm* 11) grmn*. kp. mhr. like destructive25 grasshoppers were palms of warriors.
'tkt 12) riSt. I* bmth.
Snst 13) kpt. b hb*Sh.
She fastened heads to her back,
she tied palms to her belt.
brktn. tgl*[I] 14) b dm. dmr.
hlqm. b mm'* 15) mhrm.
She plunged her knees into the blood of guards,
her thighs26 into the gore ofwarriors.
mtm. tgrS 16) Sbm.
b ksl. qSth. mdnt
With arrows27 she drove out the captives,
by the string28 of her bow the survivors.29
17) w hln. 'nt. I bth. trngyn
18) tStql. ilt. I hklh
And behold, Anat reached her house,
the goddess arrived at her palace.
19) w I. Sb't. tmthsh. b 'mq
20) thtsb. bn. qrtm.
But she was not sated with her fight in the valley,
with her slaughter between the two cities.
tt'r 21) ksat. I mhr.
t'r. tlhnt 22) I sbim.
hdmm. I girm
She arranged seats for the warriors,
arranged tables for the armies,
footstools for the heroes.
23) mid. tmthsn. w t'n
24) thtsb. w thdy. 'nt
Savagely she fought and looked,
Anat slaughtered and gazed around.30
25) tg*d*d. kbdh. b shq. Her liver swelled with laughter,
25Literally 'Grasshoppers of destruction' cf. ar. garamu (e.g. SP 90, CML2 47). Although
the suggestion of MLC (608) of 'enjambre' [swarm] cf. hb. HD~1^ 'heap', ar. 'aramah, is
attractive, it is phonetically difficult (cf. also TOul 159 'fragments d'une gerbe'). ARTU (5) loses
the evident parallelism of irbytn || qsm (cf. ar. qasdrn 'locust') by translating 'like scales of a
plane-tree the hands of the warriors', taking qsm with a root qss or qsm 'cut off referring to the
appearance of the scaly bark of the plane-tree, and grmn with hb. 'plane-tree', although
this appears to be a derivation from hb. 0"IU II cognate to ar. 'arama.
26The noun hlqm must refer to an anatomical feature and is probably dual because of its
parallelism with brkm (e.g. SP, Dietrich and Loretz 1972 30, Gray 1979, MLC). TOul (159)
translates 'les pans de sa jupe' cf. Mishnaic hb. haluq, and CML(2) has 'skirts' cf. hb. pl^n, ar.
mihlaqu. De Moor (SP 92 and ARTU 6) believes it comes from the root hlq 'be smooth' referring
to her 'smooth buttocks' cf. hb. ppn ar. halaqa, (cf. Kapclrud 1969 49 'seat' but with no
etymology) and is followed by Gray (1979 318 n.19) who glosses 'smooth thighs' (so also
Cassuto 1971 118, Wyatt [unpubl. transl.j 'thighs'). MLC suggests 'los miembros'.
27A poetic designation from rnt 'rod, staff cf. hb. rttSQ in Hb. 3.9, 14 (e.g. SP 92, CML2
47, MLC 181), as a parallel to 'string of her bow', rather than 'stave, rod' (e.g. TOul 159).
28Cf. ar. kisl (e.g. Renfroe 1992 124), rather than 'stave' (e.g. ARTU 6).
29Taking Sbm as 'captive' cf. hb. "*327 'captive'; its parallel mdnt cf. hb. HflQ, ar.
madlnatu means something like 'city, town' and as a parallel to 'captive' perhaps relates to those
surviving in the town.
30This could also mean 'she rejoiced' (from hdy cf. hb. Hin II, akk. hadu) anticipating the
next tricolon, but in view of the parallelism with the verb 'yn 'see, look at' it compared with hb.
njn 'see'.
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yrnlu 26) Ibh. b Smht.
kbd. 'nt 27) tSyt.
k brkm. tgll. b dm 28) dmr.
hlqm. b mm', mhrm
29) 'd. tSb'. tmths. b bt
30) thtsb. bn. tlhnm.
ymh 31) b* dt (bt). dm. dmr.
ysq. Smn 32) Sim. b s'.
trhs. ydh. bt 33) [/]?. 'nt.
usb'th. ybmt. limm.
34) [t]r*A*s*. ydh. b dm. dmr
35) [u]sb'th. b mm', mhrm
36) [/]'*/-*. ksat. I ksat.
tlhnt 37) b* tjhn (tlhnt).
hdmm. ttar. I htlrnrn
38) t*hspn. mh. w trhs
39) t*l. Stnrn. Smn. ars.
rbb 40) [r]kb 'rpt.
tl. Smm. tskh
41) \r\b*b. nskh. kbkbm
Column III
1) ttpp. anhb*\m.
d alp. Sd\ 2) zuh. b ym
her heart filled with joy,
the liver31 of Anat with triumph.
As she plunged her knees into the blood of guards,
her thighs into the gore ofwarriors.
Until she was sated she fought in the house,
she slaughtered between the two tables.
The blood of guards was wiped from the house,
the oil of peace was poured into a bowl.
Maiden Anat washed her hands,
ybmt limm her fingers.
She washed her hands free from the blood of guards,
her fingers from the gore ofwarriors.
She arranged chairs by chairs,
tables with tables,
footstools she arranged by footstools.
She scooped up water and washed,
dew of heaven, oil of earth,
showers of the Charioteer of the Clouds.
Dew which the heavens poured on her,
showers which the stars poured upon her.32
She made herself beautiful with the murex,
whose source is a thousand acres in the sea.
Tablet 1.3 begins with a description of a divine banquet at which Baal is
presented with a vast container of wine. The lacuna at the beginning of the column
prevents us from ascertaining the context in which this banquet is presented,33 but as
part of the banquet scene we find someone singing about Baal whose attention is
drawn to his daughters. After a substantial lacuna of perhaps 40 lines or so, we find
Anat preparing her make-up and leaving her palace to engage in battle.
31I take kbd as 'liver' as part of the chiasmus 'liver - heart - liver', rather than 'in the
hand of dividing this as k- 'because' + the preposition b- and the noun d 'hand' (e.g. TOul 160,
Gordon 1977 77).
32For stars as a source of precipitation cf. TOul (161 n.e), Watson (1977 274).
33Possibly a celebration of Baal's victory over Yam (Lipinski 1970, van Zijl 1972a 52).
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Anat comes down from her mountain and battles between two cities, a
location which should probably be regarded as mythic geography based on local
topography. It seems that her enemies are humans (Miller 1973 47) and that they are
drawn from a vast area; the merismus 'people of the sunset' || 'men of the sunrise'
(i.e. from West to East) points to this. The motive for her action is entirely lost to us
in the lacunae that precede and follow this episode, although this has not restrained
commentators in attempting to find one. One rather less likely suggestion is that of de
Moor (ARTU 4 n.21) who believes that Anat wreaks havoc out of frustration at her
inability to bear children. This interpretation arises out of his reading of texts 1.10,
111 and 1.13, which as I argue in my analysis of these texts, is an opinion that finds
little support in the texts themselves.
The vivid description of the slaughter in which she is engaged depicts her
with heads at her feet and hands flying through the air, wading through the gore of the
slain warriors, and tying grisly trophies to her body. Finally, she rounds up the
survivors and makes her way back to her palace. The fact that Anat engages in a
second slaughter within the confines of her own house has invited many different
interpretations at this point. However, a comparison of the two descriptions reveals
that at the end of the first battle we find a description of Anat driving her captives and
her subsequent arrival at her palace, whereas this is absent from the end of the second
battle where instead we find the cleansing of her palace and herself. If the battle
scenes are identical, her actions immediately afterwards are significant in each context,
and therefore it is possible that the rounding up of prisoners is to be understood as
Anat bringing them back to her palace, perhaps echoing an historical practice of
bringing prisoners ofwar back from the battlefield to be presented to the gods along
with the spoils ofwar.
The second description of Anat massacring is set within her own palace.
The language used is almost identical to that of the first, except that she is said to
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battle between the two tables rather than the two cities. The battle ends with the
statement that Anat is now satisfied (Sb' line 29). It has been argued that this second
description is merely pretence on the part of Anat, but if we relate her driving
prisoners back to her palace as a reflection of a similar practice in the earthly conduct
in war, then we may interpret this second massacre as the mythic equivalent of the
slaughtering of prisoners as an act of devotional sacrifice that we find in the ancient
Near East.34 Mark Smith recently read a paper at the 1993 SBL meeting in
Washington D.C. entitled 'Anat's Warfare Cannibalism and the West Semitic Barf in
which he argued for 1.3.ii.20f. to be a portrayal of Anat consuming her victims as an
extended description of Aerem-warfarc. Although there is no explicit description of
Anat devouring her captives, it may well be the case that this is how the sacrifice of
prisoners of war to her may have been mythologised. A strong connection between
death and the imagery of devouring cannot be denied; cultic sacrifice has an explicit
program of death and consumption of the victim, and we should compare the imagery
of devouring predicated of Mot (1.5.i) and the gods whose birth is depicted in
1.23.57f. who have one lip to heaven and the other to earth, and into which all
creatures enter. Smith also suggested this interpretation for text 1.96 which he takes
as a description of Anat devouring her brother, but which is better understood as an
incantation against the evil-eye (see below).35
34Compare the many smiting scenes from Egyptian iconography in which the king is
about to smash the heads of his prisoners ofwar and the many instances (alleged or otherwise) of
human sacrifice to Yahweh under the herem principles ofwar, which included the massacre of all
prisoners ofwar as votive sacrifices.
35It is interesting to note similar imagery in Ez. 38.17f. in which God is preparing a great
sacrifice (a *7113 PQt) upon the mountains of Israel in which the flesh of mighty men (C~l33 ~1E)
will be eaten and the blood of the princes of the earth ^'E] EH) will be drunk, all
consumed at Yahweh's table (13n'7E~i7E). Miller (1973) also compares the Mesha inscription and
Is. 34.
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Following the second massacre we find Anat cleansing first her house, and
then herself from the blood of her victims.36 Again I see in this a mythic counterpart
to the necessary cleansing operations that must have taken place in temples after the
sacrificing of prisoners ofwar; presumably the temple furnishings were cleansed along
with the cultic statue before which the victims were immolated.
Many earlier interpretations of this text have been greatly influenced by
the Myth and Ritual school which analyses texts on the assumption that every myth is
accompanied by a cultic ritual.37 These kinds of analyses seek to impose a ritual
foundation from which the myth is interpreted, and in the case of the present text,
seek to find a ritual explanation for Anat's behaviour. For example, a recent analysis
of this text by Korpel (1990) asserts that Anat's massacre is not to be taken
literally (!) since it is merely a mythical representation of a sham combat (347) whose
purpose was to bring on the fertility of the rain. Later she asserts that it is a mythic
leflection of a cultic meal for the soldiers who enacted the sham combat (418) and
claims that text 1.13 confirms that this was enacted in the cult. Not surprisingly wc
find that she adopts exactly the same stance as de Moor (SP 94f., ARTU 4 n.21). A
further example comes from Gibson (1984 214) who explains text 1,3.ii "as a mythical
mirror image of a rite proper to the late summer as people prayed desperately for the
rains to come, a rite which may also be reflected in the capering and self-laceration of
the prophets on Mt. Carmel"; in other words, this is a rite transferred into the mythic
realm. However, this is not really an explanation of Anat's behaviour as such; it
36Not washing her hands in the blood of the slain (e.g. Dussaud 1938 138f., Oldenburg
1969 88) as some sort of rejuvenation or fertility ritual, or connected with a rain charm.
Oldenburg writes (89) "When the mist went up from the ground and fell down from heaven
xuuislciiiiig the surface of the ground (at dawn), Anat was believed to be bathing." It is impossible
to gtound such statements in the text, and I prefer to understand this passage as Anat ridding her
house and herself of the polluting effects of the blood.
37For a survey of approaches to the Baal cycle see Smith (1986).
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simply moves the goal-posts. Are we to 'explain' this text as a myth representing a
sham combat, or is the ritual combat an earthly representation of the myth? In other
words, the attempt to 'explain' myth by ritual simply reverses the question and we are
faced with the equally perplexing question of where the ritual came from, if it is not a
representation of the myth!38 My observation above that the narrative may echo the
cultic practice of offering prisoners ofwar to Anat, who is the ultimate warrior, is not
intended to be an explanation of the text, nor do I attempt to reconstruct a fertility rite
out of Anat's actions. I simply wish to show that the narrative has certain similarities
with known historical practice and we can at least accept that myth was 'inspired'
from human experience.
Rather than become involved in a detailed analysis of this kind of
approach to the texts, I shall simply avoid any attempt at the reconstruction of cultic
acts that may or may not have accompanied the myth. I accept the narrative on its
own terms and shall attempt to understand it within its own literary framework. This,
I feel, will prove to be the most productive method in achieving our aim of a credible
analysis of the character ofAnat within Ugaritic myth.39
Within this episode Anat is depicted as a ferocious warrior. We are not
told of any motive for her behaviour and we could draw the conclusion from this that
she was capricious or cruel (Kapelrud 1969 52); but since we are unaware of the
nature of the material that preceded and followed this episode this judgement might
seem harsh. It is possible that the picture of Anat's character with which this pericope
38Against the ritual interpretation of mythic texts see for example Fontenrose (1966), Kirk
(1973), and in the context ofUgaritic myth Gibson (1984).
39Bowman (1978 18) is a good example of how not to approach the text. He first assumes
that whenever Anat sheds blood in the Baal cycle it is directly connected with the fertility of Baal,
and then sets about seeking such an interpretation of this episode, which he finds in a yearly cycle
of ritual combat to bring about the rains (20).
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presents us is that of an ideal warrior type who is invincible, unmerciful, rejoicing in
battle, and who can bring back much booty to offer the gods. As Walls (1992 165)
states, perhaps this episode serves as our introduction to the warrior goddess Anat;
this may be simplistic but I would be cautious of those interpretations which attempt
to understand this episode in terms of a cultic ritual drama.40
What, if any, conclusion can be drawn from the fact that a very similar
scene opens text 1.13 (see below) is difficult to establish. In text 1.13, Anat massacres
for a period of days, after which she goes up to El who blesses the offspring to which
she will give birth. It appears from 1.13.29 that she is called 'cow of Baal' suggesting
that she mated with Baal, rather than El who simply fulfils his recognised role as the
god who blesses (royal?) offspring. Ifwe compare this with text 1.3 we find that after
Anat has finished massacring on earth, she is summoned to Baal, so that he can ask
her for assistance in obtaining El's permission. Are we to see in this an invitation to
engage in sexual intercourse with Baal?41 As the text stands today there is no
indication that this happened. It could be argued that this took place in the fifteen or
so lines missing from column iv after Anat makes herself beautiful with make-up, and
there may just be enough room here to fit such an episode in, especially considering
the laconic style of some of the copulation and birth scenes elsewhere (compare
1.5.v. 18f. which may cover 10 lines or so). However, apart from a possible parallel
with text 1.13, there are no indications in the narrative itself that such a scene was
present; there is no mention of a child of Baal after this point, and there is no reason
to believe that 1.13 mirrors the events of text 1.3; the possibility that 1.3 .ii is simply
40For a cross-cultural comparison of Anat's behaviour with other goddesses see Pope
(1977 605f.) and Walls (chapter 2). While this kind of approach may be illuminating in terms of
general patterns within myths, there is a danger that culture specific contexts are ignored in the
attempt to highlight similarities.
41Wyatt (1988 382) suggests a hierosgamos after KTU 1.3.ii, but for different reasons.
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an introduction to the character of Anat into the Baal cycle can also explain the
episode at the beginning of 1.13, and it is preferable to keep these two texts separate.
Thus our picture of Anat in text 1.3.ii is one of a terrifying warrior
goddess. We see her massacring in the field of battle and in her house/temple, and if,
as I maintain, we can legitimately compare this narrative to historical practice, then
perhaps in these two battle scenes we find in terms ofmythic hyperbole the belief that
Anat operated in the field of battle as well as in the immolation of votive offerings
before her cultic statue: it was not her cultic servants who slaughtered the victims of
Anat, but the goddess herself!
3.3.2.2. KTU 1.3.iii.4 - 31
The fragmentary nature of tablet 1.3 again leaves us with a substantial
lacuna of around 20 lines between Anat cleansing herself and what follows. The text
takes up the narrative at the point where Anat begins to sing about Baal and his
daughters.
4) [ ]$*t* rimt 5) I irth. she puts her zither42 (?) to her breast.
mSr,43 I. dd. aliyn 6) b'l. She sings of the love of Valiant Baal,
yd. pdry. bt. ar the love of Pidray,44 daughter of light,45
7) ahbt[.\ tly. bt. rb. the love ofTallay, daughter of shower,
dd. arsy 8) bt. y*'bdr. the love of Arsay, daughter of y'bdr46
42Compare text KTU 1.101.16f. where rimt is paralleled by knr 'lyre' (MLC 183, de Moor
1986 222, ARTU 8), rather than 'corals' cf. hb. niOfn (e.g. TOul \62 n.a, PLMU 78, CML2 48).
43Examination of a colour slide at this point reveals damage to the surface of the tablet
which makes it very difficult to verify KTLTs reading. Compare 1.101.17 where we find 2fs
imperfect tir. Ifwe are to read an initial rn then this may be a scribal error (TOul 162 n.b) but the
damaged surface does not rule out reading tSr as in text 1.101 (de Moor 1969 183, CML2 48,
MLC 183).
44For a discussion on the names of these daughters, cf. SP 8 If., TOul 77f.
45Cf. hb. -m 'light' (TOul 163, PLMU 78, MLC 183), rather than '(honcy-)dew' cf. ar.
aryu {SP 82, CML2 142).
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km gltnm 9) w. 'rbn.
I p'n. 'nt. h*br 10) w ql.
tSthwy. kbd hyt
As servants, enter,
at the feet of Anat bow and fall down,
pay her homage and honour her.
11) w. rgrn. I btlt. 'nt
12) tny. I yrnmt. limm
And speak to the Maiden Anat,
repeat to ymmt limm.
13) thm. aliyn. b'l.
hwt 14) aliy. qrdm.
A message ofValiant Baal,
a word of the mightiest ofwarriors:47
qryy. b ars 15) m*l*hmt
St. b 'prrn. ddym
Place48 into the earth pipes,49
put in the dust pots.50
46Many scholars do not provide a translation for this name (Cassuto 1971, TOul, CML2,
PLMU, etc.). SP (84 n.6) suggests 'ample flowing' cf. ar. wa'tbu 'ample' and ar. darra akk.
nadarruru, followed by MLC (560) 'crecida'.
470n Baal's title aliy qrdm see Wyatt (1992 405).
48This must be a fs imperative since in Anat's reply wc have a Is imperfect aqry (Cassuto
1971 124. SP 103, TOul 163 n.e). For a discussion of this verb see TOul (163 n.e), Walls (1992
168). We find qry in 1.3.ii.4 where Anat meets the servants at the foot of the mountain, but this
would not be an appropriate parallel to St 'put'. Various suggestions include a cognate with ar.
qry 'gather' (Cassuto 1971 124) in the sense of'remove' (cf. Goetze 1944 19, Clifford 1972 68,
van Zijl 1972a 53), a D-stem of qry 'bring a (sacrifice) to' (SP 103, CML2 157, cf. ar. qardy, eth.
aqdraya), D-stem of qry 'oppose' (MLC 183, ARTU 9). The phrase qrym ab dbh lilm 'my father
has presented a sacrifice to the gods' (1.19.iv.29) illustrates that Ugaritic qry may have a
sacrificial connotation, and this would seem to fit the context of the present passage, especially
the following bicolon in which Anat is asked to pour peace into the earth. Compare akk. kardru
A 'to put an object in place, to set, lay (a foundation), to throw, cast' occurring at Ugarit (CAD
K.207).
49Generally mlhmt is taken in one of two ways; cognate with hb. 'war', or related
to the root Ihm 'eat' well attested at Ugarit, giving something like 'foods, breads'. The first is
proposed as an antithetical parallel to the later Sim translated as 'peace' (Goetze 1944, Cassuto
1971 124, Kapelrud 1969 101, van Zijl 1972a 55, MLC 183, ARTU 9). The translation of these
two bicola are difficult indeed, each lexeme's translation depends on how we translate the others,
resulting in several possible translations proposed by various scholars. My translation of the text
at this point relies on understanding the actions described as those of a ritual act, the
archaeological remains of which are described by Schaeffer (1939a 47), "a large baked clay pipe
was buried upright in the ground, and through it libations were poured deep in the earth... pots
were buried at the lower end of the pipe". I translate mlhmt in light of hb. Din1? 'intestines,
bowels' (BDB 535) as a poetic designation of these tubes that Anat is to insert into the earth,
based on the morphological similarity of tubes and intestines, and perhaps resulting from the
imagery of the offerings being poured into the kbd ('liver, innards') of the earth. However, 1 am
acutely aware of the difficulties of this text and present this translation only tentatively.
50The meaning of ddym has been derived from ug. dd 'love' (Goetze 1944, Cassuto 1971
125, van Zijl 1972a 55), hb. O'ijnTC 'mandrakes' (CML2 49, ARTU 9, Walls 1992 169) or dd
'pot' (Kapelrud 1969 101, Oldenburg 1969 89). As a suitable parallel to 'pipes' I accept the
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16) sk. Sim. I kbd. ars
17) arbdd. I kbd. Sdm
18) hSk. 'sk. 'bsk
19) 'my. p'nk. tlsmn.
'my 20) twth. iSdk.
dm. rgm 21) it. ly. w. argmk
22) hwt. w. atnyk.
rgm 23) 's. w. IhSt. abn
24) tant. Smm. 'm. ars
25) thmt. 'mn. kbkbm
26) abn. brq. d I. td'. Smm
27) rgm. I td'. nSm.
w. I tbn 28) hmlt. ars.
atm. w ank 29) ibgyh.





Pour peace (-offering51 ?) into the heart of the earth,
accord52 in the heart of the fields.53
Grab your staff and your mace!54
Towards me let your feet hasten,
towards me let your legs hurry.
For I have a message I would tell you,
A word I would repeat to you.
A message of tree and a whisper of stone,
the sighing of heaven to earth,
of the deep to the stars.55
I understand lightning which the heavens do not know,
a matter unknown to mankind,
and not understood by the multitude of the earth.
Come, and I shall reveal it,56
in the midst ofmy divine mountain, Saphon,
in the sanctuary,
in the mount ofmy inheritance,
in the pleasant place,
in the hill of victory.
translation 'pots'. De Moor (SP 103) has pointed out that the plural of 'pot' is ddm not ddym as
we have here, but this may be a phonetic (or poetic?) variant.
51We find .f/mw-oflferings in many of the ritual texts, cf. TRI, TOu2, Janowski (1980),
Dietrich and Loretz (1981); however, here we find the form Sim which suggests that we should
take this as the abstract 'peace' (e.g. Cassuto 1971 91, van Zijl 1972a 55, TOul 164, MLC 183,
ARTU 9), rather than as 'peace-offering'.
52'Repose, calm' cf. hb. 137 ar rabada (del Olmo Lete 1978 401"., MLC 517, Walls 1992
170); following del Olmo Lete but with an etymology cf. ar. brd (with metathesis) 'coolness,
sweetness, calm, piece' (de Moor 1986 219f., ARTU 9). For a discussion of other solutions see
Janowski (1980 239f.), Walls (1992 170f.).
53For the various meanings of Sd in Ugaritic see e.g. Clifford (1972 83).
54Following the suggestion of Cassuto (1971 126) to see hSk as cognate with hb. ~tTl
'withhold, refrain' and the solution ofMLC (184). For alternative solutions cf. e.g. SP (106),
TOul (165), CML2 49.
55Since we also find these words in the mouth of El (l.l.iii.lOf.) this is probably a
stereotyped formula and has no special significance in connection with Baal (Cassuto 1971 127).
56TOul (166 n.l) 'devoiler' cf. ar. faga, MLC 'revelar, mostrar' cf. aram. be'd\ this seems
to make more sense than Baal saying he will try to discover it (Clifford 1972 70 n.46, CML2 49).
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In line 8 we find direct speech to the servants of Baal without any usual
formula of speech introduction, and in line 13 we are told they are to convey a
message of Baal to Anat, thus indicating that the speaker is Baal himself. This
suggests that the description of Anat's singing is one given by Baal to his servants
rather than a narrative description of Anat's actions: in other words, Baal is describing
to his servants what they will find when they reach Anat. In fact, the text does not
narrate what Anat is doing as the servants arrive. We find instead a double line drawn
across the column which is a device to inform the orator of this poem that a section of
text has to be repeated from the previous narrative, presumably the journey of the
servants and the actions of Anat before their arrival.57
The message that Gupan and Ugar arc to relay to Anat has been the focus
for much discussion, particularly the two enigmatic bicola in lines 14-17. The second
colon of the first couplet is in comparison relatively straightforward: St b 'prm ddym.
The recognition of St as a feminine imperative 'Put!' provides us with a guide to the
meaning of its syntactic parallel qryy which is likely to be a feminine imperative also.
However, on the question of semantics, opinions are more divided (see my notes to
the text and the discussion ofWalls 1992 168f). For guidance, I turn to the first colon
of the second couplet. Here, Anat is asked to pour (sk) out Sim to the heart of the
earth; we could gloss Sim as the abstract 'peace, well-being', but perhaps we should
compare this to the actions of Anat at the end of her massacre in her palace where it is
said that 'oil of peace (Smn Sim) was poured from a bowl' (lines 31-32). This is one of
the first actions of Anat after her revelry in the gore of the slain, carried out after the
blood was wiped from her house, and as such could be viewed as symbolic of her
cessation of hostilities. Perhaps this is how we should understand text 1.3.iii. Anat is
"Compare, for example, lire rubric at KTU 1.4.V.42 written after a double line which
instructs the orator to narrate the formulaic description of sending of the messengers (CML2 61
n.5).
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called upon to pour peace onto the earth, and this is paralleled in the second colon of
the second couplet by the offering arbdd with the imperative verb sk doing double
duty for this bicolon. I take this to be a poetic variation on the Sim of the parallel line,
and as such it is something to be poured into the tubes and pots described in the
previous bicolon. As for the first bicolon, any translation is uncertain at this point
because of the many unknown factors encountered here. In my notes to the text I
have outlined my approach to it as a description of the cultic equipment placed into
the earth so that the liquid offerings could be poured into the 'heart' (kbd) of the
earth.
If we interpret these instructions in the light of Anat's actions of pouring
out oil of peace in 1.3.ii, then perhaps we are to interpret them as a call from Baal to
cease her warrior activities (Kapelrud 1969 102, Cassuto 1971 91, van Zijl 1972 58,
Gray 1979 321, Gibson 1984 215), although it should be noted that by this point in
the narrative, Anat has already ceased fighting (Walls 1992 172). Not surprisingly,
this scene has been interpreted as a fertility rite where Anat is a fertility goddess
(Oldenburg 1969 89, SP 104). However, ifwe attempt to understand the narrative in
its own context without reconstructing alleged fertility rituals, we are left with the fact
that Anat, who as we have just seen in text 1.3 ii is a warrior par excellence, is called
upon to perform a ritual that may perhaps be connected with the cult of the dead
(Schaeffer 1939a 44f., SP 104). Perhaps we are to see such an offering as a
transitional rite: Anat, the warrior polluted by death and blood, performs the
appropriate rituals to legitimise her return to the cult and thereby her relationship with
Baal, which she does immediately after.
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3.3.2.3. KTU 1.3.iii.32 - iv.4
From line 32f. the scene changes to narrate the reaction of Anat on seeing
the approach of Gupan and Ugar, which is one of fear for the safety of Baal and a
recapitulation of her efforts to wipe out his enemies.
32) hlrn. 'nt. tph. ilm. Behold! Anat perceived the two gods.
bh. p'nm 33) ttt. At that her feet quaked,58
b'dn. ksl. ttbr behind, her back59 broke,
34) 'In. pnh. td'. above, her face sweated,60
tgs. pnt 35) kslh. the joints of her back convulsed,61
anS. dt. zrh. those of her neck became weak.62
tSu 36) gh. w. tsh. She lifted up her voice and cried:
ik. mgy. gpn. w ugr Why have Gupan and Ugar come?
37) mn. ib. yp'. I b'l. What enemy has arisen63 against Baal?
srt 38) I rkb. 'rpt. What adversary against the Charioteer of the Clouds?64
I mhSt. rndd 39) il ym. Did I not destroy the beloved of El, Yam?
I kit. nhr. il. rbm Did I not finish offRiver, the great god?65
40) / iStbm. tnn. Shall I not muzzle66 the dragon?
58MLC (589) "tcmblar' cf. hb. OT ar. natta. This seems more suitable than 'stamped'
(TOul 166, CML2 50) or 'stumbled' (Cassuto 1971 93).
59Possible solutions include 'loins' (Cassuto 1971 130, CML2 50, Baldacci 1978 417),
'back' (MLC 184). However, we find ksl 'bow string' in 1.3.ii. 16 which suggests 'tendon' (Wyatt,
unpubl. transl.).
60From a root yd' cf. ar. wada'a 'flow' eth. waz'a 'sweat' (CML2 148, MLC 558).
61Cf. ar. nagada (CML2 153, MLC 591), fits better than 'totter' cf. ar. tgs (Cassuto 1971
130).
62Taking an.? as a verb cf. hb. TCR aide, cnc&u (Cassuto 1971 130) and the relative referring
back to the previous pnt (Cassuto 1971 131, Baldacci 1978 41, Wiggins 1993 49 n.129).
63Cf. ar. yafa'a (van Zijl 1972a 63, CML2 148, MLC 561).
640n this title ofBaal see Wyatt (1992 420fi).
65So Bordreuil and Pardee (1993 66). An alternative translation could be 'God of the
Great Ones' (ARTU 11) as a reference to the monsters in the following list.
66I take this is a Is imperfect Gt-stem of Sbm, cf. ar. Bahama (Cassuto 1971 134, TOul
168,MLC 621, ARTU 11), rather than 3ms perfect Gt stem (CML2 50 n.5). Loewenstamm (1959
260f.) compares akk. psm 'muzzle' cognate with ar. and hb. Sbm (with metathesis); he draws on
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iktm. [ }xh I shall shut [its mouth67 (?)]?
41) rnhkt. bin. 'qltn
42) klyt. d. kb't. rakm
I destroyed the twisting68 serpent,
the Coiler69 with seven heads.70
43) mhkt. mdd ilm. ar$*
44) srnt. 'gl. il. 'tk
I destroyed the beloved of the gods,71 Arsh,
I exterminated the calf of the god, Atik.
45) mhkt. k. Ibt. ilm. ikt
46) kit. bt. il. dbb.
I destroyed the bitch of the gods. Fire,
I finished off the daughter of the god, Flame.72
im*ths. ksp73 47) itrt. hrs.
trd. b'l
I shall smite for the silver, I shall possess the gold,
of the one who drives Baal
Column iv
1) b mrym. spn. from the heights of Saphon,
an Akkadian text in which Marduk beats and enemy and muzzles a lion to show that this
sequence is not unusual. Gray's (1979 316 n.3) suggestion of an Ifical passive is based on his
assumption that Anat addresses Baal and therefore that the verb cannot be a first person. In order
to make a distinction between the perfect and imperfect verbs of this passage, I translate the
perfect forms as if they are actions that Anat performed in previous battles, and the imperfect
forms as threats against the supposed enemies of Baal. However, it is not clear how such
distinctions would have been understood by a contemporary audience. Compare the discussion of
these forms by Fenton (1969a 200) as prefixed forms with infixed -I- to be read as perfect.
Opposed to ar. cognate kbm is Day (1985 14 n.32) who suggests 'lifted up', comparing its use in
text 1.83.8-9.
67Following the reading ofMLC (185), ARTU (11), cf. hb. DT1CD as a semantic parallel to
'muzzling^, rather than iktmli of CML2. See the discussion on line 37 by Binger (1992 141F).
Pardee's (198-1) collation of the text suggests we read iktmd*h* which he parses as a 1st person
singular yqtl Gt-stem of a root kmd, unattested in Ugaritic but found in hb., ar. and akk. meaning
'destroy'. Bordreuil and Pardee (1993 66) translate 'ne l'ai-je pas extermine?'.
68Cf. hb. ]tbpv in Is. 27.1 (TOul 168 n.k, CML2 50,MLC 604).
69I take klyt as a verbal noun with prcformative k- from the root lyt cf. hb. 'wrap
tightly, envelope' ar. lata akk. latum, as a parallel to the phrase 'twisting serpent' (Gray 1978 93,
1979 316 n.4, Margalit 1980 90). Alternative are from the root kit 'to slit' (MLC 629, but see
Watson 1977 275), or 'master, tyrant' cf. hb. (CML2 158) or a kqtl form cognate with akk.
Idtu giving 'tyrant, controller' (de Moor 1979 641 n. 12, ARTU 11).
70For Akkadian support for the serpent having multiple heads see Watson (1977 274).
71We could possibly take mdd ilm and the later klbt ilm to mean 'beloved of the god' and
'bitch of the god' respectively, the 'god' being a reference to Yam/Nahar rather than El, taking
these to be part of the retinue ofYam defeated by Anat.
72Seo Watson (1978 397) lui on Akkadian passage which illustrates a further connection
between canines and fire. Van Soldt (1989 373) suggests that the d is a scribal error for k.
73Following the reading ofK'l'lJ rather than imths w of the earlier editions.
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m£s*s. k. 'sr* 2) udnh.
grSh. I ksi. mlkh
3) / nht.
I kht. drkth
who makes him fly up74 like a bird from his perch,75
who drives him from the seat of his kingship,
from his couch,
from the seat of his dominion.
4) mnm. ib. yp'. I b'l
srt. I rkb. 'rpt
What enemy has arisen against Baal?
What adversary against the Charioteer of the Clouds?
The reaction of Anat to the approach of Baal's messengers is one of
anxiety, fearing that some enemy has risen up against Baal.76 The physiological
description ofAnat's fear is formulaic (Hillers 1965), witnessed also in the reaction of
Athirat on seeing the approach of Baal and Anat and fearing for the safety of her
children (1.4.ii.l2£; Wiggins 1993 48f.), in the reaction of Danil on hearing the
message that his son was dead (1.19.ii.44f. although broken), and in a less stereotyped
fashion, the reaction of Thitmanat on seeing the approach of her brother Elhu and
fearing for the health of her father (1.16.i.54f). In view of the above parallels we
cannot attach any special significance to the description of Anat's reaction, but her
reaction of anxiety itself is interesting. In the theme of Baal's palace it is apparent that
74Taking mSss as a S-stem participle of root ns cf. hb. 1^3 in La. 4.15 (Sanmartin 1978a
449, Gray 1979 317 n.8), or perhaps hb. 'fly' (compare the translation ofARTU 12 "who tries
to make (him) fly up like a bird from his aerie"). Other suggestions include 'struck' (del Olmo
Lete 1978 42f.), 'peck' (CML2 50). Cassuto (1971) reads mS yv[/i| as "has his crown fallen...?"
comparing mS to hb. TO and ss to hb. f'H 'crown'.
75Gray (1979 317 n.8) suggests 'dominion' which fits the context better than 'who
pecked/struck his ear like a bird' given by many translators. This relates iidn to the more usual
adn, but compare the forms adr and udr. Better still is to see udn cognate with hb. ]7^ and gloss
as 'pedestal' (possibly referring to the stands on which cult statues are placed?) or 'perch' in
keeping with the avian simile of this colon (Dijkstra 1970, ARTU 12, Wyatt, unpubl. transl.).
76I am not certain that I agree with Walls (1992 176f.) who sees in Anat's reaction a
portrayal of the goddess as becoming "overly excited" or that the narrative portrays her as a
volatile and fractious character, especially in light of the fact that her physiological symptoms arc
stereotypical, and that her list of previous victories seems more to do with her protectivcncss over
Baal rather than sheer boastfulness. However, this is simply a matter of personal opinion on the
subtleties of tire narrative, and an ancient Ugaritan may have perceived things very differently.
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Baal is enjoying a state of relative peace77 which serves to throw Anat's reaction into
greater relief and makes us wonder why she is so anxious for Baal's safety. Perhaps
her reaction indicates an undercurrent of constant threat to the well-being of Baal
from his enemies, so that he has always to be on his guard, although there is no
certainty in this.
The list of defeated enemies that follows in Anat's speech is headed by
Yam || Nahar in lines 38f. and this immediately directs our attention to the struggle
between Baal and Yam narrated primarily in text 1.2.78 However, from the text as we
have it today, Anat does not appear to have been involved in that struggle and yet
appears to claim credit for the destruction not only of Yam himself, but of his
monstrous retinue,79 although as Day (1985 15) points out, there is no indication in
text 1.2 that Yam had accomplices. In order to obviate a potential contradiction in the
narrative, some scholars parse the verbs in the list of 1.3.iii as both first and second
person. A good example of this approach is seen in Gray (1979 316) who parses mhSt
and kit (lines 35-36) as 2ms perfect, iStbm (line 37) as an ifteal passive, mhSt (lines 38
and 40) as 2ms perfect, and srnt, mhSt, kit, imths and itrt (lines 41-44) as first person
forms.80 This analysis assumes that Anat is addressing Baal directly through the
intermediaries Gupan and Ugar, and this kind of direct address to the sender of a
77Only in the enigmatic passage 1.1.vii do we find a possible reference to Baal engaged in
battle, seizing (ahd) cities before entering his new house. This is certainly a very minor incident
in the overall context ofBaal's palace.
78For a discussion of these texts and their relevance for understanding the dragon motif in
Hebrew literature see inter alia Day (1985) and Kloos (1986); for the specifically Ugaritic
material see Binger (1992) but see my discussion of her arguments below.
79Compare the retinue of Tiamat in Enuma Elish (TOul 167).
80Con\pare this with the analysis of Kapelrud (1969 61f.) who is at least more consistent,
talcing most of the verbs as 2ms perfects with the exception of iStbm of line 37 and imths and itrt
of lines 43-44 as first person imperfect forms, or Bingcr (1992) who takes the verbs in lines 35-36
as 2ms but the rest as 1st person forms.
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message in the presence of the messengers is one that is found elsewhere within the
Baal cycle, e.g. El's answer to the demands of Yam in 1.2.i.36f. (addressing Yam
directly with vocative y- prefixed to his name), and Mot's answer to Baal's invitation
where he addresses himself directly to Baal in the presence of Gupan and Ugar who
then return to Baal with Mot's answer (1.5.i.lf). Thus it is not impossible that Anat
addresses herself directly to Baal through his messengers using second person verbs,
although the interpretation of the /- prefix to Baal's name (lines 37-38) as a vocative
(Kapelrud 1969) is less likely, I believe, since the verb yp' 'rises up' is best
understood to be followed by an indirect object with the preposition I- 'against' (Gray
1979 316).
A pertinent parallel to the speech of Anat is that ofMot in l.S.i.lf. where
he addresses himself directly to Baal through the messengers.81 We read,
1) k tmhs. Itn. btn. brh Because82 (?) you smote Lotan, the fleeing serpent,
2) tkly. btn. 'qltn. you finished off the twisting serpent,
3) Slyt. d. Sb't. ra&rn the Coiler with seven heads.
From the parallelism of this tricolon we can determine that Lotan is the
serpent, identified as one of the enemies of Baal in lines 41-42 of Anat's speech. This
perhaps lends weight to the argument that Anat addresses Baal in her speech rather
than claiming these defeats for herself. However, in the passage 1.5.i. If. we find verbs
that are veiy likely to be parsed as 2ms imperfect, since we find in line 5 the 2ms
object suffix -k which indicates a direct address to Baal.83 In Anat's speech on the
81I prefer this interpretation of the first few lines of 1.5.i over that ofMargalit (1980 87f.)
who translates the verbs as passives and sees this short passage (lines 1-9) as part of the speech of
Baal to Gupan and Ugar which is now repeated in the mouth ofMot.
82Cf. Emerton (1972 53f.), van Selms (1975).
831 strongly disagree with Binger's (1992 145) almost paranoid defence of Anat as the
dragon-slayer ofUgarit and her assertion that we must take the subject of 1.3.iii to be the same as
1.5.i or else we make Anat to be a liar. I sec no contradiction in both Baal and Anat claiming to
have slain the same monsters since clearly it is the case within Ugaritic myth that death is no
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other hand, the perfect verbs with suffixed -t can indicate all singular forms except
3ms, which gives rise to the ambiguity of her speech. The mixture of forms, perfect
and imperfect, could be an indication of change of subject of the verbs, but I prefer to
take all the verbs as first person,84 translating the perfects as referring to what Anat
has done to Baal's enemies, and the imperfect as threats against those enemies she
believes are now rising up against Baal, although the perfect-imperfect shifts could be
stylistic rather than grammatical.85
If we accept that Anat's speech in 1.3.iii.38f. is a list of her former
exploits, then we are left to face the question of how we are to construe the
relationship between this text and the defeat ofYam at the hand of Baal (with the help
of Kothar). It should be noted first that there are no compelling grounds for thinking
these are two versions of the same event. If it is objected that Anat claims to have
finished offYam and his retinue quite convincingly, and that the same is said for Baal,
then we need only look to the theme of Baal and Mot to see how within a coherent
narrative Mot can be utterly destroyed by Anat and yet later be involved in a struggle
with Baal. As with the Mot versus Baal theme, so we find two episodes in which Yam
is defeated.86 Since Baal's victory over Yam appears to be followed by the theme of
building Baal's palace, it would seem logical to place any conflict between Anat and
Yam at a time before that of Baal and Yam. This is the conclusion of Gibson (1984
barrier to a god's healthy return to active service! Compare Baal's address to Anat in 1.10.ii.24f.
where both deities fight Baal's enemies as a team.
84This is a possibility admitted by Gray (1979 316 n.3) as an alternative to his own
translation, although he explains it by understanding that Anat finishes the work that Baal had
begun.
85My thanks to Dr N. Wyatt for suggesting this alternative.
86Or rather, one scene which narrates this, and another in which it is claimed.
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21 If.) who suggests either seeing a victory of Anat over Yam in tablet 1.1, or in a
tablet missing from the beginning of the cycle.
Wyatt's (1987) attempt at solving the dilemma of 'who killed the
dragon?' is novel in that he concludes a four-fold conspiracy against the beast: Baal
and Anat form one couple, El and Athirat the second couple. He begins by arguing for
Athirat as a dragon slayer, although he openly admits that "Ugarit mythology gives no
account of this myth". His idea is based on two pieces of evidence; Athirat's full
name, rbt atrt ym, which he translates as "the Lady who treads on the Sea [-dragon]"
following Albright (1968 105) and which he takes to be an allusion of this lost
IJgaritic myth HoAvever, this understanding of the goddess' name has been challenged
convincingly by Margalit (1990) and can no longer be supported. His second piece of
evidence depends on accepting the equivalence of Athirat and Shapshu on the basis of
the pre-Islamic South Arabian pantheon structure, a method that has recently been
criticised by Wiggins (1993 163f.). In order to support an Ugaritic tradition of El
slaying the dragon, Wyatt turns to Hebrew myth which claims Yahweh as a dragon-
slayer, and argues that since Yahweh is closely associated with El, then El must also
have been seen as a dragon-slayer (cf. Miller 1973 58). However, it is entirely possible
that Yahweh appropriated Canaanite traditions belonging to both El and Baal, and it
would be unwise to attempt a reconstruction of either based on the Hebrew god. With
all this in mind, I would reject Wyatt's proposed solution of who killed the dragon
and suggest that there is no incongruity in accepting that both Anat and Baal could be
thought of as dragon-slayers within the Baal cycle, since Yam could be defeated more
than once.
I find the arguments of Tilde Binger (1992) extraordinary. In a short
paper she attempts to demonstrate that at Ugarit it is really Anat who is the dragon-
slaying deity. She bases her arguments on four texts: KTU 1.3.iii, 1.5.i.lf. (+27-31),
1.83, and 1.46. For the first two texts she makes the case for the subject of the verbs
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to be grammatically ambiguous since the verb forms can be either masculine or
feminine. Arguing that the subject of these two texts must be the same person, she
turns to text 1.83, where she states that reading the verbs (which have t- prefix) as 3fs
forms gives us a feminine subject as the dragon-slayer who must therefore be Anat.
This is rather perplexing, since she could just as easily parse the verbs as 2ms and
state that the subject is masculine and presumably Baal! She summarises her position
(page 147) on the first three texts thus, "We now have three mythological texts from
Ugarit, all containing allusions to a fight against one or more dragons (and monsters),
all with verbs that can refer to Baal or Anat." Her final, and ultimately crucial, piece
of evidence is text 1.46.17. Here, she points to the fact that although CTA and KTU
read 'nt spn, UT (texts 9) reads 'nt tin. Binger defends UTs reading of the text and
criticises CTA and KTU for emending the text on the basis ofKTU 1.109. She writes,
the fact that Anat, in another list of sacrifices, is called Anat Spn, ... does
not, automatically, render the writing of this list of sacrifices faulty.
This might be sound advice for some texts, but Binger fails to mention
that text 1.46.10f. is in fact a copy (albeit rather damaged) of text 1.109. l-14a where
we clearly read in lines 13-14 'nt spn,87 Binger's final conclusion reads (page 149),
The four texts discussed in this article, and particularly the last one, CTA
36, shows, that if one disregards the OT, and the Babylonian Enuma
Elish, as a source of information on this myth, the Ugaritic texts we have
today clearly point to Anat as the dragon-fighting god of the Ugaritic
pantheon.
As I have attempted to demonstrate however, Binger herself admits that
three of her texts arc grammatically ambiguous and her fourth depends on accepting
UT s reading a damaged surface over that ofCTA and KTIJ in a text which is clearly a
copy, when the copy does not support her theory since it reads 'nt spn and has
H7CTA's transcription could be transliterated 'nt l*tn; however, looking at the plate (XLII)
we can see that there are two vertical wedges which stand out clearly, whilst the rest is unclear. I
cannot make out the features Binger claims to see in the CTA plate.
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nothing to do with the dragon-slaying motif. Finally, she forgets to mention that ifwe
are to accept her argument that it is Anat who is the dragon slayer in Ugaritic myth,
then we must also disregard the evidence ofKTU 1.2!
Text 1.83 .8 has been taken by some to be a reference of Anat slaughtering
the dragon (tnn). The important text runs from line 8,88
8) (an (tnn). I Sbm 9) tit. You (?)89 put the dragon in a muzzle,
trks 10) I mrytn. lbn*t You bound it to the heights of Lebanon.
There is no mention of the name of the subject in this text and the
translation of the verbs as 3fs forms (Clifford 1972 60, Margalit 1980 90, Day 1985
16, Ringer 1992 146) with the understanding that they refer to Anat is based solely on
the fact that Anat muzzles (Sbm) the dragon (tnn) in text 1.3.iii.40. On the other hand,
the verbs could be 2ms (TOu2, ARTU 182) and could therefore be an address to Baal
who is the adversary of Itn in l.S.i.l, and apparently the slayer of the dragon (tnn) in
1.82. If. alongside Reshef(Day 1985 16, TOu2 61f.).
3.3.2.4. KTU 1.3.iv.21 - 46
After Anat's outburst, the messengers have to allay her fears by asserting
that no enemies have arisen against Baal; they have come with a request of Baal that
Anat go to meet him. They repeat what they have to say to Anat, and then Anat
begins to speak.
21) w btlt*. [ ']n*t. And the Maiden Anat answered,
lib 22) y*[bmt.\ l*imm*. (ybmt \ limm responded:
88On this text see Day (1985 14f.), TOu2 (28f.),AR7T/(181f.), Binger (1992 146f.).
89The person of the verb is uncertain; preformative t- could indicate 2ms or 3fs imperfect.
Binger (1992 147) appears to waver on this point. Initially she says "reading the verbs in this text
as 3 per. fern. sing, gives a new, and (when related to CTA 2), surprising piece of information: it
is a female, probably Anat, that fights Yam." However, further on she admits that the verbs could
relate to either Baal or Anat.
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[a]n*. a*qry 23) [b ars\. mlhm*t*
[. aS]t. b 'prm 24) d*d*y*m*[.\
a*sk. [Sim.] I kbd. ars
25) ar*[bdd.] I* k*b[d. S]d*m*.
ySt 26) x[ ]. b*'l. md*l*h.
yb'r 27) [ ]£*(?)[ \r*nh.
aqry 28) a*(?)r*(?)xx b* a*r*s*. mlhmt
29) a$t*[. b] '*p[r]m*. ddym*.
ask 30) Sim. I kbd*. aws (ars).
arbdd 31) / kbd. S[dm\.
ap. mtn. rgmm 32) argmn.
l*k*. Ik. 'nn. ilm
33) atm. bStm. w an. Snt
34) ugr. I rhq. i*lrn.
i*nbb 35) / rhq. ilnym.
tn. m*tpdm 36) tht. 'nt. ars.
tit. mth. gyrm
37) idk. I ttn pnm.
'm. b'l 38) mrym. spn.
I shall place [in the earth | pipes,
[I shall put] in the dust pots.
I shall pour |peace] into the heart of the earth,
[accord] in the heart of the fields.
Let Baal put his thunder-bolt [in the heavens (?)],90
may [the god Haddu (?)]91 ignite his lightning flash.92
1 shall place in the earth pipes,93
I shall put in the dust pots.
I shall pour peace into the heart of the earth,
accord into the heart of the fields.
Also another message I would tell you:
Go! Go! divine servants.
You may delay,94 but I shall hurry,
Ughar95 of the most distant gods,
Inbab of the most distant divinities.
Two layers under the springs of the earth,
three measures of the depths.96
Then, she set her face,
towards Baal of the heights of Saphon,
90Restoring \bSmm] (CML 88, SP 109, C.ML2 50, MLC 187), rather than [list] (Cassuto
1971 94). On mdl see de Moor (1966 70).
91Pcrhaps restoring [il hd q\ with many others. For the alternatives cf. MLC 187. On hd as
a title of Baal see Wyatt (1992 412).
92With SP (109), CML2 (51),MLC (187).
93Reading aqry an bars', compare l.l.ii.l9f., 1.3.iii.l4f., 1.3.iv.8f., 1.3.iv.22f.
94Dual form of root bS 'delay' cf. hb. ar. bassa (Cifford 1972 56 n.59, TOul 171 n.u,
CML2 143, Dietrich and Loretz 1980c 385,MLC 530).
95The absence of a preposition here is problematical; does Anat say she will go from or to
the mountain? It is tempting to see in ugr an error for Igr, a difference of the absence of the one
horizontal stroke on the bottom of the three vertical strokes of u, which would then give us, 'you
may delay, but I will hurry, to the mountain of the most distant gods, (to) Inbab of the most
distant divinities' (Wyatt, unpubl. transl.). The fact that Anat then sets her face towards Saphon
raises no real problem in the context of mythic topography where Saphon is at the centre of the
Ugaritic world. Dietrich and Loretz (1980c 383) read b.'gr. Examination of a colour slide of the
tablet clearly shows a ugr at the beginning of line 34, so this theory must assert an error on the
part of the scribe. Alternatively, Clifford (1972 87 n.59) divides u gr, taking this bicolon as a
rhetorical question "Is not (my) mountain distant from El, || 'nbb distant from the deities". For a
discussion of Inbab as the residence of Anat see Clifford (1972 86f.).
96Cf. ar. gawru (MLC 606).
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b alp. ad. rbt. kmn from a thousand miles, ten thousand leagues.97
39) hlk. ahth. b'l. y'n.
tdrq 40) y but. abh.
The coming of his sister Baal saw,
the approach of the daughter98 of his father.
arhq. ait. I pnnh* He dismissed the women from before him.
41) St. alp. qdmh.
mria. w tk 42) pnh.
He set an ox before her,
a fatling as well in her presence.




44) rbb. nskh. kbkbm.
She scooped up water and washed,
dew of heaven,
oil of earth,
dew which the heavens poured on her,
with rain which the stars poured on her.
45) ttpp. anhbm.
d alp. Sd 46) z*u*[h. b ym
She made herselfbeautiful with the murex,
whose source is a thousand acres [in the sea.]
The answer of Anat to the message of Baal is less problematical than her
preceding speech. She begins by stating that she will carry out Baal's wishes, but then
she appears to lay down a condition: Baal must show proof that his boast to
understand the lightning is not unfounded by showing it in the heavens. Anat then sets
out for Saphon, residence of Baal (cf. e.g. 1.100.9), and on her arrival is presented
with a banquet before Baal gets down to the business of asking her for help.
3.3.2.5. KTU 1.3.iv.53 - v.4
After Anat has cleansed herself, Baal expresses his complaint that he does
not have a house like other gods, and this moves Anat to help him obtain El's
permission.
97Although surface measurements (TOul 172 n.a), it is perhaps better to translate them
here as linear measurements; those I give here are suggested by Wyatt (unpubl. transl.). See e.g.
Cassuto(1971 139) for discussion.
98I follow Cassuto's (1971 139) explanation which sees the y as a scribal error, who began
to write out the usual epithet of Anat as we find in the parallel passage 1.4.ii.l2f., but then
continued with 'daughter of her father' (van Selms 1954 19 n.24, TOul 172 n.b, Dietrich and
Loretz 1980c 384). For bnt 'daughter' see UT (19.1068). Also taken as an error for bt {MLC 187),
or an error for ybmt (CML2 52). ARTU (14 n.70) translates 'the Wanton Widow of his father',
explaining that at Baal's death, his father (who is Dagan) and his brothers were under the
obligation to marry Anat, who had now become a 'Wanton Widow'.
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w btlt. 'nt\ And Maiden Anat answered:
Bull El [my father] will answer me,
he will answer me and to him (?) [ ]
54) ytb ly. tr. il*[. aby ]
55) ytb. ly. w Ih. [ ]
Column v
1) [ ]msh. nn. k irrir. I ars
2) [a$hl\k*. Sbth. dmm.
Sbt. dqnh 3) [ ]
I shall drag him like a lamb to the ground,"
[I shall make] his grey hair run with blood,
the grey hair of his beard [with gore].100
xd. I ytn. bt. I b'l*. k ilm
4) [w hz]r. k bn. atrt
If101 he does not give Baal a house like the gods,
[and a court] like the sons of Athirat.
Here we see Anat making threats against El himself, which serves to
emphasise her aggressive character within the Ugaritic pantheon. We have already
seen that she destroys the enemies of Baal (1.3 iii) which may be considered a
constructive action since Yam was considered as a negative chaotic element in
Ugaritic theology,102 but here she threatens the head of the pantheon himself. This has
led many scholars to assume that El's power was waning and that Baal was poised to
become head of the Ugaritic pantheon (e.g. Kapelrud 1952, Pope 1955 and 1987,
Oldenburg 1969, Miller 1973 48, etc.) although this is vigorously denied by others
(e.g. L'Heureux 1979, Gibson 1984 207f). This is not the place to engage in a
discussion of the status ofEl at Ugarit, but I would say that in the sequence of tablets
that we follow, it is apparent that Anat's request for El's permission is denied since in
tablet 1.4 we find Baal and Anat supplicating Athirat to plead on Baal's behalf for El's
"Cf. ar. masaha (TOul 173 n.e, SP 111, CML2 151, MLC 582).
100Restoring mm'm after 1.3.V.25 (Cassuto 1971 98, SP 110, CML2 52, MLC 189).
101Rcading kd 'if (CML2 52).
102Gibson (1984).
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permission.103 In this understanding of the texts, it seems that El is still the undeniable
ruler of the pantheon since Baal cannot act without El's permission, and cannot rely
on Anat's bullying tactics to force him to grant permission.
3.3.2.6. KTU 1.3.V.19 - 43
After Anat's description of her intentions towards El if he denies Baal
permission to build himself a house, she leaves Baal and sets off to confront El. After
some fragmentary text which narrates her stereotyped journey to the abode of El,
Anat bursts into El's abode, dispenses with the customary greeting rituals, and
launches into her verbal attack ofEl.
19) w t'n. bt*I*t. '*n[t. And the Maiden Anat spoke:
bnt.] b*ht 20) k. y ilm. [Let not the sons]104 ofyour mansion, O El,
bnt[.] b*h*[t\k*. a*[l. t]£*m*h let not the daughters ofyour mansion rejoice,
21) al. tSmh. b r*m*[. h]k*l[k] let not the children105 of [your palace] rejoice.
22) al. ahdhm. b y[ ]y* I shall surely seize them with [my hand (?)],
h*[ ]xxx 23) b gdlt. arkty. [I shall smite them (?)] by the strength ofmy long
arm.106
a*rn*x[ ] 24) qdqdk. I shall [smite (?)] your crown,
103The solution of Obermann (1948 12f.), Bowman (1978 49), Margalit (1980 11), etc.,
that texts 1.3 and 1.4 are two different recensions or variant versions of the same theme, remains
unconvincing, and a rearrangement of the order of the tablets such as de Moor (SP, ARTIJ) is
based on a great deal of speculation ofwhat must be missing from the texts. The order of CTA 1-
6, accepted by the majority of scholars, seems to be the most acceptable order in my opinion, in
which case we are faced with the assumption that Anat's mission to El is unsuccessful.
104Reading [bnm\ 'sons' as a parallel to bnt 'daughters' which makes better sense of the
3pl object suffix on ahdhm as a reference back to El's children (ARTU 17, Wyatt, unpubl. transl.)
CML2 (54) translates 'in the building of from the root bny 'build'. MLC (190) takes bnt as a
form of the preposition b-. Cf. Dijkstra and de Moor (1975 192), but with a slight variation.
"^Restoring brim (CARTU 7). Examination of a colour slide at this point reveals little of
the orthography of this lexeme. The initial b is clearly visible, but the surface of the tablet is
degraded after this and we cannot make out any other graphemes. Unfortunately, the parallel
passage in 1.18.i.6f. is also damaged at this point and cannot be used to aid us in a proper
reconstruction ot the text.
106As a suitable parallel to by[mn]y; compare "ma vaste envergure" (TOul 175 n.p)
referring to Anat in the form of a bird.
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aShlk. S*bt*k*[. drum]
25) Sbt. dqnk. mrn'm[.\
y'ny 26) U. b kb't. hdr*m*.
b tmnt 27) ap. sgrt.
yd'[tk.] bt. kan*[St]
28) k in. b ilht.
rnh. tarSn* 29) I btlt. 'nt.
wt*[']n*. btlt. 'nt*
30) thmk. il. hkm[.\
hkmk 31) 'm. 'Int.
hyt. hzt. thmk
32) mlkn. aliyn. b'l.
tj?tn 33) in. d 'Inh.
klnyy. qSh 34) nbln.
klnyy. nbl. ksh
35) any. I ysh. tr. il. abh.
il 36) mlk. d yknnh.
ysh. atrt 37) w bnh.
ilt. w sbrt. arhh (aryh)
38) wn. in. bt[.] I b'l. km. ilm
39) hp-, k b*[n.\ a*trt.
mtb. il 40)
mzll. b[nh.
m\tb. rbt. atrt 41) ym*.
mtb. [pdr]y*. bt . ar
42) [mzll.] tly*[. bt.] r*b*
mtb 43) [arsy. bt. y'bdr.]
m*t*b*
1 shall make your grey hair run [with blood],
the grey hair of your beard with gore.
El answered from the seven chambers,
from the eight entrances of the closed rooms.
I know you, daughter, indeed you are incorrigible,107
indeed among goddesses there is no holding you
back.108
What do you desire, O Maiden Anat?
And Maiden Anat answered:
Your word. El, is wise,
your wisdom is eternal,
a life of good fortune is your word.
Our king is Valiant Baal,
Our judge, there is none greater.109
We two should carry his chalice,
we two should carry his cup.
Groaning, he cries out to Bull El his father,
to El the king who begot him.
He cries out to Athirat and her sons,
to the goddess and band of her kinsmen.
Baal has no house like the gods,
no court like the sons of Athirat,
The dwelling ofEl
is the shelter of his son.
The dwelling of Lady Athirat of the sea,
is the dwelling of Pidray, daughter of light,
is the shelter ofTallay daughter of showers,
is the dwelling of Arsay, daughter of y'bdr
is the dwelling [of the perfect brides (?)]
107Suggested translations include: 'like a man/like men' (Kapelrud 1969 65, Dijkstra and
de Moor 1975 193, CML2 141, ARTU 17), 'gentle' cf. ar. anisa (CML2 141), 'Schwach sein,
werden' (Dietrich and Loretz 1977a 49), or cf. hb. CMN (DCH 1.344) in the sense of 'invincible'
(Cassuto 1971 149), 'irascible' {JOul 176), 'incurable' (MLC 516), or 'incorrigible' (Walls 1992
178). See the discussion ofWalls (1992 84f.).
108Cf. ar. qallasa (UT 19.2234,MLC 618), and the discussion in Walls (1992 192).
109Or perhaps a tricolon, "Our king is Valiant, Baal is our ruler, and there is none above
him" (Wyatt 1992 404).
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Anat begins her attack by directing her threats towards the children of El
(lines 19-23). This interpretation is not certain since there are several lacunae and
what text remains is unclear in many points. However, in line 20 we find the lexeme
bnt which has prompted many interpreters to see a verbal form of the root bny 'build'
(CML2 54, Walls 1992 178). In this view, Anat attempts to gain El's permission for
Baal to begin building a house by threatening the existence of El's own house; a vivid
piece of poetic imagery. However, from what little remains of text 1.18.i.6f. it seems
that this same piece of rhetoric is used by Anat in her attempt to obtain El's
permission to carry out her will against Aqhat, and if this is the case, then we cannot
read any great significance into a supposed threat against El's palace here in text 1.3.v
since we are dealing with a stereotyped address. One problem with the above
interpretation is that in line 22 Anat threatens to seize them (ahdhm), i.e. a plural
object. We could argue that this is a reference to the plurality of El's palace: recall
that El answers Anat from within his seven chambers and his eight closed rooms (lines
26-27). However, a far better object of Anat's aggressive activities is provided by de
Moor and Spronk's analysis of the text at this point: in the lacuna of line 19 they
restore [bnm] as a parallel to bnt of line 20, thus giving us the group 'sons' ||
'daughters'. Furthermore, in line 21 we have the difficult reading b*r*m* which they
read bnm as the generic 'children' (CARTU 7). Examination of a colour slide of the
tablet reveals that the text is badly damaged at this point and that a reading of bnm is
possible.
On de Moor and Spronk's suggested reading, the object of Anat's threats
are the children of El rather than the house of EL and therefore the children of Athirat
also. This aggression towards the other deities of the Ugaritic pantheon is entirely in
character for Anat, as witnessed in her attacks on Yam and Mot, and by the reaction
of Athirat on seeing the approach of Baal and Anat (see below). She then turns her
attention to the old god himself, threatening to make his grey hair turn red with blood;
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in other words, she will smash his head. This fits perfectly with what we see of her
character in 1.3.ii as a goddess who relishes the thrill of combat, and is reflected in
iconography (see my chapter above) which depicts her wielding a mace-axe above her
head in readiness to strike, a pose adopted by the kings of Egypt and many of the
deities of the ancient Near East,110 although Anat is shown seated (on a throne?)
rather than standing in the traditional pose.
El then answers her from within his palace. Some have seen in this
reference to El in his 'seven chambers' || 'eight closed rooms' a description of El
hiding in fear within his palace (e.g. Cassuto 1971 101) and interpret this passage as a
depiction of the humbling of El who is bullied into granting her request (van Selms
1954 114, Kapelrud 1969 65, Oldenburg 1969 87, Cassuto 1971 101). However,
perhaps we should interpret the seven || eight rooms motif as a literary portrayal of the
remoteness of El, not in geographical location, but in terms of his separation from the
profane. Moreover, there appears to be no textual support for the assumption that El
is bullied into submission; in fact his answer is lost in a lacuna whilst his behaviour
subsequent to the threats of Anat does not portray a god who is gripped by fear. El
simply asks for Anat's request, at which point she lapses into the same speech of
flattery and supplication that we find later on the lips ofAthirat (1.4.iv.40f.).
The enigmatic reply of El to Anat's threats, yd'tk bt IcanSt || kin bilht qlsk,
has been used as evidence to support the androgynous gender of Anat. De Moor
(ARTU 17; cf. Dijkstra and de Moor 1975 193) translates "I know you, my daughter,
(I know) that you are like a man, || (and) that among goddesses you scorn is
unequalled" and explains this by asserting that like other well-known goddesses, Anat
had androgynous traits (Dijkstra and de Moor 1975 193, ARTU 17 n.91). However,
110For a classic example of this smiting pose from Ugarit, see the Baal au foudre stele (RS
4.427) in Yon (1991 294f. and fig. 6).
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there is nothing in the overall context of this passage that compels us to understand
El's answer in this way, whilst the acceptance of kanM as a denominative verb is
hindered by the absence of an ug. noun *an$ 'man' (Walls 1992 85). The
interpretation of kanSt against the background of hb. 013$ (see my notes to the text)
meaning 'unstoppable, uncontrollable' fits the context of this passage much better and
also provides us with a more coherent bicolon. Anat bursts in on El's domain and
immediately threatens his life without giving any reason. El then comments on the
temperament ofAnat, she is the most uncontrollable of goddesses, then asks her what
she wants from him. At this response, Anat calms down and commences her formal
request; this is slightly different from the situation we find in 1.18.i where Anat
appears to include her request immediately after the threats we also find in 1.3.v, so
that El does not need to ask her what she wants, he simply grants her wish. However,
this is not what seems to happen here in 1.3.v since in the next tablet we find Anat and
Baal approaching Athirat in order for her to obtain El's permission for Baal,
indicating that Anat's mission failed.
3.3.2.7. KTU 1.4.ii.21 - 26
The final column of text 1.3 narrates the sending of a message to Kothar-
and-Khasis who, we are told, resides at Memphis. Unfortunately the text breaks off
just as the message of Baal is about to begin, and we are unable to know for certain
what it was. However, text 1.4.i begins (after a lacuna of around 20 lines) with the
complaint of Baal that he has no house like the gods, followed by a detailed
description of Kothar making a number of items for Lady Athirat of the sea (line 22).
I accept the position adopted by many (e.g. Gibson 1984) that the beginning of text
1.4 is a continuation of 1.3, evidence for which is seen in the theme of a message sent
to Kothar, and this would seem to confirm the opinion that Anat's request was denied
by El and that Baal must now approach the Creatress of the gods (qnyt ilm: line 23) in
order for her to approach El on his behalf.
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Athirat was at the shore of the sea washing some clothing and thinking
about sexual intercourse with her husband El (Wiggins 1993 44f.). She then spots the
approach of Baal and Anat at which she reacts with a fit of anxiety, using the
formulaic description we found in Anat's reaction to the approach ofGupan and Ugar
in 1.3.iii (see above). The cause of her anxiety is described in lines 21-26.
21) tSu. gh. w tsh* She lifted up her voice and cried:
[. i\k* 22) mgy. aliyn. £>*['/) Why has Valiant Baal come?
23) ik. mgyt. b[t\l*t 24) 'nt. Why has Maiden Anat come?
rnhsy h*m*[. m]hs 25) bny. Are my smiters come to smite my son(s)?
hrn*[. rnkly. s]b*rt 26) aryy Are they [to finish off] the company ofmy kinsfolk?
This reaction of Athirat raises the question of why she should fear the
approach ofBaal and Anat. Her reasoning is that they may attack her children,111 and
this is rationalised by de Moor (ARTU 44) who argues that Athirat's fear is a result of
Yam's very recent demise at the hands of Baal and Anat, although he bases his
argument on his own arrangement of the tablets placing text 1.2 immediately before
1.4. De Moor appears to be followed in small measure by Wiggins (1993 50) who
points out that this episode occurs after Yam's defeat by Baal (although he does not
follow de Moor's arrangement of tablets 1.1-1.6) and that since Athirat "is in some
way closely associated with the sea", she becomes anxious for the safety of her other
children (compare Baal's actions in 1.6.v. 1-4).
While the observation about Yam's defeat may indeed be valid, I believe
there is an even more pressing threat to the children of Anat. We have seen above that
Anat's opening words to El in 1.3.iii.l9f. contained a threat against the children of El
if he does not comply with her wishes. The very fact that Baal and Anat must now
approach Athirat would indicate that Anat's demands were not met, and thus her
11'The form bny in line 25 could indicate a singular or plural subject, but its parallelism
with the following [s\brt aryy would suggest a plural.
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threat against El's children (and therefore against Athirat's children) remains
outstanding. Perhaps this contributes to the fear that Athirat feels on seeing the
approach of this bellicose pair.112
3.3.2.8. KTU l-4.iii.23 - 35
After her initial reaction of fear, Athirat sees the glint of gold and rapidly
reassesses her situation; she rejoices (Smh) and calls to her servant, giving him some
commands the meaning ofwhich are lost in the damaged ending of column ii. Column
iii describes the approach and arrival of Anat and Baal.
23) ahr. mgy. aliyn. b'l Then, Valiant Baal arrived,
24) mgyt. btlt. 'nt Maiden Anat arrived.
25) tmgnn. rbt\.] a*trt yrn They petitioned113 the Lady Athirat of the sea,
26) tgzyn. qnyt ilm
27) w t'n. rbt. atrt ym
28) ik. trngnn. rbt 29) atrt. ym.
tgzyn 30) qnyt. ilm.
rngnlm 31) tr. il. d pid.
hm. !gzlm 32) bny. bnwt
w t 'n 33) b*tlt. 'nt.
nmgn 34) xm. rbt. atrt. ym
35) In\g*z*. qnyt. ilm
36) [ ]. nmgn. hwt
they entreated114 the Mother of the gods.
And Lady Athirat of the sea answered:
Why do you petition Lady Athirat of the sea?
Why do you entreat the Mother of the gods?
You should both petition the Bull El, the merciful,
or entreat the Creator of Creatures.
And Maiden Anal answered:
We shall [petition] Lady Athirat of the sea,
we shall entreat the Mother of the gods.
[then (?)115] we shall petition him.
inTOul,s (182) suggestion (followed by Margalit 1980 31) that the Hittite myth of
Elkunirsha (cf. Hoffner 1990) provides the key to a proper understanding of Athirat's reaction in
the Baal cycle not only brings with it a whole new set of problems (Wiggins 1993 15 If.), but is
superfluous in light of the numerous acts of aggression carried out by Baal and Anat against the
children of El and Athirat in various passages.
U3'Petition' is the suggestion of Wiggins (1993 54) who follows CML2 (150) 'Importune'
cf. ar. majana. Compare MLC (574) 'fete, treat well' cf. hb. ]3Q aram. maggan, ar. majjanu.
I14Cf. hb. ar. gadd 'lower eyes' with meaning of 'entreat' (CML2 155), 'to honour,
bribe' (MLC 606).
11Restoring |ahr] (CML2 58).
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Here we see Baal and Anat petitioning for Athirat's support in Baal's
quest to build himself a palace. It is not necessary to understand these actions of Baal
and Anat as an indication that they needed the permission of Athirat (TOul 183), but
simply that they needed her to change El's mind (Wiggins 1993 55). There does not
appear to be a repetition of Baal's complaint addressed to Athirat as we find in
1.3.iv.47 addressed to Anat, in 1.3.v.38f. addressed to El, and in 1.4.i.9f. addressed to
Kothar. Immediately after the presentation of gifts, the narrative continues with a
banquet scene after which the text breaks off and there is a gap of around seven lines,
followed by a few graphemes at the end of lines 52 and 53. We might argue that
Baal's complaint is contained in this lacuna, but the few graphemes that remain
oppose this view. It is impossible to know whether his complaint has been lost in the
12 lines missing from the beginning of column iv, and since we cannot be certain of
this either, it is possible that Athirat does not need reminding of Baal's complaint
because, as the wife of El, she would be well aware of Anat's previous attempt at
obtaining El's permission. A comparison may be drawn with the later episode in
1.6.i.32f. in which Anat undergoes the formulaic journey to El's abode but seems to
address herself to El and Athirat; and indeed, El's initial reaction on hearing the news
ofBaal's death is to invite Athirat to choose one of her sons to become king. Thus we
see that the abode ofEl is that of his wife also, a fact clearly seen in Baal's complaint
which parallels El's house with Athirat's house; the idea that Athirat lives apart from
El (e.g. van Selms 1954) has been convincingly refuted by Wiggins (1993).
As I suggested above, Athirat's initial reaction to the approach of Baal
and Anat may be the result of the threat of Anat to seize El's children, which is
therefore a threat against the sons of Athirat. This, coupled with the fact that there is
no indication that Baal's complaint is spelled out to Athirat, suggests that Athirat was
present at Anat's petition to El, which might explain her reaction to the presentation
of gifts to her; she wonders why they are presented to her and not El himself. Anat's
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reply explains that they will petition El after they have petitioned Athirat. There is a
certain amount of ambiguity in this reply; the verbs tmgnn and tgzyn (lines 25-26) are
best taken as 3rd person imperfect which indicates that both Baal and Anat petition
Athirat, and after Athirat's questioning of their motives, Anat uses the verbs nmgti
and ngz (restored) which we take to be 1 st person forms, again indicating the fact that
Baal and Anat together petition Athirat. However, the final line of Anat's answer
contains the verb nmgn which again appears to be 1 st person, but this time it is more
difficult to ascertain who are intended as the subjects of this verb. We could accept
that once again, Baal and Anat are the subjects - they are the ones who will petition
El. But it is obvious that this is not the case within the context of the narrative. It is
perhaps better to understand that the group of subjects for this verb has expanded in
this last line to include Athirat; in other words, the message of Anat is this: 'We (Baal
and Anat) petition you (Athirat), then we (including Athirat) will petition El'. Perhaps
the presence of the names of the three principle characters after line 36 are to be taken
as part of Anat's reply, forming a list of this new expanded group fighting for Baal's
planning permission.
It is interesting to note Anat's role in all of this. She has already acted as
intermediary between Baal and El, but her mission failed. Now we notice that in the
remaining text Baal does not actually speak to Athirat, and it is possible that Anat has
acted as intermediary between Baal and Athirat. It would be tempting to see her role
in this part of the Baal cycle as one half of a 'double buffer' between Baal and El.
Baal has to persuade Anat to plead on his behalf, Anat has to petition Athirat, and
Athirat has then to persuade El, almost as if this were some kind of divine chain of
command. To put this another way, at this point it seems that Anat and Athirat stand
at the interface between Baal the Prince, Lord of the earth (zbl b'l ars), and El at the
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centre of the cosmos.116 There is a saying that behind every great man stands an even
greater woman; perhaps the same can be said for the gods ofUgarit!
In column iv we read of the preparations for the journey to El's house. In
line 18 we read that Anat followed behind Athirat who was placed on a she ass whilst
Qodesh-and-Amrur strode in front. The text which describes Athirat's arrival and
subsequent petitioning ofEl has been dealt with recently by Wiggins (1993 55-63). It
appears that the entreaty of Athirat is successful and El gives his permission for the
building ofBaal's palace to commence.
3.3.2.9. KTU 1.4.V.20 - 27
Immediately after El's speech granting Baal permission to build his palace,
Athirat utters a eulogy on the wisdom of El, then calls for the news to be told to Baal
(1.4.V.12). In lines 20f. we find Anat bringing the good news to Baal.
20) Smh. btlt. 'nt. Maiden Anat rejoiced.
td's 21) p'nm. She stamped her feet,
w tr. ars and the earth trembled.
22) idk. I ttn. pnm Then she set her face,
23) 'm. b'l. mrytn. spn towards Baal of the heights of Saphon,
24) b alp. Sd. rbt. knm over a thousand miles, ten thousand leagues.
25) shq. btlt. 'nt. Maiden Anat laughed.
tSu 26) gh. w tsh. She lifted up her voice and cried:
tbir b'l 27) Receive good news, Baal!
bSrtk. yblt Good news I bring you.
It is uncertain whether Anat was present with Athirat when the latter
pleaded Baal's case (van Zijl 1972a 120). For supporting evidence we could turn to
1.4.iv.43f. where we find 1st person plural pronominal suffixes and verb forms spoken
by Athirat, and the testimony of 1.4.iv.l8 where Anat follows behind Athirat's mount.
116Compare the comments ofWalls (1992 180).
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Counter to this view is the fact that Anat is nowhere mentioned by El in his greeting
at the goddess' arrival, and the fact that the speech of Athirat is identical to that of
Anat in her address to El in 1.3.iii.29f. which suggests that the verb forms have no
specific dependence on this particular context.
Whether or not we accept that Anat was actually present at the meeting of
Athirat and El, and I am not certain the target audience would have thought too much
over this point, the response ofAnat to the good new3 (from the point ofview of Baal
at least) portrays the goddess in a role with which we have become familiar
throughout the theme of Baal and his palace; that of intermediary between El (and
perhaps Athirat also) and Baal. Here, Anat rushes to give Baal the glad tidings, and
the narrator informs us twice of her excitement; in line 20 Anat rejoices (Smh) and in
line 25 she laughs (shq). We can compare Anat's reaction to the news with that of El
in text 1,6.iii for example, where on discovering that Baal is alive, El rejoices (Smh) in
line 14 and laughs {shq) in line 16. What is more, the role of Anat as a herald of good
news is also found in text 1.10.iii.32f. where she announces to Baal the birth of their
son (see below). There we find the use of the verb Mr in a very similar context and in
both cases we find the following reaction from Baal, (y)Smh aliyn h'l, 'Valiant Baal
rejoiced'.
After Anat announces the news to Baal she no longer appears to play any
role in the narrative as it progresses with a description of the actual construction of
the palace and the installation of Baal in his new home. It seems that within the theme
of Baal's palace, Anat's role is as an intermediary between Baal and El, and that she is
no longer important once her task is accomplished and Baal has his planning
permission.
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3.3.3. The Conflict of Baal and Mot
Anat's role in the third major theme of the Baal cycle is once again closely
bound up with the fate of Baal. Unlike the previous theme in which she interacts
positively with El only through the good offices of Athirat, here Anat and El interact
directly in a positive and fruitful manner, although she still appears to be the
intermediary between El and Baal.
3.3.3.1. KTU 1.5.V.18 - 23
The following lines appear at the stage in text 1.5 at which Baal descends
into the nether world with his retinue. In the preceding lines it appears that someone
instructs Baal and most commentators now propose that this is Shapshu,117 on the
basis of line 12f. where we read that Baal is to go to 'the rocks of my grave' (gr
knkny). This is understood as the place where Shapshu descends into the underworld
every night.
18) yuhb. 'git. b dbr. He loved a heifer in the pasture,
prt 19) b M. Shlmmt. a cow in the steppe at the shore-of-death.118
$*k*b 20) '*m*nh. Sb'. I Sb'm He lay with her seventy seven times,
21) t*£*[']ly. tmn. I tmnym she caused him to mount119 eighty eight times.
1170ther suggestions include El or Anat; see van Zijl (1972a 173).
118See SP (186f.), TOul (249 n.l) for a discussion of this term. Margalit (1980) believes
this place to be comparable to the idyllic Elysian Fields of Greek myth, used exclusively for
honoured guests ofMot, and from where Baal is devoured by Mot when overcome by desperation
for food; most commentators take this as a euphemism for the underworld (CML2 66, MLC 535),
but I prefer Smith (1986) who sees the location of Baal's demise at the interface between the land
of the living and that of the dead.
119Compare KTU 1.10.iii.5 where Baal mounts (7y) Anat, and the footnote there.
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22) w[ ]rn. w tldn rnt And she conceived and gave birth to a young male,120
23) al*[iyn b']l*. SlbSn [Valiant Baal (?)] clothed him...
Many questions are generated by this short text which impinge on our
understanding of the Baal cycle as a whole, and it would be impossible to examine
adequately all the implications within the scope of the present work. I wish to
concentrate on the question of whether, as some scholars have suggested, the
copulation between Baal and the cow in these lines should be understood as a mating
of Baal and Anat (e.g. Wyatt 1990 75), or whether the cow bears no relationship to
Anat.
Recent analysis of the sexuality of Anat (e.g. Day 1991 and 1992, Walls
1992) has concluded that Anat and Baal are never described as having sexual
intercourse in any of the Ugaritic texts, and therefore that this text cannot possibly
depict the mating ofAnat and Baal in theriomorphic imagery. However, I believe that
there is sufficient evidence in texts 1.10 and 1.13, and possibly in 1.11,121 to suggest
that Anat does mate with Baal, which legitimises our original question.
These texts contain many references to bovines apart from Baal and Anat,
for example in text 1.10 these are the wild bulls (rumrn) and cows (arh, ypt) who are
hunted by Baal and watched by Anat as they mate and give birth. However, in text
1.13.22 there is a clear reference to Anat as a cow; she is addressed by the vocative /
arh || [ybmt] limm. Further possible references to Anat as a cow (arh) occur in
l.lO.iii. 19 and 23, where after the intercourse between Baal and Anat, there is a
120Cf. akk. rnaSu, maSSu 'young male' (TOul 249 n.m, CML2 152, MLC 586, Walls 1992
128), rather than 'twin' (SP 187, ARTU 78). Compare also akk. rnesu (meSu) 'to crush, squash,
trample, destroy, overwhelm' and with passive meaning, used of destruction of human and
animal life (CAD M/II.35). Perhaps we could take ml as cognate to this akk. root and see in this
the name of Baal's offspring, designating his fate?
121For a detailed discussion of these texts, see my chapter on the myths not attributed to
Ilimilku.
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description of the cow giving birth and then going up to Saphon to break the news to
Baal, and 1.13.29-30 where we find 'nt arh b'l as a parallel to 'nt.
In this text, however, we find no mention of arh, rather we find 'git
(heifer) paralleled by ypt (cow). This should caution us against simply assuming that
the cow in this text must be Anat, since we only ever find Anat with the title arh. The
idea that texts 1.10, 1.11 and 1.13 are related in some way to the events narrated in
1.5.v cannot be supported on the basis of the narrative context since here in 1.5.v,
Baal is on his way to the nether world when he mates with the heifer whereas in text
1.10, Baal goes up (7y) to Saphon after he mates with Anat, which is followed by
Anat herself going up to Baal to announce the birth of his child. Text 1.11 is damaged
to such an extent that we cannot be certain of its broader context, and text 1.13
appears to contain nothing that would suggest a link with the context we find in 1.5
and the conflict of Baal and Mot. If anything, the opening lines of 1.13 suggest a
context similar to that of 1.3.
Turning from evidence outside the Baal cycle, we can see that even within
the context of the narrative itself there arc 3trong reasons to reject an interpretation of
this text as a copulation between Baal and Anat. In column iv, after word has been
brought to El of Baal's death and he has initiated the proper mourning rites, Anat
goes in search of his body. We read in 1 5,vi.25f. that Anat searched for Baal's body,
and when she found it, she too carried out the appropriate mourning rites before
returning to El to confirm Baal's death. This makes sense ifwe assume that Anat did
not know where Baal was to be found, and her reaction upon finding his body only
serves to reinforce the opinion that the mating scene did not include Anat in the guise
of the heifer. In light of the above, we conclude that text 1.5.v.l8f. was not a mating
scene between Anat and Baal, but between Baal and a cow. Suggestions for the
significance of this event vary tremendously. A typical example from the fertility cult
school is the explanation of van Zijl (1972a 174) who believes that Baal's descent into
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the underworld is symbolic of the burial of seed, and that Baal's return to life occurs
when the seed sprouts in the spring; Baal therefore symbolises animal and plant
fertility. I find this kind of explanation unconvincing, if only because of the large
number of assumptions we must make about the nature ofUgaritic theology that have
no support at the surface level of the texts, and the idea that we can 'explain' a text by
inferring some cultic act that must lie behind it.
3.3.3.2. KTU 1.5.vi.l 1 - 1.6.i.31
On the resumption of the text in column vi we find two messengers
bringing news of Baal's death to El. The identity of these messengers is lost to us, but
there are certain similarities with the two glmm (divine messengers)122 in 1.19.ii.28f.
who bring the news of Aqhat's death to Danil, prompting him to initiate a search for
the remains of Aqhat; in the present text the two messengers bring news of Baal's
death to El, at which point Anat goes in search for Baal's body.
11) apnk. Itpn. il 12) d pid*. Thereupon, the compassionate, merciful god,
y*r*d. I ksi. came down from his throne,
y*tb 13) I hdrn* he sat on his footstool,
w* /. hdm. and from his footstool,
ytb 14) / ars*. he sat on the ground.
y*s*q. 'mr 15) un. I r*i*$h. He poured ashes of affliction123 on his head,
'pr. pltt 16) I. qdqd*h*. dust ofwallowing124 on his crown.
lp$. yks 17) mizrtm. For clothing he dressed125 in a loin-cloth.126
n7Cwdi u CML2 (116 n.3) who assumes that they must be servants of Aqhat who survived
the attack of Anat and Yatpan.
123W || 'pr may be a phonetic variant of 'pr on the same lines as SpS / SmS (MLC 601, and
raised as a possibility by Fenton 1969 69 n.21). Otherwise cf. hb. (SP 191, Margalit 1980
132, ARTU 80), ar. gamar 'dirty, putrid' (TOul 250 n.d), ar. gamlr (Dietrich and Loretz 1986
105).
124Cf. hb. to'psrn 'rolling (in dust)' as an act of mourning (SP 192, TOul 250 n.e, CML2
155, MLC 610, Dietrich and Loretz 1986 106).
125I take yks to be 3ms imperfect of ksy 'cover oneself (Fenton 1969 69, TOul 250, CML2
73, Margalit 1980 129, MLC 567). Dietrich and Loretz (1986 107) take the root as nks cf. akk.
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gr. b abn 18) ydy.
psltm. by'r*
19) yhdy. Ihm. w d*q*n
His skin with a stone he scraped.127
his locks128 with a razor,
he lacerated129 his cheeks and his chin.130
20)ytlt. qn. dr'h*[.]
yhrt 21 )k gn. ap lb.
k 'mq*. ytlt 22) bmt.
He ploughed his arm-bone.
he harrowed his chest like a garden,
like a valley he ploughed his torso.








What of the multitude?132
air 25) b'l. ard. b ars. After Baal I would descend into the nether world.
ap 26) 'nt. ttlk.
w tsd. kl. gr 27) I k*bd. ars.
kl. gb' 28) I* k*b*d. Mm.
Also Anat went out,
and searched every mountain at the midst of the earth,
every hill at the midst of the steppe.
tmg. I n'm*\y] 29) \ars.\ dbr. She arrived at Pleasure, |land| of pasture,
nakdsa 'cut off, fall' and translate "Das Kleid schnitt er ab zu einem Schurz", which is an
intriguing possibility in the light ofKTU 1.19.L36.
126Cf. ar. mi'zaratu (SP 192, CML2 150, MLC 574 'vest, ritual tunic', Dietrich and Loretz
1986 107, ARTU 80), but taking IpS as a variant of hb. ClU1? 'sackcloth' and mizrtm as a
reference to 'loins' (Kapelrud 1969 84, TOul 250).
127Cf. ar. wada. (CML2 148, MLC 558, Dietrich and Loretz 1986 108), see the discussion
of lines 17-18 in Margalit (1980 132).
128Thus Kapelrud (1969 84), cf. akk. pasalu (TOul 251 n.i, MLC 611), which fits the
poetic parallelism better than 'flint' cf. hb. 'PCS 'hew' (SP 193, CML2 156, ARTU 80). TOul
(251 n.i) points to the two locks of hair visible on the Baal stele.
129Cf. ar. hadda (MLC 540), but 'shaved' cf. hada (TOul 251 n.h, CML2 145).
mSP (193) translates "side whiskers and beard'" taking dqn 'beard' cf. phoen. zqn hb. ]j?J
akk. ziqnu. In this case he takes the dual Ihm ('cheek, jaw' cf. ar. lahy hb. TI1? akk. lahu) as 'side
whiskers'. This leads him to postulate an androgynous character for Anat. However, de Moor
(ARTU 80) later translates 'checks and chin' in light of the criticisms of Loewenstamm (1982).
For a survey of the term 'chin' in Semitic languages see Marcus (1977). For Ugaritic he
concludes (58) that the lexeme dqn can mean both 'beard' and 'chin'. However, he rejects the
translation 'side whiskers and beard' in this passage on the basis of the verb hdy which as a
parallel to tit is a term for ploughing rather than 'cutting off.
131An alternative understanding of bn dgn is offered by Wyatt (1980 and 1992).
132Compare the translation given by Wyatt (1992 412f.).
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ysmt. Sd 30) [Shl\mmt.
tm*{g.\ I b'l.
np*[l] 31) [I a]r*s*
[. IpS]. tics. miz*[rtm]
KTU 1.6.i
1) I* b'l
2) gr. b ab (abn). td.
p*s*l*tm*[. by'r]
3) thdy. Ihm. w dqn.
t*\tlQ 4) qn. dr'h.
thrt. km. gri* 5) ap lb.





atr. b'l. nrd 8) b ars.
'mh. trd. nrt 9) ilm. SpS.
'd. tSb'. bk
10) tut, k yn. udrn't.
gm 11) tsh*. I nrl. ilm. SpS
12) 'ms* m'. ly. aliyn. b'l
13) tim'. nrt. ilm. SpS
14) tSu. aliyn. b'l.
I ktp 15) 'nt. k tSth.
tS'lynh 16) b srrt. sp'n (spn).
tbkynh 17) w tqbrnh.
tStnn. b hrt 18) ilm. ars.
ttbh. Sb'm 19) rumrn.
kgmn. aliyn 20) b*'l.
ttbh. Sb'm. alpm
Delight, the steppe at the [shore] of Death.
She came upon Baal,
fallen to the earth.
[For clothing] she put on a [loin-cloth].
Concerning Baal
Her skin with a stone she scraped,
her locks [with a razor],
she gashed her cheeks and chin,
she [ploughed] her arm-bone,
she harrowed like a garden her chest,
like a valley she ploughed her torso.
Baal is dead!
What of the people?
The son ofDagan!
What of the multitude?
After Baal we shall go down to the nether world.
With her went down the lamp of the gods, Shapshu.
When she was sated with crying,
had drunk tears like wine,
she cried aloud to the lamp of the gods, Shapshu:
Pray, load upon me Valiant Baal!
The lamp of the gods, Shapshu, heard.
She lifted up Valiant Baal,
onto the shoulders of Anat she surely set him.
She brought him up133 to the recesses of Saphon,
she wept over him, and she buried him,
she put him in a grave of the gods of the nether world.
She slaughtered seventy wild bulls,
as a funerary offering134 for Valiant Baal.
She slaughtered seventy oxen,
133I take the following verbs as 3fs imperfect with 3ms object suffix nh. Alternatively, we
could take them as 3fp Imperfect forms with 3ms object suffix h (both forms attested by UT), in
which case, Baal is buried and mourned over by Anat and Shapshu (e.g. ARTU 83). However, the
action of slaughtering ttbh is performed by a single female (Anat) which might suggest wo take
these verbs as singular in keeping with what follows.
134Cf. akk. kamanu (MLC 533). De Moor (SP 199) takes kgmn as the particle k 'because'
with a 3ms perfect passive D-stcm or passive participle of G stem cognate with eth. gammana 'to
profane, defile'. He translates "because Ba'lu the Almighty had been defiled", arguing that Baal's
holiness had been profaned through death (ARTU 83 n.405).
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21) \kg\mn. aliyn. b'l as a funerary offering for Valiant Baal.
22) [tt\b*h. Sb'rn. sin She slaughtered seventy sheep,
23) [kg\m*n. aliyn. b'l as a funerary offering for Valiant Baal.
24) [tt\b*h*. Sb'm. aylm She slaughtered seventy stags,
25) [lcgmn.\ aliyn. b'l fas a funerary offeringl for Valiant Baal.
26) [ttbh. $]b*'m. y'lm [She slaughtered] seventy mountain-goats,
27) [kgmn. al]i*y*n. b'l [as a funerary offering] for Valiant Baal.
28) [ttbh. Sb'tn.] h*mrm [She slaughtered seventy] asses,
29) [kgm\n*. ali*yn[.] b'*l* [as a funerary offering] for Valiant Baal.
30) [ [\hh. tSt bm.'*[ ] |Her sacrificial offerings!135 she put in the [furrows (?)],136
31) [ ]zrh. y*bm. I ilm [her (?)] as a gift137 to the god(s).
In this episode El initiates the mourning for Baal. He climbs down from
his throne, sits on the ground, wears appropriate clothing, pours ashes on his head,
and gashes his face and chest, all actions which are familiar to us from Hebrew
literature (Margalit 1980 134). Kapelrud's (1969 87) observation that "it is quite
obvious that it is not the intention of the narrative to indicate that El felt any personal
sorrow for Baal" seems a gross misinterpretation of the narrative at his point. The
reaction of El here to the news ofBaal's death is narrated using identical terms as that
of Anat, and later we see El enthusiastically rejoice at the news that Baal is alive
(1.6.iii,14f). Kapelrud's dismissal of El's reactions as being those of the initiator of
appropriate actions for the audience of a fertility cult drama relies too heavily on his
earlier interpretation (1952) of the confrontational relationship between El and Baal
and the assumption that the Baal cycle is primarily the text of a cultic drama.
El's mourning ritual is followed by Anat going in search for Baal's body.
She searches every mountain and hill at the centre of the earth until she reaches the
135Restoring \db]hh (.MLC 224).
136Restoring '*\nt\ 'furrows' (e.g. Margalit 1980 142, MI.CI 224).
137Variant plural of yhb, cf. hb. XP ar. whb (Margalit 1980 142). For a discussion of lines
30-31 see del Olmo Lete (1982 65f.).
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fields at the Shore of Death where she comes upon Baal's body. Anat then undergoes
the exact same mourning ritual that we saw for El, the only difference being in the
person of the verbs used. As I noted above, the controversy between de Moor and
Loewenstamm over whether Anat wears a beard appears to have dissipated if we are
to judge from de Moor's translation in ARTU, who now follows the line advocated by
Loewenstamm.
Anat declares, in the same terms as El, that she would follow Baal into the
nether world. However, the text has just narrated Anat's arrival at Baal's body (lines
30-31) and we are left wondering on the meaning of Anat's declaration in line 7,
'After Baal we shall go down to the nether world'. Margalit (1980 139) sees two
possible solutions; either Anat arrives at the place where Baal's body was found by
the two messengers but which has now gone 'deeper' into the underworld,138 or the
section from line 31 to 1.6.i.8a is couched in stereotypical language which describes
the despair of a mourner.
After her initial reaction, Anat calls upon Shapshu to lift Baal's body onto
her shoulders, after which she carries him back to Saphon where she buries him. After
this, Anat performs a great sacrifice for Baal, killing large numbers of animals as
funerary offerings for him. This formal burial stands in contrast with the mythic
description of Baal's descent into the nether world, and serves not only to emphasise
the stress laid upon the importance of a correct burial in the ancient world (Margalit
1980 140), but also to the disparity between the physiological reality of death which
leaves a body, and the mythical view of death as a journey into another place.
,38By which he means that Baal's favoured status indicated by his 'pasturage' in the
Ugaritic Elysian Fields has now been destroyed by Mot devouring Baal in a moment of intense
hunger. However, my reading of the text finds no evidence to support this interpretation of Baal's
fate.
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The inclusion of Shapshu in this episode is generally accepted on the basis
that Shapshu is thoroughly familiar with the nether world because of her nightly
journey through the realm of the dead (Margalit 1980 156). In the cultic texts we also
find a relationship between Shapshu and Anat who appear to be included in the group
of 'strong ones' (gtrm) who have a close connection with the funerary cult (see my
chapter on cultic texts).
Some interpreters believe that this is not Baal's body that Anat buries, but
the product of his mating with a cow before he went down to the nether world
(CML2 15f., ARTU 79). However, even if we are inclined to believe that Mot could
be fooled by such a ruse, in my opinion it is not likely that Anat could mis-identify the
body as that of her brother Baal when in fact it was that of his son. If it is objected
that this argument places too heavy a literal translation upon the text, it should also be
noted that the text itself gives no clues that the body which Anat comes across,
laments over, carries up to Saphon and buries, is not that of Baal but of a substitute.
Even if the characters themselves are convinced that they have the body of Baal, we
might expect the narrator at some point to indicate to the audience that in fact the
body was that of Baal's substitute. I would, therefore, object to the idea that Baal
never actually dies in the Baal cycle.
Further, the claim that these actions of Anat are mythic precedents for a
cultic drama enacted by the women at Ugarit as part of the seasonal celebration of
Baal's absence and return (e.g. Kapelrud 1969 86f., SP 200f., ARTU 82 n.398) cannot
be supported from the text alone, but are rather based on the assumption of an
intimate connection between myth and ritual which has little foundation in the texts
themselves.
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3.3.3.3. KTU 1.6.L39 - 43
After Anat had buried Baal's body, she goes to El's abode to announce
that Baal was indeed dead, for up to this point it seems that El had only the word of
the two messengers as evidence for Baal's death. Anat delivers the following speech.
39) tSu. gh. w tsh. She lifted up her voice and cried:
tSmh ht Let her now rejoice!
40) atrt. w. bnh. Athirat and her sons,
ill. w sb 41) rt. aryh. the goddess and the band of her kinsfolk.
k rnt. aliyn 42) b'l. For Valiant Baal is dead!
k hlq. zbl. b'l 43) ars For perished139 is the Prince, Lord of the earth!
This surprising statement of Anat that Athirat should rejoice over the
news that Baal is dead has been taken by many as an indication of a rivalry between
Baal and the sons of Athirat (Margalit 1980 142). It is true that we find references in
the Baal cycle itself to Baal as a potential or actual slayer of Athirat's children (e.g.
1.4.ii.21f., 1.6.v. If., and the struggle of Baal and Yam) and this would not be an
unreasonable assumption to make. However, Wiggins (1993 65f.), following the work
ofMaier (1986) has suggested that Athirat is called upon to rejoice in the exercise of
her authority in her capacity as 'Queen Mother' (rabitu). I think this offers the key to
the correct interpretation of this text. Anat is not referring to a rivalry or hatred
between Baal and Athirat, but announcing a new cycle of kingship. Baal is dead,
mourning rituals have been carried out, his body has received a proper burial and the
appropriate sacrifices have been carried out. At this point it must be recognised that
the old king is dead and a new king must be installed; a case of 'The king is dead!
Long live the king!'.
139Cf. akk. halaqu (CML2 147, MLC 552). Compare the use of this verb (transitive ?) in
the description of Aqhat's demise in KTU 1.18.iv.42.
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3.3.3.4. KTU 1.6.H.4 - 37
After the episode of Athtar's installation as Icing, column ii takes up the
narrative after a large lacuna of around 30 lines, at which point we find Anat brooding
over the death of Baal. Finally she decides on a course of action.
4)... [ ym. ymm] 5) y'tqn.
w r*[hm. 'nt] 6) tngth.
k lb*. a*r*\h\ 7) I 'glh.
k lb. ta[t] 8) / imrh.
km. lb. 'n*[t\ 9) atr. b'l.
tihd. mt* 10) b sin. IpS.
tSsqn*[h/n] 11) b qs. all.
iXu. gh. w f*[j] 12) h.
at. mt. tn. ahy.
13) w 'n. b*n. ilm. mt.
rnh 14) tarSn. I btlt. 'nt
15) an. itlk.
w asd. kl 16) gr. I kbd. ars.
kl. gb' 17) I kbd. Mm.
npS. hs*rt 18) bn. nSm.
npX. hmlt. 19) ars.
mgt. I n'my. ars 20) dbr.
ysmt. M. khlrnmt
21) ngS. ank. aliyn b'l
22) 'dbnn ank. imr. b py
23) k Hi. b tbrn qy (qny).
htu hw
24) nrt. ilm*. £p$. shrrt
25) la. $*mm. b yd. bn ilm. mt
[A day, and two days] passed.
The girl140 Anat sought him,
like the heart of a cow for her calf,
like the heart of a ewe for her lamb,
so was the heart of Anat after Baal.
She grasped Mot by the hem'41 of his garment,
she restrained him by the edge of his robe.
She lifted up her voice and cried:
You, Mot, give up my brother!
But divine Mot answered:
What is it you are asking me, Maiden Anat?
I went around myself,
1 searched every mountain at the heart of the earth,
every hill at the heart of the steppe.
My appetite was needing human beings,
my appetite the multitude of the earth.
1 arrived at Pleasure, the land of pastime.
Delight, the steppe by the Shore ofDeath.
It was I who approached Valiant Baal,
it was I who made him a lamb in my mouth.
Like a kid in the opening142 ofmy gullet,
he was carried off.
The lamp of the gods, Shapshu, became hot,143
the heavens grew weak from the hand of divine Mot.144
140See my discussion on this title above.
l4XTOul (259 n.d) points to akk. sunn. Greenstein (1982) relates ug. sin with akk.
sissiktu(m), hb. and aram. knp.
142Cf. ar. tabratu (MLC 640).
143Cf. ar. sahara (CML2 156, MLC 614). SP (114) connects this verb to ar. isharra To
become dust coloured, brownish yellow or reddish'. Dc Moor (ARTU 88 n.428) believes this to be
a reference to the sirocco, attempting to reduce the myth to his postulated seasonal interpretation.
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26) ym. yrnrn. y'tqn.
I ymm 27) / yrh*m.
A day, two days passed,
from days to months.
rhm. 'nt. tngth The girl Anat sought him.
28) k lb. arh. I 'glh.
k lb 29) tat. I imrh.
km. lb 30) 'nt. atr. b'l.
Like the heart of a cow for its calf,
like the heart of a ewe for its lamb,
so was the heart ofAnat after Baal.
tihd 31) bn. Urn. rnt.
b hrb 32) tbq'nn.
b htr. tdry 33) nn.
b iSt. tSrpnn
34) b rhm. tthnn.
b Sd 35) tdr'. nn.
She seized divine Mot,
with a sword she cleaved him,145
with a sieve she winnowed him,
with fire she burnt him,
with millstones she ground him,
on the steppe146 she sowed147 him.
Sirh. I tiki 36) 'sr*m*.
mnth. I tkly 37) npr[m\.
His remains were indeed eaten by birds,
his limbs were indeed finished off by fowl.
S*ir. I Sir. ysh Flesh to flesh cried out.148
These lines reflect two sides ofAnat's character that have become familiar
to us in the Baal cycle: on the one hand she is pictured as heartbroken at the loss of
Baal, on the other hand she is ferocious and merciless in her destruction ofMot.
144For an understanding of lines 24-25 as a tricolon, see del Olmo Lete (1978 37f.).
145For this as expressing the act of threshing, cf. SP (209).
146Compare Mot's own description of his treatment at the hand of Anat in KTU 1.6.v. 18-
19 where he says he was sown (dr') in the sea (ym). Bordreuil and Pardee (1993 65) comment on
the irony of such treatment; Mot, who is the last vanquished enemy of Baal is dispersed in Yam,
the first vanquished enemy of Baal.
147The literal meaning of this verb dr' is 'to sow (seed)', i.e. an agricultural term
(Margalit 1980 159).
148TOw7 (260 n.m) cannot believe that the root is sh 'cry out' and instead relates it to ar.
nadaha 'to spurt out, gush forth' and hb. flH] II. Margalit (1980 160) suggest an ar. cognate sh(h)
'heal, return to health' which, he feels, explains the fact that after so thorough a destruction, Mot
returns to fight Baal later in the same tablet; in other words, this passage emphasises the
indestructibility of Death. However, I prefer to accept the root sh 'cry out', and understand this
colon as an example comparable to that we find in Gen. 4.10 where the blood of Abel cries out
from the ground.
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Anat finally seizes Mot and pleads with him to let Baal return to her (line
12). Attempts to interpret Anat's motives at this point vary from overwhelming grief
(Walls 1992 182) to assumptions that Mot, who is the grain, must die in order for
Baal to return to life (Gray 1965 67, Bowman 1978 82). The surface language of this
episode certainly points to grief as the primary motive for Anat's actions, and in the
absence of any corroborative evidence for the fertility/vegetation interpretation, it
seems best to accept what the narrative is telling us.
Mot's reply has been interpreted as a regretful admission that he simply
had to devour Baal (who was already dead) because of a lack of humans on which to
feed (Margalit 1980 155), but I would prefer to see his reply as a boast that he was
the one who finished Baal off. This would then give us a striking parallel with
Yatpan's boast to Pughat that he was the one who murdered Aqhat, and this
comparison would add weight to the argument that in the missing text at the end of
the Aqhat narrative Yatpan dies by the hand of Pughat, echoing the events of 1,6.ii.
Here, Mot boasts of his slaying of Valiant Baal149 to Baal's 'sister' (aht) and eventual
avenger, obviously unaware of the consequences that will follow, whilst in
1.19.iv.58f. Yatpan boasts of his slaying of Aqhat to Aqhat's sister (cf. 1.19.iv.34
where Pughat calls Aqhat ahy 'my brother), unaware of her real identity.
Unfortunately, the consequences of his boasting are unknown to us. Given this
structural parallelism between this passage and that of the Aqhat narrative, perhaps
we are to see in Anat's actions a revenge killing of her brother's murderer (Grcenstcin
1982 218). Walls (1992 183) emphasises that this is not a blood-feud murder, but an
example of the passionate and unrestrained character of the goddess; however, there
may well be elements of both in this passage. In the Aqhat narrative Pughat acts after
149The irony of Mot's choice of epithet of Baal should not be lost to us; "Valiant Baal'
(aiiyn from a root I'y 'be strong': Wyatt 1992 405) becomes a 'kid' in the face of Mot's
aggression.
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the formal burial of Aqhat, and in text 1.6.ii, Anat has already buried Baal before she
approaches Mot. In this light, I disagree with Margalit's (1980 155f.) proposal that
this episode has been displaced and should actually take place while Anat is still in the
nether world but before she comes upon Baal's body.
The unusual treatment ofMot by Anat has attracted an enormous amount
of discussion. The cluster of agricultural terminology has led many to interpret this
episode as an agrarian rite in which Anat desacralises the new grain crop, making it
available for profane use (Kapelrud 1969 60, Day 1985 16 n.40). Miller (1973) writes
that Anat "scattered him [Mot] to fertilize the earth". On the other hand, others see in
her actions a metaphor describing the utter destruction ofMot at the hands of Anat
(Loewenstamm 1963 and 1972, Oldenburg 1969 87, Walls 1992 183).150
De Moor takes the middle ground between these two positions. He
asserts that this is not a rite of grain (SP 213) and that the surface language of the
narrative describes the utter destruction ofMot. In this view he seems to be followed
by Healey (1983). However, he goes on to assert that myths usually have an
"underlying symbolic meaning" (ARTU 88 n.430) and that since the actions of Anat
are clearly linked to the treatment of grain, it is probably the case they reflected some
seasonal ritual. Margalit (1980 161 n.2) states that he sees no allegorical meaning
underlying Anat's treatment ofMot, but does not rule out a cultic Sitz im Lcbcn. He
believes the internal illogicality of the destruction does not arise out of narrative needs
but probably stems from a cultic act in which a 'dummy Mot' was treated in this way.
150The analysis of Kapelrud (1969 60) who argues that Anat did not kill Mot, "she just
seized him and handled him according to her will. She prepared him for the defeat he met later,
at the hand of Baal", cannot be accepted as a serious interpretation of this passage. The imagery
of this episode vividly describes Mot's destruction, whether we read into this a mythic precedent
for an agricultural rite or not, and any attempt to force the texts into a modern Western logical
tradition will do violence to the meaning of the myths. Compare Oldenburg (1969 87 n.3) who
states, "It was very difficult to annihilate a god. In spite of being slain, ground, dispersed, burned,
and eaten Mot arose after the completion of the cycle of seven years."
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3.3.3.5. KTU 1.6.iii.22 - iv.24
The destruction ofMot at the hands ofAnat ends column ii, but there is a
lacuna of around <10 lines at the beginning of column iii which obscures the connection
between Anat's aggression against Mot and El's dream that Baal is alive. However, it
is obvious from what follows that Anat's slaying of Mot has effected the release of
Baal from the underworld, although I am not sure how far we should follow Walls'
(1992 184f.) analysis of this process which claims that, "the creative potential stored
within her [Anat] as an adolescent maiden... unknowingly serve[s] to restore fertility
and life to the world". After El has dreamt he speaks to Anat, which may indicate that
she is the one addressing El at the beginning of column iii.
22) gm. y*s*h. il. I btlt 23) 'nt. El cried aloud to Maiden Anat:
Sm'. I btlt. 'nt* Listen, O Maiden Anat!
24) rgm*. I nrt. il (ilm). SpS Speak to the lamp of the gods, Shapshu:
Column iv
1) pi. 'nt. 8dm. y 8p8 Search151 the furrows of the fields, O Shapshu!
2) pi. 'nt. 8drn[.] i*l. Search the furrows of the fields of El!152
yStk 3) b*'l. '*nt. mhrtt May Baal be visible153 in the furrows of the plough
land.
4) i*y. aliyn. b'l Where is Valiant Baal?
5) iy. zb*l. b'l. ars Where is the Prince, Lord of the earth?
151For a discussion of this term see SP (220), van Zijl (1972 207f.), TOul (262 n.g). I
prefer the solution ofMargalit (1980 170) who (following a suggestion of Ginsberg from 1932)
suggests a cognate with ar. ply 'search' akk. paldlu. Compare akk. paldlu 'uberwachen' (AIlw
813).
152The lexeme il could be taken as the divine name, El (SP 221, CML2 78), as a parallel
vocative to y8p8 giving 'O god!' (MLC 229), but since Shapshu is feminine at Ugarit we would
expect ilt; or we could take it as a superlative adjective, 'the vast steppe' (Wyatt, unpubl. transl.).
153There are great difficulties with this verb. SP (221) suggests 3ms Gt-stem of Skn
'establish for oneself (cf. CML2 78 'settle on'). TOul (262 n.g) sees El as the subject of this verb
and translates "e'est a Anat des champs que fadjoint El". MLC (229) poses this as a question
"(,te hicieron 'Senor' de los surcos de la arada?". I prefer to follow Margalit (1980 170, again
following Ginsberg) who takes this as a Gt-stcm of the root sky cf. hb. !"DEJ, glossed as 'visible'.
This is a possibility acknowledged by SP (221) although ultimately rejected on the grounds of
narrative coherence; however, it docs provide us with a suitable meaning within the contort of
Shapshu searching for Baal.
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6) ttb'. btlt. 'nt
7) idk. I ttn. pnm
8) 'm. nrt. ilm. SpS
9) ttlu. gh. w tsh
10) thm. tr. il. abk
11) hwt. Itpn. htkk*
12) pi. 'nt. Sdm. y SpS
13) pi. 'nt. Sdm. //[.]
y*S*t*k* 14) b'l. 'nt. mhrth*
15) iy. aliyn. b'l
16) iy. zbl. b'l. ars
17) w t'n. nrt. ilm. Sp*S*
18) Sdyn. 'n. b. qbt[.\
i*x(?)156 19) bl* lyt. 7. umtk
20) w abqt. aliyn. b'l
21) w t'n. btlt. 'nt
22) an. Ian. y SpS
23) an. Ian. il. ygx[ ]
24) tgrk. ,?xf ]
Maiden Anal departed,
She set her face,
towards the lamp of the gods, Shapshu.
She lifted up her voice and cried:
Message of Bull El, your father,
a word of the Compassionate, your sire.
Search the furrows of the fields, O Shapshu!
Search the furrows of the fields ofEl!
May Baal be visible in the furrows of the plough land.
Where is Valiant Baal?
Where is the Prince, Lord of the earth?
And the lamp of the gods, Shapshu, answered:
Pour out154 sparkling wine from a vat,155
Let the children of your family bear along157 a
wreath,158
and I shall seek Valiant Baal.
And Maiden Anat answered:
Wherever, O Shapshu,
wherever (you go) may El protect you (?),159
may [ | protect you (?)
Once again we have a search for Baal, but here he is to be brought back
alive. Like the previous search in 1.6.i.7f. we find Anat and Shapshu, only this time it
154Dividing id + yn, cf. aram. Seda (CML 148, TOul 264, CML2 158, MLC 627).
155Cf. hb. 3$: (CML2 156, MLC 616).
156Examining a recent colour slide of this tablet reveals that the surface layer has become
detached at the end of this line leaving only Sdyn. 'n. b.q as certain. CTA transcription reads qbt[,
and unfortunately the plate (XIII) is of no use at this point.
157Cf. hb. '/□' hiph., translated by 'wear' (CML2 78) 'carry, bring' (SP 224, MLC 230).
158Cf. hb. rpf? (SP 224, CML2 150), or 'suite, retinue' (MLC 572). The response of
Shapshu is cryptic to modern readers, and the suggested translation is given only tentatively. I
find Margalit's (1980 171) solution to these lines unconvincing.
159MLC (230) takes il as a title of Shapshu, 'O God!' as a parallel to ySpi (cf. his
interpretation of lines 12-13 above). If we read the final yg\ \ as a 3ms verb from ngr 'watch,
protect' cf. hb. "Tij ar. nazara (CML2 153, MLC 591, ARTU 93) then we have a wish of
protection for Shapshu on her search for Baal.
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appears that Anat is the intermediary between El and Shapshu, passing on his
instructions, rather than engaging in the search itself.
As with the episode of Anat killing Mot, these lines have often been
interpreted as part of a seasonal pattern. Margalit (1980 161) writes,
The story at this point becomes transparently allegorical. His [Baal's]
return coincides with the beginning of the spring rains and the first
sprouting of the grain sown in the furrows.
De Moor's (SP 222) interpretation of this part of the myth is dependent
on understanding the verb pi to mean 'dried up, cracked' (cf. ar. fit). However, given
the context of Shapshu being commissioned to find Baal, I prefer to see pi cognate
with ar. ply akk. palalu (see my notes to the text) 'search'. This then obviates the
need to see here an allegory of the severe heat conditions of the Syrian summer;
rather, Shapshu is asked to search for Baal on her nocturnal journey through the
underworld.
In this text Anat's role is that of intermediary between El and Shapshu.
Anat and Shapshu had earlier retrieved Baal's body and buried him, but now it seems
that Shapshu has to go alone through the underworld to find Baal, and that Anat plays
the role of messenger only. Here it is possible to make some distinction between the
realm of Shapshu and that of Anat. As a warrior goddess, Anat is often involved in
the immediate effects of death, seen in the mutilation of bodies in battle, her
destruction of Mot, and her search of the fields on the shore of death, which is
probably the land between the living and the dead. Shapshu, on the other hand, plays
her role when Baal has been buried and time has elapsed. Baal is now ensconced in
the underworld and this is Shapshu's domain.
When Baal returns from the land of the dead, Anat disappears from the
narrative; presumably her role in the narrative has come to its conclusion. This is
similar to what wc found in the theme of Baal's palace where she drops out of the
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plot as soon as she has relayed El's permission. In the present theme of Baal and Mot,
Anat's main role is seen in her actions of burying Baal and killing Mot, which appears
to precipitate the return of Baal, although the damaged state of the text does not
allow us to be too precise on this point.
3.4. THE AQHAT NARRATIVE (KTU 1.17-1.19)
The Aqhat narrative as it exists for us today extends over three tablets.160
Anat's role in the Aqhat narrative, although significant to the plot as the agent of
Aqhat's death, is limited to a pivotal (but central! Parker 1989 140) position; from the
text that remains to us, she does not appear before 1.17.vi, and after 1.19.i is only
alluded to as the cause of Aqhat's death (Gibson 1974 67); her characterisation,
however, is played upon by Pughat. Although the scenes in which she tries to
persuade Aqhat to give her his bow,161 and her later murder of him, make a great
impression on the reader, the narrative seems to use her as the means to rid Aqhat
from the plot and move the narrative forward to Danil's loss and mourning and the
blood revenge of Pughat. However, this is not to suggest that little can be learned
about Anat's character from this narrative (contra Bowman 1978 263). A careful
study of her role within this narrative will enhance our picture of this Ugaritic
goddess, who is cast in the role of an indomitable huntress.
160For a treatment of the narrative in its entirety, see inter alia MLC (327f.), Margalit
(1989), Parker (1989 99f.).
161Almost certainly a composite bow. On the technical aspects of this weapon in general
see Albright and Mendenhall (1942), Sukenik (1947), Yadin (1963 6f.), Rausing (1967), McLeod
(1970), Gaunt (1983), Klopsteg (1987), Bergman and McEwan (1988), Margalit (1989 303f.),
McEwan and Miller (1991), Brown (1993). Watson (1976 372) draws attention to a passage in
tire (An)Zu myth which describes the component parts of such a bow.
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My approach to the text differs from that of Walls (1992 186f.) who
asserts from the outset that Anat's encounter in this narrative is "charged with sexual
tension". In my reading of the text, Aqhat himself has a limited role to play in the
narrative; he is the answer to Danil's prayers but like Yassib in the Keret narrative, he
is responsible for his own downfall. Walls' approach to the narrative is exemplified by
many other scholars who elucidate particular features of this narrative by recourse to
comparative mythemes, the most famous being the confrontation between Ishtar and
Gilgamesh. Whilst this approach can prove fruitful to the extent that it broadens our
understanding of themes common to both traditions, there is a danger of subjugating a
particular narrative under a general melange of details culled from autonomous
narratives, which results in the details specific to each narrative becoming submerged
under the weight of comparative material assembled. This is seen in Walls' (1992
197f.) treatment of the Aqhat narrative in which he devotes almost half of his
discussion to its comparison with the Gilgamesh Epic.162 One of his first observations
is that "it is surely not mere coincidence that Anat offers Aqhat the very thing for
which Gilgamesh is seeking". Whilst it may be the case that it is not mere coincidence,
perhaps this agreement could be the result of a common human concern for death and
immortality which is often worked out in myths, as a narrative in which immortality is
lost to a mortal through ignorance or plain stupidity (see the comments of Dijkstra
1979 201). Many comparisons are made between Ishtar's proposal to Gilgamesh to
become her lover and his refusal, and the broken line in KTU 1.18.i.24 which is read
by many to be a proposal ofAnat for Aqhat to become her lover. However, unlike the
Gilgamesh Epic in which this scene is central to an understanding of the confrontation
,62Compare also the approach of Dijkstra (1979) who uses Tammuz/Dumuzi material to
elucidate the myth, and Parker (1989 113f.) who draws on a wide range of comparative material.
I am not condemning this approach to the material per se, but wish instead to focus attention on
the details of the goddess' character which we can draw out from a reading of the Ugaritic text
specifically.
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between the two characters, in the Aqhat narrative it is the bow around which Anat
and Aqhat oppose each other. If there is any substance to the argument that Anat
proposes to Aqhat, and I believe that there is little to commend this view, then it is
used as a ploy to get Aqhat's bow and is not central to the conflict between these two
characters. In fact, the view that Anat proposes to Aqhat seems to be based more on
the model of Ishtar and Gilgamesh than on the text itself.
Walls (1992 186f), following the work ofHillers (1973), approaches the
Aqhat narrative on the basis that the bow of Aqhat is symbolic of his virility; Anat's
appropriation of his bow is tantamount to castration! However, considerable doubt
has been cast on this approach by Dressier (1975) who concludes (220),
the bow is a symbol of masculinity, used in the Aqhat-Epic for the
masculine activity of hunting. Beyond this surface-level meaning one
may venture, with great caution, to suggest a deeper level consisting of
sociological implications (agriculture versus hunting) or a still deeper
level expressing correspondences between human heroes and heavenly
prototypes. But here one enters the field of speculation.
Ifwe examine the text, Anat does not deprive Aqhat of his bow but of his
life, which although could be taken as a negation of his masculinity, it is perhaps
better taken as exemplifying the opposition between life and death. Given the
considerable difficulties faced in drawing valid comparisons between disparate myths,
the approach adopted in the present study will be to obtain a picture of Anat's
character from the text itself rather than relying on comparative material to fill in the
gaps. In this way, it is hoped to form an image of the goddess that is peculiarly
Ugaritic, perhaps even 'Aqhatian'!
3.4.1. Anat's Attempt to Obtain Aqhat's Bow
It is not until the sixth column of the first tablet that we find Anat
mentioned, apparently involved in a feast. Up to this point we have been told of
Danil's plight and of its resolution in the birth of Aqhat, as well as his subsequent
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presentation of the contentious bow by Kothar. Aqhat's bow catches her eye and she
attempts to persuade Aqhat to give her it.163
3.4.1.1, ATt/1.17.vi.lO- 16
10) [ ]164. b nSi 'nh[.\ w * t*phn* ... lifting her eyes she saw it,
11)[ ]/. kslh. k b*r*q ... its string like lightning
12) [ ]x y*(?)g '*p*(l).]165 thmt. brq ... deep166 lightning
13) [ ]. tsb. qSt. bnt167 ... she coveted168 the bow ...
14) [ ]'*nh. km. btn. yqr ... her eye169 (?) like the snake who hisses170
15) [ ]/* ars. ... to the earth
ksh*. tSpkm 16) [/ 'pr. her cup she spilled [to the dust].
The tablet is broken at the left hand edge at this point, and from
examination of a colour slide of the tablet it is apparent that approximately 10 signs
163Thc text is very broken at this point and many suggestions arc made for restorations.
The most adventurous are those ofMargalit (1989) andARTU (236f.).
164From a colour slide of this tablet it is estimated that approximately 10 signs are missing
from the beginning of these lines.
165This reading is very uncertain; compare that of CTA (83) kygd. Examining a colour
slide of the tablet shows that the traces after the g arc very faint, although the group directly after
the g looks more like a d than KTLFs suggested 'p despite Margalit's (1989 183) assertion that 'p
is preferred "on the grounds of alliterative compatibility". Possible cognates are hb. HP ar. 'wd
although for an Ugaritic i we might expect an ar. and less likely hb. TTI2 ar. 'zz with z rather
than d. Perhaps is could be related to ar. gadda 'to fester (of wounds)' and IV 'to hasten', or ar.
gdw 'to feed, nourish', or possibly akk. ezezu 'to be furious, fierce', uzzuzu 'to become furious'
(CAD 427). The great difficulties of reading this lexeme and the damaged context make any
suggestion speculative.
166'0cean, deep' (CML2 159). TOul (430 n.l) suggests a verbal noun related to hb. ncrj
'make a noise' which they translate as 'le fracas de la foudre'.
167Dijkstra and de Moor (1975 185) take bnt as a substantive from the verb bny meaning
'creation, product'. Margalil (1981 89) restores bnt[ih] as a preposition + inf. constr. nt' + -h and
compares ar. riata'a 'bulge, protrude', and ar. ntw (1983 84). Margalit (1989 183) claims to read
h in the doubled ruled lines separating the columns, but my examination of a colour slide of the
tablet fails to establish this.
168Cf. syr. sba akk. sabu (TOul 430 n.m, CML2 156, Margalit 1981 90, MLC613).
169This reading is objected to by TOul (431 n.n).
170Cf. ar. qarra (CML2 157, MLC 620).
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are missing from each of these lines.171 In this case, it is difficult to establish the
prosodic division of the text, and I present the text by lines as they appear on the
tablet. It is only when we reach line 15 that we can see a possible bicolon which
appears to describe Anat throwing her cup to the floor.
It is apparent from the remaining text that the opening lines of column vi
describe a banquet scene which appears to open a new chapter in the narrative (Parker
1989 116), although its significance is hard to determine. Gibson (CML2 24)
cautiously describes the scene as "a feast (at which apparently Aqhat is present)",
whereas for Margalit (e.g. 1989 299) the scene is a 'coming of age party' for the
adolescent Aqhat at which he is presented with the bow, symbolising his attainment of
manhood. I lis argument (300) for the existence of a warrior aristocracy in which Anat
is held in high esteem and into which Aqhat is to be initiated is intriguing but
ultimately unproved. Equally difficult is ARTlTs (236 n.78) assertion that the banquet
places the scene at the New Year Festival. It is better to take a more cautious
approach in our interpretation; this does appear to be a banquet at which Anat172 is
present and at which she sees Aqhat's bow, but exactly what the banquet celebrates
and who is present it is impossible to establish.
Despite the damaged nature of the text, there are some clues to the nature
of Anat that are still discernible. In line 13 we find the verb tsb which is generally
taken to mean 'covet' alongside the object 'bow' (qSt), and these two words
introduce the audience to the ensuing tension between Anat and Aqhat in the
following narrative, culminating in her destruction of both Aqhat and the bow in
171For detailed estimates see now Margalit (1989 178) although I am less than confident
about his restorations and emendations of the text.
172Note that the remaining text does not show her name, but the feminine form of the
verbs, and especially line 13 which appears to show Anat wanting to obtain the bow, all point to
this goddess.
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1.1 S.iv 1.19.1. Anat spies the bow of Aqhat and appears to be overcome with desire
for it, dropping her cup to the floor before she addresses herself to Aqhat. Exactly
why she should want Aqhat's bow is not explicitly spelled out; perhaps we are to
believe that it had some extraordinary appearance or ability described in the broken
lines 11-12. Margalit's (1989 336) explanation that Anat's behaviour is due to her
role as a huntress and as such she covets this ultimate piece of hunting equipment
overlooks the fact that she uses a bow in 1.3.ii and the same objection can be made to
Watson's (1977a 73) comments. Walls' (1992 190) overtly Freudian interpretation of
Anat's behaviour as a severe case of 'penis envy' is an interesting analysis of Ugaritic
myth, but as a theory is loaded with too many contemporary presuppositions of its
own to prove a useful category for interpreting the character of a goddess of second
millennium B.C. Ugarit. The answer probably lies in the fact that the weapon was
made by the craftsman god Kothar-and-Khasis and therefore was endowed with a
special quality that triggered Anat's envy.
The phrase 'her eye (?) like a snake who hisses' in line 14 is very probably
a simile describing Anat's reaction, since the narrative has progressed from a
description of the bow in lines 11-12, to Anat's reaction at seeing it. We cannot argue
from this passage which describes the snake-like behaviour of Anat for a special
relationship between Anat and snakes. We know that deities in the ancient Near East
could be portrayed holding snakes, especially the Qedeshet figure; however, as we
saw above, there is no direct iconographic evidence that would support a link between
Anat and serpents. We should perhaps see the simile as just that (Margalit 1989 302);
a comparison between some aspect of Anat's behaviour (connected with her eyes?)
and the wide-spread beliefs concerning snakes, demonstrated in mythical figures such
as Apepi who threatened the Egyptian sun-god each night, or the snake in the Hebrew
'Garden of Eden' myth who persuades Eve to eat from the tree of knowledge, or the
snake in the Gilgamesh Epic who stole the plant of rejuvenation from the hero
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Gilgamesh (Dalley 1991 119). From Ugarit itselfwe find Anat as the slayer of btn in
1.3 iii.41 which demonstrates that such negative feelings concerning serpents were
very deep-seated and wide-spread. A comparison of Anat's reaction as snake-like
would evoke in the mind of the audience all these negative associations and act as an
indicator ofAnat's subsequent role in the narrative.
The picture that emerges from this scene is of a goddess who is
susceptible to the volatile emotion of jealousy. The use of the verb sb to convey the
burning desire she felt for the bow, and the serpentine imagery used to describe some
aspect of the goddess (unfortunately lost in the lacuna) all indicate a certain 'human'
quality to her character, albeit in an exaggerated form; this is something the audience
could understand.
3.4.1.2. KTU 1.17.vi.l6 - 45
The text moves immediately from her display of jealousy over Aqhat's
bow to her address to the hero with the specific intention of obtaining the bow for
herself.
Hu. gh.] w* tsh. [She lifted up her voice] and cried:
Srn'. m' 17) [/ aqht. gzr. Hear, I pray, [O hero Aqhat!]
i\r*S. ksp. w atn*k Ask for silver and I shall give it to you,
18) \hrs. w aS\l*h*k. [gold and I shall grant] it to you.
w tn*. qitk*. '*rn* 19) [btlt.] '*«*[/.] And give your bow to [Maiden Anat].
q*s'tk. ybrnt. li*m*m your arrows to ybmt limrn.
20) w* y'n. aqht. gzr. But hero Aqhat answered:173
adr. tqbm 21) b* Ibnn. Most splendid of ash from Lebanon,
adr. gdrn. b rid'mm most splendid174 of sinew from wild bulls.
173Watson (1976 372f.) has drawn attention to a similar list in the myth of (An)Zu (see
Foster 1993 1.477 lines 60f.) and points out that this confirms qnm as 'reeds' for the arrows
rather than as part of the bow construction itself.
,74I take this to be the plural adjective in construct as a superlative (TOul 431, CML2
108). Sec Dijkstra and de Moor (1975 186f.) for discussion; their objection to this interpretation
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22) adr. qrnt. b y'lm.
mtn*m 23) b 'qbt. tr.
adr. b gl il. qnrn
24) tn. I ktr. w hss.
yb'l. qSt. I 'n*t
25) qs't. I ybmt. limm.
w t'n. btl*t 26) 'nt.
irk. hyrn. I aqht. gzr
27) i*rS. hym. w atnk.
bl ml 28) w* aklhk.
aSsprk. 'm. b'l 29) Snt.
'm. bn il. tspr. yrhm
30) k b'l. k yhwy.
y'Sr. hwy.
y'S 31) r. w ySqynh.
ybd. wykr. 'lh 32) «'/«*»*(?)[.
w t\'nynn.
ap ank. ahwy 33) aqh*t*[. gz\r*.
w. y'n. aqht. gzr
34) al. tk*r*gn. y btltm.
dm. I &zr 35) Srgk. hhm.
most splendid of horn from mountain goats,
tendons from the hocks of a bull,
most splendid of, from the reed-bed175 of El, reeds.
Take to Kothar-and-Khasis.
Let him make a bow for Anat,
arrows for ybmt limm.
And Maiden Anat answered:
Ask for life O hero Aqhat!
Ask for life and I will give it to you,
immortality176 and I will grant it to you.
I will cause you to count with Baal the years,
with the son of El,177 you will count the months.
Like Baal, when he makes alive,178
He invites179 the living one,180
he invites and he gives him drink.
The gracious one chants and sings over him.
And she answered him:
So even I will give life to hero Aqhat.
But hero Aqhat replied:
Do not lie181 O Maiden.
because to the hero your lie is spit.182
is the construction of line 23 where we find bglil interposed between the construct and genitive,
but this may be a deliberate poetical variance on the construction of the previous cola.
175Cf. ar. gilu (TOu1 431, CML2 155, MLC 606).
176Literally bl 'not' + ml 'death'.
177Grammatically this could also be translated 'sons of El' but I take bn il as the (singular)
parallel of 'Baal' himself.
178Dijkslra and de Moor (1975 187) defend the position of de Moor (e.g. SP) in seeing this
as a reference to Baal's revivification, celebrated in 1.3.i as they read the text. CML2 (109)
translates "As if he were Baal when he comes alive". MLC (377) "Como Balu de cierto da la
vida".
179Cf. eth. 'aSXara 'invited to a feast' (C.ML2 155,MLC 605), 'serve food' (TOuI 154 n.j).
1mMLC (377) takes y'Sr.hwy to be dittography.
181Cf. ar. saraga (TOul 432 n.z, CML2 159,MIC 633).
182I piefer to translate hhm with a sense close to its cognate akk. hahil or hahhu 'spittle,
slime' (CAD 6.28). This may refer to a practice of showing contempt by spitting (a common
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mm (mt).lS3 uhryt. mh. yqh What does a man get as his end?
36) mh. yqh. mt. atryt.
spsg. ysk 37) [/] r*iS.
What does man get at his conclusion?
Glaze184 is poured over his head.
hrs. I zr. qdqdy
38) [ \m*t. kl. amt.
quicklime185 on top ofmy crown.186
[And] the death of all I shall die,
w an. mtm. amt
39) [ap. m\tn. rgmm. argm.
qStm 40) [ \m*hrm.
and I shall most certainly die.187
And again with words 1 would speak:
The bow is ofwarriors,
ht. tsdn. tintt 41) [bh Are womankind188 now to hunt [with it|?
practice in many cultures today) and illustrate the contempt in which Anat is held in the eyes of
Aqhat; it also an ironic foreshadowing of Aqhat's life oozing from his body like 'spittle' (itl) in
1.18.iv.25. Others look to this cognate and translate along the lines of 'filth, rubbish' (Dijkstra
and de Moor 1975 189, CML2 147), or 'muddy pit' (MLC 551). For other suggestions see
Margalit (1989 306 n.14).
183I find Margalit's (1989 125) stichomctrical division of the text and his analysis ofmm
as a parallel to hhm (cf. akk. mummu "denoting a pointed wooden instrument used for removing
fungus") unconvincing.
184Cf. hit. zapzaga(y)a (Dijkstra and de Moor 1975 190, CML2 153, Margalit 1983 85,
MLC 596, Margalit 1989 316f.).
185Cf. ar. hurudu (TOuJ 433 n.c 'cendre', CML2 146, MLC 549). Dijkstra and de Moor
(1975 190) equate hrs with the more familiar hrs 'gold' and postulate a funerary ritual involving
artificial lapis-lazuli and a gold death-mask to commemorate the features of the deceased.
However, note the caution of Renfroe (1992 118f ).
186rOw? (332 n.b) notes the plastered skulls found in Neolithic Jericho, but believes that
this practice cannot be thought to have continued into the Bronze Age. Margalit (1983 84f., 306,
1989 316f.) states that the key to a proper understanding of this text is a comparison with the
plastered skulls found in pre-pottery Neolithic B Jericho and the Upper Jordan Valley, his
'Neolithic Hypodiesis'. He contends that Anat's treatment of Aqhat's body 1.19.i (he understands
the text to mean that she incised his gums and extracted his teeth) corresponds to the
archaeological evidence. However, apart from the fact that his translation of 1.19.i leaves much to
be desired, any suggestion that the narrative itself has an ancestry stretching back over three
millennia (at least!) to the Neolithic should be rejected (Dijkstra and de Moor 1975 190). Raincy
(1971 154) puts the case well when he writes, "the arbitrary adoption of Neolithic artefacts, and
utterly unique ones at that, into the cultural milieu of Late Bronze Ugarit is a gross violation of
sound hermeneutical principles".
187I take the phrase mtm amt as inf. absl. with enclitic -rn and 1st singular imperfect (UT
9.27).
188I agree with Margalit's (1989 310 n.27) observation that the choice of this word rather
than the more usual att is probably an emphasis on die 'weak nature of women', and hence a
heightened insult to Anat's 'virility'.
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The scene here between Anat and Aqhat can be divided into two parts,
each containing an attempt of Anat to obtain the bow, and a refusal by Aqhat to part
with it. As the narrative progresses from the first part to the second, the stakes are
raised considerably, by both characters.
Anat begins by offering Aqhat silver and gold in exchange for the bow.
This is not simply an act of purchase; silver and gold established both kings and gods
in their relative positions of power and prestige as we see in various passages: in
1.2.i.35 Yam intends to obtain not only Baal's subservience, but also his gold (pd), in
1.3 .iii.47 Anat boasts of defeating Baal's enemies and getting her hands on their gold
(hrs), in 1.4.V.18 Baal is permitted to build his temple of silver and gold (ksp w hrs),
and in 1.14.i.-ii El offers Keret silver (ksp) and gold (hrs || yrq) in response to his
supplication. We also see the high prestige placed on goods made using silver and
gold in 1.4.i.25f. where we read of the gifts prepared for Athirat using these precious
metals, and her delight at seeing the glint of silver and gold (1.4.ii.26f.). There can be
no doubt that silver and gold were the status symbol of kings and deities alike, and
thus Anat's offer to Aqhat had implications far beyond a simple purchase. However,
she demonstrates a lack of understanding of Aqhat's mentality - in much the same
way as we find with El and Keret. Her offer of status fails to entice Aqhat to hand her
his bow, and his subsequent reply, in which he outlines the materials needed to
construct such a weapon, with the exhortation of line 24 to take the materials to
Kothar-and-Khasis, is a firm but subtle refusal to part with his divine gift.
The second part of this scene raises the tension of the narrative; Anat now
offers Aqhat immortality. This escalation of Anat's offer is reflected in the fact that it
is expanded upon and desciibed in many more cola that the original offer of silver and
gold (Parker 1989 112). Exactly what her offer entails is a matter of debate; we need
only compare the translations of some recent works such as TOul (432), CML2
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(109),MLC (377), and Margalit (1989 151) to observe the divergence of opinion that
exists among scholars.
Dijkstra and de Moor (1975 187) focus on the phrase in lines 28-29 of
counting years and months. For them, this is a reference to the annual resurrection of
Baal at the New Year festival which is assumed by the authors (cf. also CML2 109
n.7). Just like Baal, Aqhat's life will be renewed on an annual basis, and they translate
line 30 'Like Ba'lu, when he is revived', pointing to the similarity of the following
lines with 1.3 i, which in turn they interpret as a feast to celebrate the revival of Baal
at the New Year festival. They object to translating this line as I have chosen to do,
not on grammatical grounds, but because of their theological interpretation of the
text. However, de Moor's thesis (e.g. SP) of an annual festival celebrating the return
of Baal from the underworld is tendentious (Grabbe 1976) which in turn undermines
their objection to the translation presented in the present study.
Another possible interpretation of Anat's offer is that Aqhat will live
eternally after his death, feasting and drinking in the presence of Baal. In text 1.113
we find that the dead kings of Ugarit are labelled il 'divine, god' (Kitchen 1977) and
text 1.161 clearly illustrates a cult of dead kings who are referred to as rpu and mlk
(Lewis 1989 5fi). From a later period we find on the Old Aramaic 'Panammuwa'
inscription (KAI 214.17) a description of the deceased king eating and drinking with
Hadad (Baal).189 On this model, Aqhat would become a member of the distinguished
Rephaim on his death, feasting and drinking and generally enjoying a status of deified
king within that group.
189Margalit (1989 313 n.7) dismisses this as exemplifying the kind of eternal life that
Anat is offering to Aqhat.
i
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On the other hand, Anat's offer has been interpreted to mean that Aqhat
will never die (Margalit 1989 305 "on the Utnapistim-Adapa model"). This is certainly
how Aqhat himself understands her offer. His description of what he expects to
happen at his death, and his declaration in line 38b 'I shall most certainly die'
reinforces this view of how he interpreted Anat's offer; he believes she has offered
him immortality and he points to the fact that all humans must die, including himself.
How are we to interpret this interaction between Anat and Aqhat? Is
Aqhat the innocent victim of Anat's unwarranted aggression, or is he arrogant and
insensitive, fully deserving of his fate? Margalit (1989 301) characterises Aqhat and
Anat thus,
Aqht is certainly not guilty of sinful hubris, as commonly thought. He is
in fact something of a Promethean figure who naively, and suicidally,
challenges an immoral and unscrupulous goddess who would abuse her
divine privilege and shame her divine birth right by depriving a mortal
lad of a cherished birthday present.
For Margalit, Aqhat's reply is a brilliant piece of rhetoric based on a
'realistic' philosophy found in wisdom literature all over the ancient Near East. He is
the victim of a passionate and ill tempered goddess who cannot control her jealousies
and desires, and must obtain everything on which she sets her heart. Walls (1992 191)
takes a similar view to Margalit. He believes that Aqhat's response to Anat was
essentially correct: Anat is unable to grant immortal life and bows are reserved for
male warriors. On the other hand, Parker (1989 139) thinks that Aqhat is guilty of
hubris towards Anat, but that this is a matter of personal affront rather than some
transgression against a cosmic law (so also MLC 362).
However, I believe the issue is not as black and white as Margalit paints
it. We must remember that the narrative was intended for an audience, and within this
artificial atmosphere, many subtleties could be incorporated into the text without
making them explicit. Aqhat's first refusal to hand over his bow may seem rather
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hazardous to an audience familiar with the temper of this goddess; external to the
narrative (and thus available to the audience) is the knowledge that Anat is a
formidable warrior and huntress, and to deny her her wishes could be disastrous.
Aqhat's second refusal to hand her his bow on the grounds that she is lying about
immortality would seem absurd to an audience quite at home with the concepts of the
ancestor cult, and the cult of the divinised kings of Ugarit. Aqhat's reply that all men
must die is a correct observation, but Anat's offer of immortality was not this artificial
prolongation of flesh and blood, but of getting Aqhat into the highly select group of
Rephaim who feasted and enjoyed a high ranking status within the Ugaritic cult. I
interpret this episode as Aqhat completely missing the point of Anat's second offer
which in terms of status must be equal to silver and gold in the present life! He rather
cleverly points out that all men die, so that Anat's offer must be fanciful, but Anat
(and presumably the audience) are well aware of the nature of an immortality spent
feasting with Baal. Perhaps we should understand line 30, 'like Baal when he makes
alive', as the feasting, drinking and celebratory atmosphere relate to the appointment
of a deceased king to the Rephaim?190
Aqhat goes one step further in his dismissal of Anat; he states that a bow
is a weapon ofwar - for warriors, and implies that Anat, as a member of the weaker
sex, should not aspire to such a weapon for hunting. This exemplifies Aqhat's
foolishness in handling this goddess, for we, as the audience, know that these two
functions - warfare and hunting - are precisely those in which Anat excels. This phrase
not only serves to illustrate to us the close connection in the ancient world between
the activities of hunting and warfare, but is the pivotal point in the relations between
Anat and Aqhat. His jibe at her abilities as a huntress sets in motion a retribution that
clearly illustrates Anat's abilities as the huntress par excellence. The audience may
190Compare the views of Spronk (1986 152f.) who sees this as inclusion in the group bn il.
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have formed the opinion that Aqhat deserves all that is coming to him; only a fool
would make fun of such a figure in the ancient Near East. The narrative tension is
heightened by the juxtaposition of Anat's offers with Aqhat's replies. Anat offers
status on the earthly plane and Aqhat refuses her offer and tells her what she must do
to have a bow made for herself. Anat then raises her offer to status in the divine
realm, but Aqhat's reply is in inverse proportion to Anat's offer and escalates the
tension in the narrative: not only does he accuse Anat of being economical with the
truth, he adds insult to injury by ridiculing her status as warrior and huntress.
We could compare the theme of a son, who is the result of divine
intervention on behalf of a son-less kingly figure, and who as a result of his own
stupidity is lost to his father, with that of Yassib in the Keret narrative. There we find
that after Keret has been revived, Yassib challenges his father's authority to reign, and
thus receives a curse, which effectively cuts him off as a descendent of the old king. In
each case, the father who prayed for a son, obtains his wish, then loses it because of
the son's behaviour.
3.4.2. Anat's threat to Aqhat
3.4.2.1. KTU 1.17.vi.41 - 45
After Aqhat's final insult, Anat's reaction changes to a menacing threat.
gl/rz*. tshq. 'nt. Anat laughed [aloud],
w b lb. tqny 42) [ ] and in her heart she created ,..191
t*b. ly. I aqht. gzr. Pay attention to me O hero Aqhat!
tb ly w lie 43) [ ] Pay attention to me and to you ... !192
,9lDijkstra and de Moor (1975 190) suggest restoring Imp which would fit the lacuna and
match El's words to Anat in 1.18.i. 17 (see below). CML2 (109) suggests 'a plot' but with no
etymology. MLC (379) 'y dijo'. For an Akkadian parallel to this phrase, ikpudma libbaSu lemutta
'but he plotted evil in his heart', see Watson (1976 376).
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I aqryk. b nth. pS'*
44) [ ]x. b ntb. gan.
aSq*lk. tht 45) |p'ny. a\tk (a\nk).
n'rnn. 'mq. nSm
If I meet you on the path of rebellion,
... on the path of pride,193
I myself will fell you under [my feet].
Gracious one, strongest ofmen.
Anat's reaction to Aqhat's insults is to laugh (shq). Margalit (1989 310)
imaginatively describes the scene,
Aqht concluded his speech with a rhetorical flourish which no doubt
brought him a thunderous ovation accompanied by gales of appreciative
laughter from the partying company. Even the frustrated goddess, now
also mortally offended by the insinuated disparagement of her manly
virtues, could not repress a smile on her taut face.
So according to this interpretation, Anat is impressed by the rhetorical
virtuosity of Aqhat who induces her to laughter through the brilliance of his replies.
However, this is not the only way of interpreting her reaction. Evidence from other
texts indicates that deities laughed (shq) on receipt of good news or happy
circumstance; for example, El laughs with joy at the arrival of Athirat (1.4.iv.28),
Anat laughs with joy at the news of El's permission for Baal to construct his palace
(1.4.V.25), El laughs when he discovers Baal is alive (1.6.iii.l6). However, we also
find a laughter of a more sinister kind issuing from the mouth of Anat in 1.3.ii; there
she expresses her joy of combat and illustrates for us the ambivalent nature of such
laughter. It is perhaps in this light that we are to understand Anat's reaction to
Aqhat's insults; she is not laughing with him, or smiling at the sophistry of his speech,
she is laughing at him, in anticipation of the enjoyment she is planning ('in her heart'
bib) by hunting this human who believes himself to be superior in hunting ability to
'woman-like' Anat. In this sense, Anat is not putting on a 'brave face' or being
deceitful, showing good humour on her visage but planning 'villainy' in her heart
vnCML2 (109) [argm\ 'I will speak'. MLC (379) [Xl]m 'y te [ira bien (?)]'.
193Cf. hb. ]iK3 'presomption' (TOul 433), 'pride' (CML2 144), 'arrogance' (MLC 531).
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(Dressier 1979 211 n.4), but is openly confrontational towards Aqhat (Walls 1992
187).
Anat then issues her warning to the young 'hero'. The choice of the two
nouns pS' || gan express perfectly the attitude of Aqhat witnessed in his preceding
speech. The noun pS' does not occur elsewhere in Ugaritic although its Hebrew
cognate is well attested, often with the sense of transgression against God (BDB 833).
The noun gan is also unknown from other Ugaritic texts194 but again its Hebrew
cognate is well attested and often has the meaning of 'pride' in the negative sense.
Thus Anat warns Aqhat that if she finds him conducting himself in this way, she will
'fell' (S-stem of ql) him under her feet. However, this is not a warning, it is a
statement of intent! Anat's next move is to go to her father El to obtain permission to
kill Aqhat.
3.4.3. Anat's Request to El
3.4.3.1. KTU 1.17.vi.50 - 52
After a stereotyped description of Anat journeying to El's abode, Anat
falls before the supreme deity and makes her complaint concerning Aqhat's behaviour.
50) [/ p'n. il. t]h*br. w tql. [At the feet ofEl she] bowed down and fell,
tSth 51) [wy. w tkbd\n*h. she prostrated [herself and honoured] him.
tlSn. aqht. gzr* She denounced195 hero Aqhat,
52) [ kdd.dn]i*l. mt. rpi [ the child ofDanil] man ofRpi.
194Whitaker (1972 160) suggests it for KTU 1.127.21, but the reading of KTU does not
support this.
195D-stem denominative verb of ISn 'slander' (TOul 434 n.k, CML2 150,MLC 573).
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Anat is seen observing the usual courtesies upon arrival at her father's
house. The narrative uses the verbal noun iSn which has a Hebrew cognate in Psalm
101.5 (D-stem) where we read,196
Itun "lnCQ 'IZhbD The one who slanders his neighbour in secret,
rPQHtf -TO I will annihilate him.
The nuance of 'slander' is perhaps influenced by the fact that this is
something done 'in secret'; for the Ugaritic text, this is not so obvious, and a
translation 'she made accusation against' is more neutral, since a translation 'slanders'
implies making false accusations, but if anyone has made false allegations it is Aqhat
who has slandered Anat's abilities as warrior and huntress. In this understanding of
the narrative, Anat is simply seeking redress but has first to obtain permission from
her father El. It is not entirely clear why she should need El's permission before she
can act. Is it because ofAqhat's special status as a child promised by El, and therefore
under El's protection? It is hard to imagine Anat asldng El's permission before killing
any humans, and the answer lies very probably in the fact that the narrative was begun
with an approach to El by Baal in response to Danil's supplication. El grants Danil's
wish mediated through Baal, and now Anat approaches El with her request.
3.4.3.2. KTU 1.18.i.6- 19
Presumably Anat begins her complaint against Aqhat before the end of the
column on tablet 1.17 but the text is damaged beyond recognition. As the text picks
up the narrative again on tablet 1.18 we find that the mood has changed; Anat is now
using threats against El.
6) [ ]. w t'n. [And Maiden Anat] spoke:197
196The Masoretic text also uses an H-stem of this root in Prov. 30.10, although there are
textual variants: the Cairo Geniza points it as a D-stem, the LXX reads itapa8cp<; (= nbffiFl) and
BHS suggests bCTXl.
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I ] 7) [ ]k. y Urn*
[ 1 8) I 1
al. t$[mh ] 9) [ ]
a*hdhm. [ ]
10) [ b\ g*dlt. ar[kty
11) [ qdq]d*k.
aShlk{. Sbtk. dmm]
12) S*b*\t. dq]n*k. mrn'm.
H'f ] 13) aqht. w ypltk.
bn[ ] 14)wy'dr*k.
byd. btlt. \ 'nl]
15) w y'n*. Itpn. il dp[id]
16) yd'tk*. bt. k an$t.
H' i[n. b ilht] 17) qlsk*.
tb'. bt.
hnp. lb[.
ti] 18) hd. d it. b kbdk.
t&t. b*ld*[ 1 19) irtk.
dt. ydt. m'qbk
[Let not the sons of your mansion,] O El,
[let not the daughters of your mansion rejoice],
let not [the children of your palace rejoice].
I shall surely seize them [with my hand (?)],
[I shall smite them by] the strength of [my long arm],
[I shall smite (?)] your [crown],
I shall make [your grey hair] run [with blood],
]the grey hair of your beard] with gore.
And [call to]198 Aqhat and let him save you,199
the son [of Danil] and let him deliver you,200
from the hand ofMaiden [Anat].
And the Compassionate, god ofmercy answered.
I know you daughter, indeed you are incorrigible,201
indeed [among goddesses there is no] holding you back.
Go, daughter,
Villainous202 is [your] heart.
Seize what is in your 'heart',
(what) you put [in the midst of]203 your breast.
Your opponent204 will certainly be struck down.205
197Compare lines 6-12 with text 1.3.v. 19-25 (see above).
198Restoring \qra.l] (CML2 110, Margalit 1981 99). For alternatives sec MLC (381).
199Cf. hb. D-stem (MLC 611).
200Cf. hb. "TO (MLC 599).
201Margalit (1983 93f.) argues for anSt to mean 'manly'; he believes El is trying to subdue
Anat's anger after the jibe of Aqhat about women not being hunters. However, since this is a
response familiar to us from the Baal cycle also, perhaps we should not draw too many
conclusions from it.
202CML (139) compares this with ar. hanafa glossed 'raged; was haughty' which is
preferable to a comparison with hb. rpn 'be profane' (BDB) which is cognate with ar. hanafa
(pointed out by TOul 435 n.e). MLC (552) relates it to EA akk. handpu which CAD (6.76) takes
to be a West Semitic loan-word meaning 'to commit villainy', or as a substantive 'villainy' (CAD
6.81), which seems to capture the nuance for this passage: from El's point of view, Anat's intent
is 'villainous', but totally within character.
203Restoring b[qrb], cf. Dijkstra and de Moor (1975 194). Alternatively we may restore
d[it_. ft] (Margalit 1989 200).
204Cf. hb. D-stem (TOul 436 n.g, CML2 154,MLC 604).
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Presumably there was a speech of El in the first few lines of the column
since in line 6 we find the form wt'n 'and she answered'. The text that follows is a
threat against El and his children that we can reconstruct from the parallel passage in
the Baal cycle (see 1.3.V.19-25), but here wc also find a threat that is specific to the
narrative context of the Aqhat text: in lines 13-14 Anat taunts El to call on Aqhat to
save him from her wrath, which may be an allusion to Aqhat's earlier taunt at Anat's
ability as a warrior.
The response ofEl to these threats is contained in lines 16-19. In lines 16-
17 we find the stereotypical answer that we also find in the Baal cycle parallel.
Margalit (1983 93f., 1989 32If.) suggests that we take El's answer as an attempt to
assuage Anat's anger by calling her 'manly' (kanSt). However, as we saw above for
the Baal cycle, the translation 'incorrigible' is to be preferred, since it fits both
contexts equally well being independent of any specific narrative context. However,
we get to the real message ofEl's answer in lines 17f.
El characterises Anat's heart (lb) as 'villainous' (hnp). I prefer this
translation (see the notes to the text) which relates it to the Akkadian root hanapu
used in an EA letter ofAbdi Hcpa (EA 288.8; CAD 6.76) describing the actions of his
enemies against him, rather than the Hebrew rpn which is loaded with moralistic
overtones which I do not sec in El's reply. El's reply reveals that of all the goddesses,
he knows Anat to be the least controllable - although she still obeys the wishes of her
father. El gives his permission to carry out the hnp in her heart with seeming impunity
for Aqhat's fate. It seems unlikely that El had no knowledge ofwhat Anat planned for
205I take dt ydt as inf. abs. and passive of root dt cf. ar. dayyata (TOul 436 n.f CML2 145,
MLC 539). Margalit (1983 96) cf. akk. diaSu, duSu 'thresh, trample, crush'.
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him since his final words are an affirmation of Aqhat's fate at the hands of this violent
goddess.206
There is little to commend Margalit's (1989 320) assessment of this scene
as a portrayal of El as only the nominal head of the pantheon, as a caricature of
authority. He writes,
For all practical purposes, the ancestral cult of 'loving-kindness' has
been replaced by a cult of 'hate' and 'violence'. Anat is here the bratling
daughter whose flagrant disrespect for her father is more broadly
representative of the Raphaitic attitude towards the traditional ancestral
values and mores epitomized by El and his 'old-fashioned' nomadic
abode. Nowhere in Aqht is Raphaite society so clearly and so forcefully
condemned for its brutality and irreverence as in this scene; and nowhere
is the poet's identification of Anat with her Raphaite devotees so starkly
unequivocal. The Raphaites love and adore the violent and bloodthirsty
Anat, says the poet, precisely because they have become her mirror-
image.
The assumption of El's weak position in the Ugaritic pantheon, and that
he can be bullied by Anat into granting what she desires is at odds with the picture of
El in the texts themselves (see my comments on text KTU 1.3.iv.53f.). If El is in such
a weak position of power, why is he consistently approached by various deities for
permission to act? If he has no power, why is the mere threat of his intervention
between Baal and Mot enough to end a struggle that seemed so evenly matched
(1.6.vi.26f.)? The texts indicate that El's position of power and authority was
supreme and unchallenged, and in this case we have to understand El's reply in a
different light than a submission under the onslaught of Anat's aggression (Walls 1992
192). His acquiescence to her request exemplifies his remoteness in terms of daily life
from the activities of humans; his primary concern is with cosmic stability within the
divine realm, seen in his actions of initiating a replacement for Baal, and his
involvement with Baal's return to life.
206Contra Dressier (1979 211) who believes that El denies her request and "sends her
home with a stern warning".
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3.4.4. The Plot to Murder Aqhat and its Execution
Following El's permission for Anat to do with Aqhat as she wished, the
text progresses over tablet 1.18 to the resolution of this tension in the death ofAqhat,
as was only to be expected by the audience after Aqhat's behaviour towards the
goddess.
3.4.4.1. KTU 1.18.i.22 - 32
Immediately after El's reply, Anat makes her way directly to Aqhat, after
which we find the enigmatic encounter between these two in lines 23-34. The last two
lines have only a few signs visible in each and their sense is entirely lost to us. As for
lines 25-32, the text is damaged at the beginning and end of each line which seriously
hinders our understanding of the text.
w shq. btlt. [ 'nt\ And Maiden [Anat] laughed,
23) g*h. w t*sh. [she lifted up] her voice and cried.
&m\ m['. I a] 24) [qht. g]z*r. Hear, I pray, [O hero Aqhat].
at. ah. w an. a*[htk]207 Come, brother, and I...
25) [ ]. W. tirk. s*/l*[ ] ... sated208 your kin209 (?)...
207The restoration a[htk] is almost universal but is challenged by Dressier (1979).
Dressler's personal collation of the tablet gives at.ah.wan as the only signs that can be read
distinctly on this line. Margalit (1989 201) accepts the proposed restoration despite his comments
that "the autograph ... is not especially favourable". He elaborates in footnote 17, "The head of a
vertical (?) wedge evident in the autograph is also apparent". I have examined a colour slide of
the tablet which clearly shows the n of wan. After this we find the top half of an obviously
vertical wedge of a size which would indicate that it a word divider is possible, although another
grapheme beginning with a vertical wedge cannot be ruled out. At the same height as the top of
this vertical wedge and slightly to the right is the corner of another wedge; however, it is such a
small fragment of an impression that it is impossible to know whether it was vertical or
horizontal. The height of this small mark does not preclude it from being an a since we find in
the same line that the a's of at and ah are both written at a height equal to and above the top of
the preceding word dividers. On the other hand, it could be the beginning of a number of
different graphemes. I therefore concur with Dressler's (1979) cautious approach to the reading
of this text.
208The form of this lexeme favours the view that it is the verb 'be sated' (TOul 436 n.j,
Margalit 1989 328) rather than the numeral 'seven' (Dijkstra and de Moor 1975 194, CML2 111,
MLC 382) which should have the numerical form Sb't if it relates to the following word.
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26)1 ]n*la*by. a*ln*dt. ank*\ ] ... I myself have fluttered210 (?)...
27) [ ]?*(?)f*. Ik. tlk. b sd*i 1 ... you will go on the hunt211 (?)...
28)[ ]m*t. iSryt[ ] ... man/death (?) ikryt212 ...
29)[ \f*. almdk. s*ll*2n[ ] ... I will teach you ...
30)f \qrt. ablm. a[blm] ... the city of Ablm, |Ablrn)
31) 1qrt. zbl.] y*rh. d mgdl. £*[ 1 [city of prince] Yarikh, whose tower
32)[ ]m*n. 'rh*m*\ ] ... their city (?)...
Anat approaches Aqhat and laughs, and the audience is well aware of the
ambivalent nature of this goddess' laugh. It may be the case that in Aqhat's eyes her
laughter is innocent enough (Dressier 1979 211), but the omniscient audience has just
witnessed Anat's discourse with El concerning Aqhat's fate. The crux for the
interpretation of what follows lies in Anat's opening words to Aqhat. Very often the
lacuna at the end of the line is restored a*[htk\ 'your sister', and the whole cola is
translated something like 'you are my brother and I am your sister' which is taken to
be a proposal of marriage on the part of Anat214 (e.g. van Selms 1954 120, Dijkstra
and de Moor 1975 194, Margalit 1989 202, Walls 1992 193 - with reservations).
209Cf. ar. ta'ara (Dijkstra and de Moor 1975 194, CML2 160, MLC 639). TOul (436 n.j)
offers 'passion' cf. ar. tawra1 'ardour' id'ir 'anger'.
210I take this as Is perfect from rid cf. hb. Tl2 as in Pr. 26.2 || rpu. We know that Anat can
fly Cp) like a bird; she flies to meet Baal from his palace in text l.lO.ii.lOf. and indeed she will
later attack Aqhat from within a group of birds (1.18.iv.21f.). Other suggestions include a
cognate of the root ndd 'flee from' (CML2 152, MLC 588), perhaps emphasising Anat's swift
approach to Aqhat from her father's house, or with hb. mi akk. nadu 'reject' (TOul 436 n.k).
Margalit (1989 202, 325) suggests cf. akk. naditu referring to women who 'marry' a god, as a
parallel to his restored kit 'bride'.
211Margalit's (1989 202) suggestion of 'we will walk (through life) side-by-side'
(restoring bsd\y]) can only be accepted if his hypothesis concerning the marriage proposal of
Anat to Aqhat is accepted.
2UCML2 (142) takes this as a place name. MLC (523) 'felicidad' cf. hb. "TON! 'happiness'.
2130ften restored s[d] (TOul 437, MLC 382).
214I do not accept Gibson's (CML2 25) suggestion that Anat comes to Aqhat in the
disguise of a 'mortal maiden'. There docs not appear to be any scene in which Anat disguises
herself between El's reply and her departure for Aqhat, and nothing else in the text would suggest
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Margalit goes a step further in seeing the whole passage as a "pseudo-
marriage proposal" by Anat to Aqhat followed by "post-coital relaxation" (324). In
his view, Anat seduces Aqhat, "she approaches the lad and embraces him tightly, her
body pressing against his"! She promises to be his naditu, an Akkadian term denoting
a woman who has devoted herself to a god, and his kit 'bride', although typically for
Anat, she does not say she will follow after her husband in traditional fashion but that
the two will walk through life side-by-side. Margalit goes on to explain that Aqhat is
completely taken in by the goddess, and in an hiatus between lines 27 and 28, they
engage in sexual intercourse. Margalit (326) comments, "the silence of the text at this
point in the narrative is perhaps an indication of a libretto origin for the present
recension of the story, the narrative silence corresponding to a scene of love-making
hidden from the audience". In the post-coital relaxation period, Anat then promises to
teach Aqhat how to become a real hunter, now that she has made him a 'real man'.
This is by far the most developed theory for a marriage proposal and
sexual relationship between Aqhat and Anat, but the extent to which it relies on the
reconstruction of lacunae, and the translation of obscure vocabulary specifically to fit
in with this suggested context is alarming. The most bizarre highlight of his exegesis
comes in the assumption that the climax (literally!) of this scene, namely the sexual
intercourse between Anat and Aqhat, has been omitted from the text for reasons of
delicacy! Apparently there is not even a lacuna into which Margalit can insert the
appropriate phrase.
this. His suggestion that this is a ruse by Anat to obtain Aqhat's bow by deceit is an attempt to
account for the missing two columns and although a possibility, there is no way of confirming it.
It is suggested by Margalit (1989 154, 205 n.28) that column i and iv arc in fact contiguous and
that the tablet had only one column on each face, since the narrative in column iv appears to be
the direct continuation of column i.
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As we can see from the translation provided above, the context is highly
fragmented, and many of the words are not straightforward to translate. Even if we
reject Margalit's interpretation of lines 25f., we still have to deal with the weight of
interpretation of line 24b which sees in this colon a proposal of marriage couched in
terms of kinship language. However, Dressier (1979) has recently looked at the
history of this interpretation afresh, and after presenting a new reading of the text
based on a personal collation of the tablet (which my examination of a colour slide of
the tablet endorses), and reviewing the ancient Near Eastern evidence for the terms ah
and aht used in declaration of marriage expressions, has concluded that this colon
cannot be taken as a proposal of marriage, but is rather an invitation to Aqhat to
attend to Anat. In this interpretation of the text, the initial at of the colon should be
understood as an imperative from the root atw 'come' (Dressier 1979 216), and is an
invitation of Anat for Aqhat to come with her to hunt near the city of Ablm.
I believe that Dressier's approach to the text makes more sense than
Margalit's approach given the overall subject of contention between Anat and Aqhat
in the narrative as a whole. The initial confrontation between Anat and Aqhat is the
result of Anat's jealousy over the ultimate hunting weapon, the composite bow made
by Kothar-and-Khasis. Aqhat provokes the goddess by casting doubt on her abilities
as a huntress, and later Anat is to 'hunt' Aqhat. Here then we do not have a marriage
theme, but one of hunting: Anat is inviting Aqhat to come and hunt with her, perhaps
promising to teach him (almclk) some of the requisite skills. The idea of a marriage
proposal is one that has been greatly influenced by the comparison with Ishtar on the
Gilgamesh epic (e.g. Parker 1989, Walls 1992) but which has little to commend it
from the text itself. The broken nature of the text does not allow wholesale
restoration of the narrative, but what clues remain for us point to a hunting
expedition; ironically it is Aqhat who turns out to be the 'prey' on this particular
jaunt.
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3.4.4.2. KTU 1.18.iv.l - 27
The text which follows the break at the end of column i is on the reverse
of the extant tablet and is labelled column iv on the assumption that this must be a
four column tablet. This introduces a large lacuna between Anat's invitation to Aqhat
to hunt with her, and the plot to murder the youth at the site where in column i we are
told he is to meet Anat. What may have taken place in a gap of this size is anyone's
guess, but it is apparent that at the resumption of the narrative, Aqhat is still in
possession of his bow, and Anat is still scheming to obtain the bow for herself. In fact,
there is the impression that not much has happened in the intervening two columns,
which leads Margalit (1989 154, 205 n.28) to suggest that in fact, the tablet contained
only one column of text on each face, with the result that only a small lacuna exists
between the end of column i and the beginning of column iv (now perhaps column ii).
This suggestion has the merit of removing the need to speculate about the content of
two missing columns of text, and provides an answer to the view that the plot is not
much further advanced than the end of column i. However, a comparison with the
number of columns-per-face that we find in the Ilimilku tablets does suggest that a
tablet of one column per face would be unusual; in the Aqhat narrative tablet 1.17 has
three columns per face and 1.19 has two. A comparison with the Baal cycle and the
Keret narrative suggests that two columns per face is low for these tablets, many have
three and tablet 1.4 has four columns per face. If we were to accept this as a tablet
with only one column each side, it would be unique among the Ilimilku corpus. On the
other hand, even if we decide to follow the four-column theory for this tablet, it is
futile to speculate what was lost in so large a lacuna, especially since the narrative
gives no real clue to the missing plot. Therefore, however tempting it may be to
interpret the following text as if it were a direct continuation of column i, it is perhaps
wise not to rely too heavily on assumptions about the continuity of the narrative at
this point.
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1) [ ]p*s*l J
2) [ ]. ytbr[ ]
3) [ J. utm. dr\qrn J
4) [bt)l*t. 'nt. I* kl* [ 1
5) [tt\b*\ btlt. 'nt[.
idk. 1 ttn. pnm]
6) '*rn*. ytpn. mhr. £*[f.
tSu. gh] 7) w tsh.
ytb■ ytp. I
] 8) qrt. ablm.
ablrn. [qrt. zbl. yrh]
9) ik. al. yhdt. yrh.
b x[ 1 10) b qrn. ymnh.
b anSt*[ ] 11) qdqdh.
w y'n. ytpn. m*[hr. St]
12) km'. I btlt. 'nt.
at. '[I. qSth] 13) tmhsh.
qs'th. hwt. I th*[wy]
14) n'mn. gzr. St. trm.
w[ ] 15) iStir. b ddm.
w n'rs[
(Maiden| Anat indeed finished off (?)...
Maiden Anat (departed]:
[Indeed she set her face]
towards Yatpan, warrior of the [Lady].215
[She lifted up her voice] and cried:
Pay attention Yatpan...
... the city Ablm,
Ablm [city of prince Yarikh].
How will Yarikh (not) be renewed (?)
with ... in/with (?) his right horn,216 (?)
with anSt217 ... his crown.
And Yatpan, [warrior of the Lady], answered:
Hear, O Maiden Anat!
You Jbecause of his bow] will smite him,
(because of) his arrows, you will not [let him live].
The gracious one, the hero has set a meal,
and ,..218 iStir219 with/in breasts/mountains/tents220 (?)
and let us rejoice221 (?)...
215Cf. ar. sittu (LIT 19.2500, CML2 159, ARTU 244 n.136), cf. eg. s.t. (van Selms 1954
60). TOul (437 n.p) relates St to hb. ~rs and translates Te soldat buveur'. MLC (633) compares
ar. Satta giving 'The destructive warrior'. Margalit (1983 96f.) gives a discussion of this word
and argues for St to designate Yatpan as a 'Sutean warrior'.
216Many commentators compare the akk. phrase qarnu imittaSu referring to the crescent
moon (e.g. CML2 112 n.2, Margalit 1981 101) but TOul (438 n.s) wonders whether we should
rather see ymnh as a parallel to qdqdh.
217'Gentleness' cf. ar. anisa (CML2 141). Margalit (1981 101) cf. ar. anisa (IV) 'see,
perceive', also found in 1.6.vi.20-21. 'Relentlessness' cf. hb. OT8S (MLC 516).
218Dijkstra and de Moor (1975 195) restore \gbnh\ as the subject of the verb iStir 'stayed
behind'. Margalit (1981 103, 1989 209) restores [brd] cf. 1.3.i.4-6 with dd 'teat, breast' and
translates, 'Prepare a banquet and [serve] 11Stir in a teat | and barley [in wine]'.
2X9TOul (438 n.v) proposes it to designate foodstuff in pots on the basis of KIT114.290 and
translates 'miel'; Margalit (1989 210) supposes a dry measure foodstuff parallel to 'rs. Hoftijzer
(1973) argues for this to be a verb and compares hb. niphal of S'r 'to stay behind' (Dijkstra and
deMoor 1975 195).
220'Mountains' (Dijkstra and de Moor 1975 195, CML2 112), 'tents' (TOul 438).
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16) w t*'*n. btlt. 'nt.
tb. ytp. w I ] 17) Ik.
aStk. km. nSr. b hb*[$y]
And Maiden Anat answered:
Pay attention Yatpan and ... to yon.
I will put you like a hawk222 in [my belt (?)],223
18) km. diy. b t'rty.
aqht. [km. ytb] 19) / Ihm.
like a falcon224 in my scabbard225
[As] Aqhat [sits down] to eat,
w bn. dnil. I trm*.
[ 'ih\ 20) nkrm. trhpn.
and the son of Danil to dine.
[Over him] hawks226 will hover,
ybsr. [hbl. d\ 21) iym.
bn. nSrm. arh*p. an*[k.
[a band of] falcons will look down.227
Among the hawks I myselfwill hover,
']/* 22) aqht. 'dbk.
hlmn. tnm. qd*q*d
[upon] Aqhat I will throw you.
Strike him twice on the crown,
23) tltid. 7. tuln.
Spk. km. Siy 24) dm.
three times on the ear.
Spill, like a ravager228 (?), his blood.
km. Sht. I brkh. like a slayer,229 to his knees.
22'Cf. ar. 'rs 'make a short pause in the night', Mishnaic hb. 'eres 'to knead' (TOul 438
n.x), ar. 'ansa 'grow tired' (CML2 155), ar. 'arasa 'rejoice' (MLC 605). Hoftijzer (1973) cannot
give an obvious parsing of the verbs but takes them as Is. Margalit (1989 210) compares Middle
hb. ]p~117 'barley-groats' as a foodstuff in parallel with iStir.
222'Eagle' cf. akk. naSru (CML2 153, MLC 593), 'bird of prey' (TOul 438), 'falcon'
(Margalit 1983 100 n.4).
223Cf. hb. S3H 'bind' and its use in 1.3.ii.l3 where we find Anat using it to collect her
war-trophies. 'Game-bag' (TOul 438, Margalit 1989 340), 'wristlet, thong' (CML2 146), 'arm'
or 'wristlet' cf. EA ha-ab-Si (Watson 1977a 71 and 72), 'belt' (MLC 545). Margalit (1983 lOOf.)
rejects Watson's (1977a) etymologies but accepts tire falconry imagery. He rejects Watson's
assertion that Anat remained on the ground - she flies among the flocks. hbS is glossed 'pouch,
bag', cf. ar. hbs\ Yatpan has been turned into a bird of prey. Watson (1991) now rejects falconry
after Reiter's (1990) article.
224Cf. hb. nRl 'Hawk' (CML2 144), 'vulture' (MLC 384).
225Cf. hb. "ipn 'scabbard' (TOul 438 n.z, MLC 637), rather than 'glove' as a falconry
term (CML2 159, Watson 1977a 72) in the light of Reiter (1990) and Watson (1991).
226Reiter (1990 278).
227Cf. ar. basira (TOul 439 n.a, CML2 143, Watson 1977a 73,MLC 529).
228Cf. hb. K"© II, ntj© 'devastation, ruin'. CML2 (112) leaves untranslated. 'Assassin' cf.
ar. sa'a / sa'a (TOul 439 n.c, MLC 626). Margalit (1983 101, 1989 341f.) cf. hurr. Xiye 'water'
following an observation of Loewenstamm. Watson (1991 360) is uncertain over this word but
claims it may refer to a class of bird, cf. akk. M'u (with metathesis). Compare the etymology
proposed for ytpn by Watson (1976 373) who suggests 'Render, Ripper' cf. akk. natdpu 'to tear
out' with metathesis.
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tsi. km 25) rh. npSh. Let his breath come out like the wind,
km. itl. brlth. like spittle230 his last gasp.231
km 26) qtr. b aph. Like smoke from his nose,
u (b) ap. tnprh (rnhrh). from the nose his vigour.232
ank 27) / ahwy. I shall certainly not233 let him live.
The opening lines of column iv are greatly damaged and it is very
uncertain what the narrative is describing. A comparison of line three with 1.5.i.5-6
may well be suggestive of a context of combat, or dismemberment, since we find in
line two the form ytbr 'shatter' and in line four l*kl*234 which may be a verb from the
root kly used often in battle scenes (e.g. 1.3.iii). The word divider shown by KTU to
follow this word may in fact by a final y since the edge of the tablet obscures the top
229Cf. hb. QTO akk. Sahatu 'killer' (CML2 112, MLC 628). Watson (1991) suggests
'attacker, one who pounces on' cf. akk. Sahatu, and translates it 'falcon' (= lit. 'attacker, leaper');
he stresses (contra Watson 1977a) that Siy || Sht are not falconry terms, 'but from observations of
birds of prey in the wild'.
230Cf. hit. iSSali (Dijkstra and de Moor 1975 196, CML2 142). Del Olmo Lete compares
ar. 'atlu 'tamarisk' as a possible metonym for 'smoke' as a parallel to qtr. Margalit (1989 342f.)
relates it to ar. 't 'be luxuriant, thick' and a morphemic -/ denoting 'potentiality', which leads
him to suggest 'a plant in bud but not yet in bloom'.
231Cf. akk. mereltu (Cutler and Macdonald 1973, CML2 143, MLC 530).
232The poetic division of this text does not require us to see the second b.'ap as dittography
(e.g. Dijkstra and de Moor 1975 196, Margalit 1989 212) or correction (Dietrich and Loretz 1978
68); unlike the previous baph, there is no pronominal suffix on the second, but one on the
following substantive, and we are justified in accepting this as a parallel to the previous colon
with a reversal of the word order. In fact the two bicola (as I see it) form the following structure:
(Substance - Simile || Simile - Substance): (Simile - Origin || Origin - Substance). I take mhlrh as
an abstract substantive 'strength, vigour' with pronominal suffix (TOul 439 n.f, CML2 112 n.9)
related to hb. ~1~C 'hasten' as a designation of the animation of the living as opposed to the dead
(compare the English phrase 'the quick and the dead') and translated here by 'vigour'. Dietrich
and Loretz (1978 68) accept the reading mprh and compare akk. nuparu II 'Herz, Gemiit'. MLC
(581) accepts mprh from a root pr(r) (following Dressier) and translates 'postracion, destruccion'.
Margalit (1989 212) explains mprh from a root prr cf. ar.farfara 'flutter, shake' and takes this to
refer to Aqhat's death throes; he also would restore bsmt rather than nap comparing ar. samata
'be silent, lifeless'.
233I take the /- to be negative rather than asseverative.
234My examination of a colour slide of this tablet agrees with this reading.
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of the wedge whose vertical lower half is visible, and in my opinion, the asterisk after
the I is superfluous since the three vertical wedges that make up this grapheme are
clearly visible. It is possible then to restore l*kly*[t] as we find in 1.3.iii.39 for
example, with the suffixed -t a 3fs marker which makes sense of the preceding [bt\lt
'nt. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that Ikl should be translated 'to all',
although what significance this might have in the present context is difficult to
imagine. The lexemes utm and drq are obscure and difficult to translate in such a
broken context, unless we assume the context of 1.5.i.5; for various suggestions see
de Moor (1979 642), Margalit (1980 94f.), andMLC (524 and 540).
Margalit (1989 334), with his usual eloquence, interprets these first few
lines as a fight between Anat and some unknown victim. He writes,
Not improbably, the victim was an innocent and unsuspecting wayfarer
whom Anat chanced to meet and with whom she decided to 'pick-a-
fight'. For Anat ... kills for pleasure and relaxation. Full of disgust and
self-loathing at having had to demean herself so with Aqht - the price
even gods pay for hypocrisy! - Anat may have felt a need to 'let-off-
steam' by clobbering someone, or something, to death.
Delightful as this description may be, there is little evidence to reconstruct
such a scene from the fragments of text that remain, and Margalit's approach simply
highlights the tendentious manner in which he interprets Anat's character and actions
in this text.
After these enigmatic few lines we find Anat setting out for Yatpan in
order to instruct him in his role in Aqhat's murder. From line 14 we find that the
scene of the attack will be at Aqhat's dinner table. The imagery used in Anat's outline
of her plan has led some to see in this narrative a description of hunting by the art of
falconry at ancient Ugarit,, most strikingly by Watson (1977a) and in more general
terms by Gibson (CML2), Margalit (1989 335), Parker (1989 118), and Walls (1992
194 n.33) among others. The image of Yatpan as a nSr || diy (lines 17-18: often
glossed as birds of prey such as 'falcon || hawk') fits in with the falconry imagery, and
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this is reinforced by the translation of hbS by 'wristlet' parallel to t'rt 'glove'. Watson
(1977a 71) went so far as to claim that Anat did not even hover among the birds over
Aqhat's head, but remained firmly planted on the ground, sending Yatpan from her
wrist to attack Aqhat. For line the parallel account in lines 31-33 he reads,
bn nSrm trhp Among the eagles she made him hover
'nt (did) Anat
'/[, aqht] t'dbnh against Aqhat she loosed him.
This stichometry is analysed as a 'pivot pattern' (also Watson 1984 218
n.43) which is defined as "a couplet where the expected final word is not expressed as
it is implied by the last word (or words) of the first line" (Watson 1984 214). The
difficulty with this translation is that if trhp refers to Anat making Yatpan hover we
would expect a S-stem causative, while we appear to have a D-stem intransitive 'she
hovered'.235 Compare the line in 1.19.32 where the nSrm hover (tr*h*p*n*) over the
house ofDanil, there the form is a D-stem and has no causative value. It is apparent
that Anat herself hovers among the birds circling over Aqhat rather than standing on
the ground and directing the operation as a falconer. Watsons's (1977a) approach was
rejected by scholars such as Pardee (1980 289), Margalit (1983 100), and more
recently by Watson himself (1991) and Reiter (1990) who demonstrates the lack of
evidence for the practice of falconry at Ugarit. She argues that the simile described in
Anat's plan is of Yatpan hurled against Aqhat as if he were a bird of prey swooping in
for the kill, rather than a trained hunting bird per se. This image is a powerful one
within a narrative context whose tension is generated in the dispute over a hunting
weapon.
235Cf. hb. =]m Piel 'hover'.
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The meal with which we see Aqhat engaged236 appears to take place at
Ablm, the location mentioned in Anat's speech to Aqhat in 1.18.i.30, and this leads
some to take this to be his wedding meal (Dijkstra and de Moor 1975 195). A second
proposal is that this is a meal to celebrate Aqhat's transition to adulthood (Watson
1977a 75). However, we saw above that there is little reason to understand that
passage as a proposal of marriage; rather it is an invitation by Anat to teach Aqhat
developed hunting skills.
I prefer to see in this meal the final stage of a hunt in which Aqhat has
been engaged. After the kill(s) has been made, preparations are made for a lavish
feast, and Aqhat enjoys the fruits of his endeavours. The significance of this, for the
audience, is the two world-views of the characters involved in the narrative plot. For
Aqhat, he is himself the victorious hunter who has killed and dismembered his quarry;
for Anat (whom Aqhat has ridiculed as a huntress), Aqhat is her prey, and will soon
be killed and dismembered as a direct parallel with Aqhat's own actions. This is
perhaps the reason for the complex arrangements that Anat makes for Aqhat's death.
Rather than simply slaying him on the spot for his insolence, Anat works out a form of
death that teaches Aqhat who is the superior hunter; this brings a new interpretation
to her words 'I will teach you' in 1.18.i.29.
Her final words in lines 26 27 form a fitting conclusion to her plan, ank
lahwy 'I will not let him live!', and are the transition from planning to action, for in
the following lines we find the repetition of her words as narrative action, quite
familiar in Ugaritic narrative. There is no reason to take the /- in line 27 as an
236Margalit's (1989 155) translation rejects the notion that it is Aqhat who is setting a
meal, and instead assumes that Yatpan has interrupted the speech of Anat to serve her a lavish
meal, although Anat impatiently tells him to sit down and shut up! However, in lines 18-19 we
are told that the moment of attack will be when Aqhat has sat down to eat (so also Margalit 1989
155). In light of this I reject Margalit's stichometrical division of the text in favour of that
presented above.
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asseverative particle indicating that Anat will in the end revive Aqhat once she has her
hands on his bow (TOul 439, MLC 385).
3.4.4.3. KTU 1.18.iv.36 - 1.19.i.l9
From line 27 to 37 we Find the narrative repeating the instructions that
Anat gave to Yatpan, until Aqhat's life-force has left his body. We take up the
narrative again at line 36.
36) ysat. km. rh. np$*\h.
km. itl\ 37) brlth.
km. qtr. b*[ aph j
1 38) 'nt. b smt. rnhrh.
[ 1 39) aqht. w tbk. yl*/d*lu*[
] 40) abn. ank.
w 7. q*[Stk
7] 41) qs'tk. at. I h*[ ]
42) w hlq. 'pmm*[ ]
[His | breath came out like wind,
[like spittle | his last gasp.
Like smoke from [his nose],
... Anat in the stillness237 of his vigour,
... Aqhat and she wept (over) the child238 .
... I certainly understand239
and because of [your bow]...
[because of] your arrows you do not [live]
and the birds (?)240 will do away with241 ..
237Although hb. HDH can have the meaning of 'destruction' (TOul 440, Dijkstra and de
Moor 1975 196, MLC 614), I prefer to see its meaning closer to the Arabic sarnata 'be silent'
(CML 150 'silence, stillness') which forms a stark contrast with the noun it modifies.
23XRcading yld (Margalit 1989 213 plausibly restores y/|<7 7 umt\), rather than y- 'woe' +
/- 'to' + k 'you' (CML2 113).
239The form abn can be taken as a 1st person imperfect verb from bny 'build, restore'
{TOul 440 n.g, CML2 113 'create', MLC 386 'reconstituir'), or from byn 'understand' (Caquot
1985 94 tentatively), as the noun 'father' with pronominal suffix, or as a noun from the root abn
'stone'. Margalit (1981 105) cf. ar. 'bn 'accuse, charge' (1983 102) inf. abs. 'Culpable am I' - an
admission of guilt by Anat.
240I take 'pmm as a plural substantive from 'p 'fly' with adverbial suffix. Perhaps this is a
reference to Aqhat's body being eaten by birds, in much the same way as Mot's body in 1.6.ii? I
prefer to take Aqhat as the subject of the verb hlq rather than the birds (MLC 386). Margalit
(1983 103) relates it to aram. 'dpyeh and translates 'it's leaves, foliage' which he sees as a
comparison Anat makes between Aqhat's untimely death and the premature plucking of leaves or
fruit.
241Cf. akk. hulluqu (CAD 6.38f.) 'make disappear, make an end of, do away with'. Cf. the
intransitive use of this verb in Anat's declaration of Baal's death in 1.6.i.42. It is decidedly
uncertain whether 'pmm should be taken as the subject of the verb or not. whlq could form the
end of a clause lost in the preceding lacuna at the end of line 41 (perhaps the personal name
Aqht) although the presence of the conjunction does not favour this interpretation.
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As the column comes to an end, the text becomes fragmented and the
sense confused. However, there are some interesting things going on within this
section. In lines 25-26 we found the bicolon km qtr baph || b!ap mh.'rh, but in lines
37-38 we find, instead of a narrated copy of Anat's instructions, the (reconstructed)
bicolon km qtr [baph] || [ ] 'nt bsmt mhrh. Rather than attempting to homologisc
these two variants a la Margalit (1989 212), I prefer to see a deliberate disruption on
the part of the poet at the height of the dramatic tension: the effect is to enforce the
fact that Anat is the one who is behind all of this, and she is there right at the kill
watching Aqhat's life ebb away. Perhaps we should restore a verb with a meaning of
'saw, looked on'242 (Margalit 1981 104) in the lacuna at the beginning of the line
since a verb such as shq 'laugh' or Smh 'rejoice' would seem incongruent with her
weeping (bky) over Aqhat in line 39, unless we posit a new feminine subject for this
verb apart from Anat, although I think this is quite unlikely.
Although the poor state of the text precludes a detailed comprehension of
what the narrative is relating at this point, we find the verb tbk in line 39 which seems
to tell us that Anat is weeping. We could postulate that in the lacuna at the end of line
38 mention was made of Aqhat's mother, or sister, as possible sources of weeping
and mourning over Aqhat, but this seems a blatant attempt at avoiding the conclusion
that although Anat has been the instigator of Aqhat's death, and there at the kill, she
weeps over the dead hero. The most obvious parallel to Anat weeping over a dead
body is found in 1.6.i.9 where she weeps over Baal before she carries him home to
Saphon to be buried. However, there does not appear to be any kind of mourning
ritual, or burial scene and we are at a loss as to how to interpret Anat's actions.
242Compare the verbs 'yn and hdy used to describe Anat's survey of the field of battle in
1.3.ii.23-24.
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Margalit (1989 337) on the other hand can confidently inform us of what motivated
Anat's behaviour,
Anat's remorseful weeping is a telling comment by the poet on the
goddess' lack of foresight - she had apparently grown quite fond of the
lad in spite of herself ... Despite her best efforts ... to conceal and deny
her femininity, Anat is and remains, by nature, a 'weakling-woman' just
as Aqht said she was.
I find none of this convincing. All through the section of the narrative
which relates how Anat first spotted the bow up to Aqhat's death at the hands of
Yatpan we are confronted with a sense of foreboding at the relentless approach of
Aqhat's fate; as soon as Aqhat utters the insult to Anat's prowess as a warrior-hunter,
and we hear her chilling reply, the narrative leaves the audience in no doubt as to the
intentions of the goddess. There is no evidence to suggest that Anat is growing fond
of Aqhat: she is out to hunt him, and she is a very skilful huntress indeed! Dijkstra's
(1979 206f.) solution is to extract an earlier version of the tale from the Aqhat
narrative, in which Anat had chosen Aqhat as her lover but that while he still lived in
the plain "in their courting days", he was attacked by a nomadic warrior called
Yatpan. When Anat discovers Aqhat's body she mourns for him; thus we have the
reference to her weeping.
So what are we to make of her weeping for Aqhat? We cannot assume
that this is the natural reaction after a hunt or battle since we do not find Anat
weeping in 1.3 ii. It is her reaction on finding the body of her brother Baal,
accompanied with ritual mourning rites and her burial of his body. The contention that
Anat's words reflect her desire to revive the dead Aqhat (Gaster 1975 353, rejected
by many scholars e.g. Caquot 1985 94) seems out of place with the general thrust of
the narrative which presents her actions as a hunt whose ultimate goal is the slaying of
Aqhat, not simply obtaining his bow. Perhaps we are to see her engaged in the
preliminaries of a mourning ritual, but the irony is that she inverts the usual process by
dismembering Aqhat's body, unlike her treatment ofBaal's remains in 1.6.i.
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3.4.4.4. KTU 1.19.i.l - 19
The direct continuation of the narrative from the end of 1.18.iv to 1.19.i is
generally assumed by the majority of scholars. Recently, however, Caquot (1985 95)
has suggested that there may originally have been another tablet between these two
based on his assessment of the narrative of each column. He does not see much
evidence for a direct continuation. Cooper (1988 19) has recently stated that 1.19.i is
preceded by a large lacuna and a dramatic change in scene "so it stands in complete
isolation". For his part, Parker (1989 99) has rejected Caquot's suggestions on the
grounds that a narrative continuity can be established between these two tablets.
Obviously, the damage at the end of 1.18.iv and the beginning of 1.19.i coupled with
the difficult vocabulary encountered in the latter column has led to this diversity of
opinion. That there are grave difficulties in understanding this text cannot be doubted,
but I believe that any difficulties are not insurmountable in establishing a continuity
between the two tablets; in the one we hear of Aqhat's murder, and at the beginning
of the second we hear of the loss of his bow and Anat's treatment of Aqhat's body.
There does not seem to be much place for a long episode intervening between these
two parts of the narrative, and so I accept the general conclusion that 1.19 is a
continuation of the narrative that comes to an end in 1.18.iv.
The first eight lines of 1,19.i arc gravely damaged and we are only able to
pick out a few words from each line (see the assessment of Caquot 1985).
Unfortunately, lines 8-14 are also very obscure using obscure vocabulary, much of
which is unknown from other Ugaritic texts; TOul (407) judges it to be "le plus
difficile de tout le poeme". With such difficulties as these, any translation presented is
done so with a healthy dose ofuncertainty, including the present one!
1) [/] aqh*t [Concerning] Aqhat
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2) tk*rb. x[ ]x. I qrb*[ ?]m*(2)ym tkrb243 ... in the midst of the waters (?)
3) tql. '[ ]lb.
tt*b*r 4) qSt\ ]n*r.
yt*b*r* 5) tmn. [ ]
b*tlt. '*n*t 6) ttb. x| J
f \S*a 7) tlm. k w*xxxx.246 y*dh.
k Sr* 8) k*nr. usb'h (usb'th).
k* hrs,251 ab*n 9) ph.
she/it fell...(?)
shattered was the bow ...
shattered was the precious244 ...
Maiden Anat ttb245 ...
[she picked up[247 the quiver248 like (?)... |in(?)] her hand,
like a singer249 (with) a lyre250 (in) her fingers.
And the stones of her mouth tore.252
243This is a very difficult lexeme, and occurs only here. Many scholars simply leave it
untranslated (TOul 441, Cooper 1988 20). CML2 (113) reads wtrd 'and came down'. Margalit
(1984a 120) proposes a comparison with ar. karaba 'hasten, speed', which he proposes as a
description of Anat's flight pattern which leads to her crash. According to him, Anat is so excited
at obtaining the bow that she flies too fast and low and crashes into the water, thus breaking the
precious bow. Margalit (1989 214) states that a personal collation of the text confirms the reading
tkrb. His restoration of <b>tll 'nt in the lacuna on the basis that at the beginning of this text the
name of the subject is required is not necessary from the similar situation of tablet 1.6 which has
the heading lb'I in line one, but then continues with feminine verbs whose subject is Anat,
mentioned by name in line 26 of column vi of the previous tablet!
244This may be a poetic parallel of the bow which was a gift of Kothar. Cf. ar. tarrun
(Cooper 1988 20, Margalit 1989 216) which accounts for the masculino form of the verb ytbr.
However, it could also be an adverb tn with suffixed -n meaning 'then' or 'there' (TOul 441,
Caquot 1985 97), or the numeral 'eight' (CML 113,MLC 387).
245'Sit' from ytb (TOul 441, CML2 113), 'replied' from tb MLC (387). It is not entirely
certain that the preceding btlt 'nt is governed by this verb or not.
246I cannot verify from a colour slide of the text Margalif s (1989 217) personal collation
of the text. The surface of the tablet appears to be lost, and no traces of an m before the y are
visible at all.
247Restored as [t]Sa from nSa (e.g. Cooper 1988 20, Margalit 1989 217).
248This could either be a verb (Caquot 1985 99 = 3fs of him 'to strike') or a noun. TOul
(441, Margalit 1984a 121) relates it to the tlm of 1.4.viii,4 which appears as a location on the
journey of the messengers of Baal to Mot, and suggests this is how we understand the beginning
of text 1.19.i. Dijkstra and de Moor (1975 197) suggest 'furrows' on the basis of 1.16.iii. 11.
CML2 (113) leaves it untranslated. MLC (387) 'las armas' cf. akk. tillu (?) and hb. Cooper
(1988 21) compares the same Hebrew root and glosses 'quiver'.
249TOul (441 n.f) cf. Mishnaic hb. Surah 'line' and understands this to mean the strings
of a lyre. CML2 (113) leaves this untranslated. MLC (387) 'cantor', Cooper (1988 20) 'minstrel',
from Sr 'to sing'
250CML2 (113) untranslated. MLC (387) 'arpa'. Cooper (1988 20) 'lyre'.
251Margalit (1989 218) claims he reads p after the word divider and examination of a
colour slide of the tablet suggests he is correct: only two horizontal wedges are visible. In this
case we follow his suggestion of a conjunction.
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tihd. Stith. w akl. Her teeth seized (him) and she ate,253
b q*mm. 10) tSt. with gulps254 she drank,255
hrs. klb. ilnm she tore256 (like) the dog of the gods.257
11) w* tn. gprm. And she divided258 his carcass,259
m*n. gprh. she cut up260 his carcass,
252TOuJ (441 n.h) cf. akk. harasu. CML2 (113) untranslated. MLC (549) 'morder' cf. ar.
harasa. Cooper (1988 21) inf. constr. with preposition cf. akk. harasu. This could also be a
substantive identifying a sharp instrument, cf. hb. fin in which case this is a simile for Anat's
teeth or mouth, e.g. Tike iron blades were her teeth' (Caquot 1985 101), or "Wie ein
Schneideinstrument sind de Steine seines Mundes" (Dietrich and Loretz 1979 196).
253I take this as an inf. abs. Dijkstra and de Moor (1975 198) take it as a substantive
'consumption, rotting' (MLC 387 'el alimento'). Cooper (1988 21) cf. hb. nfOKO 'knife'.
254Examination of a colour slide reveals that the scribe wrote over the end of the line at
this point and into column ii. A b can be clearly read before the lacuna whilst the lacuna has
onough space for about one grapheme, possibly two. At the right hand edge of the lacuna there
appears to be the lower part of a vertical wedge, followed by two m's and a small mark probably
to separate the final m from the y of the next column, which has had to be written slightly further
right of the column divider because of the intrusion. TOul (441 n.i) suggests relating this to hb.
ETp 'adversary' as the object of the verb (Caquot 1985 100). Dijkstra and de Moor (1975 198) cf.
hb. npp 'standing grain'. MLC (618) reads (m)'mm 'entrails' as the object of the verb. Perhaps
we are to relate it to ar. baqqa which refers to gurgling noises and which might refer to the noise
Anat makes lapping up Aqhat's blood (see canine imagery in following colon). Cooper (1988 21)
cf. ar. qamma 'devour', qurnmatu/qnmarnatu 'a lion's mouthful'.
255I take it as a parallel to the previous akl from Sty 'drink'. Others relate it to Syt 'put, set'
fTOul 442 n.j, MLC 387). Caquot (1985 100) joins it with the hrs of the following line to give a
St-stem verb.
256From the root hrs 'divide, cut' cf. hb. fin as an inf. abs. I follow Cooper (1988 21)
who believes that this and the following tn, mn, Sr are butcheiy terms.
257Margalit (1984a 122) 'chthonic gods' cf. KTU 1.20-22 (so Caquot 1985 100), Cooper
(1988 22) divides k-lb Tike the heart/innards', and for ilnm he compares hb. and fT^
which he takes from 'deer' and 1'8 'ram' respectively, but the two forms with suffixed -n are
both place-names (DCII 1.210, 212) which would help to explain this ug. form.
258Coopcr (1988 21) cf. ar. tana(y) II 'double, make into two', rather than the numeral
'two' (Dijkstra and de Moor 1975 197), or a verb tny 'respond' (Caquot 1985 102).
2i9TOuI (442 n.m) cf. akk. guppuru 'overpower'; the first is an infinitive followed by a
perfect with pronominal suffix. Dijkstra and de Moor (1975 199) cf. akk. gap/bru 'strong,
superior' hb. 132 and 1132. CML2 (113) untranslated. MLC (534) 'atacar' (?) [attack] cf. akk.
gaparu. Margalit (1984a 122) cf. ar. gafr, gufrat 'cavity' nominal qatal formation, 'those who
inhabit the pit'. Cooper (1988 21) cf. ar. jufratu 'chest cavity, middle of horses body', jafir
'carcass'; gprrn is a dual.
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Sr* 12) aqhl. she pierced261 Aqhal.
y'n. kmr. kmrm*
13) k ap'. il. b g*drt.
klb* I 14) hth.
He was humbled262 like one - like two poisonous snakes,263
like a mighty viper264 in the wall,265
(like) a dog at its stick.266
imhsh. kd.
7. q*Sth. 15) imhsh.
7. qs'th. hw*t 16) I. ahw.
I smote him for this (reason),
because of his bow I smote him,
because of his arrows I did not let him live.
ap. qSth. I* t*t*n 17) ly.
w b*mt*(?)xh*mssr*(?)x(?)
Yet his bow was not given to me,
and by death ,..267
18) pr'. qz.yh*.
kbit* 19) b* glph
The first-fruits of summer [became withered (?)]268
the ears of corn in their husks.
260pOr a review of the problems in translating this lexeme see Margalit (1984a 123f.).
Cooper (1988 21) cf. ar. manna 'cut, break, shorten'.
26lTOul (442 n.n), MLC (387) 'el Principe". Cooper (1988 22) cf. ar. sarra 'cut the
umbilical cord, wound or pierce at the navel'.
262Cf. hb. nji? ar. 'and (CML2 154, MLC 602).
263For a detailed discussion of the phrase kmr kmrm see Caquot (1985 102f.). TOul (442
n o) leaves untranslated but gives various suggestions; taken as the title of an important person of
the underworld with whom Aqhat talks. Dijkstra and de Moor (1975 198) take it as an emphatic
k- 'how!' and mr 'bitter' as a cry of woe. CML2 (114) cf. akk. kamaru 'overthrow', but not
translated. MLC (566) possibly k-mr, 'un esforzado' (387). Margalit (1984a 125) cf. hb. Tips
'darkness' suggests a superlative construction 'darkest'. Cooper (1988 21, following a suggestion
of del Olmo Lete) translates this as 'poisonous snake'.
264Cf. hb. nPSIS! ar. 'afd (TOul 442 n.p, Dijkstra and de Moor 1975 199,MLC 517).
265Cf. hb. 113 (MLC 532), '(sheep-)fold' (CML2 144, Cooper 1988 22), 'prison of the
dog' (TOul 442 n.q).
266Cf. akk. hattu - used against a dog (CAD 6.155), (CML2 147, MLC 551). TOul (442
n.r) imperative cf. akk. hdtu/hiatu 'watch'.
267Examination of a colour slide of the tablet reveals very little: after the t of KTU (which
from its appearance might also be taken as a large word divider?) we find enough room for two
graphemes before we encounter the right half of h. Dijkstra and de Moor (1975 199) read \t\hms
'turn sour'. CML2 reads \y\hms ,s[ J, cf. ar. harnuda 'was sour'. MLC (387) has 'el amamantado
por Anatu (?)' [suckling of Anat] from mss following CML. TOul (443) reads mss ['nt y\h 'et le
nourrisson [de Anat vivjra'. Margalit (1984a 128) cf. hb. f*0n which gives ug. 'rise up'.
268Examining a colour slide of the tablet reveals that the y is clear and appears to be
followed by a vertical wedge (bottom lost). The remaining traces favours a reading yb*[l ] of e.g.
CML2 (114), MLC (387), etc. Cooper (1988 20) argues for the KTU reading and rejects MLC.
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The interpretation of this final passage in which Anat acts is far from
certain, and many diverse translations have been proposed. Some see these lines
describing a journey to the underworld, either of Anat (TOul 441f.) or of Aqhat (?)
based on the observations that tlm in line 7 is also found in 1.4.viii.4 as a location on
the way to Mot's abode. Alternatively this is a scene describing Anat's reaction to the
death of Aqhat. Margalit (1989 344) divides the scene into three related events. First
there is a description of how the bow was broken as the result of Anat flying too low
and fast in her excitement, and overburdened by Aqhat's body. He finds evidence for
this in the word tkrb which he relates to ar. akraba 'hasten, speed', and his
subsequent analysis of Anat climbing the slopes of her mountain Inbab because she
"no longer trusts her avionic skills" strains the text far beyond what the meagre
remains can support. The second of Margalit's scenes portrays Anat's mortuary
treatment of Aqhat's body. He believes that her actions fit accurately the scientific
analysis of the treatment of the Neolithic plastered skulls from Jericho outlined in his
'Neolithic Hypothesis'. However, this claim for the survival of such a precise memory
of an obscure mortuary ritual unknown for at least three millennia seems naive in its
assumptions of the fixity of oral poetry and stretches one's credulity, and it is doubtful
that even if (as he claims) some of these Neolithic skulls were unearthed by Bronze
Age antiquities collectors, any ritual of incising gums and extracting teeth would have
been extrapolated. His final scene is that of Aqhat's journey into the underworld
where he comes face-to-face with its guardians in the form of a giant snake and a dog.
While there are more textual remains for this part of the passage, I find myself in
disagreement with his stichometrical analysis and philological discussion.
The phrase ttbr qSt in lines 3-4 may present us with an understandable
phrase; Caquot (1985 96) suggests that the verb is active with Anat as its subject1 or,
in other words, he believes that Anat breaks the bow out of frustration either at
having to kill Aqhat to obtain it, or because she is unable to string the bow. Although
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this is grammatically possible, it is difficult to imagine that after Anat had gone to all
the trouble of obtaining the bow she would then deliberately destroy it. I prefer to
take the verb as a passive narrating that the bow was broken, despite Anat's attempts
to obtain it.
Far better, in my opinion, is the translation of Cooper (1988) who
interprets this scene as the butchery of Aqhat's body as the finale of Anat's hunt. He
explains (22f.) that Anat realises the bow is now lost to her, and she tenderly picks up
the quiver like a minstrel takes up his lyre. Then she turns to Aqhat's body and
butchers his carcass like a huntress with her quarry. Cooper (23) interprets her actions
as a "dimly remembered" sparagntos since she believes that her actions will revive the
vegetation; however, I find little in the narrative to support this opinion. His analysis
of the difficult vocabulary in this passage draws upon Arabic, from which he obtains a
vocabulary of butchery. I follow his choice for some of the more obscure words since
this interpretation of the scene seems to capture the essence of the action at this point.
This scene narrates the resolution to the tension created between Aqhat
and Anat in their first encounter in 1.17.vi. There, Aqhat doubted Anat's abilities as a
huntress, but now we see Aqhat hunted stealthily by Anat as a hunter stalks his prey,
then killed and butchered. The scene develops from one of tenderness towards the
surviving quiver of the bow, held like a lyre in her hands, to one of exaggerated
butchery. I understand lines 8b - 10 as a description of the ferocity she exhibits
towards the body of Aqhat (Caquot 1985 100, Wyatt unpubl. transl.), ripping him
open with her teeth, eating and drinking him like terrifying dog.269 Unlike Cooper
(1988) who sees in akl a substantive meaning 'knife' and tSt from the root 'to put', I
prefer to retain the parallelism of akl || tSt as 'eat || drink' and to see this as a
269Sec the comments of Dumezil (1970 139f.) on warriors being thought of in animal
forms.
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description of Anat devouring his carcass in the manner of a hunting dog, without the
usual etiquette of cooking, and using eating utensils.270 In this respect, her actions are
portrayed as deeply threatening, a fact seen in text 1.96 (see below) in which the evil
eye's effects are described as eating flesh without a knife and drinking blood without a
cup. This is acultural activity, and as such is threatening and sinister to the audience;
Anat is behaving in the manner of an animal after the capture of its prey. In the second
part of the scene she cuts up his body (presumably now in the role of victorious
huntress) as the final humiliation ofAqhat's body, perhaps to prevent his proper burial
(although this is accomplished by Keret, reversing the usual role of son burying
father!), since from 1.18.iv.42 it would seem that her intention was to feed him to the
birds, presumably those amongst whom she had been circling before she launched her
attack. Again, we can see this as the expression of Aqhat's total annihilation, as we
witness in 1.6.ii where we read in lines 35-36 that the birds ate the remains of Mot
whom Anat had dismembered (inter alia Dijkstra 1979 200).
3.5. CONCLUSIONS
3.5.1. Anat in the Baal Cycle
We have seen that Anat's role in the Baal Cycle is limited to specific
areas. It is not until her introduction in 1.3.ii, in the theme of Baal's palace, that she
makes her startling entrance into the myth as a fully independent character. Her
actions in 1.3.ii seem to be expressive of her character as a warrior goddess; she is
?70I think this preferable to seeing the phrase klb ilnm as introducing a real canine into the
narrative and having to choose between the dog as her enemy (as in 1.3.iii.45) or as an ally
(Caquot 1985 100).
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present in the battle field where she is the cause of great slaughter, but she is also the
one who 'massacres' prisoners ofwar in her temple. The lacunae before and after this
episode make it difficult to know exactly how her actions relate to the concerns of the
narrative; however, rather than seeing in this episode an action whose purpose was to
promote fertility, or cultic ritual drama, or the establishment of Baal's kingship, I
prefer to see it as an introduction to her character. Whereas in the rest of this
particular theme her role is dominated by a concern to achieve Baal's wishes, here we
see her character in its purest form; she is a formidable warrior goddess.
Her belligerent nature is witnessed also in her reaction at the approach of
Baal's messengers; she recites a list of vanquished foes and promises to make short
work of whoever now rises against him. However, their mission is to invite her to
Baal's palace, and convey Baal's wish that she perform a ritual symbolising the
cessation of her warrior activities before she arrives. Perhaps this concern of Baal is
an expression of the dangerous quality of Anat's character. As Dumezil (1970) has
illustrated, the esteem in which a warrior is held is equalled only by the potential
danger he represents to the community. Perhaps the same can be said for Anat: her
warrior activities are beneficial to the gods when she slays the monstrous retinue of
Yam (listed in 1,3.iii), but threatening when directed in on the very group she sets out
to protect, the bti il 'sons of ET. Thus we see Athirat's reaction on seeing the
approach of Anat and Baal as one of alarm for her offspring, probably as a result of
the threats uttered against them by Anat in her address to El in 1.3.v. 19f.
Anat's threats against her father and his family arc not enough to persuade
El to grant his permission, if we are to be guided by the remaining text. However,
Anat's aggression in this context is not primary to her role as mediator between El
and Baal. Her hostile attitude is simply a reflex of her character; we see her get down
to the real business of her journey to El in lines 1.3.v.29f. where the tone of her
speech becomes almost indistinguishable from that of Athirat later in the narrative.
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However, her bid to win El's permission fails, and we read of Baal's and
Anat's approach to Athirat, suitably laden with precious gifts. Although the text
becomes lost in the fragmented state of the tablet, we found that it is Anat who
appears to explain Baal's intentions, whilst Baal remains strangely silent. As I noted
above, it is tempting to interpret this silence as another example of Anat acting as
intermediary between Baal and El, only this time through the channel of Athirat. It
seems thai between the two male figures stand the two females who alone interact and
achieve the desired results. This function ofAnat as intermediary is witnessed again in
the fact that she brings news of El's consent from Athirat to Baal; however, after this
she is discretely dropped from the narrative.
Anat makes her re-entrance into the Baal Cycle in the theme of Baal and
Mot. Despite my belief that Anat does engage in sexual intercourse with Baal (see
next chapter), there is little evidence to support the conjecture that the heifer in
1,5.v. 18f. should be understood as Anat in bovine form. The first assured mention of
the goddess comes in l.S.vi after a couple of messengers have come to El to inform
him of Baal's death. Upon hearing the news, Anat goes in search of Baal's body and
brings it back to Saphon to undergo a ritual burial ceremony. After a brief interlude,
she appears again in text 1.6.ii in a scene whose pathos is hard to match in Ugaritic
literature. Her unsuccessful plea to Mot (the ruler of the underworld) to give up her
brother from the land of the dead is followed by her vengeful attack on him
culminating in his complete destruction. Once again we are aware of just how
powerful a warrior Anat can be, overcoming death itself.
How her treatment of Mot is to be connected with the return of Baal is
uncertain, but in the very next column we find that his return is immanent. El gives
instructions to his daughter Anat to relay a message to Shapshu to search the land for
Baal, and we are to presume she was successful since in column v we find Baal
returned to the throne of his kingdom. Anat's function in the theme of Baal and Mot
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is more complex than that of the earlier theme. It seems that she is the one responsible
for Baal's safe return to the land of the living through her aggression aimed at Mot.
Anat also acts as intermediary between El and Shapshu in this theme although we find
her attitude towards El much less hostile.
Taken as a whole, Anat's characterisation in the Baal Cycle is that of a
warrior goddess. Although this aspect of her character in never forgotten and has an
influence on the way she is portrayed in the narrative, we find that it is not as
important in the theme of Baal's palace as it is in her conflict with Mot. It seems that
more important than her general characterisation is her function as a mediator
between El and Baal, both directly and through the person ofAthirat.
3.5.2. Anat in the Aqhat Narrative
In contrast to her characterisation in the Baal Cycle as predominantly that
of a warrior, in the Aqhat narrative it is her activities as a huntress that comes to the
fore. Bowman's (1978 106) attitude to the Aqhat narrative is untenable. His
conclusion for the Aqhat narrative is that since Anat is opposed to Baal in this text
(i.e. Anat murders Aqhat), and since the Baal Cycle demonstrates that Anat's
aggression is always used to support Baal's fertility (a view with which I cannot
agree), then we should not take the Aqhat narrative too seriously in any attempt to
understand the charactei of Anat. This is a good example of interpreting a text to fit a
theory rather than more appropriately basing a theory on the text, and as such should
not be followed. As we have seen above, a sensitive reading of the Aqhat narrative
can reveal many aspects of Anat's character that are suppressed in the Baal Cycle
because of her subjection to the narrative function she plays there.
In the Aqhat narrative we see her act in a manner true to her nature as a
warrior and hunter, of which the latter is the overriding depiction of her character in
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this text. In this respect, her behaviour in this narrative is similar to that which we
witness in 1,3.ii. before she begins her role ofmediator.
Our examination of the text has attempted to reveal the ironies involved in
the text. Anat's character is revealed in the opening scene in which she sees the bow
of Aqhat and drops her cup to the floor, overcome with jealousy for this ultimate of
hunting weapons. Aqhat's rejection of her generous offers only serves to illustrate his
own arrogance and stupidity, especially to an audience used to hearing of Anat's
martial exploits. From this point on we see Anat engaged in a complex plot to wreak
vengeance in the form of a hunt. Aqhat (rather absurdly) believes that his hunting
prowess is superior to that of Anat. However, the audience is drawn up into the
scheme ofAnat, witnessing the discussion of her plans with Yatpan.
As Aqhat sits down to enjoy the results of his hunting expedition, Anat,
who is stalking him from above, launches her attack upon Aqhat, throwing down her
warrior Yatpan so that he swoops on the unsuspecting diner like a bird of prey upon
its quarry. As Aqhat's life ebbs away, we see Anat looking upon him and weeping.
But in an ironic reversal of the normal burial rites, she sets about him like a ferocious
dog devouring its kill, dismembering Aqhat's body and scattering his remains for the
birds to eat. In her treatment ofAqhat we find strong echoes ofher dismemberment of
Mot, whom she dispatched with equal ferocity. Thus we see that Anat's character in
the Aqhat narrative is consistent with how she is depicted in the Baal Cycle. However,
unlike the latter, in the Aqhat narrative she is uninhibited by any need to act as Baal's
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Although the Baal Cycle and Aqhat narrative provide us with much
illuminating material on the character of Anat, these two are by no means all the
mythic material at our disposal in which Anat plays her part. A further eleven texts are
known in which we find her either as one of the major characters of the narrative, or
more often simply as a fleeting mention.
In the following discussion I shall look first at those texts in which she is a
leading character in the narrative; texts 1.10, 1.13, and 1.96. In this part of the
discussion I shall also look at text 1.11, despite its poor state of preservation, since it
is often viewed as a fragment of 1.10. Whether we accept this suggestion or believe
instead that it formed part of a separate tablet, the content of text 1.11 is suggestive
of a context similar to texts 1.10 and 1.13 and is thus placed in this first section. Text
1.96 also appears in this first section despite the fact that I conclude that this text is
not really about Anat at all. However, since this text has been interpreted as a
narrative in which Anat is the dominant character by virtually all scholars up until the
work of del Olmo Lete, it is appropriate that I include a discussion of this text.
The second part of the discussion will examine those texts in which Anat
plays only a minor role, or is simply mentioned in passing. However, this is not to say
that we cannot learn anything about her character at Ugarit from references such as
these. The texts examined in this section are 1.22, 1.82, 1.100, 1.101, 1.107, 1.108,
and 1.114.
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4.2. Texts in which Anat plays a major role
4.2.1. KTU 1.10
Tablet RS 3.362 + 5.181 is inscribed on the recto with a mythic text that
describes over three columns a sexual liaison involving Baal. The tablet is broken and
about twenty or so lines are missing from the beginning of each column, which
hinders our interpretation of the text as a whole, although the fact that the scribe
appears to have divided the text according to its prosody is an aid to translation. As
we so often find in Ugaritic texts, it is what is missing that holds the key to a proper
understanding of the narrative, and without it we are reduced to informed guesswork
at the content of the myth. There is no scholarly consensus concerning the sexual
partner ofBaal; for Gordon (1977 117f.) this text is an example of bestiality1 between
Baal and a cow illustrating one of the baser characteristics of'pagan' Semitic religion,
and which is linked to rites of fertility (TOul 275f., MLC 466T). Kapelrud (1969 43)
views it as a description of sexual intercourse between Baal and Anat, who both take
on bovine form, although this relies on translating arh as 'bull' and 'cow'. De Moor
(ARTU 114) argues that since Anat was unable to bear children herself (this is de
Moor's interpretation of text KTU 1.13), she entered into the cow so that the cow
could bear for her, and later writes (1990 71, repeated by Korpel 1990 254, 526) that
'Gordon (1977) approaches this text from the viewpoint of modern ethical concerns based
on the Hebrew scriptures which condemn such bestial practices. On the basis of Lev. 18.23-24 he
accepts that bestiality had been a practice among the former inhabitants of Canaan, and that this
text is a "reaction against the old pagan values". He goes on to state that "Bestiality not only
added variety to sex, but it was glorified as imitatio dei", and that in contrast to the "austere
purity ofYahwism", worship ofBaal which included bestiality "had its charms for the populace"!
The only evidence external to Ugarit that he presents for such a practice is the Cretan myth of the
Minotaur. This view entirely fails to acknowledge the mythical nature of the Ugaritic and Cretan
stories, nor does it explore the possibility that the Hebrew texts are propaganda against
'Canaanitcs' whose express purpose was to draw a distinction between the 'in' social group and
'outsiders' in terms ofunacceptable and repulsive behaviour.
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Anat suggests to Baal that he turn himself into an ox so that they can engage in
intercourse. For Walls (1992 134) the question remains unresolved; although the text
does not explicitly depict sexual intercourse between Baal and Anat, there remains the
possibility that this is its intention.
Turning to the text itself we find that column I is badly damaged and
difficult to interpret, although it appears to involve Anat and Baal. The second column
takes up the narrative at the point where Anat is asking the whereabouts of Baal who
is absent from his palace. After being told that Baal has taken his bow and gone in
search of the wild bulls (rumm) on the shores of Shamak, Anat sets out to find him.
2A satisfactory translation of the lexeme tr has yet to be agreed. Usual etymological
explanations are based on a root tr, cf. akk. tarn 'to turn', hb. "TIF1 'seek out, explore' (e.g. TOul
283 n.m',MLC 469) or the root trr 'tremble', cf. akk. tararu, ar. tatartara (e.g. CML2 159), and
the form tr is explained as an infinitive. Walls (1992 133) suggests that this form is in fact a 3fs
from a root *wry 'to go, advance' cf. akk. (w)aru 'to lead, bring (mostly of persons and animals)'
(CAD A/11.313), based on his understanding of the sequence of verbs in lines ii.26-29 which, he
believes results in a "chiastic verbal sequence". However, ifwe look for a moment at these lines, I
believe that there is no compelling reason to reject the usual interpretation of tr as an infinitive.
We find the following sequence:
3fs impf. - (noun + pronoun) - DN
3fs impf. - (noun + pronoun) - 3fs impf.
3fs impf. - noun
The inf. abs. can be used with ordinary verbal force (UT 9.29) and the inf. cstr. with
prefixed preposition b has the force of a temporal clause (UT 9.26). Walls' suggestions of 'bring,
lead' may work with lines 26-29 but here in line 11 he has to translate "proceeds (?) in flight". If
we take tr to be an inf. abs. from a root meaning 'to turn' then we can translate these clauses in a
similar fashion: in line 11, Anat 'turns about' whilst flying looking for Baal, in lines 26-29, the
cow that Anat sees 'turns about' whilst walking, presumably due to the pains of childbirth, hence
the final clause tr bhl.
3See TOul (283 n.l) for a review of the suggestions for its location.
II.
10 tSu knp. btlt. 'n*\t\
tSu. knp. w tr. b 'p
tk. ah* Smk. mlat r*u*m*m*
w yiu. 'nh. aliyn. b'l
Maiden Anat lifted up (her) wings,
she lifted up her wings and turned2 in flight,
towards the shores of Shamak3 full of wild bulls.
Aliyan Baal lifted up his eyes,
inf. abs. - b - inf. cstr.
inf. abs. - b - inf. cstr.
inf. abs. - b - inf. cstr.
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wySu. 'nh. w y'n
15 wy'n. btlt. 'nt
n'mt. b*n. aht. b'l
I pnnh. ydd. w yqm
I p'nh. ylcr'. wyql
w ySu. gh. w ysh
20 hwt. aht. w nark*
qrn. dbatk. btl*t. 'nt
qrn. dbatk. b'l. ymSh
b'l. ymSh. hm. b 'p
nt'n. b ar*s. iby
25 w b 'pr. qrn. ahk
w tSu. 'nh*. btlt. 'n*t
w tSu. 'nh. w* t'n
Let us pierce into the ground my enemies,
and into the dust the adversaries of your brother.
Your powerful horns,6 O Maiden Anat,
Your powerful horns Baal will anoint,
Baal will anoint them from (against) weariness.7
And the Maiden Anat lifted up her eyes,
she lifted up her eyes and saw,
Before her he rose up4 and stood,
at her feet he bowed down and fell.
He lifted up his voice and cried.
Life! sister, and longevity!5
he lifted up his eyes and saw,
and saw the Maiden Anat,
the most beautiful among the sisters ofBaal.
4Cf. akk. uzuzzu 'stood up' (CML2 144) and hb. 11311. (BDB) which has the meaning of
'rising up'. Others take ydd from the root ndd 'to go, march, travel', cf. hb. 1131, (e.g. van Zijl
1972a 247, MLC 469) but 1 prefer the inherent parallelism of 'rising up + standing' || 'bowing
down + falling'.
5Cf. TOul (284 n.n) N-stem optative perfect from ark 'be long': "Que (les jours) se
prolongent".
6Thc reference here to the horns (qrn: horns usually come in pairs in iconography) of Anat
may be an indication that she could appear as a cow, and we have seen that Anat could be
thought of in bovine terms in Egypt, e.g. pLeiden 1.343+1.345 (Massart 1954 70f.). The fact that
Anat has just flown to Baal's side only serves to illustrate the fluidity with which deities could be
treated in terms of their imagery in myth. The present reference could simply be a reference to
her headdress (ARTU 113) as we have seen in the Atef crown she wears in iconographic
representations, and is a usual addition to the head dresses of divine figures in ancient Near
Eastern iconography. In this case, it would not indicate that Anat is in bovine form at this point
in the narrative. However, it is striking that Anat's horns are mentioned here in the context of
Baal having gone to hunt wild bulls, and Anat just about to sec a cow birthing. Perhaps this is
intended to bring to the mind of the audience the potential bovine character of this goddess,
although compare text 1.101.6 where the daughters of Baal anoint his horns. The form dbatk is
generally taken as a fem. noun 'strength' cf. hb. dobe' ar. daba'a (MLC 535) with 2fs
pronominal suffix, although this is very uncertain (Watson 1977 277). Sanmartin (1980), CARTU
(133) suggest 'head-dress'. Compare this to the very similar construction "TO1 )"3jP 'the horn of
my salvation' in 2 Sam. 22.3 (= Ps. 18.3).
'Following the verb mSh and the preposition b we might expect a substance with which
Baal anoints Anat's horns, e.g. Smn 'oil'. However, we find the difficult phrase b'p. Most
translators give 'in flight' perhaps suggesting that Baal too has the power of flight (e.g. Pardee
1976 252). MLC (470) translates "con (poder de) vuelo" [with the power of flight] which is
attractive, but raises the question of why Anat's horns need the power of flight when she has
wings. Watson (1977 277) suggests "against weariness" cf. hb. r]1/333 'to be weary' understanding
this to mean that Baal protects Anat from weakening in combat, in the light of the following
bicolon.
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w t'n. arh. she saw a cow,
w tr*. b Ikt and it was turning about whilst walking,8
t*r. b Ikt. it was turning about whilst walking,
w tr. b hi and turning about whilst writhing,9
30 \b]n*'mm. bysmm. with the gracious ones, with the beautiful ones,
h*b*C>)l*(7) k*t*(T)r*0)t the band10 of Kotharot.
[ql\. I b'l. 'n*t. ttnn Anat addressed herself to Baal:
I 1h*/i*. b'lm. d i*p*h*[ ] ... O Baal of the mist11
[il. ]h*d. d 'tin. n[ ] [O god] Haddu of the clouds ...
[ ]a*liyn. b'*[l] ... Aliyan Baal
35 [ bt]l*t. 'nt*\. \ph]2 ... Maiden Anat... her mouth
At this point the text becomes unreadable, with four damaged lines; we
resume the narrative with column three.
8It is not altogether clear whether the following verbs refer to the actions of Anat on
seeing the cow, or to the actions of the cow itself. TOtil (285) casts these lines in the future as
part of a speech of Baal foretelling what will happen, later to be enacted in column iii. However,
the introductory phrase wtSu 'nh DN is usually used to introduce present action (see earlier in
ii. 13 where Baal is the subject). ARTU (113) translates "she saw a cow and started to flow", i.e.
from sexual excitement. De Moor bases his interpretation on the akk. aldku. (CAD A/I.305f.)
which can have the meaning 'flow' and be used of bodily secretions including blood, spittle,
water, urine, semen, vaginal secretions, sweat, and milk. For example, we find the clause, A.MES
ina libbi SAL.LA-fti magal DU-(«, 'much secretion flows out of her vagina' (CAD A/1.306).
However, aldku in this sense always has a liquid subject, not a person. De Moor's translation,
although attractive, should not be followed. Walls (1992 131) translates "she saw a cow and she
led (?) in walking, she led in walking and led in dancing (?)". This translation depends on taking
the form tr as 3fs impf. of a root wry, cf. akk. (w)aru (see above fn. 2), and sees Anat as the
subject of the verbs; Anat leads the cow to Baal. I prefer to see the cow as the subject of these
verbs describing what Anat saw upon lifting her eyes, in much the same way as Baal sees the
approach ofAnat (ii.l3f.), or Athirat sees the approach of Baal and Anat (1.4.ii.l2f).
9The verb hi has the meaning of 'writhing in labour pains' cf. hb. bin I.; Anat is
witnessing the behaviour of a cow in labour. Walls (1992 131) has "in dancing (?)" which is an
acceptable translation of the Hebrew, but can only be this if Anat is the subject of the verb (unless
we imagine the cow dancing). We find hi in 1.12.i.25 with the meaning of 'suffer labour pains'.
10We have a choice here: hbl can either mean something like 'troupe, band', cf. hb.
{TOul 285 n.s, MLC 470), or 'pain, pang', cf hb. ^20 {ARTU 113). The latter option, translated
as "pangs of the Kotharot", may be a meaningful parallel with the previous hi, but if we take the
preceding n 'mm and ysmrn as references to the Kotharot themselves, then the former option,
"band of the Kotharot" is preferable.
nCML2 (142) reading ipu 'mist, clouds' cf. akk. upu.
12An examination of a colour slide at this point shows a lacuna between the n and the p
large enough for at least three average size signs.
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Ill
1 | )xm*(?) arht. tld*\ ]
al*p*. I btlt. 'nt
About 20 lines missing
... the cows gave (?) birth ,..13
A bull'4 for Maiden Anat,
5 hn. k* qnyn. T*\ )
w ypt. I ybmt. lim*[m]
wy'ny. (?) ali*yn*[. b'l]
and a cow15 for ybmt limm.
And Aliyan Baal answered:
Indeed, like our creator fl will mount you16
k drd (drdr). d yknn*[ ]
b'l.ysgd.mli*[ ]
like the generation17 who begot us.
Baal advanced with a full ['hand',18
il pd (hd). mla*. us*/l*[ J19 the god Haddu filled [his 'finger'
13This line is very uncertain. ARTU (114) translates "[The wom]b of the cow can bear [for
me]", presumably restoring rhm in the initial lacuna of line 1. However, there is no textual
support for such a reading and it is based solely on de Moor's general interpretation of this text
and text 1.13.
,4Although the text is almost illegible at this point, examination of a colour slide of the
tablet reveals that the restoration of KTU al*p* is more consistent with the remaining pattern of
wedges than Walls' (1992 132) restoration a\rh],
15Cf. ar. yafanatu, (TOul 286 n.t', MLC 561).
16Most interpreters restore 'Im, and translate something like, "our eternal creator" (e.g.
TOul 286, MLC All, Walls 1992 132). ARTU (114) translates, "Surely I can mount [youl like
our Creator", reading 'l\tk\ from the root 'ly 'go up, ascend', but which can also can indicate the
'mounting' of animals. Compare text 1.5.V.21 where we find t*S*[']ly parallel to S*k*b clearly in
a context of sexual intercourse. Compare also akk. elu (CAD E.130) where the causative is
glossed 'to cover (said of animals)', and hb. (Paul 1982) as in Gen. 31.10, 12:
□'iripn the he-goats were mounting the flock.
17For drd, which is clearly visible on the tablet, there are several possible solutions. We
could take the first d as the relative pronoun and take rd from a rood rd(y) 'rule, dominate', cf.
hb.mi I., translating, "like (the one) who rules (us), (the one) who established us". In its favour,
this translation could give the divine progression from creation to submission to establishment as
ruler in ones own right. On the other hand, in the previous colon we find the preposition k
prefixed directly to the verbal noun, whereas here we have a relative pronoun intervening, and no
pronominal suffix (although its absence is not unusual for the second clement in a bicolon). A
second solution is to take the final d of kdrd as an error for kdr Tike the generation', or assume a
final r has been dropped from a reduplicated form kdrdr.
18'Hand' (yd) is restored on the assumption that the final two graphemes of the parallel
colon are read us[b'h], 'his finger'. Given the parallelism in this bicolon, the most appropriate A
word to parallel usb' is 'hand'. Ilcrc, 'hand' and the following 'finger' arc taken as metaphors for
'penis', cf. KTU 1.23.33f.
,90n the colour slide of this tablet, the initial u can be clearly made out, followed by two
vertical wedges. Unfortunately, the second vertical wedge is found at the right hand edge of the
extant tablet, and it is impossible to know whether this should be taken as a s, or whether another
vertical wedge followed giving I.
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btlt.20 p btlt. '«*[*] The 'mouth'21 of the Maiden Anat was spattered,22
the 'mouth' of the most beautiful ofBaal's sisters.10 wp. n'mt. nht (aht). b*['l]
y'l. b'l. bg{r]
w bn. dgn. b ,f[ ]
Baal went up onto the [mountain,
and the son of Dagan into the [heavens (?)
b'l. ytb. I £s[i. mlkh]
b*n*. dgn. I kh[t. drkth]
Baal sat upon the [throne of his kingship,
the son ofDagan upon the [seat of his dominion.
15 I alp. ql. zx[ [ To/for the bull a voice ...23
tl*k. w tr. b*[ 1
b n'mrn. b ys*[mm J
I a*p* (a*lp*). ql. nd. [ J to/for the bull a cry was let out24 ...
She was turning more and more with [labour pains25
20 ibr. tld*[ J
arh. arh. [ [
with the gracious ones, with the beautiful ones ...
The/A cow, the/a cow ...
A bull she bore ...
1()CTA reads bit. pbtlt. KTU remarks that the scribe made the / of bit then over it
impressed a horizontal wedge t. This is impossible to make out from the plates in CTA, but
examination of a colour slide of this text reveals the faint trace of an impression over the first
vertical wedge of the /, extending to just over the second vertical wedge. If we accepted that this
mark is the grapheme t, although this is by far from certain, then its diminutive size in
comparison with other examples in the text may be a result of its being placed over a /, since if it
was average size then the I would have been obliterated. Although this might indicate that the
originally written bit was incorrect and that the missing t was impressed over the /, it is possible
that the original bit was correct, and that the scribe's correction was in error as he anticipated the
following pbtlt 'nt. In any case, Walls' (1992 132) reading btl[tl\ is not correct.
2xARTU (114) translates, "The orifice of the Virgin Anatu was deflowered", taking the p
as the noun normally meaning 'mouth' but which may have had a wider semantic range
including 'orifice' = 'vagina'. Walls (1992 134) objects to de Moor's translation on the basis that
he can find no attestations of Akkadian pti meaning 'vagina'. However, AHw (11.874) gives for
akk. pu(rn) a whole range of bodily openings, including 'Muttermund', which is the opening of
the neck of the womb to the vagina, used from the Old Babylonian period onwards. Given this
Akkadian evidence, it is possible that Ugaritic p also could convey a wider meaning than just
'mouth', and that its basic meaning was 'orifice, opening', allowing the possibility that in this
text, alongside yd and usb' for 'penis', it could mean 'vagina'.
22I read bit (after CTA) as a 3fs perfect from a root bl(l) 'mix, mingle', cf. hb. ar.
ha Ila 'moisten'. Akk. balalu, (CAD B.39f.) can have the meaning 'to be spattered with semen',
referring to a man who has ejaculated in the night. We might either take this verb to indicate that
Anat's vagina was 'mixed' with Baal's semen, or that her vagina became moist, either through
sexual excitement, or because ofBaal's semen.
23TOul (287 n.x) suggests that the z may in fact be p' in which case we could restore p'r
'to proclaim', a good parallel with ql nd 'emit a speech, or cry' (cf. akk. nadu rigma) of the next
line. MLC (473) has Anat crying out because of the bull calf, but it seems that the calf is not born
until a few lines later.
24Cf. akk. nadu (e.g. TOul 287, CML2 152,MLC 588).
■"Translating ilk in a progressive sense, i.e. the cow (or Anat?) was coming nearer to the
time ofbirth. Restoring hi after 11.29 above? Cf. MLC (473), ARTU ( \ 15).
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w rum. l\ ]
thbq. a*[rh ]
and a wild bull for ...
The cow embraced26 ...
thbq. a*r*h*[ ]
w tks*y*n*n. b f*n*xxx
the cow embraced...
And she covered him with two ...
...27 his umbilical cord28 and his milk,29
... with the milk of his youth.
By the flank30 she went up onto the mountain,
25 y* '"*/*. irh. w Shph
x b* Shp. s&rth
yrk. t'l. b (Rasur: Ik) gr
msimt. b gr. tliyt
w t'l. bkm. b arr*
by the raised ways31 onto Mount ofVictory.
And she went up onto the hill,32 onto Arar,33
30 brn. arr. w b s*p*n* onto Arar, and onto Saphon,
b n'm. b gr. tl*i*yt
ql. I b'l. ttnn*
bSrt. il. b*S*[r. b]'*l
onto the pleasant place, onto Mount of Victory.
She announced to Baal:
Receive divinely good news, Baal,34
26Or, 'she embraced the cow'; cf. MLC (473).
27Thc verification of KTIP s reading is extremely difficult from the colour slide I have
examined. The head of a y appears at the beginning of the line, but the following grapheme is
almost obliterated, appearing only as the top corner of a wedge. Just before the following S, which
is clearly depicted, there are some traces which may be the bottom of at least two vertical wedges,
but the damage to the surface at this point makes it impossible to be certain. TOul (288 n.a)
restores y\nq] 'to suck' (cf. ARTU 115). MLC follows KTU "sobre" [over],
28Many interpreters compare hb. 72? 'umbilical cord'. Might this be a reference to the
practice ofpreserving the placenta and umbilical cord (Wyatt 1987b 402)?
29Cf. Syriac tfhapa 'colostrum, milk' (TOul 288 n.b, CML2 \58,ARTU 115). MLC (473)
translates "su tierna piel (?)" [his tender skin], on the basis of ar. sahafa, sahifu 'woven material,
new or weak skin'.
30This is probably a geographical term to describe a mountainous feature. Cf. hb. (H)"JT
which can refer to side or flank ofmountain (TOul 288 n.d,MLC 562, ARTU 115).
31 TOu I (288) translates rnslmt as a verb, but it is better to see it as parallel to yrk and
allow the verb / 7 to be understood in this second colon. As a noun parallel to yrk, cf. hb. dv0 and
u'pOD which indicate some kind of path or highway. The first is particularly interesting as it
comes in Gen. 28.12 where Jacob dreams of a 7*70 'ladder' stretching from earth up to heaven
upon which divine beings were travelling (UT 19.1761). Clifford's (1972 75 n.50) rejection of
this meaning for mslmt is based on faulty stichometry and is not accepted. Here we have an
Ugaritic parallel; in this case, Anat travels along the mslmt up to heaven (cf. line 12 if we restore
Smm), and even more interestingly, a specific route appears to follow, beginning with the 'hill'
(km), then onto Arar (arr) and finally up to Saphon itself.
32TOul (288 n.f) cf. ar. kirn 'hill' (following Aistleitner).
3i'/'Oul (288 n.g) a toponym known from administrative documents, (PRU II. 173.2,
V.35.1, 42.1, 76.32).
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w* b&r. h*lk. d*g*n* receive good news, scion ofDagan.35
35 k*. ibr. I b'l\.\ y*l*(l)d* For a bull-calf has been born to Baal,
w* r*um. I rk*b*[.] '*r*p*t* a wild bull to the rider of the clouds.36
ySm*h. al*iy*n. b*'*l Aliyan Baal rejoiced.
In the second column we find Anat searching for Baal. She goes to his
palace and is told that he has gone out to hunt the wild bulls at the shores of Shamak.
She flies to meet him, and on seeing her approach Baal stands up to meet her and falls
at her feet in adoration. Anat sees a cow, presumably part of the herd Baal was
hunting, in the pains of labour, then returns her attention to Baal and addresses a
speech to him which unfortunately is too damaged for us to comprehend.
Column three begins with what is probably a speech by Anat addressed to
Baal, since we find in line 4 the phrase "And Aliyan Baal answered" which can only be
addressed to Anat. The speech of Baal that follows is crucial to our interpretation of
this text. In our translation of the speech, Baal gives a description of his copulation
with Anat, and we are to assume that these actions were carried out, for directly after
this, Baal goes to his house and awaits the news of the birth.
There then follows a description of the labour, birth, and post-natal care
of the offspring. From our translation it appears that the cow (arti) is the subject of
the verbs describing the labour and birth; nowhere is the divine name Anat mentioned,
and the question remains whether Anat and the cow are one and the same, or whether
34Thc following two lines could be translated, "Good news O God, receive good news
Baal, receive good news scion of Dagan". However, the fact that we have here a bicolon points
away from such a translation. The phrase bSrt il is to be taken as a noun and il as the superlative,
hence ARTLTs (115) "Receive divinely good news, BaTu".
^Taking htk as cognate with ar. hataka akk. ctcku meaning 'care for' (Healey 1980 t08).
For an alternative explanation of the phrase htk dgn as 'Lord of the Rain' cf. hb. "jnn 'divide,
determine' see Wyatt (1980 and 1992).
36For this title of Baal see Wyatt (1992 415L).
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they are to be distinguished. We have already seen that Baal anoints the horns of
Anat, a possible allusion to the bovine form of this goddess, and the copulation
appears to take place between Baal and Anat, if my translation is correct. A further
pointer to the identity of Anat and the cow occurs in the change of scene between the
care of the new-born and the journey of the messenger to Baal's house to give him the
glad tidings. At this juncture there is no apparent change of subject (Bowman 1978
102); the verbs continue as 3fs imperfect. If there were a change of subject, for
example from the cow to Anat, then wc would expect the divine name to occur in line
27 to indicate such a change. This lack of change in subject suggests that the female
who is the subject of the verbs tld (line 20), thbq (lines 22-23), and tksynn (line 24), is
the same person as the subject of the verbs t'l (lines 27, 29), and ttnn (line 32). The
underlying bovine imagery of this whole narrative points to the cow as the subject of
these verbs, but the copulation scene between Baal and Anat, and the fact that a cow
is the later subject of the birth scene, equates Anat with the cow. A further
comparison can be made between the scene describing the news of the birth and KTU
1.4.v.25f. We find similar vocabulary such as tbSr b'l 'receive good news Baal' (line
26), and Smh aliyn b'l 'Aliyan Baal rejoiced' (line 35f.), and the fact that Anat is the
bearer of good news in 1.4.v, adds weight to our argument that Anat brings glad
tidings to Baal in this text, which means she is the cow who has just given birth. Walls
(1992 134) objects to such an identification, noting,
If, however, Anat is identified with the cow in this episode then she is
certainly a hardy mother, rushing off to tell the father herself
immediately after bearing and suckling the child.
However, such an observation completely misses the point that in this text
wc arc dealing with myth and therefore the characters, especially divine characters,
are not always constrained by the physical and temporal realities of real life. If we
seriously adopted Walls' attitude to mythic characterisation, wc would certainly have
some hard questions to answer about the 'hardiness' ofMot, for example, who after
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being utterly destroyed by Anat in 1.6.i, is again threatening to overpower Baal in
1.6.vi!
4.2.2. KTU 1.11
Text 1.11 (RS 3.319), like RS 3.362, was found in the house of the High
Priest (TEOl) and appears to be the top right hand corner of a larger tablet. I include
it here, despite its highly fragmentary state, because many scholars see in this
fragment either the text from the beginning of column iii of text 1.10 (TOul 275,
MLC 471, Day 1992 184) based on the similarities seen between these texts (similar
handwriting, division into poetic cola, written only on the recto (CT'A 51-52), or at
least that the text has strong links with the narrative in text 1.10 (CML2 32, Walls
1992 135). Only the first eight lines give enough script to enable us to propose
translational values to the words, but hardly any sense can be obtained for the text as
a whole.
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1 I [/*(?). ytkh. w yihd. b qrb*[ ] [Baal (?)] was aroused37 and grasped38 her womb39
[ ]t*t*kh*. w tihd. b uSk*\ 1 [Anat (?)] was aroused and grasped his penis40
[ b] '*/*. ya*bd.4X I alp ... Baal yabd42 for/to the bull (?)
37The etymology and meaning of this verb is very uncertain (Walls 1992 135F), and we
cannot be sure that Baal is the subject of this verb and Anat the subject of the following colon.
The verbs in this colon have a prefixed y and the subject is probably masculine, contrasting with
the feminine verbs of the parallel colon, so we are dealing with a male || female pair. We find
Anat and Baal in lines 7-8, and probably again in lines 4-5, and if KTLPs reading of a / after the
lacuna beginning line 1 is correct, I think there is a high likelihood that we are dealing with Baal
in line 1 and Anat in line 2. There is very little agreement on the verb tkh. TOul (239 n.f) is
guided by the context ofKTU 1.5.i.4 (||30), 1.10.1, 2, and 1.24.4, "s'enflammcnt", and hb. nnsp?
in Is. 23.16 where it qualifies a prostitute and may mean 'on heat'. However, its contrast with
,-DtF! 'you will be remembered' suggests that the common meaning of PCS 'forget' is more
appropriate. MLC (471) suggests 'apretar' [grasp] cf. ar. kataha 'gather'. Walls (1992 135), who
gives a good account of the alternative solutions, suggests 'droop (?)' following the work of
Albright and Patton who see in hb. PD5? a meaning 'to waste away, wither, dry up'. Although a
satisfactory etymology alludes us, I think we can be guided by the context of KTU 1.24.4f. which
is read ytkh yh[bq.]d tld 'he tkh and embraced (?) the one who would give birth'. Here, tkh
denotes an action (intransitive?) that precedes sexual union, which probably takes place at this
point in 1.24 given the following reference to the Kotharot and their proclamation in line 7 hi
glint tld bn 'behold the maiden will bear a son'. Using 1.24 as our basis (despite Walls'
contention that the plot of 1.24 at this early point is too unclear for any useful comparison), we
can assume that tkh in 1.11.1-2 is an action that precedes sexual intercourse, perhaps 'be
aroused'.
38This common Semitic lexeme is usually taken to mean "grasp, seize, hold", cf. hb. TIK
(DCH 1.186), but in akk. ahazu (CAD A/I.173f.) it can also have the meaning of 'to take a wife,
marry' and even be used to describe sexual intercourse (175). Walls (1992 137) notes the
"ridiculous image" of 'grasping the womb', but perhaps this image has been influenced by the
more meaningful phrase 'grasp the penis' as found in akk. (Watson 1977 277), and the fact that a
recognised metaphor for penis is 'hand', which of course may lead to the imago of the hand
'grasping'. For the verb ahd with the preposition b marking the direct object see Pardee (1977
206).
29TOul (289 n.k) translate qrb as "vulve", stating that it has the same meaning in Gen.
25.22. However, hb. in this text is more likely to mean 'womb', for anatomical reasons, and
because in the following verse, the noun 'belly, womb' is used, and there is no further
evidence for qrb in Ugaritic to mean 'vulva'. MLC (471) "vulva". Cf. akk. qerbltu 'womb' (CAD
Q.214). As I suggested in the previous note, if a penis can be designated by yd 'hand' then
perhaps the image of grasping (an action of the 'hand') the womb is a metaphor for sexual
intercourse? However, I do not want to press this point since there is little evidence to support this
theory. The b prefixed to qrb and uS[r/k] is problematical.
40TOul (289 n.l) refers to line 22 of text RS 24.272 (KTU 1.124) in which is restored uSr
'penis', cf. akk. iSaru, uSdru (CAD I-J.226). This is followed by Watson (1977 277) who provides
a Mesopotamian sexual omen in similar vein, andMLC (471) who translates "pene". Walls (1992
137) suggests that both 'penis' or 'testicle' are plausible parallels to 'womb', but I prefer 'penis'
after Watson's comparison.
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[ b]t*lt.'nt ... Maiden Anat
5 [ \q. hry. w yl*d ... conceived and gave birth43
[ ]xm. hbl. ktr*t* ... band of the Kotharot
I bt]l*t.'rU ... Maiden Anat
[ ali]yn. b'l ... Aliyan Baal
Text 1.11 has been presented confidently by numerous scholars as a vivid
and realistic portrayal of sexual intercourse between Baal and Anat (e.g. van Selms
1954 47, TOul 275, CML2, MLC, ARTU, Korpel 1990 123). However, our
translation of the text illustrates that such a straightforward interpretation of these
lines is not at once forthcoming. There are considerable difficulties of interpretation,
so much so that latest attempts have negated this earlier interpretation (Day 1992 184,
Walls 1992 138).
In this text we find the divine names Anat and Baal, but not in a context
that clearly illustrates that they are engaged in sexual activity. In line 4 we find a
4'Examination of a colour slide at this point reveals what appears to be the left hand edge
of a horizontal wedge after the y but the impressions are so faint at this point, unlike the
preceding y and following bd that the intended grapheme can only be guessed at.
42TO«7 (289 n.m) reads yabd and translates "Baal est pris de passion pour les bceufs", cf.
ar. abida 'to be furious', eth. 'ebed 'mad'. MLC (471) 'Balu se sintio frustrado' [Baal felt
frustrated]. Walls (1992 137f.) gives a detailed discussion of the interpretation of this verb by
various scholars. A particular problem is its relationship to the following lalp. If we accept that
this tablet is the missing right hand column from text 1.10 then we have to take the ends of the
lines as the correct division into poetic cola, as we find in 1.10. In this case tho lalp would be the
dative object of the verb ainbd and Baal is most likely to be the subject in parallel to Anat in the
following colon, which means any sexual connotation for this verb would be directed to tho alp
which in Ugaritic is a male animal (Walls 1992 138). On the other hand, apart from the first two
lines, there is no other evidence to suggest that these lines are divided by poetic cola. The
following line ends so far back from the edge of the tablet that we could argue for lalp belonging
with this divine name, and for a verb appearing at the beginning of this following line: in other
words, Anat does something to the bull. The difficulties of this text are so great that it is perhaps
best to leave this verb untranslated and admit that this text is too fragmentary to make sense of at
this point.
43If the subject of these verbs is feminine (such as Anat) then hry and yld must be
infinitives.
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reference to btlt 'nt, which suggests the ] '*/* of the previous line can be read as the
divine name Baal as a suitable parallel (Walls 1992 184). The names Anat and Baal
occur also in lines 7-8, but again, there is no context in which to place them. The
restoration of Baal in line one and Anat in line two (e.g. Lipinski 1965 63) is
admittedly conjectural and rejected by Walls (1992) and Day (1991 and 1992), and it
is entirely possible that some other masculine and feminine subjects were involved
which have been lost in the lacunae. However, if KTlf s reading of a possible / after
the lacuna at the beginning of line 1 is correct then the restoration of the divine name
Baal is a possibility and is consistent with the masculine subject of the verbs of this
line. The restoration of Anat as a suitable parallel has no textual confirmation in line 2,
and can only be inferred from her apparent paralleling with Baal in lines 4-5 and 7-8
and the fact that the verbs in line 2 are governed by a feminine subject; but if, as Walls
and Day believe, Anat cannot be the female with whom Baal has sexual intercourse,
then we should look for another subject, such as a cow (arh) as they believe to be the
case for 1.10, or perhaps a heifer ('git || prt) as we find in 1.5.v.
Leaving to one side for the moment the question of the identity of the
subjects in lines 1-2, we are still faced with a difficult task in understanding this
fragment. The extant text begins with a male becoming aroused and grasping a womb,
paralleled by a female becoming aroused and grasping a penis (?), and the later
presence of the infinitives hry (conceive) and yld (give birth), along with the hbl ktrt
(band of Kotharot), all of which point to the sexual basis of this narrative. The verb
tkh is very difficult to interpret but I believe that a comparison with 1.24.dk allows us
to see in this an action or state that precedes sexual intercourse (van Selms 1975 480).
'Grasping the womb' may or may not make much sense, depending on what
constraints we place on poetry to conform to physical realities. There are strong
lexical and syntactical parallels between lines 1 and 2, and since we can make sense of
'grasping the penis' in line 2 as an inherently sexual action (especially in light of the
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akk. parallel presented by Watson 1977) then I think we have strong grounds in
assuming a sexual act in the preceding line. As I pointed out in my notes to the text,
perhaps the notion of a penis 'grasping' a womb is in some way influenced by the fact
that a common metaphor for penis was 'hand' {yd), for which of course 'grasping' is a
natural action.
As for the identity of the two characters involved, I agree with Walls'
(1992 138f.) observation that strictly on the basis of the extant text it would be
speculative to assert their identity as Baal and Anat, since their names do not occur in
lines 1-2, which are the most sexually explicit lines of this fragment. I also agree with
him that it would be unjustified to assert that Baal and .Anat are the subjects of lines 1
2 simply on the basis of other texts such as 1.5.v and 1.10. However, unlike Walls, my
interpretation of text 1.10 does not provide evidence contrary to the interpretation
that Baal and Anat engage in sexual intercourse. Looking at what remains of the text,
the only potential subjects that we find named are Baal, Anat, the bull {alp) and the
Kotharot. I think we can dismiss the idea of the Kotharot involved in lines 1-2 since
they are predominantly involved in the labour and birth of the child, rather than in the
act of sexual union which must rather take place between the parents. It is possible
that the bull is the masculine subject of line 1 and that in the lacuna of line 2 we
should restore arh (cow), for example. However, given the following facts, that we
find Baal and Anat paired in lines 4-5 and 7-8, that KTU reads a / at the end of the
initial lacuna of line 1 which may be the final letter of b'l, that other texts relate the
sexual exploits of Baal (irrespective of whom we believe to be his partner), and that
contra Walls text 1.10 does not disprove that Baal and Anat engage in sexual
intercourse, all weigh heavily in favour of a restoration for Baal in line 1 and Anat in
line 2. If this interpretation is correct then we have a second account of sexual activity
between these two deities, and the thesis of Day and Walls is negated. However, I
would not hold up text 1.11 as irrefutable evidence for such activity, given the
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difficulties of interpretation and the fact that the divine names have to be restored in
lines 1-2 to reach this conclusion.
4.2.3, KTU 1.13
Text 1.13 (RS 1.6) was found during the first season of excavations on
the tell at Ras Shamra (Virolleaud 1929 pi. LXVI). It measures 15.8 x 12.5 cm. and
lacks the top of the recto, and hence the last few lines of the verso. The tablet itself
was broken into several pieces (TOu2 19) and the many lacunae hinder our
understanding of the text (Caquot 1978 14*). An unusual feature of the tablet is that
almost all of the lines, except 14, 17-20 and 22, are ruled off from each other by a
horizontal stroke dragged across the width of the tablet.
The goddess Anat is one of the principle characters of this narrative, but
the difficulties faced in attempting to translate this damaged text have led to the
situation that the number of interpretations is almost equal to the number of
commentators who have attempted the task. A particularly detailed analysis of the
text and the history of its interpretation is provided by del Olmo Lete (1981a).
1) 1 Ixx
2) [ ]h*m*.44 t*ld ... give birth (?)...
44This word is poorly preserved with very few wedges visible. A common suggestion is to
restore rhm tld, but the claim that rhm can be used as an independent epithet of the goddess (e.g.
de Moor 1980, del Olmo Lete 1981a) is far from certain, since it occurs in only one context in
which Anat's compassion is of primary importance (see my discussion above). TOu2 (21)
suggests bhm "dans l'ardeur (genesique)". If we compare two other birth scenes, KTU 1.17.i.40f.
and 1,23.51f., we see a pattern in the sequence of verbs used:
1.17.i.40f. nSq [...] hbq hmhm [•••I kn hmhm kn
1.23.51f. nSq hr hbq hmhm qns wld
The damage to the text is such that wc cannot say with any certainty what was originally
written. The restoration of rhm as the noun 'womb' is a possibility, since we have a verb which
deals with birth. On the other hand, from the above comparison of similar birth scenes, bhm is
also a likely candidate.
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3) [ \h*rm. tn. ym 4) m*(?)45
£x[ ]y*mrn.
Ik. 5) h*r*g. ar*\ ]y*mm,48
bsr. 6) k*p*. Ssk. | ]x.
/ hbSk. 7) '*tk. .]/* mhrk
Sever49 hands, pour out [blood],50
to your belt attach the heads of your enemies.52
... massacre46 two days,
Go, slay [four] days.
[Fell three47] days,
45Virolleaud's (1929 pi. LXV1) transcription shows an initial t* but KTU reads an initial
m*. An examination of a slide of the tablet reveals damage to the tablet at this point; before the
break there is the beginning of a horizontal wedge whilst the lacuna is larger than that indicated
by Virolleaud which allows the possibility of an rn. Caquot's (1978 14*) suggestion of tS as an
imperative of a root ntS was replaced in TOu2 (22) by tS[ht] "egorger" [to slit] (TOu2 22 n.7 states
that it reads tS[ht] with del Olmo Lete, but del Olrno Lete 1981a andMLC reads 5\ht\ without the
preformative t, which is instead taken as the final rn of yrnml). However, del Olmo Lcte (1981a
53) points out the grammatical necessity for a dual or plural form of ym after the numeral tn. In
this case the initial grapheme is read m and taken as the plural ending of ymrn. and the new
lexeme begins with 8. Both Sht 'massacre' (del Olmo Lete 1981a 51), and Spl 'throw down'
(ARTU 138) are plausible suggestions.
46There is enough room in the preceding lacuna for seven to eight graphemes which
makes it difficult to determine the link between the preceding verb tld and what follows. Here, the
rm is clearly visible but only the lower part of the first grapheme remains. Caquot (1978 14*)
suggests the adverb ahrm, but I remain unconvinced by his stichomctrical analysis. De Moor
(1980 306) suggests "to devote to the ban" as a parallel to hrg in line 5. Del Olmo Lete (1981a
54) translates "percer" [to pierce, penetrate], cf. ar. harama 'to split, break' also as a parallel with
hrg (TOu2 22 "massacre").
47There is enough space in the lacuna for approximately five or six graphemes. The
presence of ymm aftor the lacuna suggosts that a numeral has been lost parallel to the tn of the
previous line, and given the common poetic device of n || n + 1, it is possible that we should
restore the numeral tit. and this leaves enough room for the end of the preceding verb.
48Virolleaud (1929 pi. LXV1) shows one vertical wedge after the lacuna which Cazelles
(1956 51) takes to be the final wedge of the grapheme /, and restores ar[h g\lmm. However,
examination of the slide clearly shows this to be the grapheme y (KTU) which allows the
reconstruction arb' ymm.
49SP (95) translates bsr "with vehemence", an adjective describing Anat's battle, but de
Moor (1980 307) translates "in anguish/frustration", postulating that the anguish of Anat is
caused by her inability to bear children. I prefer to see this as a verb syntactically parallel to Ssk
and 'tk, and cognate with (Cazelles 1956 51).
i0TOu2 (22) suggests "those who plunder you" taking Ssk as a participle form with 2fs
pronominal suffix and cognate with BH HOC 'plunder, take booty', cf. Jer. 30:16 (cf. the
earlier opinion of Caquot 1978 15* and his reference to Cassuto 1971 117). However, this leaves
the lacuna blank and presents a poor prosodic division of lines six and seven. Analysis of the
slide of this tablet shows room for two graphomes and we must take account of this in our
translation. Del Olmo Lete (1981a 54) raises the possibility that it is a corrupt form of 8ns from
the example ofKTU 1.3.ii.l2, but favours the suggestion of Cazelles (1956 51), who takes Ssk as
the S-causative of nsk 'pour' followed by dm 'blood' in the lacuna. Walls (1992 140) follows del
Olmo Lete's first suggestion and takes it as an infinitive construct in which the middle n has
assimilated. I follow Cazelles (1956 51).
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8) w* 'p.ldr*[ ]. nSrk.
9) w rbs. I grk. inbb.
10) ic*t54 grk. ank. y*d't.
Fly at the [side]53 of your hawk(s),
Settle on your mountain inbb.
11) £*(?)/.55 atn. at. mtbk.
«*(?)/&*(?)xg*/.56 12) [ ]m*m.57 rm.
Ik. prz. £*(?)t.58 13) [k]bkbm.59
The base of your mountain I truly know!
Behold, I gave you your dwelling,
in the high heavens.
Go,60 crush61 the pedestals of the stars.
51Virolleaud's (1929 pi. LXVI) transcription shows no indication of S, and from
examination of the slide we see that the lacuna breaks off the end of the grapheme i. The lacuna
is wide enough for one or two graphemes which makes possible the restoration riS or the plural
riff. Compare KTU 1.3.ii where we find singular forms of kp and rif rather than plurals.
52If the parallelism of these two cola appears to be somewhat unbalanced, perhaps we
could take IhbSk as a parallel to Imhrk. In this case, we could postulate a noun meaning 'prisoner'
from the root hbS 'to bind' (rather than 'sash' as in 1.3.ii) and translate "Sever hands! || Pour out
the blood of your prisoners, || attach the heads of your enemies". However, the similarities
between this passage and that in 1.3.ii would seem to argue against this.
53Virolleaud's (1929 pi. LXVI) transcription and an examination of the slide show space
for only one grapheme. TOu2 (22) restores dr'k 'your arm'. However, there does not appear to be
sufficient space in the lacuna to restore 'k, especially since the final wedge of the r has also to be
fitted. A single ' (CTA) is more likely and ARTU (138) translates "by the side" pointing to the
Akkadian usage ina ahi (CAD A/1.208).
54Virollcaud (1929 pi. LXVI) has only the final horizontal wedge of the first grapheme
and the indication of a preceding horizontal wedge, which leads Cazelles (1956 53), Caquot
(1978 15*) and TOu2 (23) to read at as an imperative of atw 'to come'. De Moor (1980 307) and
del Olmo Lete (1981 52) follow KTU and read kt, and an examination of the slide suggests that
this reading may be correct.
55Virolleaud (1929 pi. LXVI) has n after a lacuna, at the beginning of the line, and this is
confirmed by examination of a colour slide of the tablet, so KTUFs reading is rejected (dc Moor
1980 305). Perhaps we should read [h]n 'behold'. Compare El's message to Anat here with the
formulaic exchanges between them in KTU 1.3.v.l9f. and 1.18.i.5f., where we find the themes of
'knowing' and 'dwellings': El knows the character of his daughter and Anat threatens El's
dwelling. Again, in KTU 1.6.iii Anat approaches El to seek knowledge about Baal's well-being.
In 1.3.v and 1.4.iv we find El described by the adjective hkm (wise).
56The tablet at this point is very poorly preserved, but we do find what may be u or b after
the word divider and beginning the next lexeme. De Moor (1980 307) reads mtbk bgg as a
reference to a supposed practice of erecting temporary shrines on the roof of the temple during
the New Year Festival. An examination of a colour slide of the tablet suggests to me that we
should read bm with KTWs final g or word divider being the vertical stroke of the rn. In this
reading we have the preposition with suffixed -m, perhaps added for reasons of assonance with
the following [£]mm rm.
57Reading Smrn.
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tjn. tpl. k* l*b*nt. There, may they fall62 like bricks,63
58Caquot (1978 15*) reads pt 'fracasser' (to smash), cf. hb. ITS and ar. falta. From the
slide we can sec one horizontal wedge near the top of the line under which is the lacuna, and
after the lacuna we have one horizontal wedge of such a larger proportion that it is likely to be a
separate grapheme, and looks very similar to the final t of the line below. Both are valid
possibilities but considerations of prosody favour the reading ofKTU.
^Virolleaud (1929 pi. LXVI) shows only the final bm preceded by the end of what
appears to be a horizontal w edge coming out of the lacuna. An examination of the slide reveals
more; the lacuna is approximately one grapheme wide and this is followed by what appears to be
b or d - the confusion arises from there being three vertical wedges but only two horizontal ones
at their base. A following k is clearly visible and we read [ ]bldkbm, which would suggest that the
first visible sign is a scribal error for b. I therefore accept KTLTs reading of [k]bkbm and take it as
a genitive in the phrase kt kbkbm Throne-base/pedestal of the stars' (del Olmo Lete 1981a).
60This is usually taken as a preposition with pronominal suffix although TOu2 admits that
the imperative hlk is also possible. In line four we have a colon beginning with the imperative Ik,
followed by a second imperative, and I believe this is the structure we have here.
6'This lexeme presents us with some difficulty. It may well be tempting to see in prz an
imperative cognate with BH ]*"1S 'break through, break up'; however, ]HS has an Arabic cognate
frs which rules this out (UT 5.13 demonstrates Hebrew s and Arabic s points to Ugaritic s and not
z as we have here, cf. CML2 140) since the common s points to an Ugaritic cognate with the form
prs, found in KTU 1.23.70 (cf. MLC 612 who proposes prs as a cognate with Hebrew f"3S). The
phonological equivalencies can be summed up in the following table (UT 5.13):
Ugaritic Hebrew Arabic Akkadian
! £ s z s
ZOT S s 4 s
S s s s
This shows us that whilst an Ugaritic z may be cognate with a hb. s, it is cognate
only with ar. z or d. Cazelles (1956 53) reads p as a conjunction followed by the verb rz. Del
Olmo Letc (1981a 55) points out the possibility of reading this lexeme as prp', by splitting the
final grapheme, which provides us with a cognate of Arab, rafa'a '(se) lever' and a verb parallel
to the previous rm, which he takes to be an imperative. He also mentions the possibility of a root
rz 'courir, parcourir' cf. hb. fH, but is undecided, since he retains both options in his translation.
Caquot (1978 15*) reads rz. as an imperative of a verb cognate with ar. radda, hb. fl>~l 'crush'.
De Moor (1980 308) suggests that this is a scribal error for prq cognate with akk. parakku 'cella,
sanctuary'. He supports the shift q to k with ug. qrS, akk. karaSu. Since I take the previous rm as
an adjective, del Olmo Lete's (1981a 56) suggestion that this is parallel to an imperative rm is
unnecessary. I favour the explanation of Caquot which sees this as a conjunction p, with an
imperative of the verb rz(z) meaning 'to break, smash' since it fits in with my understanding of
the overall passage at this point, although the damaged state of the text rules out any firm
conclusions.
62This may be 2s yqtl of npl 'fall, be killed'. If the subject is Anat, it would seem odd that
she is asked to 'fall', unless we accept the hb. connotation of *721 with the meaning of 'fall upon,
attack' (cf. Jcr. 48.32, Josh. 11.7, Job 1.15). However, another solution presents itself ifwo parse
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14) [ ]r*t*m.64 k yrlc*t*. 'tqbm. like beams65 of Ash66 (?)
this verb as 3fs/p yqtl. In Is. 9.9 we find the phrase, CPD1? 'bricks have fallen', as a
description of destruction. Perhaps here the same imagery is used of the destruction of the kt
kbkbm, with the jussive sense, 'may it/they fall like a brick/bricks'; a graphic image of the
destruction of the celestial pedestal(s).
63De Moor's (1971a 350) explanation for Ibnt 'white petals' remains unconvincing since
the more usual 'bricks' fits the context just as well, if not better. The imagery used in this verse
brings to mind that of Is. 14.12f. where we find an invective against the King of Babylon (see the
remarks of Caquot 1978 16* who states that Ginsberg was the first to note the similarity between
these two texts). In this passage, remarkable for its colourful allusions to Canaanite myth, we
read that this character has 'fallen from heaven' (v. 12a CTQtC n'pSD) and has been 'cut down to
earth' (v. 12b FlIH?]) and this same sequence of verbs, 'PQl and "73 is also found in Is. 9.9
where we have already pointed out the link with tpl above. In Is. 14 it is the king who has 'fallen'
down the vertical axis of sacrality; literally from heaven, to earth, to Sheol! This is because he
ascended above the stars of El (i78f35'D) and set his throne (803) on the Mount of assembly
OSfiCfirQ) on the flanks of Saphon (]*IS^ TOT). In Hebrew myth stars have a special place as
leaders (the oracle of Baalam in Num. 24.17 sees a star who will lead Israel in its struggles), or as
gods (see for example Am. 5.26 D37li78 33*13 'your star-god', and the scene in Jud. 5.20 where it
is said that the stars fought on behalf of Israel [Weinfeld 1983]), and kbkbm is an image used of
the gods in Ugaritic myth also. See KTU 1.19.iv.22f. where pgt speaks of her father making
offerings to the gods || stars, and 1.10.i.3-4 where bn il seems to parallel phr kbkbm, as well as
1.43.3-4 where we find the group ilm kbkbm. See also the comments of Caquot (1978 16*) who
believes that Anat fights the group known as the bn atrt in KTU 1.6.v. 1, and designated kbkbm in
the present text. He also suggests the possible restoration of bn ilm at the beginning of line 11 as
a suitable parallel to kbkbm. In our Ugaritic narrative, it is possible that kbkbm is actually a
poetical designation of the sons of El, the kt kbkbm being the pedestals (thrones) upon which the
assembly of the gods sit. This passage, along with KTU 1.6.v.lf., may then provide further
background to Athirat's anxious exclamation in KTU 1.4.ii.21f.
64Virollcaud's (1929 pi. LXVI) transcription shows only the m clearly, preceded by the top
half of a vertical wedge, and this is confirmed by examination of the slide which also shows
enough room in the lacuna for perhaps three to four graphemes before the rn. The tc?rt is too
damaged to know for certain what belongs here. De Moor (1971a 349) suggests yrhm 'moons' as
a parallel to kbkbm, but later (1979 650) suggests that we need a parallel to 'falling stars' and
therefore reads srhrn, cognate with Akk. sehru 'flare, sudden luminosity' used of astral bodies: he
suggests we take this as 'comets'. Del Olmo Lete (1981a 56) thinks that we must look for a
material used in the construction of (mythical) palaces, such as ilqsm 'gems' or hrsm '(ingots of)
gold'. Wyatt (ora/ communication) has suggested 'comets' cf. hb. 33^ which parallels 3Di3 'star'
in Num. 24.17.
65De Moor (1971a 350) takes this as a cognate of hb. "]T ar. wark 'haunch, thigh'. He
argues that since the phrase kyrkt 'tqbm must modify his idea of 'falling moons', parallel to stars
falling like Ibnt, and noting the similarity in shape between haunches and the seeds of the ash, he
translates 'samaras of the ash'. Del Olmo Lete (1981a 56) suggests that the phrase yrkt 'tqbm
may be some kind ofbuilding material parallel to 'bricks', such as "poutres des ffenes" (beams of
Ash],
66Cazelles (1956 53) points out that the spelling is confirmed by a PN in KTU 4.63 'tqbt,
and sees it as a designation of those creatures which Baal encountered in the desert in KTU 1.12.
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15) [ ]m*. t*zp*n.671 pit.
16)w'68[ ]m*'[ ]t*m.wmdbht.
17) hr. [ ]. 7. 7'M7w;
18) n'm.69 [ ]s/m.
trths*[ ] 19) btlt. 'nt*.
... at/to the edge (?)
... sacrifice ...
... over the stars
the gracious one ...
The Maiden Anat washed herself.
tptr*'.70tb71[ ] 20) litnrn. \ybmt] (?) limm cleansed herself.
Cdtiuul (1978 16*) translates "Lcs Fortes", and explains it as a variant of the Arabic root taqafa
and Aramaic fypn 'strong'. 'Lcs Fortes' is an epithet of the adversaries of Baal and Anat (TOu2
25). Dc Moor (1971a 350) states that in KTU 1.17.vi.20 the wooden core of a composite bow is
tqbm growing in the Lebanon, and that archaeological evidence suggests this is the Ash tree (but
cf. Margalit 1989 3()3f.), so here in text 13 he suggests a form of tqb 'to pierce' with prefixed '.
A7Dd Olrno Lctc (1981a 57) and TOu2 follow Rin who relates this verb to Arabic dafana
'aller, entrer'. De Moor (1980 308) translates 'drip' and states this is a hyper-correct spelling of a
root nzp / ntp. Another possibility is a cognate with hb. and aram. rp3 'flow'.
68The second grapheme is clearly marked but considerably smaller in proportion to
surrounding examples. For a summary of the attempts at reconstruction of the text down to line
17 see del Olmo Lete (1981a and MLC). He notes the hypothetical nature of all attempts due to
the very broken state of the tablet.
69Cazelles (1956 54) restores n'm[t i]llm as a mistake for n'ml ilm which he treats as an
epithet of Anat, "la plus en faveur des dieux". However, examination of the slide reveals a word
divider after the m (KTU) and a lacuna wide enough for three to four graphemes. Also, the size,
shape and distance from the lacuna of the first two vertical wedges suggests this is a s rather than
the end of a /.
70Whilst Cazelles' (1956 54) suggestion to read tkr' "s'agenouiller" is possible since the
cluster of wedges which are transliterated pt are very similar to that of k, in this instance the
wedges are inordinately long for a k, and despite the final horizontal wedge being in contact with
the preceding upper wedge, orthographically the first two wedges arc more akin to p than any
example of k. De Moor (1980 308) suggests a Dt stem ofpr' 'to make oneself the best, to beautify
oneself. I prefer Caquot (1978 16*), who suggests the Arabic cognate 'iftaraga, 'to pour water
on oneself, which provides us with a Gt verb in parallel to trths.
71If we accept tptr' as a Gt verb then we arc left with tb\ \limm as an epithet of Anat in
parallel with btlt 'nt. Cazelles (1956 54) restores td(t) limm, and takes it as "nursemaid/breast of
the peoples", as a parallel to ybmt limm. De Moor (1980 308f.) believes this is a direct reference
to Anat's role as "Harlot of the world", whereas TOu2 (25) prefers to render limm as 'princes'
rather than 'peoples', and therefore sees this as a reference to Anat's role as protectress of the
kingship. However, nowhere else do we find this as an epithet of Anat (del Olmo Lete 1981a 57),
and the broken nature of the text hinders our certainty on this passage. On the tablet, after the t,
we find two vertical wedges with two horizontal wedges at their base; the classic form of the
grapheme b. Unfortunately, the tablet is broken immediately after the final vertical wedge, so we
are unsure whether this was the grapheme b or d. There is space in the lacuna for at least one
other grapheme, but may not have actually contained one. Del Olmo Lete's (1981a 57) suggestion
that t may in fact be a mistake for y and that what was intended was ybmt is very attractive since
it restores the familiar epithet of Anat (see my discussion of this difficult phrase above). There is
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vt>* t'l. 'm*. il[ ] 21) abh.
hz*r*. p* 'Ik. yh*lt*('!)x[ ]
22) k*m* 'k. I* arh.
And she went up to El her father.
The court - your handiwork72 - [is good!] (?)
Hear for yourself,73 O Cow,
w bn. [ ]74 23) limm. And understand, [ybmt] limm,
q*l. b iidnk. The voice in your ear.
[Know?] that you have bound76 evil,77w*[ ]r*[ ]x75 24) k rtqt*. rnrgt
space enough in the lacuna for m and perhaps the t was written around the edge of the tablet, as
we find for other letters in lines such as 29, 31,32, 34, etc.
72Cognate of hb. *71® 'do, make', or *71® 'deed, work' with 2s pronominal suffix. Caquot
(1978 17*) reads p 'l-k yt[h] "Oui, que te soit favorable celui qui t'ecoute". ARTU (139) translates
"may the residence - your work - be fine". Del Olmo Lete (1981a 58) notes that this is probably
some form of salutation addressed by Anat to her father.
73In KTU 1.4.v.59f. we find the couplet: km' laliyn b'l || bn Irkb 'rpt. This demonstrates
the parallelism km' || bn, each followed by a vocative. However, in the present text we find what
appears to be a second person pronoun suffixed to the first verb which presents us with a
difficulty. If we abandon the k as scribal error, then we have the acceptable parallel phrase "hear
O cow, understand [ybmt] limm". This reading also makes sense of the second singular
pronominal suffix on ndn\ arh is asked to listen to "the voice/sound in your ears". On the other
hand, if we retain the k as the second singular pronominal suffix, we might translate something
like "he will/may he hear you", or "he will/may he listen to the cow" || "and understand the ?
limm || the voice in your ears". De Moor (1980 309) circumvents this difficulty by positing a
juncture at this point in the text; the narrative, according to him, now breaks into an imperative
address by someone beginning a prayer to Anat. Perhaps del Olmo Lete's (1981a 58) suggestion
of an imperative form with a dative suffix provides an acceptable compromise between the
obvious parallelism between km' and bn and the following vocatives on the one hand, and the
pronominal suffix on the other.
74Unfortunately the corner of the tablet has broken off, losing the end of lines 22-23.
Given the outward projection of the two surviving corners of this face, we can assume enough
space on the face to accommodate three graphemes, and as I noted above, the frequency of lines
written around onto the edge of this tablet is such that there is a good chance that a final t was on
the edge. There is the possibility that instead of the full form of the title ybmt limm, El used a
shortened form, I limm for example (compare Aqhat's use of ybtlt in 1.17.vi.34), and although
this would be very unusual, it is matched by his use of the vocative arh in the parallel colon.
However, it is perhaps better not to restore an unusual form.
75Caquot (1978 17*) suggests the conjunction wn. De Moor (1980 306) reads w'nn
'answer me'. Del Olmo Lete (1981a 58) proposes some form of the root 'rb with emphatic vv.
Looking at the slide, it is apparent that the top right corner of the verso has broken away: all that
remains visible is the initial w. Unfortunately, not having access to the tablet itself leaves me
unable to verify the reading of KTU. However, given the proximity of the verbs km' and bn, it is
possible that some form of the verb yd' should be restored. We can see from KTU 1.3.iii.23f. the
paralleling of bn with yd', and from KTU 1.6.iii.8 and 1.16.L33, we sec the verb yd' followed by
the conjunction k.
76De Moor (1980) and del Olmo Lete (1981a) are in complete agreement on the
stichometric division of the text at this point, but their interpretation of the individual words is
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25) k d IMl. bi*r.
mlak 26) Srnm. trnr*. zbl.
mlk83 27) Sm*m*. tlak*[. ]t*/h*l.
That you have been clothed78 with light.79
The heavenly messenger80 will bless81 the prince,82
The heavenly messenger will send him strength.84
completely different. Dc Moor (1980 306) translates "because the vulva of the wife is closed up"
stating that in Arabic rataqa may denote a woman who has not engaged in sexual intercourse
(Lane 1027). However, this is not the common meaning of the verb, which has the meaning of 'to
bind', cf. hb. pm. Del Olmo Lete (1981a 59) accepts this more basic meaning following
Cazelles, Caquot, Rin.
77Caquot (1978 17*) notes the difficulty of CTA in reading this word, but decides on the
reading mrgt, which is confirmed by the slide to which I had access. Caquot suggests a root *rg&
meaning 'perversion, mal' related to hb. ID and akk. raggu. Dc Moor (1980 309) translates
"wife", cognate with akk. rmrhltu 'wife, lover'. Other possibilities are cognates with hb.
'run' and arm. 2" which as a verbal noun may have the meaning of 'runner, royal body guard,
escort', etc. (cf. UT 5.13 for the consonantal shift ug. g = hb. s = arm. ;). Or hb. PT1 ar. rg' 'war
cry, shout, blast of horn'. However, Caquot may well be correct in the light of Anat's speech of
KTU 1.3.iii.
78De Moor (1980 306) translates IbS "covered up" in the special sense relating to the
condition of a woman's vulva. The verb has the more basic meaning of 'to put on, wear', cf. KTU
1.5.V.23, 1.12.ii.47, 1.19.iv.44. Also cf. hb. '22^ which can refer not only to articles of clothing
but be used in the metaphorical sense of being clothed with some attribute (see BOH for
examples).
79De Moor (1980 309) suggests a cognate with hb. 'well, pit' and proposes this is
used as a designation of a wife or lover. I accept the majority opinion of preposition plus 'r
'light'. The initial i-aleph may be due to the influence of the prefixed preposition b- which was
probably pronounced lbi-1 (Segert 1984 56.21), although the alephs usually take the preceding
vowel only when the aleph is silent.
80Caquot (1978 17*) suggests that mlak Smm is the "messagere celeste" who he believes to
be Shapshu, although we would expect a feminine form mlakt. ARTU (140) translates "angels of
heaven". The phrase could be either plural or singular.
81Caquot (1978 18*) sees this as an imperfect of the root mr(r) 'benir' whilst del Olmo
Lete (1981a 59) suggests a G stem passive of the root mr{r) 'passer, aller, partir' cf. ar. marra, as
a parallel to the following tlak. Dietrich, Loretz and Sanmartin (1973 122) suppose this is from a
root mrr III which parallels brk, but Dietrich and Loretz (1977 53) present the alternative view of
mrr II "weggehen, fortschicken". I prefer the stichometric division of ARTU at this point
(although not the translation) which reads mlak at the end of line 26 as a parallol to that of line
25. For an analysis of the root mr in the Semitic language family see Pardoo (1978) who notes
(274) that in Ugaritic the verb 'bless' only ever occurs with one r.
82De Moor (1980 310) suggests the literal translation "impregnator, husband" with zbl as
a participle of zbl 'to impregnate', cf. Gen. 30.20. However, the more usual interpretation of
'prince, noble' is preferred.
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amr. 28) bnkrn. k bk*\r. ]
z*b*l. am. 29) r*&*m*.87
ag*zrt. '*[»]?*.88 arh. 30) b'l.
I bless85 your son86 like a firstborn.
Like a prince I bless him for you.
[Anat], cow of Baal, was eager,89
83Dietrich and Loretz (1977 53) suggest that zbl and rnlk are alternative readings.
However, I agree with de Moor (1980 310) who restores ml<a>k in order to obtain "two well
balanced stichoi".
S4ARTU (140) suggests reading hi 'strength', which gives a good parallelism with the
previous line. According to this interpretation, the mlak 8mm blesses the prince, and sends him
strength.
85Caquot (1978 18*) understands Anat as the subject of this verb and states that she
blesses the sons of those who invoke her. However, there is no indication that it is Anat who
speaks; in fact, previous lines suggest the speaker to be El rather than Anat (ARTU 140 believes
she has taken over the prerogative of El). This apparent switch from the blessing of the mlak Smm
to that of El is not inconsistent with the general motif of blessing or announcement of birth; in
KTIJ 1.15.iii. 17, after the long speech of El, we also find the phrase tbrk ilm, which shows that
blessing is not the sole prerogative of El (contra ARTU).
86The -km suffix on this noun could either be taken as 2s with enclitic m (Cazelles 1956
55) or as a plural. ARTU (140) believes the suffix is a dual and refers to the two parents of the son
whose wife is unable to bear, and who are the petitioners of this 'prayer'. Del Olmo Lete (1981a
59) also understands the suffix as plural, but suggests this assumes a marital relationship between
Baal and Anat.
87Although the text is broken, the r is certain and the km very probable, to judge from the
remaining wedges. This is probably the verb amr broken over two lines, with a second person
pronominal suffix. A 2pl object pronoun suffixed to the verb could be translated 'I shall bless you
(pi.)', even though one might expect a third person singular -h suffix, referring to the bn and in
parallel with the previous colon. Del Olmo Lete (1981a 59) and ARTU translate by taking it as a
second person dative suffix: for example "I will fortify (him) for you" (ARTU 140). TOu2 (26)
takes the pronominal suffix at face value and translates it as a reference to the cattle of Anat: "Je
vous benirai, betail de 'A[nat] la Genisse de Ba'al". However, it is not unusual for the blessing or
announcement of children to be connected with the blessing of the parents. Cf. KTIJ 1.15.ii,
where the youngest is blessed as bkr and Keret is also blessed. At this point, text 13 appears to
contain a scene of blessing, comparable to that of KTU 1.15.ii.l2f. and 1.17.i.24f. In each of the
latter, as a result of the intercession of Baal, El pronounces his blessing on the man w ho desires a
son, and this is swiftly followed by the announcement of the birth, using the verb wld. We find
this verb two lines later which would suggest that we have the corresponding birth scene also. In
this case, km could be the second plural pronominal suffix referring to the parents of the
promised child.
88This reading is very uncertain, with only the beginning of a wedge visible before the
lacuna and only the very last part of a wedge after the lacuna, but cf. 'nt in the parallel colon. The
(reconstructed) phrase, 'nt arh b'l could be understood as a title of Anat (MLC, ARTU). Compare
the title given to Keret in KTIJ 1.15.ii.20, n'mn glm il, which takes the form of an epithet plus a
two part construct-genitive relational identifier. In the case of Keret, he is the 'servant of El'. We
might compare the phrase, dnil mt rpi, in the Aqhat narrative, or ytpn mhr 8t. Following this
model for personal names, we could take our phrase as 'Anat, cow of Baal', thus indicating her
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azrt.90 'nt. w*l*d*9]
31) kbdh. (*92 yd' hrh.
[ ]t*dh* 32) tnqt*.
Anat was eager to give birth.
Her womb indeed knew its conception,
Her breast its sucking.
... open wide/proclaimed93(?)b*/s*x$(2). i*('!)n*xd*/b*. p'r
relationship to Baal. TOu2 (26) divides the text differently to produce two construct genitive
phrases, agzrt 'nt and arh b'l. However, I remain unconvinced by its prosodic division of the text.
89All are agreed that the translation of this word presents us with a difficulty; see del
Olmo Lete (1981a 60) for discussion. Dietrich and Loretz (1977 53) suggest the translation
"Abbild" from the root gzr 'abschneiden, abkneifen', cognate with akk. karasu. Coupled with
their translation of mrr "schicken", they see the speaker sending an 'image' of Anat, where
'image' equals 'child' (Knaben). Caquot (1978 18*) relates it to an Aramaic root gzr which
means 'herd'. De Moor (1972 11.23 n.84) suggests "eager", making a semantic leap from
'gluttony' in text 1.23 which he compares with Is. 9.19. In text 13 he parses it as a third feminine
verb, "Anatu, the Cow of Ba'lu, is eager". The description of the new born gods in 1.23, with a
lip to the earth and a lip to the heavens, swallowing everything before them, is strikingly
reminiscent of a description given in KTU 1.5 of the god Mot. Thus the voracious appetite of the
gracious gods is not merely an exaggerated description of divine hunger pangs, but a metaphor
for the insatiable appetite of death. The physiological metaphor of appetite for strong bodily
drives such as sexual intercourse is a feature of tho English language, and is perhaps illustrated
here for Ugaritic!
90This is probably a mistake for agzrt (TOu2, ARTU, del Olmo Lete 1981a, etc.).
91De Moor (1980 310) asserts that the photograph does not support the reading of KTU.
However, examination of the slide does not seem to substantiate his claim. A lacuna follows the
word divider ending 'nt, which appears to be large enough for at least one grapheme. Projecting
out of the lacuna is the end of a horizontal wedge and this is followed by a /. The final grapheme
is damaged by a break on the surface of the tablet, however, three vertical wedges are clearly
visible, and underneath the break are two horizontal wedges before another break. Taken
together, it is almost certainly a d at this point. We cannot be sure of the first grapheme. One
horizontal wedge may be t, a, n, k, r, or w, but given the following two graphemes, we almost
certainly have here cither wld or tld. In any case, dc Moor's suggestion lid seems mistaken. TOu2
(26) treats this as a subjunctive, "Que le betail de Anal enfante". ARTU (140) takes this as an
infinitive "Anat was eager to bear". If I am correct in my interpretation of this passage as a
blessing and announcement of birth similar to that in KTU 1.15.ii.l2fi, then the blessing is
usually followed by the actual birth itself, using the verb wld. In this text, the form of the verb
may be an infinitive similar to its use in 1.15.ii. Thus we have, "Anat, cow of Baal, was eager ||
Anat was eager to give birth". However, unlike ARTU who sees this simply as a desire on the part
of Anat to give birth, I take it as a report of the birth of a child, in much the same way that the
birth of Keret's children is announced with the phrase, wtqrb wld (KTU 1.15.iii.20-21).
92The difficulty lies in the interpretation of the prefixed should it be taken as a negative
(del Olmo Lete 1981a 60; ARTU 140), or as an asseverative (TOu2 26)? In my opinion, this is
part of the fulfilment of the blessing of Anat; she has been blessed by El and promised a child, to
which she now gives birth. In this case, the I is taken as an asseverative.
93Cazelles (1956 56) suggests "nommer, donner un nom" and we find this verb in the
context of a naming ceremony in KTU l.l.iv.15 and 1.2.iv.ll. De Moor (1980 310) refers to his
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33) y*d*h*. I ]. sgr. glg*l* his hand94 ... young child)?)95 rejoiced)?)96 ...
34) a\ ]m.97 rh. hd 'r*pt ... wind storm clouds98
35) gl*/s*[ \y*hpk.m*[ ]m*lg*.
36) s'*/t*{ )p*(7)lk*(7)xx[ ]t
37)...
There is little agreement on the interpretation of text 13; one only has to
compare the recent studies of de Moor (1980), del Olmo Lete (1981a) and TOu2 to
become aware of the diversity of opinion this small tablet has engendered. There is
confusion even in the classification of its genre: Cazelles (1956) and Caquot (1978
and TOti2) class it as a Hymn to Anat; de Moor (1980) presents a complex scheme of
a hymn to Anat followed by a prayer of a couple whose son is a partner in a childless
marriage (with an answering oracle), followed in turn by a quotation from a mythic
earlier analysis (SP 119) that this means "to open wide (the mouth)", or "to proclaim" in
Ugaritic. However, in this context he wishes it to mean "to open wide the vagina". This is part of
his thesis which sees Anat as unable to have sexual intercourse with Baal, but Cazelles' proposal
is more appropriate in the context of the naming of a child who has just been born.
94Although there is some damage to the tablet at this point, the reading ydh is fairly
certain. Del Olmo Lete (1981a 61) suggests that this is a synonym of ydd/mdd found in KTU
1.5.iv, with the meaning of'beloved (of El?)'. De Moor (1980 310) prefers "his penis", although
"his hand" is probably a better translation since it appears that the act of copulation has passed.
95In KTU 1.15.iii. 16 we find sgrthn designating the youngest ofKeret's new-born children
in the blessing of El. ARTU (141) treats it as an adjective meaning 'too small'. In the preceding
lacuna there is enough room for three to four graphemes. This may be a reference to the new-born
child, but we cannot be sure.
96TOu2 (27) translates "petit a roule" [small shaped/rolled]. Cazelles (1956 56) reads gl
and translates "se rejouir" as a parallel to Smh. ARTU (141) "rolled out". MLC (532) "copa", cf.
hb. nbl. Perhaps it is a reduplicated form of gl with an intensification in meaning: there is great
rejoicing at the birth of the sgr. However, this is only speculation.
97The lacuna is wide enough for four to five graphemes. Dc Moor's (1980 310) suggested
reconstruction abn gSm and may be correct given the context of the other meteorological
phenomena listed.
98Wc seem to have a collection of meteorological terms with 'wind', followed by 'storm
cloud' (hdd cognate with hb. fill and ar. hindid 'storm cloud'), and 'cloud'. According to ARTU
(141), Baal rolls out these weather conditions because of his frustration at not being able to have
intercourse with Anat. However, I prefer to take the view of del Olmo Lete (1981a 61) who sees
in this some kind of investiture comparable to KTU 1.5.v.22f.
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narrative which is followed by a divine promise of hail; in contrast, del Olmo Lete
(1981a) classes it as a mythic narrative. De Moor's attempt to account for the
numerous shifts in the person of the verbs has resulted in an excessively complex
scheme, whereas del Olmo Lete's more elegant analysis of promise-fulfilment,
command-execution, takes full account of this without the need for proposing
dramatic changes in the genre of the text, and is therefore to be preferred."
The suggestion that this text provides evidence of Anat's sexual
relationship with Baal (de Moor, del Olmo Lete, etc.) has been challenged by scholars
such as Caquot (1978), and more recently Day (1991 and 1992) and Walls (1992)
who instead prefer to see it as evidence for Anat as a benefactress of animals. There is
little doubt that the subject of birth plays a major part in the narrative, but beyond
that, there is little agreement between scholars, even as to whether an actual birth is
narrated, or simply the desire for a birth.
The first legible line presents us with the verb tld, but the subject of this
verb cannot be determined because of the extensive damage to the head of the tablet
(Caquot 1978 14*). De Moor (1980) and del Olmo Lete (1981a) both restore rfun
based on the assumption that Anat receives the epithet rhm in KTU 1.6.ii.27 and
possibly KTU 1.23 .16, 28, and that Anat is the subject of lines 27f., rather than some
cattle ofAnat {contra TOu2). However, the assumption that rhm is an epithet ofAnat
is far from certain, and I prefer the suggestion of TOu2 (21) which tentatively restores
bhm. Anat is almost certainly the subject of the verbs in the following lines given the
close similarity of imagery between this text and that of 1.3. ii and the reference to
"Walls (1992 141) comments that the continued shift in person of the verb "confuses the
sense of KTU 1.13 as a whole". However, this is rather surprising since one need only compare
this text with some of the more well known texts, such as the AB cycle for example, to realise
that constantly shifting point of view is a narrative device frequently used to elevate myth above
mundane reportage. For a discussion of the function of point of view in narrative see Berlin
1983.
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flying among hawks (nSr) which reminds us of 1.18.iv.29f. where Anat hovers among
the hawks during the attack on Aqhat. Therefore, it is not unreasonable to assume
that she is also the subject of tld, unless we assume a scene change between lines two
and three.
The question of whether it is Anat who gives birth hinges on the
relationship between the arh and 'nt. if they are to be distinguished then the answer is
negative, but if we can equate the cow and Anat, as we found to be the case in text
1.10, then it is Anat who gives birth. Lines 29f. seem to narrate the 'cow ofBaal' (arh
b'l) giving birth. In line 20 we find y\b[mt] lirnm as the B word to the parallel btlt 'nt,
and since directly after lirnrn we find wt'l, i.e. a 3fs impf. verb, we can assume that it
is Anat who 'goes up' to visit her father El. In lines 22-23 we find what appears to be
a tricolon in which [ ] lirnm is the B word of a parallel pair, but in this case, the first
element is arh. I consider this tricolon to be an imperative address by El to his
daughter Anat (del Olmo Lete 1981a 55). In this case larh is the vocative, "O Cow!",
paralleled by "[ybmt (?)] limm\and thus it seems a distinct possibility that arh is an
epithet of Anat, rather than being a cow who is not otherwise introduced.100
In lines 29-30 we find arh coupled with the lexeme agzrt.m Our only
other Ugaritic context for gzr / agzrym is KTU 1.23 where it is an appellative for the
new born gods (line 58f. and 60f.), ilmy n'mm agzrym bnym. Whether or not agzrym
100Even though we accept arh as an epithet of Anat in this text, we arc not obliged to
equate arh with Anat in every text in which it occurs. De Moor's (1979 649) interpretation of text
KTU 1.93 as a prayer addressed to Anat (= arh of line 1) is intriguing, but there is nothing in the
text itself to substantiate his claim, and it is obvious from the diverse interpretations given this
text by Caquot (1979 and TOu2), Margalit (1984), and Dijkstra (1986), that while even the genre
of this text is still debated, and while there is still great divergence in the translation of many of
the lexemes of this text, it would be reckless to assert Anat is the arh in 1.96 simply on the basis
of text 1.13.
101The parallel azrt is probably to be emended to read agzrt.
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is to be split into agzr ym,m the context is clearly that of voracious eaters. The
presence of the root gzr coupled with the mention of right and left (line 63f. yrnn and
Smal) leads de Moor (1972 11.23 n.84) to compare KTU 1.23 with Is. 9.19, which
also has the parallel pair "TO and 'TON. From the Hebrew text he supposes a meaning of
desperation to eat, or gluttony, and from this he makes the semantic leap to
'eagerness' in the context ofKTU 1.13; Anat is eager to bear.
The previous discussion illustrates the uncertain nature of any translation
of the text at this point. Does agzrt signify 'image', 'cattle', or the verb 'be eager'?
Concentrating solely on this particular problem cannot lead to any satisfactory
solution; it needs to be examined in the context of the narrative as a whole. We have
seen that in line 22 arh most likely refers to Anat; now we have to ask who is the
subject and who the object of the verb amr in lines 27-29. It has been suggested that
Anat speaks at this point (de Moor 1987 140, Caquot 1978 18*, Day 1991), and that
she blesses the son of the parents who recite the prayer (de Moor) or those who
invoke Anat (Caquot) and the cow who is about to give birth (Caquot, Day). But are
we really justified in switching the direct discourse from El to Anat at this point? At
the beginning of the narrative we find an address to Anat, most likely by El through
his messengers (del Olmo Lete 1981a 51). This may be confirmed by lines 10-11
which in my opinion appear to be some kind of boast that the speaker knows and has
given Anat her dwelling.103 With the second first person address in lines 22f., there is
no compelling reason to attribute it to Anat when it is equally justifiable to treat this
102For a history of the differing interpretations of Ugaritic gzr see Dietrich and Loretz
(1977). For their part, they accept agzrym as one word and explain it as the full spelling of a
plural form.
103Dc Moor's (1987 138) suggestion that these lines are spoken by a human worshipper of
Anat who is referring to a booth erected for the goddess on the roof of the temple at the New Year
festival seems to go beyond the evidence and the more straightforward solution of an address by
El is preferable.
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as El addressing Anat. As support for this latter position, El is usually the one who
blesses parents and their children. The character he addresses in lines 22f. is arh || [ ]
limm, which we have already seen is most likely to be Anat; not surprising since it
appears she has been summoned by El. When, therefore, in line 27f. we read amr
bnkm, it is reasonable to assume that the speaker is still El and that the person he
addresses is Anat, in which case El makes a direct reference to a son (bn) of Anat.
The pronominal suffix seems to be a second plural which causes problems for some
commentators. The possibility that it is a second singular with enclitic m was
proposed by Cazelles (1956 55) and although this is possible, the plural form poses no
major problems since El may be referring to Anat and Baal as the parents.
It is obvious from the previous discussion that we cannot make definitive
statements about the role of Anat and the arh in this text because of the problems
encountered in translation. On balance however, I believe it can be demonstrated that
in this text at least, arh is an epithet of Anat, and that what is narrated is the promise
of the birth of a child to Anat. The alternative, namely that the cow is to be
distinguished from Anat, and that the goddess acts as benefactress to cattle, is
proposed by Day (1991 and 1992) and Walls (1992 139f). Day's (1991 143) thesis is
that Anat, as huntress, is concerned for the increase of game and of the herd, and
accepting Caquot's proposal for agzrt as 'cattle' she asserts that text 13 illustrates
Anat's concern to increase the herd. Walls (1992 142) also points to the "interpretive
crux" of the text in understanding agzrt. He does little more than outline the
alternative suggestions and rests with Caquot's translation of agzrt as 'bovine'.
Within the constraints of an article, Day (1991 and 1992) has little
opportunity to discuss text 1.13, but she does appear to accept Caquot's translation
with little critical evaluation. Walls (1992) also seems reluctant to discuss this text
critically and simply presents alternative scholarly views. Although he is less assured
than Day, he appears to accept Caquot's views on the text without further discussion,
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dismissing the notion that the cow and Anat are one and the same in this text. He
writes (143f.),
As Caquot (1978:18*) notes, KTU 1.13 may supplement the available
information concerning the relationship of Anat and Baal's heifer, but it
offers no proof of their identity.
As I have attempted to demonstrate above, although we cannot be entirely
certain, text 1.13 does present a strong case for the identification of Anat and arh, and
therefore can be taken as evidence that Anat, as a fully developed female within the
Ugaritic pantheon, could become pregnant and give birth.
As for de Moor's views (followed unerringly by Korpel 1990) on the
sexual nature of Anat, my understanding of this text offers no support to his idea that
Anat's vagina is too small for her to engage in sexual intercourse with Baal and that
she takes on the form of a cow in order to be able to mate, but that Baal is frustrated.
It is my understanding of this text that El addresses Anat in line 27f.
where he blesses Anat and Baal's son. The inevitable result of such a blessing is
conception and birth, narrated in lines 29f. Although the text becomes very difficult to
understand, it appears that in line 32 we have a naming ceremony as we find in KTU
l.l.iv. 15 and 1.2.iv.ll (with the verb p'r) which suggests that we take the particle /-
in line 31 as an asseverative marker. This text provides us therefore with further
evidence that Anat and Baal were lovers and that she bore a child for him, as we saw
for text 1.10 and possibly 1.11.
4.2.4. KTU 1.96
Discovered in 1960, RS 22.225 measures 6 by 9 em's with an Ugaritic
text on one face and an extiact from an Akkadian syllabary on the other (Virolleaud
1960 181). Astour (1988 13) believes it to be a first draft or an exercise copied from
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the middle of a longer poetic composition, but TOu2 (40) emphasises the neatness of
the handwriting which may indicate that it was written by a well trained scribe.
1) 'nn ('nt).104 hlkt. 'nn roams about,105
w Snwt 2) tp. ahh She/it disfigured106 the beauty107 of her/its brother,108
l04KTU reads 'nn and suggests an emendation to 'nt. but Walls (1992 211) states that "the
text clearly shows 'nh". Walls' transcription reads 'nt(!) but in footnote 42 he writes,
'nh is hardly a simple orthographic error for 'nt, and one would not
expect the scribe to make a mistake in the first word of a composition.
Scholars have apparently not made sense of the actual writing, and thus
'correct' the text in order to provide a logical subject for the feminine
verbal forms. Accordingly, the unspecified 'brother' of the subject in line
2 is identified as Baal.
Walls then proceeds to cite the opinion of his supervisor, P. Kyle McCarter, Jr.,
who believes that 'nh should be understood as 'his/her eye', whilst ahh is to be understood 'its
brother', in the style of certain Mesopotamian riddles, and Egyptian myths concerning the Eye of
Rc. Walls states that McCartcr's suggestion is more plausible than any other and necessitates no
change in the text, but overlooks the contradiction of his own translation of the text! However,
examination of a colour slide of the tablet shows quite clearly 'nn at the beginning of line 1 and
not 'nh. Despite the incorrect reading of the first word by McCarter, his interpretation of this text
is similar to that of del Olmo Lctc (1992) who reads 'nn at the beginning of line 1 and explains
this form as the noun 'n 'eye' with a determinative suffix -n (for a deictic function for the suffix
-n see Dietrich and Loretz [1990 104] and their discussion of text KTU 1.103+ line 1). In his
view, 'n has the meaning 'evil eye', cf. sum. IGI HUL, akk. inu lemuttu.
,05Virollcnud (1960 182) reads tlkt in his transcription of tho first line but later, when he
discusses the form of the verb Snwt, he compares it to a previous hlkt, which suggests a
typographical error in the publication. Despite the poor quality of Virolleaud's published
photograph, it is possible to make out the sign h and not t, and this is confirmed on a slide of the
tablet. TOu2 however, follows Virollcaud's tlkt and attempts to ex-plain it by suggesting that the
scribe made a mistake, intending to write the imperfect but changing his mind to end with the
perfect. However, this is an unnecessary hypothesis considering the reading of the tablet. The
form hlkt is taken as a feminine participle.
106Virolleaud (1960 182) proposes a root Snw which means 'to regard, admire' (from
context). Astour (1963 5) originally suggested from context 'she hears' or like Virolleaud 'she
admires', but later (1988 15) refers to ar. sana(w) (conjugation X) 'to find beautiful'; Lipinski
(1965 56), using the same Arabic cognate, translates "Anat became more inflamed", preferring to
take the verb hlkt as an auxiliary indicating ongoing action. IJT 19.2448 suggests 'hastened' but
warns that this is uncertain, while Sanmartin (1978 354 n.39) understands it as an Akkadian loan
word Sanu(m) V 'to trot' and translates "Anat goes, indeed she runs". De Moor takes it as a
parallel to hlk "she went and left" cf. syT. !fna 'to depart' (1979 647 n.54, ARTU; followed by
Walls 1992 212). TOu2 translates "she celebrated" following Dahood's (1978 260) description of
it as a causative shafel of the root nwy, cf. hb. *iTU hiphil 'beautify, adorn him (with praises)' in
Ex 15:2. Del Olmo Lete (1992 10) appeals to a root *Snw 'to change' and sees here the action of
the evil eye in transmuting the beauty of its 'brother' (= 'neighbour'), drawing on Mesopolamian
beliefs concerning the evil eye which could 'seize' the features of a person (Thomsen 1992 22).




and the charm of her/its brother.
Indeed he was very beautiful.109
She/it eats110 his flesh without a knife,tspi. Sirh 4) I. bl hrb.
tSt. dmh 5) / bl. ks.
tpnn.' n 6) bty.
she/it drinks his blood without a cup.
The eye111 of the evil man112 corrupts.113
mind, mood, to change loyalty, to defect, to become deranged, insane' (CAD S/I). I take this as a
transitive (D stem?) 3fs perfect. The akk. lexeme contains the idea of change for the worse, which
is in keeping with the effects of an evil eye, thus I translate Snwt as 'disfigure' since this retains
the negative connotations of both the verb and the evil eye, and suits the object 'beauty'.
107fp is commonly understood as a noun in construct with ahh and translated either
'tambourine, timbrel' or 'beauty'. Virolleaud (1961 182) leaves tp untranslated but suspects that
it should be taken as a parallel of n'm. Astour (1963 5) argues for 'timbrel'. Albright (1968 115
n.54) suggests that tp is a substantive with t- prefix of the root wpy, cf. hb. HE' 'be fair, beautiful'.
This gives excellent parallelism with n'm 'grace, charm'. He is followed by Pope (1977 358) and
TOu2, "la bcaute". Lipinslci (1965) suggests an altogether more allegorical meaning for the same
root, citing Jerome's translation of in Ez. 28.13 with "foramina tua". Lipinski states that
the Latin foramina commonly refer to orifices or organs of the body and believes that fj'SF!
in the Exodus passage demonstrates that tp is by antithesis the male genitals: in other words, tp is
a metaphor for the penis of Baal! KTU 1.108.3-4 demonstrates an instance of tp as 'tambourine,
timbrel', as it appears in a list of musical instruments: knr, (lb, tp and msltm, and again in KTU
1.113.1, 5 where tph is paralleled with tlbm 'flutes' (c.f. Astour 1963 5, Kitchen 1977 139-140).
On the other hand, in our passage tp is paralleled with n'm whose basic meaning is that of
'beauty, grace, charm' which suggests that Albright's interpretation may indeed be correct. Walls
(1992 213) argues for tp as a 3ms verb from the root ph 'to see', which should be understood as a
jussive form where the final h is phonetically unnecessary, or left out by haplography. I prefer to
accept the prosodic division which parallels tp with n'm, both of which are in construct with the
genitive ahh.
108Del Olmo Letc (1992 lOf.) understands this in the general sense of 'fellow man', and
points to the belief that the evil eye raises disputes between neighbours (Thomsen 1992 24, "You
[evil eye] have thrown quarrel between good brothers"). Most other interpreters see this as a
reference to Baal.
109This is probably an emphatic particle prefixed to the reduplicated verb at the end of the
clause and is probably intended to be intensive in meaning (or perhaps even superlative, Astour
1963 5), in which case there is no need to accept Lokkcgaard's suggestion (1982 134) that it is in
fact a misspelling for ysmtn the 'beautiful ones'.
notspi and tSt are commonly taken as 3fs yqtl verbs, with Anat as the subject.
Loewenstamm (1963 131) points out that a t- prefix can also indicate the 3mp, although he does
not venture to give a subject. Lokkegaard (1982 134) assumes the plural subject of the verb to be
the 'beautiful ones', ysmsm being a misspelling for ysmrn found in KTU 1.23.2.
ulIn line five 'n has been variously translated as 'spring' (e.g. Virolleaud 1961 184, TOu2
ia source'), 'eye' (e.g. de Moor 1979 647f. and ARTU, del Olmo Lete 1992), 'gaze' (Astour
1988) and '(sexual) organ' (e.g. Lipinski 1965 58 cf. ar. 'ain).
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n btt. (as does) the eye of the evil woman.
tpnn 7)'«. mhr. It corrupts the eye of the meeting,114
'
n. phr the eye of the assembly,115
8)'n. tgr. the eye of the gatekeeper.
'n. tgr 9) I tgr. ttb. May the eye of the gatekeeper return to the gatekeeper.
phr 10) I phr. ttb. May the eye of the assembly return to the assembly.
rnhr 11)/ rnhr. ttb. May the eye of the meeting return to the meeting.
'«. bty 12) / bty. ttb. May the eye of the evil man return to the evil man.
'«. [btt} 13) I btt. t*[tb May the eye of the [evil woman return] to the evil woman.
'ntgr]
The meaning of the first few lines of this text are obscure, but one thing is
clear; the literal translation of lines 3-5 tells us that flesh is eaten and blood is
U2Astour (1963 7) translates 'goods' from the Akkadian bu&u suggesting that Anat casts
her eye over goods at a market place before carrying out some action that has now been lost (see
also Astour 1988 21). Lipinski (1965 57) compares it to akk. baSu 'to be, to exist, to grow great'
and causative 'to create, engender', and together with his idea for 'w, translates "L'organe de
l'engendrement". Del Olmo Lete (1992 11) relates it to aram. 'yn' bySt'/byf that appears in
magical texts as a designation of the evil eye (Naveh and Shaked 1985 275). Normally the aram.
lexeme is presented as a root *b'S (ar. ba'isa) but in akk. we find bJSu (CAD B.270, adj.
'malodorous, evil') which may appear in ug. btyIt analysed as a derived nominative form with y,
where 'bad' > 'evil'. The phrase 'n btyIt is for del Olmo Lete a translation of the Sumerian
phrase igi hul 'evil eye' or Akkadian inu lemultu 'eye of the evil man'.
113Many scholars relate tpnn to the root pny 'turn' cf. hb. HE (e.g. TOu2 43 n.95, ARTU
110). Del Olmo Lete (1992 11) compares tpnn to ar. fanna 'to deceive, confuse', fannana 'to
diversify, to confuse'. In his opinion, the first occurrence has 'n bty / '« btt as the subjects of the
verb, and the second occurrence (line 6) has 'n mhr / phr / tgr as objects of the verb.
n4CML2 (151) suggests "meeting" cf. akk. mahdru 'to meet'. Astour (1963 7) translates
"market" cf. akk. mahdru. Lipinski (1965 58) compares it to akk. mahdru 'to meet' and ar.
mahara 'to cut in two' figuratively 'to cross' and arrived at the translation "1'union", i.e. sexual
union. ARTU (110) has "eye of a rival". Del Olmo Lete (1992 12) believes that mhr, phr and tgr
designate the victims whose eyes arc affected by the evil eye and compares mhr with aide, mahdru
translating "alcabalero" [tax collector].
115This is often taken to mean 'assembly' and is used of the assembly of the gods, phr ilm
(KTU 1.47.29, 1.148.9 and phr m'd in KTU 1.2.i.l4, etc.). Lipinski (1965 58) acknowledges the
translation 'gathering, assembly', but he translates "la copulation" preferring to venture a
derivative of the primary meaning of the root, 'to unite', 'to glorify'. ARTU (110) translates "eye
of a potter" and del Olmo Lete (1992 12) follows dc Moor (1979 647) in seeing this as a
Babylonian word 'potter', pointing out that a potter is the victim of the evil eye in the
Mcsopolamian text VAT 10018 (Thomson 1992 24: although it is not the eye of the potter that is
affected but his oven).
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drunk.116 However, when we try to go beyond this simple statement, difficulties of
interpretation abound. To begin with, who or what is the subject of these verbs, and
what is the significance of ah 'brother'? There is difficulty in understanding the verb
Snwl, but even where we are fairly clear about the translation of verbs, are we really to
understand the verbs in a literal sense, or should they be understood metaphorically?
What is the significance of eating flesh without a knife, and drinking blood without a
cup? The answers to all these questions have a direct bearing on how we translate this
text, but we are also guided in our answers by what we consider to be the meaning of
the text.
The main difficulty in attempting to interpret this text is establishing the
dramatis personae. The almost universal interpretation of this text is as a mythic
episode between Anat and Baal; however, it should be noted that nowhere in the text
itself are their names mentioned! The text opens with the word 'nn which is usually
emended to 'nt in uider to give the narrative a character already known to us from
Ugaritic myth; Baal is then seen as the character ahh 'her brother'.
If we follow the line of enquiry which sees Anat and Baal as the main
characters in this myth, we are faced with the problem of why Anat devours her
brother in such a ferocious manner. Virolleaud (1961), Astour (1963 and 1988), and
Pope (1977) interpret this passage as an omophagic ritual in which Anat literally
devours hei biolher. Loewenstamm (1963), Lokkcgaard (1982) and Walls (1992) also
interpret the verbs literally but assume that Anat merely stumbles across the remains
11Statements to the effect that the metaphorical meaning of the text is readily understood,
e.g. Korpel (1990 117), "clearly this is a metaphorical expression, meaning that she 'devours'
him with her eyes" really glosses over the difficulties involved in understanding a complex
metaphor in a little understood text.
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of Baal who has been devoured by some third party.117 TOu2 bases its interpretation
on an assessment of the divine name 'Anat' meaning 'spring, well' and suggests that
Anat does not literally eat her brother, but gathers the scattered waters of the Earth,
which in the myth are collectively represented by the body ofBaal.118
Sanmartin (1978 354) and CML2 (32) interpret the passage as a metaphor
for the sexual union between Baal and Anat, whilst Liplnski (1965 61) reads a sexual
meaning into almost every line of text and believes that the text describes the
impregnation of Anat by Baal, but that this was accomplished by Anat devouring
Baal's penis!
If Anat is the subject, who then is the object of the action? The texts tells
us that it is ahh 'her brother'. The most obvious candidate who springs to mind is
Baal, who is elsewhere labelled the brother of Anat.119 However, Baal is not the only
one to whom Anat is a aht. Despite the difficulty in understanding the semantic range
of the term ah || aht in the mythic texts,120 Anat could in theory be called aht of any of
the children of El, since at the very least, they are all subordinate to their 'father' El.
A further possibility is Aqhat, who in KTU 1.18.i.24 is called the ah of Anat.121
117Loewenstamm is unable to determine who had eaten Baal (131 fn. 7) whilst
Lokkegaard assumes ysmsm is a misspelling for ysnim and suggests it was the 'Beautiful ones'
who we find in KTU 1.23 who have eaten him.
]]fiTOu2 41 "Les sources rccucillcnt les eaux eparscs sur la tcrrc: la dccsse qui pcrsonnific
lcs sources recueille l'eau, substance de Ba'al, qui s'est repandue et perdue dans la terre lors de la
disparition annuelle du dieu."
119E.g. KTU 1.6.ii.l2, and cf. 1. lO.ii. 16 where Anat is counted among the sisters (aht) of
Baal.
120For an appraisal of Anat's kinship relationships in the Ugaritic pantheon, and
especially on the 'sister' relationship, see Walls (1992 89fi). Even if we were to accept his
argument for Anat having no kinship ties with the children of Athirat (p.94), by his own
admission, the term aht could be used to describe the relationship between them if only in the
sense of the equal status they share.
121An observation ofDr N. Wyatt.
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What might be the motive for Anat to eat her 'brother'? Virolleaud (1961
183) raises the possibility that Baal had committed some offence which led to Anat
punishing him, but proposes instead some vague mystical ritual in which it was Anat's
duty to drink the blood of Baal to protect her people (185).122 Astour (1963 9f.)
raises the possibility of hatred or vengeance but concludes,
...seulement les generations posterieures, plus rationalistes, se sentirent
embarrassees par le manque apparent de motif d'un acte aussi cruel; elles
tenterent de lui en donner un, mais non sans hesitation et de nombreuses
contradictions.
For Astour (1963 and 1988) the real meaning of this text is revealed by a
comparison with the Bacchanalia: this is pure theophagy, reflecting on the mythical
plane the ritual practice of dismemberment and consumption of raw flesh of a
sacrificial animal that stood in place of a human victim (1988 9). However, while he
attempts to demonstrate a link between Greek cultic practice and Semitic religion,
Astour fails to progress beyond the simple observation that both traditions involve the
ingestion of flesh. He fails to explain why Anat, in his interpretation of the text, should
go from tearing Baal to pieces and eating his raw flesh, to 'window shopping' at the
local market; his only comment is that any explanation is lost in the lacuna that
follows.
Walls (1992 214) looks for an explanation in the observed anthropological
phenomenon of eridocannibalism. Accepting that Anat is the one who devours Baal,
he suggests that there is no reason to believe Baal is alive when Anat finds him.
Overcome with grief, she engages in the ritual frenzy of endocannibalism in order to
assume the power of Baal into herself. However, I would point out that there is no
suggestion of this sort of behaviour when Anat comes across Baal's body in the Baal
122Cf. also Virolleaud (1960a 129), "... il n'y a la ni crime, ni chatiment, et que la deesse
Anat cherchait seulement et trouvait dans ce breuvage un surcroit de force, ou, pour parler
comme le celebre philosophe, un supplement d'ame."
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cycle; Walls himself admits that there are no other examples of this sort of behaviour
elsewhere in the ancient Near East, and that there does not appear to be any
vocabulary in 1.96 which could be related to ritual mourning or grief. I would
therefore hesitate to accept his interpretation ofAnat's behaviour in this text.
We are on firmer ground when dealing with the volatile nature of Anat's
personality; we only have to think of her treatment of Mot in KTU 1.6.ii, and her
reaction on seeing Aqhat's bow in 1.17.vi. Perhaps we should understand the verb
Snw as cognate with the Akkadian tanu (CAD S/I) which can be an intransitive verb
indicating a violent change in mood or personality. In this case, the text may describe
Anat flying into a rage (of jealousy?) over the beauty of her brother and ending with
the destruction of that which she envied, exactly the case in Aqhat where the bow is
broken as a direct result of her attempt to take it from Aqhat.
What follows in the narrative is even more difficult to determine. The
lexeme 'n seems to be particularly important, and Virolleaud (1961) and TOu2
suggest a list of springs which the goddess turned towards or visited. This approach
leaves unresolved the meaning of bty, bit, mhr, phr, and tj>r, simply accepting them as
place names. Another approach (ARTU, del Olmo Lete 1992) is to gloss 'n as the
noun 'eye' in construct with the following nouns. However, ARTlTs rather weak
explanation ofAnat metaphorically devouring Baal with her eyes followed by a list of
keen-eyed people (1987 110 n.ll) remains unconvincing.123
Various attempts at rationalising the behaviour of Anat have depended on
the assumption that 'nn in line 1 should be emended to 'nt. However, perhaps we
should attempt to interpret the text as we find it; that is, accepting 'nn as the subject
123Cf. also Korpel (1990 99).
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of the verbs in lines If. One possible candidate for 'nn appears in the mythic texts124
who are the servants of Baal (perhaps to be equated with Gupan and Ugar? CML2
42). This is almost certainly to be understood as 'clouds',125 which is entirely
appropriate to the image of Baal as a storm god. The one text which appears to
deviate from this pattern of 'nn as a servant of Baal is KTU 1.4.iv.59, in which we
read,
p* 'bd an 'nn atrt*
p* 'bd ank ah*d ul*t
hm amt atr*t tlbn* Ibnt
This is usually taken as a question spoken by El (perhaps rather
sarcastically) asking whether he is now a slave, or a servant of Athirat.126 However,
given that all the other occurrences of 'nn refer to the servants of Baal, I suggest that
this passage should be taken as an example of staircase parallelism (Watson 1984
151). However, unlike Watson who translates the first line, "Am I a slave, then,
Athirat's menial?", I would understand 'nn atrt as a vocative, following the example
of almost all the other examples of staircase parallelism given by Watson. This is
probably a case of divine 'name-calling' by El, alluding to Athirat's eagerness to plead
on behalf of Baal; using the epithet 'nn as a well known pointer to the servants of
Baal, El associates Athirat with them and repeats the insult in the following amt atrt.
Therefore, I translate,
Am I a slave, then, O servant Athirat?
Am I a slave, then, to grasp the trowel?
Indeed let the slave-girl Athirat make bricks!
124KTU 1.2.1.35; 1.3.iv.32; 1.4.iv.59, viii.15; 1.10.ii.33.
125Cf. hb. ]».
126E.g. del Olmo Lete 1981 201 (note his mistake in the transliteration).
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In this translation, 'tin atrt is an allusion to the fact that Athirat's mission
is on behalf of Baal. The 'tin of Baal are thought of as plural,127 and this would fit
well with Loewenstamm's (1972) and Lokkegaard's (1982) observation that the verbs
tspi and t$t could be 3 plural yqtl. However, these verbs could also be fem. singular,
and we are still left with the verb hlkt which appears to be the feminine form, whereas
the 'nn usually take masculine verbs. We are also faced with the problem ofwho the
ah is in relation to the servants of Baal, and why it has a singular pronominal suffix
rather than a plural. It seems to me that this solution leaves too many unsolved
problems.
This impasse brings us to the recent article of del Olmo Lete (1992)128
who has cast this text in a completely fresh light. He understands the whole text to be
an incantation against the effects of the evil eye, drawing on the work of Thomsen
(1992) who assembles all the Mesopotamian texts which deal with the subject of the
evil eye. Thomsen observes that we know of only seven incantations against the evil
eye and ten other contexts which mention it, spanning the period from the end of the
third millennium to the Late Babylonian period (600 B.C. to the end of the first
millennium).129 Of the incantations, five are Sumerian, one is bilingual and one
Akkadian which leads Thomsen (1992 28) to conclude that the belief in the evil eye
may have belonged to an earlier period ofMesopotamian history, although she admits
that the absence of large numbers of rituals against the evil eye, as we find against
127In KTU 1.3 .iv.33, Anat uses the 2m plural personal pronoun when she addresses them,
and in KTU 1.4.viii.l7 Baal uses the 2m plural suffixed personal pronoun when addressing them
(y'dblcm), despite the use of singular masculine verbs to describe their actions.
128I thank Dr W.G.E. Watson for bringing this article to my attention.
129Fostcr (1993 55 - 1.3) presents an Old Akkadian incantation which may be against the
evil eye but considered uncertain by Thomsen. Foster (1993 848 = IV.31) also gives a translation
of VAT 10018.
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witchcraft for example, may be explained by the perception of the evil eye as more of
an irritation in everyday life rather than a life-threatening malignant force. She writes,
It [the evil eye] was simply not serious enough to demand a place among
the important incantation series, which protected against demons,
witchcraft, and diseases, and not important enough to require a
complicated ritual to avert it.
Thomsen (1992 22) observes that the evil eye, like witchcraft and sorcery,
was caused by malevolent human beings, rather than demons or gods, but whereas the
latter two could result in serious illness or death, the evil eye's effects were rather
more limited. From the descriptions given in Mesopotamian texts, Thomsen concludes
that the evil eye produced accidents or annoying, rather than life-threatening,
situations such as a process going wrong, tools breaking or clothes tearing; it could
even 'seize' a man's features (cf. text 11 of Thomsen). Another effect of the eye is to
cause discord between brothers or neighbours. Although the source of the eye is
human, the eye itself may be portrayed as having a life of its own, pictured as an
animal or a 'dragon' (Thomsen 1992 25).
It is against this background of belief in the malignant effects of the evil
eye that del Olmo Lete (1992) translates this text. According to his interpretation, in
the first eight lines we have a description of the wandering of the evil eye and its
harmful effects. It disfigures the beauty of its 'brother', which is understood in the
loose sense of 'brother' or 'neighbour' of the person who is the source of the evil eye
(1992 10), a process described metaphorically in the eating of flesh and drinking of
blood, and which corresponds to the Mesopotamian belief of the eye 'seizing' the
features of its victim. In lines 5-6 we are told that the source of the evil eye is an 'evil
man' and 'evil woman', which again corresponds neatly to the ideas containod in the
Mesopotamian literature collected by Thomsen. From lines 7-11 we find a chiastic
sequence with things affected by the evil eye and, in reverse order, an appeal for its
effects to be reversed, followed by the wish for the evil eye to return to its source,
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perhaps to return the same malignant effects on its owner as was intended for the
victim.130
Del Olmo Lete's interpretation of this text is persuasive, and if correct,
then we can no longer accept KTU 1.96 as evidence for the character of Anat. The
idea that an evil eye is the subject of this text removes the difficulties we faced in
explaining why Anat should devour her brother, since we are now dealing with a
metaphor for what in Mesopotamian literature we find described as 'seizing' the
features of the victim.
The list of victims in lines 7f. translated as 'rival' {ARTU) or 'tax
collector' (del Olmo Lete 1992), 'potter' and 'gate-keeper' seems a rather
heterogeneous collection, and the underlying idea that these are all professions which
need a keen eye {ARTU 110 n.10, del Olmo Lete 1992 12) seems somewhat weak,
although the Mesopotamian texts include such lists of victims with even less apparent
connection between them. On the other hand, we could understand this short series as
elements within the context of disputation. We know from texts such as KTU
1.17.v.6f. and Dt. 21.9, 22.15, 25.7, etc., that there was a tradition in the ancient Near
East for legal disputes to be heard at the city gate. Perhaps the mhr and phr refers to
groups involved in the legal process, and we know that the gate-keeper could act as
accuser from KTU 1.114.11. Perhaps there is some significance in the phonological
similarity between 'n and ttb of our text and the verbs 'ny and twb which in some
circumstances may have the meaning of'accusation' and 'response to accusation', for
example in I Sam. 12.3. However, this kind of association must lie at the fringes of a
reader's consciousness, and is impossible to support with evidence. However we
understand the series mhr - phr - t&r, this does not change the fact that the analysis of
130The wish for the evil intended for a victim to return to its source and take its effect
there is seen in Akkadian incantations against witchcraft (e.g. Foster 1993 648).
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del Olmo Lctc is the most persuasive of all those offered for this difficult text, and is
one which rules out KTU1.96 as a text dealing with Anat or Baal.
4.3. TEXTS IN WHICH ANAT PLAYS A MINOR ROLE
Having looked at those texts in which Anat plays the defining role in the
narrative, we now turn our attention to the larger collection of texts in which the
goddess appears as a minor character in relation to other characters in the narratives.
4.3.1. KTU 1,22
It is argued by some scholars that texts KTU 1.20-22 preserve fragments
of a missing fourth tablet of the Aqhat narrative (e.g. TOul 463, Dijkstra and de
Moor 1975, ARTU 224), while others believe that they form an independent narrative
cycle (Dijkstra 1988) primarily concerning the Rephaim (e.g. MLC, Parker 1989
134f.), but which may have included an episode of Danil visiting the feast of the
Rephaim to reclaim his dead son (CML2 27 n.2).131 The end of line KTU 1.21.ii.8
reads y'n il 'and El/the god said', and, because of the fragmentary nature of the
tablets, is the only indication we have of the speaker in these texts. However, de
Moor (ARTU 267 n.271) believes that this should either be emended to read wy'n
<dn>il (homoioteleuton), or that Danil has been deified and is now addressed as
'god'. TOul (462) believes that the speaker in KTU 1.21 ii.8 is El who invites the
Rephaim to his house. However, TOul argues that since there is no direct evidence
that the other five invitations to the Rephaim are spoken by El, and since in KTU
1.20.ii.7-8 we find the mention of Danil paralleled with the epithets of Danil that we
13IFor detailed photographs and a new assessment of the text see Pitard (1992).
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find in the Aqhat narrative (dnil[ ] || gzr.mt hrnmy cf. KTU 1.17.ii.27f. dnil mt.rpi ||
gzr.mt hrnmy), then these fragments belong to the Aqhat narrative, perhaps as its
conclusion.
I would hesitate to link these texts with the Aqhat narrative on the basis
that there is no indication of Danil as the host of the banquet, that El is indicated as
issuing an invitation, and that the character of the narrative in these texts appears to
be quite different to that of the Aqhat narrative (CML2 27 n.2, contra Lloyd 1990
185).132 However, the main interest for us is that in KTU 1.22.i and ii we find
references to Anat, although she does not play a large role in these texts.
tm 5) tkm. bm tkm. ahm. There, shoulder to shoulder were the brothers,
qyrn. il 6) b Ismt. those who assist133 El with haste.
tm. ytbk. km. il. Mm There, the mortals affirm134 the name ofEl,
7) y'bk (ytbk). brkn (ybrkn). km. il. gzrm the heroes (y'bk135) bless136 the name of El.
132See the discussion of this text in Lewis (1989 86f.); he finds it hard to choose between
Danil and El as the host of the banquet, but concludes that whoever it was, this text provides
strong evidence for the funerary character of the marzeah.
133De Moor takes qyrn as a D-stem of qm and translates "whom Ilu made stand up in
haste" (SP 117, ART11 271 n.289). TOul translates "suscites par El" following Gray (1965 128)
who sees in qyrn a perfect factitive verb (from qm 'rise up') with El as its subject. Dietrich et al.
(1976a 49) translate "beide Feinde Els in Eile" [both enemies of El in a hurry], MLC (617) takes
it as a noun 'asistente' cf. aram. qayydm.
134SP (117) believes tbk to be a loan word from akk. kubkfi 'substantiate'. TOul (474 n.q)
takes this and its parallel y'bk in the next line as possibly the same verb meaning something like
'be angry'. Dietrich et al. (1976a 50) take this to mean 'sich zornig abwenden, ziirnen' [to
become angry, rage]. MLC (640) glosses tbk as 'to celebrate' || brk cf. ar. kabata 'to stand by'
with metathesis. ARTU (272) translates "the name of Ilu gave substance to the dead". I agree with
del Olmo Lete's observation that this is parallel to brk 'to bless' and my translation "affirm"
attempts to convey the meaning of the Akkadian cognate kubku.
135Some take this as an error for ytbk given the similar morphology of the two letters (SP
117; TOul 474). KTU 65 and MLC 422 takes y'bk.brkn as an error with dittography for ybrkn,
which I follow to give a more coherent parallel structure.
136SP (117) takes brkn as an infinitive with cncrgic ending, or as a noun. TOul (471 n.s)
believes this to be parallel to blsmt, in which case they divide it as the preposition b a root rkn cf.
ar. rukn 'support'. Dietrich et al. (1976 50) propose a D-stem 'to curse'. MLC (422) takes this
from the root brk and as an error for ybrkn.
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8) tm, tmq. rpu. b'l.
mhr b'l 9) w mhr. 'nt.
There was Thamaquni the Rpu of Baal,
warrior of Baal and warrior of Anat.
tm. yhpn. hyl 10) M.138
zbl. mlk. 'limy.
There was yahipanu the fighter,
the prince, eternal139 king.
km. tdd 11) 'nt. sd.
tStr. 'pt.Smm
Then Anat went out140 to hunt,
she took herself off141 (to hunt) the birds of the sky.
12) tbh. alpm. ap sin*.
Sql. trm 13) w mri ilm.
'glm. dt. Snt
14) irnr. qms. llirn.
They slaughtered both cattle and sheep,
they felled bulls and the fattest of rams,
calves of one year,
skipping lambs and kids.142
Commencing with line 5 we have a description of the heavenly court after
which, in lines lOf. a lavish description of the banquet prepared for the Rephaim
(MLC 409). In line 8 we are told that the character Thamaqu was present, and he is
described as a Rephaite, and a warrior (mhr) of Baal and of Anat. This close
connection between the underworld and Anat is one we have already witnessed in the
Ilimilku texts, and this is reinforced by what we find in the cultic texts from Ugarit.
137Most take this as the name of a character from the underworld (e.g. SP 117, TOul 474
n.u, Dietrich at al. 1976 50, MLC 123). ARTU (272) however takes it as a verb and translates
"there rose up Ba'lu the Saviour". I think the prosodic division of the text by del Olmo Lete
makes good sense of the text, and this places tmq in parallel with yhpn, which are both taken as
personal names.
138SP (117) reads hh 'filth' rather than y. TOul (475 n.w) also reads hh as y 'O!' cf. ar.
yd. MLC (423) takes it as the final y in hyly, a masc. adjective. Examination of a colour slide of
the text reveals that with the hyl of the previous line, the final / protrudes onto the column divider
leaving absolutely no room for any other characters after. Also, the morphology of the first
grapheme of line 10 is very similar to other examples of y in the text, and there can be no
morphological protest against taking this as y.
U9SP (117) divides 'limy as 7/ 'child' and my or mn giving 'child ofwhom?' as a derisive
designation of a usurper (cf. ARTU 272). TOul (475 n.y) separates the preposition 7 from Imy but
is unable to give a translation for Imy, although it suggests that we could read mlk 'Imy 'my
eternal kingdom' with the doubled I as dittography. MLC (600) takes 'limy as a masculine
adjective 'eternal' from 7m.
140Cf. hb. 77] 'retreat, flee, depart'.
l4lTOul (475 n.a) 3fs imperfect S-stem of tr 'to turn'. As a parallel to tdd we could take
tStr as a 3fs Gt-stem imperfect of the root kr cf. hb. "772? 1. 'travel, journey', akk. kdru, ar. .vara.
142Cf. Lloyd (1990 172).
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The fact that Thamaqu is a mhr of Anat indicates that the term mhr 'warrior' could
indicate a soldier who fought on behalf of, or under the command of, Anat rather than
opposed to her as we find in 1.3.ii.143
After the description of the parties present, the narrative turns to a
formulaic description of the preparations for the banquet that took place (Lloyd
1990). However, before this we find a bicolon describing Anat apparently going off to
hunt (sd). A difficulty in understanding this bicolon lies in the relationship of the verb
to the nominal phrase in the second colon since there is no preposition to guide us.
We know from other texts that Anat had the capacity to fly, and is even described as
winged; in 110.ii.10f. Anat lifts up her wings and takes to the skies in search of Baal,
and in 1.18.iv.31f. we find Anat hovering above her prey among the eagles. In this
case we could understand the second half of this bicolon as "she took herself off
(with/among) the birds of heaven". However, we might expect a preposition such as
b(n) 'among, with' as we find in 1.18.iv.21. The alternative is to take the verb sd as
semantically paralleled in the second half of the bicolon, even though graphically it is
not, in which case we see Anat going out to hunt the 'birds of heaven'. The fact that
we have the verb sd 'hunt' does not necessarily mean that she went on a journey far
from the area of the banquet as we find Baal doing in text 1.10.144 We can see from
the parallel use of dbh || sd in text KTU 1.114. If.145 that the verb sd can be used to
indicate action involved in preparation for a banquet, in parallel with dbh 'slaughter',
in wliiHi case perhaps here in text 1.22 wc find Anat involved in the preparations for
143We are probably to restore [mhr] 'nt at the end of line 7-8 of 1.22.ii, on the basis that at
the beginning of line 7 we find mhr b'l*
144Thc fact that he has taken his bow and arrows (1.10.ii.6 7) indicates that Baal is out
hunting; cf. the remark of Aqhat (1.17.vi.40) to Anat who disputes that women should use the
bow to hunt with (sd).
I45Lewis (1989 83f.) notes the similarities between text 1.22 and 1.114.
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the feast. The fact that she hunts 'birds of heaven' ('pt Smm) is reminiscent of text
1.23 in which El captures a bird out of the sky (yr bSmm 'sr. line 38) as part of a love
charm. However, there is no indication that this is what Anat is trying to achieve here
in text 1.22, and I would prefer to relate her actions to the fact that in some cultic
texts we find that birds {ynt qrt) are offered to various deities,146 and since the
heavenly banquet is a mythic reflection of cultic offerings, the killing of birds for the
feast would not be incongruous.
4.3.2. KTU 1.82
Text 1.82 (RS 15.134) presents many difficulties of interpretation and this
has resulted in surprisingly few attempts at a comprehensive translation of the text.
The text itself appears to be divided into 'paragraphs' by horizontal lines drawn across
the tablet. The first detailed attempt at translation was undertaken by van Zijl (1972,
1974 and 1975), but over the course of three articles he covered only the first seven
lines. De Moor and Spronk (1984) have presented a translation of the whole text and
interpreted it as a series of incantations, but the meanings they give to many of the
lexemes are open to question, and the large amount of reconstruction necessary to
make sense of the damaged text only serves to highlight the difficulties of
interpretation faced by translators. Caquot (1988) emphasises the uncertainties that
hinder our understanding of the text, pointing out that unlike text 1.100 whose
paragraphs appear as a progression within a coherent context, it is impossible to see
any logical progression from one paragraph to the next in text 1.82, and even an
internal coherence for each paragraph is not obvious. TOu2 (62) suggests that the
paragraphs are magical incantations to drive away malignant spirits and that the very
146A possible instance of Anat being offered a 'town-pigeon' (ynt qrt) is seen in KTU
1.41.9f. || 1.87.
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first paragraph of this text is a mythic precedent illustrating the valour of Baal, and
thus imbuing the individual spells with similar authority and power.147
We find Anat in the second paragraph of this text which runs from line 8
to line 14 of the recto. The translations offered by de Moor and Spronk on the one
hand and Caquot on the other, are quite different in their approach, and the translation
we give is presented with great hesitancy, acknowledging the uncertainties inherent in
this text. After a short introduction which may involve the offering of tributes (Caquot
1988, TOu2), we find a reference to the speaker's mother (um) who may be attacking
the father (aby with Is pronominal suffix). Following this in line lOf. we find the
following,
10) ... yrk. b'l.[ ]
11)1 ]x 'nl. hzrm.
tStkh. km. hb[ ]
De Moor and Spronk (1984) translate as follows,
May Ba'lu bind148 [my mother],149
[May] Anatu [fast]en150 (her) with a rope,151
Let her be bowed down152 like someone trus[sed up]153
147Cf. the use of mythic precedents and other similar techniques in pLeiden 1.343+345
(Massart 1954). Also compare the actions of S'tqt who strikes Keret's illness with a mace (ht) so
that death (mi) is defeated (hi) (MLC 554); akk. hutu A. 'smite' is a verb used to describe the
actions of diseases, but also used of gods and divine weapons (CAD 6.15 If.).
148They derive this verb from a root *rky cf. ar. rkw 'to bind', and see in this an appeal for
Baal to bind the ghost of the mother who is causing the problem and against whom this
incantation is addressed.
149Restoring |umy \.
150Restoring [t't]k. They point to the use of the verb ctk with Anat, cf. KTU 1.3.ii.ll,
1.13.7.
151Dc Moor and Spronk (1984 242) read Szrm following the cditio princeps of Virolleaud,
and translate 'rope' cf. ar. habl maSzur 'twisted rope', with enclitic -m. Caquot (1988 38) verbal
noun with adverbial -m of hzr cf. hb. and aram. 'return' or 'repeat'.
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Compare this with the translation of TOu2,
QueBa'al tire154 surtoi [...] (11) [...] Que 'Anat en revenant155 prepare
une fosse156 comme [...]
There seems to be merits with both translations at different points and it is
hard to know how to choose between them, or whether we should gloss any of the
words in an entirely different manner. De Moor and Spronk's attempt has the
advantage of including hzrrn and attempting to translate km.hb[ ] in a way that is
coherent with the rest of their translation. However, I am attracted by Caquot's
division of tStSh into two lexemes, tSt a 3fs imperfect of St 'put, place' and Sh which he
explains by way of hb. HPTO 'pit', but also compare hb. nno 'pit' which is a device
for trapping dangerous animals such as lions, but also was used as a parallel to the
underworld ('PiNS)). The phrase km.hb[ ] which Caquot could not translate, may
perhaps be restored km.h[dr(h)Y5'7 with hdr glossed as 'chamber, enclosure', cf. hb.
'chamber, room'. This would give the following translation,
,52Jussive 3fs St-stcm of Shy 'to be made bow down'.
153Restoring hb\l] 'rope'.
154Cf. hb. iTT 'throw, shoot', with 2s pronominal suffix.
I55Caquot (1988 38) explains hzrm as a verbal noun with adverbial -m from a root hzr cf.
aiam. 'to come back', but TOu2 (66 n. 187) says that it leaves this word untranslated, even though
its translation seems to follow that of Caquot (1988).
156Caquot (1988 38) divides the text tSt Sh. He explains Sh by hb. HIT© 'pit' and (Si as 3fs
imperfect 'to place' with Anat as subject, and this invocation to Anat makes reference to her
talents as a huntress.
157This assumes that the final vertical wedge of the d has been lost in the lacuna, but
without access to a photograph of the text it is impossible to judge the veracity of this judgement.
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May Baal bind [my mother (?)]
May Anat [secure her] with a rope,
May she prepare a pit as [her chamber].
This translation sees the third colon as a progression from the preceding
two cola; after the spirit of the mother has been tied up and secured by Baal and Anat,
the hope is that the ghost will be thrown into a pit as its final resting place.
Whether or not we accept this translation, we can be fairly confident that
the text describes a joint action performed by Baal and Anat, whatever that might be.
This close co-operation between these two is something we find in the Baal cycle, and
also in texts KTU 1.10 and 1.13 (whatever our interpretation of these texts). The
imagery of Baal and Anat binding the ghost may be due to the fact that both are
portrayed as prestigious hunters, and we might say that this text calls on them to
'hunt' the malignant spirit and to capture it using established hunting skills, in order to
bind it and be rid of it for good. The possible reference to a pit with its connotations
of the underworld, and the call for Anat to put the spirit into the pit, may draw on the
same imagery we find illustrated in the cultic texts and the Ilimilku texts, such as we
find in KTU 1 6.i where Anat puts Baal's body into a hole (Jirt).
4.3.3. KTU 1.100 and 1.107
Text 1.100 (RS 24.244), found in the excavations of the Cella aux
Tablettes in 1961 (TEOl), is one of the best preserved texts to come from Ugarit and
has had many studies devoted to its elucidation; some of the more recent include
Bowman and Coote (1980), Dietrich and Loretz (1980a), Xella (1981), Kottsieper
(1984), de Moor (1988), Pardee (1988) and Caquot (TOu2). Text 1.100 has many
affinities with the poorly preserved KTU 1.107 (RS 24.251+) and the two are
discussed together; both appear to be concerned with the poison of a snake (hmt),
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both involve the god Horon (hrn) and the goddess Shapshu, both include a series of
deities which are remarkably similar. However, unlike 1.100 in which Shapshu plays
the role of an intermediary, in 1.107 she appears to take a direct involvement in the
healing of the afflicted Srgzz.
In 1.100 we find a number of sections ruled off on the tablet by horizontal
lines. After an initial introduction to the character called 'the Mare' (phlt),158 we find
her calling to her mother (urn) Shapshu to take her message to various deities, the first
one being El. After this we find nine paragraphs, identical almost word for word,
except for the deities and their residences to whom Shapshu is supposed to take her
message, following which the narrative changes with an address to Horon whose
behaviour differs from that of all the previous deities.
In the fourth paragraph (line 20) the message is taken by Shapshu to Anat
and Athtart at iribb, which indicates that this location was the mythical residence of
these two goddesses. The sequence of deities in which they appear is as follows:
El, Baal, Dagan, Anat and Athtart, Yarikh, Reshef, Athtart, zz w krnt, mlk,
Kothar and Khasis, Shahar and Shalim, Horon.
Compare this list to those we find in text 1.107:
E[l] and Horon, [Baal] and Dagan, Anat and Athtart, Yarikh and Reshef,
[Athtajr and 'ttpr, zz w kit, mlk, [Koth]ar and Khasis, Shahar and Shalim.
158This character is called the mother of the 'stallion' (phi) and this lexeme is found in
Ugaritic texts 1.4.iv (= the animal on which Athirat rides) and in 1.19.ii (= the animal on which
Danil rides), cf. akk. puhalu, ar. fahlu. Presumably, phlt, who is the mother (um) of phi, is the
feminine form of this noun.
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As we can see, there are slight differences between these two sequences,
notably Athtar and 'ttpr159 in 1.107 rather than Athtart of Mari (Pardee 1988 211) in
1.100. Neither sequence appears to be correlated to the sequences of deities we find
in the cultic texts which include Anat (see my chapter on cultic texts). In 1.107 we
find pairs of deities some ofwhich are known from elsewhere, but others appear to be
paired because of their proximity within the sequence. Text 1.100 appears to use
paired deities which are known from elsewhere, and the fact that Anat and Athtart are
paired in 1.100 as well as 1.107 reflects what we already know from Ugaritic mythic
texts and Egyptian evidence, although this pairing is never found in the cultic texts.
These texts reveal little about the character of Anat beyond the fact that she appears
in a list of the most prominent deities ofUgarit, and that she is paired with Athtart. In
these two texts her actions are identical to the other deities who fail to take the
initiative in the matter of curing the snake bite.
4.3.4. KTU 1.101
KTU 1.101 (RS 24.245) measures 8.3 x 14.6 cm. and appears to be the
upper left hand corner of a larger tablet, which results in the fact that the text of the
recto and that of the verso is separated by a large lacuna and the relationship between
the two fragments of text is uncertain; they may even be two entirely different texts
(TOu2 45). It is estimated that the remaining part of the tablet represents almost the
whole width of the original but only a third of its length (Pardee 1988 119). Each line
of text is separated by a horizontal line dragged across the tablet.
The recto of this tablet is a description of Baal, seated on his mountain
Saphon pictured as the lord of the storm, using imagery unknown to us from any
159Cf. KTU 1.123.10, and the variant 'ttr w 'itpi in KTU 1.46.4.
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other text, although text l.lO.iii pictures Baal going up to his mountain. Various
suggestions for this scene include Baal's enthronement after his defeat of Yam (Fisher
and Knutson 1969), Baal's Autumnal return from the underworld (ARTU If.), or a
sacred marriage between Baal and Anat (Clifford 1972 78). However, the narrative
context remains obscure and the relationship between the scene on the recto and that
of the verso, which appears to be an abbreviated or condensed version of the events
seen in KTU 1,3.ii-iii, is difficult to establish with any degree of certainty.
13) [ ]s*£f. n'mn. nbl[ ] ... gracious one...
14) [ \y*sq Smn. Sim. bs*'* ... pours oil of heaven into a bowl.
[trhs] 15) ydh. btlt. 'nt. [she washes] her hands the Maiden Anat,
usb'th*[. ybmt] 16) limm her fingers the ybrnt limm.
tihd. knr.160 b ydh* She takes her lyre in her hand,
[. tSt] 17) rimt. I irth. [she puts] (her) zither161 (?) to her breast.
tSr. dd al[iyn\ 18) b'l. She sings of love of Aliyan Baal,
ahbt of love (?)
Ignoring the lacunae, we can see from the following comparison that there
is exact agreement between 1.101.14-16 and 1.3 ii.31-33.
*71/1.101.14-16 KTU 1.3 .ii.31-33
14) [ ]y*sq Smn. Sim. b s*'* 31)... ysq. Smn 32) Sim. b s'.
[trhs] 15) ydh. btlt. 'nt. trhs. ydh. bt 33) [/]<. 'nt.
usb'th*[. ybmt] 16) limm usb'th. ybmt. limm.
However, the comparison between 1.101.16-18 and 1.3.iii.4-7 given
below reveals that there some minor differences between the two texts. On the basis
of 1.101.16 we might perhaps restore tihd knr hydh in the lacuna before line 3 of text
1.3.iii. Text 1.101 has tSr dd for 1.3.iii's mSr I dd and ahbt where we expect yd from
text 1.3.iii.
160KTU reads knr.b, but from the photograph published in Pardee (1988) the final h is
obviously visible.
161Cf. MLC (183), Walls (1992 120) 'nmt-instrument', based on its parallelism with knr.
The alternative "corals' (e.g. CML2 48) cf. hb. HiDR") ar. ra'matu 'sea-shell' is possible, but gives
a less satisfactory solution to the poetic parallelism at this point.
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KTU 1.101.16-18
tihd. knr. b ydh*
KTU 1.3 .iii.4-7
[. t$t\ 17) rimt. I irth.
tkr. dd al[iyn\ 18) b'l.
4) [ ] Ut* rimt 5) I irth.
m$r. I. dd. aliyn (6) b'l.
ahbt
yd. pdry. bt. ar
7) ahbt tly. bt. rb
Examination of a colour slide of text 1.3. iii confirms the reading rnSr, and
the difference might be due to a number of factors, including a grammatical change
from D-stem participial form (note that this would be masculine singular) to 3fs
imperfect which fits better with the other verbs in this section. The final ahbt of 1.101
may have been intended as the equivalent of line 7 in 1.3.iii, in which case a whole
colon has been missed out, or simply as a synonym for yd that we find in 1.3.iii.6.
Whatever our solution to this last problem, it appears that the scribe has prematurely
finished his text in the middle of a bi/tricolon. The photograph in Pardee (1988 122)
clearly shows that this is not a question of lack of space on the face of the tablet since
there appears to be room for at least two more lines of text to the bottom of the
column, and ahbt itself ends the line less than halfway across the tablet.
stated above, there is the possibility that they represent two unconnected texts, but if
we follow the lead of the verso which appears to be an alternative or condensed
version of KTU 1.3 .ii-iii, we could perhaps see in the text of the recto an alternative
version of KTU 1.3.1, which happens to be a description of Baal being served at a
banquet and being extolled in song. There is a lot of text missing from text 1.3 i and
the beginning of text 1.3.ii, and the recto of 1.101 may represent text that is missing
from the Baal cycle; for example, there may have been a description of Baal seated in
splendour on Saphon before we get to the events of 1.3.i as we find it now. Thus
ARTU s positioning of 1.101 recto before 1.3 i may be correct, although I disagree
with his interpretations of these texts.
The relationship between the recto and verso of this tablet is unclear. As I
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4.3.5. KTU 1.108
Text 1.108 (RS 24.252) measures 14.2 x 16.6 cm. and is broken at the
bottom (see photo in Pardee 1988 77). The lines of text are separated by horizontal
lines dragged across the face of the tablet. Because of the large lacuna, like 1.101 it is
uncertain what relationship the text of the verso has to the recto, although Pardee 3ccs
a link between the two fragments seen in the key word rpu(m) and the play on the
form dmr which means 'make music' on the recto but 'protection, strength' on the
verso.
The text begins with a call for the deity Rapiu to drink,162
1) [ ]/z*163. ySt. rpu. mlk. 'lm. Behold!164 may Rapiu the Eternal King165 drink,
w ySt 2) [il ]g*tr. w yqr. and may the god strong166 and noble drink.
il. ytb. b161 'ttrt The god enthroned at Athtartu,168
3) il*169 tpz17°. b hd r'y. the god judging at Hidrayu.
162Scc my discussion of these lines in the chapter on Ugaritic cultic texts under KTU 1.13.
163Pardcc (1988 76) states all three wedges of the n are visible, and this is confirmed by
examination of a colour slide of the tablet.
164Reading \hl]n, Dietrich and Loretz (1980 175), Pardee (1988 83).
165For a discussion of this epithet see Cooper (1987).
166I accept gtr and yqr as adjectives modifying the noun il 'god', as a parallelism for the
preceding colon where mlk 'lm modifies the name of the god, Rapiu. For gtr see Virolleaud (1968
555) who compared it to akk. gakru 'strong' (CAD G.56 where it is often used of gods). Margulis
(1970 293) states that gtr must be a beverage since in line 4 Anat drinks gtr, and he is followed
by Caquot (1976 299), cf. Syriac gdtrd 'sediment (of wine)', although their prosodic division
raises problems. Pardee (1988 93) argues that the words gtr and yqr were chosen because of their
similarity with the proper names of the god gtr chief of the gtrm and yqr the first of the divinised
kings, and that this was a scholarly use of these words.
167The light vertical wedge which separates the b from the ', and the horizontal wedge
over the ' is explained by Pardee (1988 111.) as a word divider added by a later editor by mistake,
and who then realised his mistake and 'crossed it out' by the horizontal wedge.
168Following the analysis ofMargulis (1970 294), Dietrich and Loretz (1980 176), Pardee
(1988 94), rather than translating 'ttrt and hdr'y as the divine names 'Athtart' and 'Hadd the
Shepherd', e.g. Parker (1970 243), Ferrara and Parker (1972). Pardee (1988 94) points out that
the verb ytb is never used with the preposition b meaning 'to sit with / next to someone'.
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After a description of music making we then find the goddess Anat
introduced,
8) [b'\l*t}12kpL
w 'nt. di (diy). dit.
6) w tSt. 'nt. gtr(gtrt).
b'lt. rnlk.
b' 7) It. drkt.
b'lt. Smm. rrnm
And may Anat ofGatharu171 drink.
Mistress of kingship,
Mistress of dominion,
Mistress of the high heavens.
Mistress of the £pt-headdrcss.'73
rhpt 9) \b .<rn\m*]74 rm (rmrn).
And may winged Anat fly,
who soars in the high heavens.
169Pardee (1988 78) believes the asterisk of KTU is superfluous since all three wedges of
the sign / are visible, and this could be no other sign, and my examination of a colour slide of this
text confirms his opinion.
170Pardee (1988 78) reads t rather than z. Examination of a colour slide at this point seems
to show a grapheme constructed with an initial horizontal wedge followed by another horizontal
but facing the opposite way, similar to a q, and underneath this second wedge is a third one
facing the same direction giving the following shape: This morphology is not clear cut,
but is suggestive of a t than a z.
171The phrase 'nt gtr has given great difficulty to many translators. Virolleaud (1968 555)
and KTU emends the text to read gtrt, i.e. making it a feminine form as an epithet of Anat. I
discuss this phrase in my chapter on Ugaritic cultic texts under KTU 1.43, and conclude that the
form gtr is correct, tentatively suggesting that this is a reference to Anat's relationship to the
deity Gatharu witnessed in the cultic texts. However, the alternative 'Anat of the Strong One' is
equally possible.
172Pardee (1988 79) believes that the small mark before the t at the beginning of this line
is the end of a horizontal wedge and therefore mles out KTUs /. Pardee tentatively suggests
reading 'nt, but from the photograph we can see that there is enough room to restore [b'l]t and
the small mark before the t is so small that it could be the top edge of the final vertical wedge of a
/ and not a horizontal wedge as Pardee suggests.
173Virolleaud (1968 555) argues that Smm rmm || kpt is an antithesis, 'high heavens' ||
'earth' cf. hb. kpS, akk. kapaSu 'the earth which is trampled underfoot'. De Moor (1969 178)
suggests "turban" cf. akk. kubSu, but Caquot (1976 300), following de Moor's etymology, believes
this designates the crest of a bird seeing in this a reference to Anat's avian character. Cf. CAD
K.485 where KuMu is glossed 'headdress, cap' which can bo part of royal insignia, or part of a
divine headdress.
174Virolleaud (1968 555) suggests [7 's\rm. Caquot (1976 301) believes he can see on the
cast the heads of two vertical wedges which could be a b or s. He restores |btk 'jsrm, 'among the
birds'. Pardee (1988 79) states that after the lacuna at the beginning of line 9 we can see part of a
horizontal wedge followed by a vertical wedge and thus confirms KTUs reading. This can be
seen in the photograph on page 77.
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aklt. 'gl 'I.175 who devoured the heifer of El,
m.176 St who departs177 (?)...
This text introduces us to previously unknown epithets of Anat. My
translation 'Anat of Gatharu' in line 6 is uncertain (see my arguments under text 1.43)
but reflects the situation we find in cultic texts where Anat seems to have some
relationship with the deity Gatharu. The following four titles seem to attribute royal
terminology to Anat; she is mistress of kingship, dominion, of the high heavens and of
the kp/-headdress. Anat's titles here reflect those she receives in Egypt; for example,
on the statuary group of Anat and Ramesses II (seated) she is called, 'Anat, Mistress
of Heaven, Lady of the gods of Ramesses', on the group of them standing she is
called 'Mistress of the Heavens', on the Brooklyn Museum relief 54.67 she is called
'Mistress of Heaven', on the BM stele 646/191 she is called 'Anat, Mistress of
Heaven, Mistress of all the gods', and on the stele from Beth Shan she is 'Anat, the
Queen of Heaven, Mistress of all the gods'. If we had no further evidence, we could
argue that this was simply Egyptian hyperbole and that it had no bearing on Anat's
position in Ugaritic myth, but with text 1.108 we see that Anat's position could be
thought of as one of great authority within the pantheon, although how this related to
other deities within the pantheon is not clear (Walls 1992 110).
The reference to her as 'winged' is familiar to us from texts such as 1.10
and 1.18.iv, both of which describe Anat flying, although this does not indicate she
175Virolleaud (1968) shows an encircled ayin. De Moor (1969 178) reads the encircled '
and an aleph, thus 'gl 7. Pardee (1988 79) states that this is clearly a t rather than ' that is
encircled. Another example of a (encircled in this way is found in RS 17.67.5 where it appears to
highlight an orthographic error (tz for zz) and this suggests that we have a highlighted scribal
error here as well. Also compare the 'gl il we find in KTU 1.3.iii.44 which is a creature destroyed
by Anat.
176Pardee (1988 79) states there is no word divider at this position on the tablet. This is
supported by examination of the published photograph (p.77).
177De Moor (1969 178) mSt fern, participle ofmwS 'to depart, move away' cf. hb. mwS.
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took the form of a bird, simply that she had wings (for iconographical evidence for
goddesses with wings see Yon [1992 292] on stele RS 2.038 which portrays an
unidentified goddess with wings, and the ivory panel from Ugarit, similarly of
uncertain identity).
4.3.6. KTU 1.114
The final tablet in this section (RS 24.258) describes a mythic feast
presided over by El, ending with a rubric for the relief of a hangover; we know this
ends the text since there is large space on the verso (see photo in Pardee 1988 16).
After the introduction which sees El inviting the gods to banquet in his house, and the
consumption of vast quantities of food and drink, we find the spectacle of Yarikh
going about under the tables like a dog {contra de Moor 1969 167) to various deities
who either give him food or blows with a stick depending on whether they know him
or not. Finally we are told that he arrives at the goddesses Athtart and Anat.
9) 'ttrt. w 'nt. ymgy At Athtart and Anat he arrived.178
10) 'ttrt. t'db. nSb Ih Athtart throws179 him a haunch,180
11) w 'nt. ktp (Rasur h?/x) and Anat a shoulder.
bhrn. yg V. tgr 12) bt. il. The door-keeper ofEl's house scolds them:181
178Accepting ymgy as a 3ms imperfect with Yarikh as the subject (e.g. Rainey 1974 186),
rather than with Athtart and Anat as the subject which leads de Moor (1969 171) to attribute a
bisexual nature to these two goddesses.
179Cathcart and Watson (1980 42) cf. hb. 3TI? 'leave' > 'throw', rather than 'db 'prepare
food' e.g. TOu2 74 n.225.
180We accept that nSb is a cut of meat on the basis of its parallelism with ktp 'shoulder'
and its occurrence in a list of meats in KTU 4.247.18, although no satisfactory etymology has yet
been provided (e.g. de Moor 1969 171).
181Compare KTU 1.2.i.24, bhm yg'r b'l 'Baal scolded them' with an identical syntax and
use of the preposition b to mark the object, contra Margalit (1979-80 90f.).
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pn (hn). Irn. tibn2 (klb). t'dbn 13) n$*b. Look! To the dog you have thrown183 a haunch,
/ inr. t'dbn. ktp to the hound184 you have thrown a shoulder
This difficult text has been variously classified as a 'Trinkburleske'
(Loewenstamm 1969), a 'farce' (Margulis 1970a), a 'ritual banquet' (Cathcart and
Watson 1980), and even a narrative to "vent the poet's disdain" for El and his family
(dc Moor 1990 80). There appears to be some comic touches to this narrative, such as
Yarikh's behaviour like a dog under the tables185 and El's behaviour on seeing hby,
where the effects of the alcohol he has consumed have a humiliating effect. Yarikh
eventually arrives at the goddesses Athtart and Anat who throw him choice pieces of
meat from the table. Their behaviour is noteworthy since it leads to a rebuke from El's
door-keeper contrasting with the behaviour of the other deities visited by Yarikh
which prompts no comment from the door-keeper. Is it because they give Yarikh nSb
|| ktp, i.e. joints ofmeat, rather than Ihm (scraps?) like the other deities?
Wc might ask what is the relationship between these two goddesses and
Yarikh, and why is he treated differently by them? It may be the case that Yarikh
receives favourable attention from Athtart and Anat on account of their association
with hunting, coupled to the fact that dogs were used in the hunt (Pardee 1988 48,
182Accepting the reading of KTU and Pardee (1988 17), rather than Imgrlb (Virolleaud
1968, dc Moor 1969); note the similarity of shape between the word divider and the grapheme g.
183Eithcr 3fd imperfect so that the gate keeper is addressing Athtart and Anat as a pair, or
singular energic forms (Rainey 1974 186).
184The etymology of inr is difficult, but its parallelism with klb 'dog' (e.g. 1.16.i.l5f.)
renders its translation 'hound, cur' fairly certain. See e.g. Cathcart and Watson (1980 38f.),
Pardee (1988 53f.) for a discussion of its etymology.
185The interpretation which takes Yarikh under the tables like a dog makes better sense of
the narrative than one which sees him as serving out meat to the gods whom he knew, and hitting
those he did not know with a stick under the table (e.g. dc Moor 1969). It is not certain whether
Yarikh takes the form of a dog, or simply acts like a dog. Use of the preposition km indicates a
simile rather than an actual metamorphosis. In this case, Bowman's (1978 136) rejection of this
interpretation on the grounds that Yarikh has nothing to do with dogs misses the point.
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and 74 fig. 7). In fact these two goddesses are seen going off to hunt later in this text
(lines 22f.) probably to collect materials to effect a cure for El's condition, similar to
the journey of Horon in 1.100 for a cure for snake-bite, rather than to replenish El's
table because any pangs of guilt they may have felt for having fed Yarikh with choice
pieces ofmeat. Another possibility for this affinity between Athtart, Anat and Yarikh
is seen in the cultic texts where Anat, in her relationship with Gatharu, is linked to the
'strong ones' Shapshu and Yarikh (see my discussion on KTU 1.43). Although in the
cultic texts it is Anat who has this relationship. Perhaps in 1.114 we find the pairing of
Anat and Athtart in conjunction with Anat's affinity with Yarikh?
The pairing of the goddesses in the form 'ttrt w 'nt, and the paralleling of
Athtart with Anat as the B word, reverses the more usual sequence of Anat followed
by Athtart that we find elsewhere, for example in lines 22f. of this text; compare 'nt w
'ttrt in texts 1.100 and 1.107 and 'nt || 'ttrt in 1.114.22f as well as 1.14.iii.41f. and
possibly 1.2.i.40f. This latter sequence of Anat followed by Athirat is also echoed in
Egyptian material; for example on the Rhind ostracon, pBeatty I, and the Harris
Magical papyrus we find the pair Anat and Astarte (i.e. the Egyptian equivalent of ug.
Athirat).
In the damaged section of the text in lines 22f. we see these two
goddesses embark on a hunt (sd), an action that we sec elsewhere in mythic texts such
as 1.22.1 Of. and 1.17.vi.40 where it is obvious from Aqhat's jibe that Anat is
considered to be a huntress (Day 1992). The reason for their hunt is lost in the lacuna,
but it seems reasonable to believe that they go in search of a cure for the drunken El,




Our examination of the above texts has focused our attention on many
aspects of Anat's character. Some of the less significant attributes that have emerged
include a further attestation of her residence being called inbb (cf. KTU 1.3.iv.34,
1.13.9), in text 1.100.20 which provides us with a list of'official' residences for many
of the more important deities worshipped at Ugarit. We also find supporting evidence
for the kinship bonds given in the Ilimilku text; in 1.13.21 we find that El is called her
father (ab), as we find in KTU 1.3.v. 10 and perhaps restored at the end of line
i.3.iv.54 [aby], and in KTU 1. lO.ii. 16 she is described as 'the most beautiful of Baal's
sisters'.
These texts also confirm the fact that Anat was able to fly. This is seen in
l.lO.ii.lOf. where she lifts her wings (knp) and goes in search of Baal, in 1.13.8 where
she flies up to her mountain inbb among the hawks, and 1.108.8f. where she is
depicted as winged, soaring in the high heavens. This is familiar to us from the Aqhat
narrative where Anat hovers over Aqhat and throws Yatpan at him in order to kill him
and obtain the bow (1.18. iv). However, what is not certain is whether Anat physically
changed her shape into that of a bird (a nSr) as Kapelrud argues (1969 106) or
whether she just had wings and flew like a bird. In my discussion of Egyptian Anat
and associated iconography we examined several pieces that portrayed goddesses
with wings, for example the ivory panel from Ugarit, the bronze axe-head from Al-
Biqa, the 'Anat' stele RS 2.[038], cylinder seal RS 5.089, etc. I concluded that we
could not make a positive identification of a goddess solely on the basis of an image
with a pair (or twu pairs) of wings, but what we do sec from this is the iconographic
tradition of depicting deities with wings who are otherwise anthropomorphic,
sometimes with horns as well. Anat is only one of several divine figures at Ugarit who
are said to fly (see my conclusion to the 'Anat' stele RS 2.[038]), and given the
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iconography that depicts deities with wings that we have seen, it is unnecessary to
insist that when a mythic text mentions that Anat flew, or was winged, we are to
understand it to mean that she had assumed an avian form. Her ability to fly might
make her a good huntress of birds (1.22.1Of.), although in text 1.23 we see that El
could also hunt birds.
These texts also show us that Anat was considered a formidable warrior.
After Baal greets Anat on her arrival in 1.10.ii.24f., he anoints her horn (qrn) which is
very likely to be a symbol of her aggressive power, and then calls on her to join him in
an assault on his enemies which is a reminder that Anat, as well as Baal, could
successfully defeat the enemies of Baal in the form of Yam and mythic monsters
(1.3.iii). Even more clearly we see Anat slaughtering in 1.13.3f. in a passage very
similar to 1,3.ii which includes a call for the severing of hands and heads, but in 1.13 it
appears to be a prelude to her giving birth to a son for Baal whereas there seems little
in the text following 1.3.ii to suggest that Anat gives birth to Baal's offspring. In
1.22.8 we find that Thamaqu is called a warrior (rnhr) both of Baal and of Anat, and
this not only reinforces our idea of Anat as a warrior goddess, but also her close
relationship with Baal who could also be seen to act as a warrior. This relationship of
camaraderie between Anat and Baal in battle is also seen in 1.82 where they are both
called upon to bind a malevolent spirit. Here, Anat is not only called upon to bind the
spirit along with Baal, but she is to confine the spirit to the pit. If this is symbolic of
the spirits dispatch into the underworld, then this text has affinities with Anat's
actions in 1.6.i where she buries the body of Baal. This connection of Anat with the
funerary cult is one that is witnessed also in the cultic texts where she is seen to have
strong links with Gatharu and the gtrm, Shapshu and Yarikh (see below).
Perhaps the most striking conclusion we can draw from our examination
of these texts is that Anat engaged in sexual intercourse with Baal and that she bore
him a son. This is in complete disagreement with recent studies of Anat's character
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which portrays her as a virgin goddess, an adolescent tomboy who rejects her
sexuality (cf. Day 1991, 1992 and Walls 1992). Rather than viewing Anat as a
goddess who is stuck between menarche and parturition, the texts support the view
that Anat has a fully developed character within the narratives, and even though she is
very often given the title btlt which is indicative of her youthful status, within the logic
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It cannot be doubted that we obtain our most informed picture of Anat
from a reading of the mythic texts in which she appears. The fact that they often have
a narrative structure in which the goddess acts, gives us great insight into her
character, and as we have already seen, her character is not copied invariably from
one myth to the next, but is allowed to vary in subtle degrees to suit the particular
context in which she is placed: in other words, she is a fully developed three-
dimensional character who is seen to act in as complex a manner as was available to
Bronze Age goddesses.
When we now turn to the cultic texts, we immediately feel the loss of this
narrative framework, instead finding long lists of offerings and deities (often rather
obscure) with laconic descriptions of little understood ceremonies. It might be felt that
little can be gained from examining these texts since there would not appear to be
much information contained in them that we could not glean from the narratives.
However, a close reading of the cultic texts in which we find Anat is revealing since it
does illustrate another facet to her character which may not be otherwise noticed.
In the following discussion, I shall first present those texts with which we
can be confident that they include Anat. Following that, I shall review the texts
looking for particular patterns, either in the sequences of deities, or in the types of
offerings which are attributed to the goddess. Finally I shall attempt to draw some
conclusions from these observations in order to present the character of Anat we find




This is a very fragmentary tablet of which only the lower left hand edge
survives. In the first few legible lines we find a mention ofAnat,
1 u*g*[rt 1
'nt*[ ]
trrim I b*t*[ ]
b'*l.ugrt*[ ]
The first line, as reconstructed by KTU and Xella (TRU 138), is probably
the toponym 'Ugarit' and was likely to be part of a divine name such as we find in line
four. The second line begins with the divine name 'tit but the following lacuna makes
it impossible to elaborate further. This is followed by '...perfect for the house/temple'
where tmm is taken as a designation of an offering1 indicating its perfect state.2 The
next line mentions 'Baal ofUgarit' after which the tablet continues in this fragmentary
state for another eleven lines before the tablet breaks. That this is likely to be a cultic
text listing offerings to various deities is indicated by the terms for offerings found,
such as 'birds' ('srm) in line 5, a possible mention of'burnt offering' (£r*[p]) in line 6,
a npS in line 9, 'liver' (kbd) in line 10, possibly as a T-offering (([']), and perhaps a
'ram' (i) in line 12.
1TRU suggests the offering was a 'head of cattle'.
2TRUtranslates tmm 'completo', 'senza difetto'. MLC (636) 'completo'. Cf. hb. DTI.
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5.2.2. KTU 1.39
This text, which incidentally was the first text found at Ugarit (T0u2 135;
TEOI), has considerable affinities with texts KTU 1.41 and 1.87, and a section whose
sequence of deities is (almost) identical to that ofKTU 1.102. It consists of little else
than a long list of divine names and offerings, not necessarily in that order, in which
we find that Anat occurs twice, in lines 7 and 17.
The first five lines list various offerings to the gods El, ilhm,3 tkmn w Snm,
Reshef and ilh. Lines six to seven list the following sequence of gods, all ofwhom are
offered a ram ($): Baal, Athirat, tkmn-and-$nm4 Anat, and Reshef. From line 13 we
find Anat as part of a sequence of divinities which is remarkably similar to that of
KTU 1.102 (see below):
3There is some debate as to whether ilhm should be treated as the divine name of an
independent deity, as an appellative for any following divine name, or simply as a plural of il,
'gods' (TOu2 136 n.12). See the discussion in Levine and de Tarragon (1993).
4KTU has tkmn but TRU (76) reads tkmn, as in line 3.
5Restored from KTU 1.102.5 to make sense of the otherwise difficult yrh.gdlt. gdlt.trmn...
6On the evidence for this divine name, cf. Dietrich et al. (1975a).
7This appears to be the ewe-offering deified, and is appropriately offered a ewe (dqt). We
can be certain that this is not a mistake, as in line 14 where a divine name was missed out, since
we find dqt among the list of divine names in KTU 1.102.8.
8KTU reads trt, an otherwise unknown lexeme, but corrects it to trt 'new wine' on the
basis ofKTU 1.102.9.
9Restored from KTU 1.102.10. The final p of the divine name rSp is visible here.
10Astour (1966 284) translates this 'Anat the destroyer', cf. hb. ar. habdl. TRU (80)
follows Astour and sees this as a terrible, negative manifestation of the goddess Anat. Dietrich et
13) if b*t.gdlt.uShry.gdlt.yrn gdlt
14) b'l,gdlt,yrh.gdlt.<ktr>
The god of the house/temple a cow, uShry a cow. Yam a cow
Baal a cow, Yarikh a cow, <Kothar>5
a cow, trmn a cow,6 Pidray a cow, dqt1
a ewe, trt8 a ewe,
[Reshef]9 (and) Anat hbly10 two sacrifices,11 Shapshu-pgr12
15) gdlt .trmn,gdlt .pdry .gdlt dqt
16) dqt.trt (trtj.dqt.
17) [r.?]p 'nt.hbly.dbhmJ[p]S pgr
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18) [gd]lt.iltm.hnqtm.dq*tm a cow, the two strangling goddesses13 two ewes,
19) [y]r*h.kty.gdlt.w I gltnl[.]S Yarikh kty]4 a cow, and to the glmt a ram
In the first sequence of deities, Anat is listed between the little known
tkmn-w-Smn15 and Reshef, and her offering of a 'ram' (.?) is nothing extraordinary. In
the second sequence, however, we find not only that Anat is paired with Reshef, but
that her name is followed by the lexeme hbly, and that they alone are given dbhm,
rather than the more usual 'ewe' (dqt) or 'cow' (gdlt) that dominates this sequence.
The fact that she appears to be linked with Reshef in both sequences despite the
disparate nature of the two lists is to be noted. The divine name rSp is reconstructed
fromKTU 1.102, and supported by the fact that a p is visible after the lacuna. It could
be argued that the offering for Reshefwas missed out by the scribe, in much the same
way as the divine name ktr was missed out in line 14, but the fact that we find the dual
al. (1975 143) take it as a place name, and this is also the position of de Tarragon (TOu2 138
n.24) who takes hbly as a loponym of a place where Anat was especially worshipped.
uTaking dbhm as a dual rather than as a straight plural, given the duality of the deities
Reshef and Anat to whom these sacrifices are made.
n$p$ pgr could be either a divine name, or pgr could be a type of offering. Dietrich el al.
(1973a) note that a pagrum is an offering to the dead at Mari and has a connection with Dagan at
Mari and Ugarit. TRU (79) observes that the sun goddess has a connection with the underworld
in her nocturnal journey and translates it as the divine name 'SapaS-pgd. De Tarragon (TOu2
138 n.20) believes this is a funerary offering and translates, "(a) Shapash, une offrande-pgr".
However, the occurrence ofwhat appears to be a divine name $p$ pgr is found in KTU 1.102.12, a
list that appears to be divine names without any sacrificial terms.
13Xella (TRU SO) writes that these two goddesses recall the analogous demonic characters
in Sumero-Akkadian myth (LamaStu, Pazuzu, etc.), connected with the death of new-borns and
infants in general. However, this is disputed by de Tarragon (TOu2 139 n.26) who points out that
this is not an incantation against evil spirits. Instead, he compares hnqtm with ar. 'gorge, pass',
and concludes that these are guardian goddesses of the hinterland mountain passes. Kapelrud's
(1969 31) suggestion that one of these goddesses is Anat remains unfounded.
14De Tarragon (TOu2 139) suggests "Yarikh Cassite".
15This deity (or deities) plays a minor role in KTU 1.114.18. For a discussion of this deity,
see Pardee (1988 59f.).
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dbhm16 after Anat hbly, suggests that these two deities were listed together. The
lexeme hbly is generally taken either as a toponym or as an epithet meaning
'destroyer'. Dietrich et al. (1975 143) compare it to ^^Ha-ba-alI]-la, a possible
toponym in RS 20.225, Gray (1978 100) thinks it might be a scribal corruption of
hlb(y) (Aleppo), and de Tarragon (TOu2 138 n.24) believes this to be a place where
the goddess Anat was especially worshipped. For the other side, Astour (1966 284)
takes hbly to mean 'destroyer', and is followed inter alia by Kapelrud (1969 31),
Rainey (1975 251 n.81), Herdner (1978 5) and Xella (TRU SO).
The decision between these two options is aided by examining the context
in which 'nt hbly occurs. First we note her link with Reshef, who was reckoned to be
among other things a god who brought death (Dahood 1958 85; Fulco 1976).
Secondly, after Anat we find SpS pgr and iltm hnqtm. Dietrich et al. (1973a) notes
that at Mari, pagrum is an offering made to the dead. Xella (TRU 79) points out that
Shapshu has a funerary connection in her nocturnal journey through the land of the
dead every night. Since the form $pS pgr occurs in KTU 1.102.11 which simply lists a
sequence of divine names without offerings, it seems appropriate to assume this is a
divine name and that it designates Shapshu in her connection with the underworld
(Lewis 1989 35f.). As for 'the two strangling goddesses' we find in this pair a rather
sinister couple, whose characters are otherwise unknown to us. Within this context of
deities who are perceived to have a dark, unwelcome nature, 'Anat the destroyer' fits
perfectly as, for example, a manifestation of Anat as we see her in KTU 1.3.ii. The
fact that we do not have a feminine suffix on hbly is not a cause for concern since we
find several other feminine epithets with suffixed -y (UT 8.54).
16That this is probably to be understood as a dual cannot be decided from its orthography,
but is suggested by the fact that a plural form would not indicate the number of offerings. See
Xella's (TRU 79) comments on the form Trn in line 1 of text 1.39.
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5.2.3. KTU 1.41 and 1.87
The fragmentary tablet KTU 1.41, comprising of two pieces found in 1929
and 1930,17 is restored according to the almost identical text KTU 1.87 recovered in
1954, and therefore these two will be treated together.18 The fact that more than one
copy of this text has been found suggests it was of some importance in the cult, but
exactly what might have been its role is a matter of contention.19 It seems safe to
assume that it conveys details of a ritual that took place in the month of riS yn, i.e.,
the new vintage, and that the king was involved. However, de Moor's (1972 and
ARTU) characteristic appraisal of this text as a description of the rites of a New Year
celebration of the return ofBaal is one that has very little evidence in the text itself.
The first proposed mention of Anat in this text20 comes in line 10. A
comparison of the two texts at this point reveals that it is only the letter n from text
1.87 that suggests the divine name 'nt at this point.21
17RS 1.003 and 2.(005] (TEGI).
18The differences between these two texts are succinctly set out in Dietrich ct al. (1975
144f.).
19For a recent discussion of 1.43 see Levine and de Tarragon (1993).
20'The text' in this discussion means the reconstructed text of 1.41 and 1.87; line numbers
are based on text 1.41 unless otherwise stated (Levine and de Tarragon 1993 77).
21De Moor (1972 15 n.42) claims to read *«[f] after text 1.87 but as far as I can tell, no ' is
visible on either tablet at this point. Cf. UT 173.12 [ \n[ ]. De Moor (1972 14) also places
a far bigger gap between the end of the restored verb 'db and the divine name which suggests a
whole word is missing, whereas KTU recognises hardly any gap and de Moor (ARTU 160) later
translates the text as if no text were missing.
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Text 1.41 and 1.87 Reconstruction
(1.41.9) k*'grn*l*[ ]s.w[]k*(?)P*(?)[ ]
(1.87) k '*[ )ml\ ]af[ ]m*
k 'gml.s.w[.\k*(?)p*(?)[ ] d{ \m*
(1.41.10) wyn[ }rt.y'*d*(?)[ ]
(1.87) wy*[ Ml
w yn[ ]rt.y'*d*[ ]«[ 1
(1.41.11) wal*[ ]il.wbu*[ ]
(1.87) [ 1
w al*[ \il.w b u*[ ]
As we can see, even comparing the two tablets together, the text at the
end of line 10 is very uncertain. Ifwe accept this n as evidence for the presence of the
divine name 'tit, the text would be translated as 'two ewes (?) and a town-pigeon (?)
he will prepare/were prepared (?) for Anat (?)'. However, with all these question
marks hanging over the text, it is best to simply acknowledge this as a possible
reference to Anat but not to press the issue further.
With the second reference in line 16 we are on much firmer ground. In a
sequence of deities identical to that of KTU 1.39.6f. we find the following are each
offered a ram (£):
15) b'l*[.]$*.atJrt*[J.tk]m*n*[.]w*[ tSnm.X] Baal a ram, Athirat a ram, tkmn w Znm22 a ram,
16) 'nt £[.]r*?p $[.dr.il.w phr.b'l] Anat a ram, Rcshef a ram, the family of El and the
assembly of Baal
Text 1.41.12-19 and 1.39.3-9 are copies of the same text and therefore
these two texts are not independent sequences in which Anat and Reshef are side by
side. However, they do reveal that the underlying text was a standard and could be
used in various ritual ceremonies.
22This is the least certain of the divine names, but with ]w*[ ] visible and enough
space for this divine name to fit, it seems reasonable to assume that this is what was written.
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5.2.4. KTU 1.43
This text deals with a ritual carried out when Athtart hr23 enters the house
of the king, and appears to centre around a group of divine statues to whom offerings
are made. After the opening section in which some clothing and animals are offered,
we find the following text,
'Im.t'rbn.gtrm. Then the gtrrn enter
10 bt.mlk.tql.hrs. the house of the king. A shekel of gold
/ SpS.w yrh.l gtr. for Shapshu and Yarikh, for Gatharu
tql.ksp.tb.ap*w*.np*£ a shekel of good24 silver, a ap and np£25
I 'nth*.tql.hrs for 'nth.26 A shekel of gold
I £p£[.w y]rh.l gtr.tn for Shapshu and Yarikh, for Gatharu
15 [tql.ksp].tb27.ap.w np£ two shekels of good silver, a ap and npS
[ ]2S.bt.alp.w £ [for 'nth.] In the temple a bull and ram.
23The translation of the phrase 'ttrt hr is disputed. On the one hand hr is taken as a
cognate of hb. Tin III, akk. hurru 'hole', e.g., Dietrich et al. (1975b 526) "der Hohle", and TOu2
(161) "Athtart-de-la-grotte". On the other hand, hr has been taken as a toponym, 'Hurri', e.g.,
TRU (87) "Attart di Hurri", and Dietrich and Loretz (1992 45) who now take it as 'Athtart of
Hurri'.
24Dietrich et al. (1975b 528) suggest a correspondence to akk. kaspu damqu.
25Anatomical features of the sacrificial animal, 'nose and throat' (?) or 'un museau et un
poumon' (TOu2 162).
26TRU (90) suggests that perhaps 'nth is a misspelling by the scribe. What is probably the
second occurrence is lost in the lacuna at the beginning of line 16, which prevents us from
verifying this unique orthography.
27Dietrich and Loretz (1992 41) read tq*l*[.ksp].*.
2*TRU (86) and ARTU (170) suggest [l.ilt] giving 'for the goddess of the House/temple'.
This could be understood as a parallel reference to Anat, but we do not know of Anat bearing this
title elsewhere, and the other deities in this ceremony arc all named twice in exactly the same way
which would suggest that if this particular restoration were accepted it would indicate a goddess
other than Anat. I prefer the restoration of Dietrich and Loretz (1992 41), [/ 'nth], since it
preserves the parallel structure of lines 10-13 with 13-16.
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This short passage introduces us to some intriguing concepts in the
Ugaritic cult. First, we have the gtrm who enter the house of the king and who appear
to have some relationship with Shapshu and Yarikh, the deified sun and moon.
Second, we find what appears to be the divine name 'Anat' with a 3s pronominal
suffix, which raises certain grammatical problems familiar to us from the long-running
debate over VSrth in the inscriptions from Khirbet el-Qom and Kuntillet 'Ajrud.
Here in text 1.43 we see the gtrm entering into the house of the king and
receiving offerings. Dietrich and Loretz (1992 42) interpret the phrase in line 14 gtr tn
to mean 'the second gtr\ and conclude that gtr in line 12 is a reference to Shapshu
and gtr tn to Yarikh. However there are several difficulties arising from this
interpretation. The first results from the fact that at Ugarit Shapshu was feminine and
yet if Dietrich and Loretz are correct, we find her designated by the masculine form
gtr rather than an expected *gtrt. A possible solution may be to understand gtr as a
proper noun designating a member of the gtrm rather than as a simple adjective, in
which case it need not take the feminine suffix. If this is the case then it may explain
the phrase 'nt gtr in text 1.108 as two proper nouns in apposition. A further difficulty
lies in translating the phrase gtr tn as 'the second strong one', since this parses tn as
an ordinal but Gordon (UT 7.45) points out that in Ugaritic, as with Akkadian,
ordinals precede the noun unlike Hebrew. In this case, if we restore tql ksp in the
lacuna at the beginning of line 15 then we have the phrase tn tql ksp tb, 'two shekels
of good silver' (ARTU170, TOu2 162). I prefer to see the involvement of four deities
in this ritual: Shapshu and Yarikh who are called 'the two strong ones', Gatharu and
Anat.
Other alphabetic cuneiform texts in which the lexeme gtr is found are
KTU 1.108, 1.109, and 2.4. If gtr can be equated with syllabic ga&aru then we also
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find it in the polyglot vocabulary RS 20.123+. In this last text we find the following
equations,29
10 ^bi.zil.lala be[-. .] ? ? ?t 1
dka.ni.sur.ra ka-ni-z[u-r\a('!)-an('l) /*-?[ 1
dlu.lal lu-la-a[h-h]e lu-l[a ]
dla-ta-ra-ak £a-ar-ra[-a]('T)-ni ni-d[a(l) ]
d$ara ha-ma-ar-ri qi-i{d-$u{l) \
15 dti$pak tni-il-ku-un-ni ga-${a-ru ]
dnin.a.zu Si-ru-hi '?[ 1
d\U)4 tu-en-ni ya-m\u ]
dlut]u Si-mi-gi Sa-ap-Su
da.a e-ia-an ku-Sar-ru
IVb .... [3 (?) lines] ....
1 . . . b]a{1)-ti[ ]
5 (?) I pa -ad('!)-r\i-ya -m 1 <a(?) ]
1 .(.) m]u-te-ma
I aS{!)-r]a-tum
1 . . i}a(l)-lu-u[r . Y>.-ra-turn
1 ta-at-]mi-i$ [ da-ad\-mi-$u









Here we find three mentions of an Ugaritic god gaSaru (= gtr ?): in lines
IVa. 15, IVb.ll and 13. The first equates the Mesopotamian god Tispak with Hurrian
milkunni and Ugaritic gaSaru, but in the second and third equations we lack the
Mesopotamian equivalent due to the damaged nature of the text. Line 11 is very
fragmentary and the restoration milkun = gaSaru is only tentative, but the reading
29Text from Nougayrol (1968 240f.) beginning at col. IVa line 10.
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milkun = gaSaru of line 13 is more assured. Whatever the identity of the
Mesopotamian gods, they were of sufficiently similar character to be equated with the
Hurrian god milkun and with Ugaritic gaSaru. The appearance of gaSaru alongside
other more well known Ugaritic deities such as Anat, Shapshu, Athtar, Baal and
Dadmish would seem to point in favour of accepting that gtr could in some
circumstances be the proper name of an independent deity, rather than an epithet of
another deity. This is supported by the existence of several theophoric personal names
from Ugarit whose divine element is gtr (Grondahl 1967; Dietrich and Loretz 1980
175). It is interesting to note in lines IVb. llf. the grouping of Gatharu, Anat and
Shapshu which is similar to that ofKTU 1.43. However, whatever conclusions, if any,
should be drawn from this similarity must take account of the fact that in this text, the
sequence is a result of the order of the Mesopotamian deities listed rather than
Ugaritic theology.
If gtr is the proper name of independent deity in RS 20.123+, this also
seems to be true for KTU 2.4. At the end of a fragmentary letter addressed to the high
priest (rb khn), and found in the house of the high priest during the first season's
excavation (TOu2 27If.) we read,
17 \w\ht. ySm'. uhy And now, may my brother listen
Igy. wyhbt. baS (brtS) to my voice, and may he appoint30 the personnel,31
30Pardce (1988 91 n.56) translates "et qu'il designe (?) le personnel". TOu2 (273),
following the suggestion of UT (19.740) who turns to ar. hbt 'to lower', translates "et l'homme
sera abaisse".
3'Accepting the textual emendation from a to n, a matter of one wedge. I prefer the
translation of Pardee (1988 91 n.56) who sees this as a description of a cultic act in which the
statues of Gatharu and Baal are placed into the hands of two personnel (bnS), rather than TOu2
(27If.) who sees this as a wish for an unnamed party to be delivered into the hands of ihqm and
ytrhd by Gatharu and Baal respectively. The only difficulty with this is that bnS is singular whilst
the following text makes it clear that two men are spoken of. However, given the fact that the
scribe has already made a mistake at this point, it is not too difficult to believe that the plural
suffix was unwritten. Either interpretation does not altar the fact of a deity named Gatharu in this
text.
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w ytn. ilm. bdhm and may he put the gods in their hands.
20 bd\.\ ihqm. gtr In the hand of ihqm (may he put) Gatharu,
w bd ytrhd and in the hand ofytrhd (may he put)
b'l Baal.
In this text gtr appears to be paralleled with b'l and one possible way of
reading this text would understand gtr as an epithet of Baal ('the Strong One'), in
parallel to the divine name proper. However, since there appear to be two 'personnel'
(ihqm and ytrhd) into whose hands (bdhm with dual pronominal suffix) the
gods/statues are placed (ytn), and since also the dual form ilm ('the two gods') is used
rather than the singular il, it is reasonable to assume that two independent gods are
involved.
Turning to text 1.108, we find the lexeme gtr in a context which makes it
hard to determine its function. In the first three lines we find the following,
1 [hl]n*. y$t. rpu. mlk. 'Int. wySt
[il ]g*t_r. wyqr. il. ytb. b'ttrt
il* tpz. bhd r'y. dy$r. wydmr
The translation of the opening lines of this text is fraught with difficulties,
to the extent that even the number of deities involved is difficult to ascertain.
Virolleaud (1968 553) in the editio princeps saw this text introducing the god rpu, an
epithet of the Ugaritic high god El, and took gtr w yqr as two adjectives describing
this god: gtr was compared with akk. gaSru 'strong', and yqr with hb. 'precious',
and with his restoration [//] at the beginning of line 2, he offered the translation, "et il
boit (2) [le dieu] fort et majestueux". This has been followed by the majority of
scholars, although Margulis (1970 293) argued for gtr as a drink (Syriac getra 'wine
sediment'; Caquot 1976), whilst TOu2 (114 n.348) sees gtr as an "entite liee au culte
des morts" (and the gtrm) just as rpu is intimately linked with the Rephaim.
TOu2\ interpretation of text 1.108 sees yqr as the proper name of the
founder of the Ugaritic dynasty (PRU 3 xxxvif.; Kitchen 1977) and a member of the
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Rephaim on the basis of an Ugaritic text R1H 77/2IB (Bordreuil and Caquot 1979
301 f.) in which we find in line 14' of the recto rpi.yqr.[...], "le Rephaite Yaqar".
Bordreuil and Caquot (1979 303) suggest that since we find yqr in this text from Ras
Ibn Hani, as well as gtrn.ylk[...] in line 8' of the verso, we should now translate KTU
1.108.2 as "Gathar et Yaqar le dieu siegeant avec Athtart"; in other words, gtr and
yqr are names of two members of the Rephaim. Their translation appears to link the
two names into one identity labelled 'the god' (il), but it takes little account of the
stichometry of the opening lines of this text, nor of the fact that nowhere else do these
two appear merged. This also appears to be the position of de Moor (ARTU187) who
translates this text "And let [the god] Gathru-and-Yaqaru drink", noting that this
'double deity' was probably "deified ancestors of the Ugaritic dynasty". TOu2,
following Bordreuil and Caquot (1979), prefers to see Gatharu and Yaqar as members
of the Rephaim whose god (il) is "le Rephaite", the eponymous leader of the rpurn
(Xella 1981 47). This would then make gtr the personal name of an otherwise
unknown Ugaritic king, or an epithet 'the strong one' of a king (i.e., a divinised king
like yqr). Dietrich and Loretz (1992 65f.) also follow this line of interpretation
arguing that since yqr is a divinised ancestor then so is gtr. However, this analysis fails
to acknowledge that Gatharu is the name of a deity who appears to be the equal of
Baal (KTU 2.4) and ranks among the most prominent gods at Ugarit (RS 20.123+)
rather than appearing to be a divinised ancestor, in which case it seems inappropriate
to accept that rpu is the god of Gatharu and Yaqar, or that they are equivalents
(Pardee 1988 9If.).
The least appealing solution is offered by Good (1991 159) who sees gtr
as a geographical term the equivalent of hb. ""BEW, a region east of the upper Jordan
and which, according to Good, might have encompassed the region of Ashtaroth and
Edrei. This undoubtedly arises from the translation of 'ttrt and hdr'y as the place
names 'Athtartu' and 'Hidrayu' (Margulis 1970 294, Dietrich and Loretz 1980 176,
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Pardee 1988 94, Good 1991 159) as opposed to taking them as divine names,
'Athtart' and 'Haddu the Shepherd' (inter alia Virolleaud 1968 555). However
intriguing Good's suggestion may be for gtr, he is unable to explain yqr in a similar
fashion and leaves it untranslated, explaining that, "my translation deliberately allows
alternative interpretations of the original".
In my opinion, the best solution to the problem of gtr in this text is that
offered by Virolleaud (1968) who saw in gtr and yqr two adjectives, and supposed
that il belonged in the lacuna at the beginning of the line. However, I find the
arguments ofMargulis (1970) and others concerning the translation of 'ttrt and hdr'y
to be persuasive. In this analysis, the text opens with two bicolons describing the god
'Rapiu'. In the first bicolon he is described as mlk 'Irn in the first colon and with the
adjectives 'strong and worthy' in the second. The second bicolon further defines the
god rpu including relevant topographical information. We might translate these
opening lines thus,
Behold, may Rapiu the Eternal King drink,
and may the god strong and noble drink.
The god enthroned at Athtartu,
the god judging at Hidrayu.
Ifwe accept that gtr in line 2 is an adjective, then what are we to make of
it in line 6 which reads, wtSt. 'nt. gtr. b'lt. mlk? The difficulty of taking it as an
adjective or epithet of Anat is that it lacks the feminine suffix (Caquot 1976 299,
Pardee 1988 101f., Good 1991 159), while an appeal to the ambiguous gender of the
goddess is unconvincing (de Moor 1969 177). Virolleaud (1968 555) emended gtr to
gtrt in order to make it a feminine adjective linked to the divine name 'Anat', and this
proposal has been often followed, although not universally. Margulis (1970 293)
argues that gtr in line 6 is the object of the verb Sty ('drink') and that it is a beverage
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as he argues for line 2 (followed by Caquot 1976). A further possibility would be to
see in gtr the divine name 'Gatharu' and translate the phrase as 'Anat of Gatharu'.
Recent analysis of the phrase 'nt gtr sees 'nt as the divine name in construct with gtr
as a genitive, either as a nominalised adjective 'strength' (Dietrich and Loretz 1980
174, Pardee 1988 102) or as the proper name or epithet 'Strong One' (TOu2 115,
Dietrich and Loretz 1992 73). The translation 'Anat of Gatharu' seems to be
supported by KTU 1.43 in which we find a link between Anat and Gatharu where in
line 13 we find 'nth, probably to be translated as 'his Anat' (ARTU 170, Dietrich and
Loretz 1992). However, it is difficult to decide between taking gtr of line 6 as the
proper name of the god Gatharu or as the designation 'the Strong One' where this is a
reference to the god Rapiu, who in line two is described as gtr and yrq. There seems
little reason to introduce the god Gatharu into the text at this point when in line two
gtr is an adjective describing Rapiu. An interpretation which takes the phrase 'nt gtr
to mean 'Anat of the Strong One' where gtr is a reference to Rapiu of line 1 is
attractive, although the evidence of 1.43 suggests 'Anat of Gatharu' (i.e. the god of
this name) would be better. With such scant evidence as we have, any decision we
make has to be provisional, and my preference for the latter explanation remains
tentative.
problematical contexts. In 1.109.24f., after a line ruling off the previous section, we
find the following,
In texts KTU 1.109 and 1.112 we find mention of the gtrm in less
w.Snpt.il $
25 I 'nt.hlS.tn $m
And as -offering, El a ram,
for Anat MS32 two rams,
for gtrm the left gsb
of two bulls, and a bull and a ram
as a .frp-offering, and as £/mm-offerings, ditto.
I gtrm.gsb Smal
d alpm.w alp w S
Srp.w SImm kmm
32For a discussion ofAnat MS see the section on KTU 1.109 below.
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In this text the gtrm are listed directly after Anat hlS. The fact that Anat
receives two rams, and on the other hand that parts of two bulls are offered to the
gtrm, is strongly reminiscent of text 1.43 in which two gtrm are named, along with
two Anats (cf. gtrm and 'ntm in 1.43.18, 19 and 20).
In 1.112.17f. we find details of cultic practice which involves the gtrm
'coming down' to feast and a description of cultic recitation and singing,
17 ... b arb't ... On the fourteenth day
'Srt. yrdn. gtrm the gtrm go down
rnsdh. tn Sm I gtrm to the meal, two rams for the gtrm
20 w rgm. gtrm yttb and the message of the gtrm was repeated
w* qdS. y$r ... and the holy one sings ...
In this text we see that the gtrm are offered two rams, which might
indicate that gtrm is here a dual, as in KTU 1.43 and possible in 1.109, although it is
possible that a larger group might have been offered two sacrificial animals.
We have seen in this discussion that the lexeme gtr can be used in three
different ways. Virolleaud's (1968) observation of the akk. gaSaru 'strong' as the
most likely cognate is attractive, and is used as an adjective in 1.108.2 (|| yqr).
However, there is sufficient evidence to suggest that there was an independent deity
named Gatharu (ranked alongside other major Ugaritic deities) whose name probably
meant 'the Strong One' and who was likely to have been the eponymous leader of the
group of gtrm who included in its ranks such deities as Shapshu, Yarikh and Anat
herself. Finally, gtr could be used as a proper noun to designate a deity as a member
of the gtrm.
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It appears that the gtrm was a group of deities lead by the eponymous
Gatharu.33 From text 1.43 it appears that Shapshu and Yarikh were members of this
group, and text 1.108 shows us that Anat may also have been included as a spouse (?)
of Gatharu; perhaps even Rapiu if the use of the adjective gtr was an intentional
indication of such status. The grammatical problem of affixing a pronominal suffix
onto a divine name (KTU 1.43.13) could be overcome by insisting that this is a
spelling mistake (TRU 90), but perhaps the problem can also be alleviated if we
understand that these references to Anat probably refer to cultic statues of the
goddess and that perhaps the underlying physical reality that 'nt = '(cultic statue of)
Anat' makes such a use of the pronominal suffix plausible. This question is still
debated for the similar occurrence of I'Srth at Kuntillet 'Ajrud and Khirbet el-Qom for
which no universally acceptable solution has yet been found (Ackerman 1992 62f.,
Wiggins 1993 166f.). Perhaps these references provide enough support for the theory
that divine names can accept pronominal suffixes?34
5.2.5. KTU 1.46
This text describes a series of cultic acts involving offerings to various
deities, and which involves the king. The tablet appears to be a fragment of a larger
one, and from line 1 Ob onwards appears to be a duplicate of text 1.109, in which case
it is possible that lines l-10a are the missing text from 1.109 (TRU 57, Dijkstra 1984,
TOu2 164). Dijkstra (1984 69) has attempted to reconstruct the whole text on the
assumption that KTU 1.46, 1.28, 1.56, 1.31, and 1.27 all belong to the same tablet.
33Dietrich and Loretz (1992 65f.) give a valuable discussion of the history of scholarship
on this group and conclude that they probably play a chthonian role but that there is not enough
detail to say much more than that.
34See further the references cited by de Moor in ARTU (170 n. 18).
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However, on his own admission, his reconstruction is highly tentative and it is perhaps
prudent to focus on the text we actually have rather than on Dijkstra's reconstruction.
In 1.46 we find the divine name twice, the first in line 5 at the end of a list
of offerings to various deities,
3 [ ]$. il $. b'l dgn ... a ram, El a ram, Baal a ram, Dagan a
ram,
4 [ '<]t*r. w[.Y*t*tpl. gdlt. s*pn. ... Athtar and 'ttpl35 a cow, Saphon a ewe,
dqt
5 [ al]p* gdlt. b tltt mrm* ... a bull, Anat a cow. On the third day,
some young animals36
There does not seem to be anything extraordinary here. The fact that Anat
is offered a cow (gdlt), and that in the previous line the binomial 'ttr w 'ttpl is also
offered a cow, might suggest that the p read immediately after the lacuna might be the
final p in the divine name Reshef rather than the suggested alp, similar to text 1.39.17
(restored after KTU 1.102.10). However, in 1.39 the two divine names are followed
by what appears to be a dual dbhtn ('two sacrifices') whereas in 1.46.5, gdlt is the
familiar singular form and not the dual (*gdltm), although theoretically it could be the
plural, although this would mean that an unspecified number of cows were dedicated
which would be uncharacteristic of these cultic texts.
The second occurrence of the divine name 'nt in this text is in line 17.
However, since the end of this text is extremely fragmentary and can only be restored
thanks to text 1.109, this second attestation will be discussed under text 1.109 line 13.
35The divine name 'ttpl is only attested here, but a variant 'ttpr is found in 1.107.16 and
1.123.10 where it is also associated with Athtar as the second clement in a divine binomial (TRU
57, TOu2 165 n.80).
36TRU (58) "2 giovani equidi/asini" [2 young horses/asses], cf. akk. maru, muru and is
used especially with horses and bovines. Dijkstra (1984 73) a topographical name or cultic place,
cf. mrym spn, mrym Ibnn, or hb. marom 'high place'. TOu2 (165 n.81) mrm also appears in
1.12.i. 11, cf. akk. maru II 'young animal'.
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5.2.6. KTU 1.61
Due to the extensive damage to this fragment, it is impossible to state
with any certainty the nature of this text. There is a possible reference to Anat in the
first line, pieceded by the preposition k, or perhaps by a word whose root ends in k or
has the second person pronominal suffix. Whether the lexeme 'nt should be taken as
the divine name 'Anat' is also uncertain, but I give the text in the interest of
completeness.






With this text we return to much firmer ground. The first fourteen lines of
1.102 corresponds remarkably closely to text 1.39.13-19, and it is within this list that
we find a reference to Anat. The text of the verso and its relationship to that of the
recto is somewhat problematical (De Moor 1970 326, Dietrich et al. 1975c, TRU
329). The text of the recto reads,
1.102 1.39










'nt hbly 'nt hbly
Spi pgr i[p\iPgr
iltm hnqtm iltm hnqtm
yrh kty [y]r*h.kty
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As we can see, it is simply a list of divine names with no cultic rubric, no
introduction, no sacrificial offerings. However, its correspondence with text 1.39
would suggest that it follows the rubric of a particular cultic ceremony, as described
in 1.39, rather than ranking the gods according to some abstract theological principle
(TRU 329).
5.2.8. KTU 1.109
Text 1.109.1-14a is a copy of text 1.46.10f. which enables us to carry on
reading the text past the point at which text 1.46 breaks off. In fact, 1.46 ends with a
mention of Anat but the damage to that tablet means that most of the last few lines are
restored using text 1.109. In line 13f. Anat Saphon is offered a bull and a ram (alp.w
S), in line 17 Anat Saphon37 is again offered a bull and a ram, in line 22 Anat is offered
a ram ($), and in line 36 we find a broken reference to Anat Saphon. In line 24f. we
find a further reference to Anat.
24 w. Snpt. il S And as a .top/-offering; El a ram,
25 I 'nt. hlS?s tn Sm for Anat his two rams,
26 I gtrm. fesb Srnal for gtrm the left gsb39
27 d alpm. w alp w $ of two bulls, and a bull and a ram
28 Srp. w Slmm kmtn as a .top-offering, and as Slmm-offerings, ditto.
There is debate over the meaning and division of his. Virolleaud (1968
591) and Herdner (1978 16) read the initial letter as h as opposed to KTlPs h.
Unfortunately, without recourse to a photograph of this tablet it is impossible to
37Not 'nt Itn read by UT (text 9), Oldenburg (1969 90), Binger (1992).
38The transcription of Virolleaud (1968 591) and Herdner (1978 16) have his. KTU reads
hlS, followed by Xella (1981 50), TOu2 (190).
39The meaning of gsb is uncertain. De Moor (1970 325) compares ar. gadbat 'swelling,
protuberance' and especially the skin of the protuberance between the horns of a bull, as well as
akk. habdsu 'to swell'.
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decide what should be the proper reading: his and his are otherwise unknown. De
Moor (1970 325) reads hlS but does not know whether this is an appellative or a place
name and leaves it untranslated, and this is similar to the position of TOu2 (190
n.146), which reads hlS. Janowski (1980 236) also reads hlS but offers no translation.
TRU (54) translates "Anat della devastazione", comparing his to hb. '1. be weak,
2. weaken', and states that it is practically synonymous with hbly. Virolleaud (1968)
and Herdner (1978) prefer to divide the text I'nt hi S, i.e., 'for Anat hi a ram, two
rams for the gtrm'. Virolleaud (1968 593) compares hi with hb. *7*0 'strength', but
Herdner (1978 20) is more cautious, suggesting that hi is a toponym because an
adjective would require a feminine suffix. He prefers to divide his in two on the basis
of the phrase tn Sm I gtrm in KTU 1.112.19, which he then reads in text 1.109 after
the reference to Anat. However, we should be very cautious in using comparative
evidence, since there does not appear to be any consistency in the number and types
of offering dedicated to deities across the many cultic texts, and appears to depend
more on the actual ritual than on abstract theological principles. The context of
1.112.19 is quite different from that of 1.109.24f. and cannot be used to determine the
offerings given to the gtrm in this latter text. Furthermore, ifwe divide the text in the
way suggested by Virolleaud and Herdner, we would be left with an unusually long
list of offerings designated as Xrp- and V/wr/-offerings. In the division offered above,
the duality of the offerings to Anat his and the gtrm recalls text 1.43 in which the two
gtrm, Shapshu and Yarikh, are presented with offerings along with two Anats ('ntm).
In text 1.109 we find distinctions made between Anat and Anat Saphon,
but this does not appear out of place in a text which also distinguishes between Baal,
Baal Saphon and Baal of Ugarit.
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5.2.9. KTU 1.118, RS 20.24, KTU 1.148 and KTU 1.47
These four texts present us with a list of deities, the order of which
appears to have been fairly well established.40 Texts 1.118 and 1.47 are simple lists of
deities, and although 1.47 is much less well preserved that 1.118 (Herdner 1978 If.),
they appear to be identical with the one exception that 1.47 adds il spn ('the gods of
Saphon', Healey 1985 117) at the beginning. This same list is found translated into
Akkadian in RS 20.24 (Nougayrol 1968 42f.) beginning with DINGIR a-bi (= ilib),
and thus lacking an equivalent for the il spn of 1.47. Once again, the text ofRS 20.24
is simply a list of deities. The same order of deities appears at the beginning of text
1.148, but the lacunae make it impossible to be absolutely certain of the deities
involved and the order in which they are arranged. It is not certain that il spn should
be restored as the first deity to receive an offering (TRU 96) or whether the list should
begin with ilib (KTU).
In 1.118.20 we find 'nt, preceded by atrt and followed by SpS, and this is
reflected in RS 20.24.19f., daS-ra-tum, Aa-na-tum, d$amaX (text 1.47 is unreadable at
this point). In 1.148.7 we find alrl.S.'nt.S.SpSJ.arsy.S.'ttrt.S which again confirms this
sequence, and which informs us that in this ritual, Anat is offered a ram ($). If we
were to judge from the mythical texts, the order of the deities in this list is other than
strictly hierarchical. It begins with a collection of male divinities ending with a series
of Baals, after which is a collection of deities whose order is rather mysterious,
although they appear to be enveloped between the pairs 'earth and heaven' and
'mountains and valleys'. After this appears a collection of female deities beginning
with Athirat, then Anat, Shapshu, Arsy, uShry and Athtart. This is followed by a
rather miscellaneous collection of deities. Notice that although in mythical texts, both
40See the recent discussion of these texts by Healey (1985 and 1988).
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from Ugarit and Egypt, Anat is sometimes paired with Athtart, here there is no
apparent connection: instead, Anat is sandwiched between Athirat and Shapshu.
5.2.10. KTU 1.130
This tablet, published by Milik (1978 135f.) under the number RS 24.255,
has been given the wrong number in the editioprinceps; it should be RS 24.284 {TEO
302). In lines 13-14 we read, I'til spn alp wtf, 'For Anat Saphon a bull and a ram'.
Although the text is badly damaged before these lines, we can be fairly certain that the
alp wS is offered to Anat Saphon since in the previous line we read lyrh S 'for Yarikh
a ram', after which there is a large gap to the right hand edge of the tablet,41 which
seems to indicate that this line contains a god and offering on the same line, with the
commencement of a new line for the next deity.
pointed out by Milik (1978 136), lines 10-15 of text 1.130 are very similar to text
1.109.16-18, except that in text 1.109 after Anat we find pdry whereas in 1.130.15 we
find pdr.
Dijkstra (1984 75) restores a final y to make the two texts identical,
whereas Milik (1978), TRU (104) and TOu2 (217 n.217) accept this as the divine
41Consult the photograph in Milik (1978 137).
42From the photograph in Milik (1978 137) it is clear that 8 is the end of the written text.
In this text, Anat Saphon is preceded by yrh and followed by pdr. As
15 Ipdr8
KTU 1.130.1Of.
10 I b'l u*[grt ]
/ b'l hlb*[ ]











name pdr. However, despite the evidence amassed to support the existence of a god
Pidar43 which I do not dispute, I favour the suggested emendation of Dijkstra to read
'Pidray' on the basis of 1.109.
5.2.11. RIH77/10B +77/22
This small tablet, found in the 'Palais Nord' at Ras Ibn Hani during the
1977 season of excavations, is very damaged and has been reconstructed from a
number of fragments (Bordreuil and Caquot 1979 299f.). Its opening lines are very
similar to text KTU 1.90, which helps in its reconstruction. The ritual described by the
text appears to be carried out by the king to a statue of the god Reshef and a statue of
the goddess Anat. The text of the recto is as follows,
1 [?']<! yph. mlk rSp. When the king faces Reshef
h*gb. a[p], wnpS hgb:44 a ap and npS,
43See the discussion in TOul (78f.), Milik (1978 136f.), and the existence of personal
names with theophoric element pdr in Grondahl (1967 17 If.).
44Bordreuil and Caquot (1979 300) leave untranslated but refer to KTU 1.106 where it
may be a grasshopper (cf. hb. 3317) or doorman (cf. ar. hjb 'to prevent'). Herdner (1978 28)
writing on KTU 1.106 suggests the ar. hajib 'guardian of the entrance'. TOu2 (232) translates
"portier".
45Bordreuil and Caquot (1979 300) restore h[rs\, but surely they mean £frs] 'gold', as in
line 10.
46Bordreuil and Caquot (1979 300) leave untranslated. Dietrich and Lorctz (1981 81)
restore h[z, "ein halber Ochse". TRU (352) restores h[z, 'freccia' [arrow], appropriate for the
archer god. TOu2 (232 n.257) restores h[z, 'demi'.






wh ? [alp. vw.] f
[IrSp \Sr[p
silver and gold,45 ditto.
And halt46 a bull and a ram




id. yph. rnlk. 'nt When the king faces Anat
slh. ap. wnpg. ksp slh:48 a ap and npS, silver
10 w]hrs. krnm. alp and gold, ditto. A bull
wS. $rp. I'nt and a ram as grp-offering for Anat,
\wglmm .,. and -offerings
Edge
k]mm. g ditto. A ram for Anat
We can see that a horizontal line was ruled across the tablet after line
seven, separating the ritual actions done for Reshef from those done for Anat: the
king first faces a statue ofReshef and presents offerings, then he turns to face a statue
of Anat and presents very similar offerings to the goddess. This juxtaposition of
Reshef and Anat presents us with a cultic event that may express in concrete terms the
pairing of these two deities in other texts (1.39 || 1.102, and 1.41.16).
One further text from Ras Ibn Hani (78/04) may contain a reference to
Anat in line 8 of the recto which reads \nt.ap.[ (Bordreuil and Caquot 1980 354,
T()u2 234) and translated 'Anat an ap\
5.2.12. RS 20.123+
We have already discussed this polyglot vocabulary above, and noted that
Anat occurs in the list (line IVb. 12) in the form a]-na-tum, identical to that of text RS
20.24. Here, Anat is preceded by Gatharu and followed by Gatharu and Shapshu. As I
noted above, this grouping of deities recalls text 1.43.
48Bordreuil and Caquot (1979 300f.) point out that slh is a place name, found in the
toponym list RIH 11/21.10, and they believe this text enables us to restore KTU 1.46.1 as 'n]t slh.
TRU (352) and TOu2 (233) also accept this as a toponym.
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5.2.13. Hurrian Texts
The strength of the position of Anat at Ugarit was such that she was
introduced into the 'Hurrian' pantheon of Ugarit along with other local west Semitic
deities: El, Dadmish and Reshef (Laroche 1968 518f.). In text KTU 1.42, Anat
appears in thirteenth position among a list of 17 deities. She is immediately preceded
by tmg (- simegi = the sun) and irSp (= irsappa = Reshef), and followed by ibnkl pdgl
(= Eb Nikkal Pandigalli = ? Nikkal and Lady of the palace) then ndgb (= nubadig =
Nubadig).
In texts KTU 1.135 (= 1.26 = 1.60), and 1.116, we find Anat ('ntd)49 in
an almost identical sequence of deities in which she is preceded by the god hmn50 and
followed by Shimegi (= the sun). In the comparative table of Laroche (1968 519) we
can see that the order of the deities is fairly fixed, including the section with Anat,
until we get to Hebat, after which the order becomes a little confused. Text 1.110
differs more substantially from the other two lists, but again we find Anat followed by
Shimegi. In text RS 20.123+.IV.a. 18 and IV.b.14 we find Hurrian Shimegi equated
with Sumerian UTU and Ugaritic Shapshu, and in the second instance, we find
Shapshu following very close to Anat, with only Gatharu intervening, which recalls
the grouping ofAnat, Shapshu, Yarikh and Gatharu in KTU 1.43, and the group Anat,
Gatharu and Shapshu in RS 20.123+.
49The final d on the divine name 'Anat' is the Hurrian dative suffix (syll. -da) which
corresponds to the Ugaritic preposition 1- (Laroche 1968 531).
50KTU 1.116 adds Nubadig before Anat. Oldenburg (1969 88) believes that Anat's
presence directly after hmn, who is a storm god, is indicative of her close association with storm
gods in general, but evidence from other Hurrian texts shows that the connection between these is
limited to the present text.
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5.3. DISCUSSION
It is clear from the many contexts in which we find the goddess Anat in
these cultic texts that she played a full part in the Ugaritic cult, and was even
influential enough to hold a position in the 'Human' pantheon worshipped at Ugarit.
However, she does not appear to be treated in any special way, or to be any more
prominent than the majority of deities we find mentioned in cultic texts.
Having reviewed the cultic texts in which we find the goddess Anat, we
may now turn to an examination of the position of the goddess in the cultic context.
We will begin with a comparison of the offerings presented to Anat, and those
presented to other deities within each text. We shall begin with text 1.39.
1.39.4-8
[i]l*h dqtm




tjcmn w Sntn S
Sni
rSp S



















As we can see from the above table, we find Anat in two different
sequences of deities. In the first, she receives a ram (,?) along with four other deities
which form a group of five. She does not appear to be treated any differently from the
other deities. In the second sequence, we have the divine name 'nt hbly (discussed
above) which comes directly after Reshef who does not receive an offering of his own
and who is most probably to be grouped together with Anat hbly. We can see in this
second sequence that the dominating offering is a cow (gdlt) although the deified
'Ewe' (dqt) along with trt and the 'two strangling goddesses' are offered ewes.
However, for rSp 'nt hbly we are told that they receive 'two sacrifices' (dbhrn: dual).
What these sacrifices are we are not told, nor do we find this term again in connection
with Anat.
Moving to 1.41 (|| 1.87) we find that Anat may be offered two ewes
(dqtm) and a town-pigeon (ynt qrt) in line 9f. if we accept the reconstruction of the
text (discussed above). However, this must remain uncertain given the high degree of
damage suffered by both texts at this point. We can be certain that Anat is included in










[dr il h< phr b'l1 gdlt
Sim* 1gdlt]
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Once again we find the simple divine name 'Anat' and here she is offered
a ram (.?) along with four other deities. This sequence of five deities is identical to that
in 1.39.4f. and in fact, text 1.41.12-19 appears to be a duplicate of text 1.39.3-9.
In text 1.43 we have a slightly different situation in that only four gods are
involved (see discussion above); Shapshu and Yarikh are both 'strong ones' (gtr), and
each is offered a shekel of gold. Gatharu, the eponymous chief of the gtrm, is first
offered one shekel of good silver, then two shekels of good silver, and each time
appears to be accompanied by Anat.
1.43.9f.
SpS w yrh tql hrs
gtr (Shapshu?) tql ksp tb
'nth* ap* W* np*S
$p$\ w y\rh tql hrs
gtr tn [tql ksp] tb
[ 'nth] ap w npS
From the above table it is obvious that the ritual is highly structured, and
can be divided into two basic parts: the first addressed to Shapshu, Yarikh, Gatharu
and Anat, and the second almost identical accept that Gatharu is offered two shekels
of good silver. We can only assume that Anat should be restored in line 16 on the
basis of symmetry although we cannot be certain of this. In this ritual the gtrm are
offered precious metals but Anat is offered parts of a sacrificial victim. Why this
should be the case can only be guessed; if we turn to the ritual described in RIH
77/10B+ we find that Reshef and Anat are offered sacrificial offerings in the form of
up w npS, a bull (alp) and a ram (.?), and moreover, both are offered silver (ksp) and
gold (hrs).51 There is a similarity between these two texts in the sense that each ritual
51A mythic counterpart to this kind of offering is seen in KTU 1.14.iv.31f. where Keret
visited the sanctuary of Athirat of the Two Tyres and vowed to her silver (emending wsp to ksp)
and gold (hrs), although we need not define texts 1.43 or RIH 77/10B+ as vows (Wiggins 1993
2 If.).
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can be seen as two parts and that each part is identically structured, as well as the
similarity of offerings, although we would not press our observation beyond this.
Perhaps the actions described in each text were addressing similar cultic concerns, and
perhaps the relationship existing between Gatharu and Anat, and Reshef and Anat is in
some way similar, in which case we should perhaps see in Reshef a deity that may
have had links with the gtrm. However, there is no evidence to support this theory.















In the first sequence we find several offerings of rams to various gods,
then after a lacuna we find a cow (gdlt) offered to the binomial god 'ttr w 'ttpl and a
ewe offered to Saphon. After another lacuna we find the divine name Anat alongside
the offering of a cow. However, we should not be tempted to link Anat and 'ttr w
'ttpl on the basis that they receive the same offering because the intervening lacunae
obscure any sequence of deities or offerings that may have been apparent. In the
second sequence we find the name Anat Saphon but unfortunately the offering is lost
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to us. However, the fact that 1.46.10bf. is a duplicate of 1.109. If. enables us to
restore the offering as a bull and a ram (alp w $).
Text 1.109 presents us with several mentions of Anat in the context of the




































In the first sequence (a duplicate of text 1.46) the god ilib is offered a
cow, then every other deity is given a ram. However, Anat Saphon is presented with a
bull and a ram (alp w X) and is the only deity in this sequence to receive two offerings.
In the second sequence again we find Anat Saphon, and again she is offered both a
bull and a ram whereas all the other deities receive a single ram (a sequence
duplicated in 1.130.10f ). In the third sequence we find Anat, offered a ram along with
seven other deities. However, in this sequence Baal is offered a bull and a ram. In the
fourth sequence we find El presented with a ram, Anat hlS presented with two rams,
and the gtrm presented with the 'left gsb of two bulls' (see above discussion). The
dual offering to gtrm and the two rams offered to Anat recall the ritual recorded in
KTU 1.43. The final sequence in which Anat is included is fragmentary and ends with
'tit spn without naming the offering, although if we were to follow the example of
previous sequences in this text, the offering would be alp w
In text 1.130 we find a reference to Anat Saphon in line 13. Beginning at





'nt spn alp X
pdr X
As stated in the above discussion, this sequence (not the text) is
duplicated in 1.109.16f. except that in line 15 we have pdr rather than pdry, and the
1.130 sequence is missing ddrnX at the end. Because of the differences between the
two texts it is unlikely that one is a copy of the other, although both appear to rely on
the existence of an established sequence of deities which could be drawn on for
different cultic acts. However, such sequences appear to have included the number
and type of offering dedicated to each deity since it appears that the deities in
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1.109.16f. and 1.130.1 Of. were offered exactly the same offerings in each case.
Therefore, we find that 'nt spn is offered a bull and a ram (alp w S) in both texts.
We saw above that text 1.148 copies the sequence of KTU 1.47, 1.118































This text has been restored according to the parallel deity lists. However,
we can be fairly certain from what remains that the gods from ilib to the end of the
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five b'lm are all offered 'a bull and a ram' (alp w £). After that, all the deities are
offered rams (.?); in this, Anat is treated no differently.
The final text that presents us with an offering dedicated to Anat is RIH
77/10B+. This text appears to be concerned with a ritual involving Reshef and Anat,
who are presented offerings by the king.
RIH 77/10B+
r&p hgb a\p\ npS ksp h\rs\ [alp]52 $ kst(?)
'nt slh ap npS ksp hrs alp .1 $
As we can see, both Reshef and Anat receive almost identical offerings,
although those offered to Reshef have been partially restored by a comparison with
those offered to Anat, in which case we should be slightly more cautious. The fact
that before the lacuna in which [alp] is restored in Reshef s part of the list we find a h
whereas we do not find it in the Anat part of the list should alert us to the fact that
some differences did exist between these two parts of the ritual, although the poor
state of preservation of the text means we are unable to be certain what this might
have been. The interesting fact of the ritual is that it is the only text in which Anat is
offered precious metals, even though in text 1.43 the other gods involved receive
silver and gold and 'good silver' (ksp tb).
We are now in a position to be able to summarise our results. In the
following table, only the references to Anat herself are presented.
52Before the lacuna is a A which could be hi 'half, or 'arrow'; see discussion above.
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1.43.13 ap* w* np*8




1.109.13 alp w 8




1.130.13 alp w 8
1.148.7 S
The data in the above table may be misleading. For example, if we look
down the column under 'nt spn we find three occurrences of alp w $ and one restored,
which could be interpreted as a strong tradition in Ugaritic cultic practice to offer
Anat Saphon a bull and a ram. However, once we realise that 1.46.17 is restored from
1.109.13 and that 1.109.17 and 1.130.13 are based on an identical sequence of deities
and offerings, we are reduced to only two independent lists in which Anat Saphon is
offered a bull and ram. In order to avoid such confusion it is better to work with
'underlying' sequences, i.e., what appears to be the common basis between certain
written texts with which we have dealt.
It is not within the scope of this thesis to undertake a complete
examination of all the cultic texts, nor to establish a relative order among all the
deities found in them.53 The following discussion includes only those texts in which
53For a recent discussion of this area see Del Olmo Lcte (1992a).
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we find Anat. In the table below, each of the five columns represents a sequence of
deities that is repeated in more than one text.
A54 B c D E
ilib ilh ilib ilib il bt
il ilhm il uShry
dgn ilhm ym.b'l
b'l spn b'l b'l ugrt b'l yrh






ars w Smm 'nt hbly
ktrt SpS pgr






















54The labels A-E represent the following texts:
A: 1.118, RS 20.24, 1.148, 1.47; B: 1.39.51, 1.41.14f„ 1.87.15f.;C: 1.109.151,
1.130.10f.; D: 1.46.17, 1.109.111; E: 1.39.131, 1.102.11
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As we can see, sequence A is by far the longest list of deities and its
importance can be seen in the fact that it was translated into Akkadian (RS 20.24). In
this list, Anat appears in second place among a list of six goddesses: atrt - 'rit - SpS -
arsy - uShry - 'ttrt. Since this is the longest of the sequences it will be taken as a basis
for comparison with the others.
Sequence B is much shorter. It begins with the sequence ilh - ilhm - ilhm
unlike A which has ilib - il - dgn. We could argue that the form ilhm is used as a
singular (cf. the use of hb. □TTi7K), and that each of these three gods corresponds to
the first three of list A, using the noun 'god' rather than their proper names. However,
Levine and de Tarragon (1993 104) point out that although the plural ilhm ('gods' =
DINGIR.MES) is a generic term frequently used in cultic ceremonies throughout the
near east, the singular term ilh in text 1.41 and 1.39 probably refers to El as the
'presiding deity'. If this is the case then we have El as the first deity followed by two
offerings to 'the gods'. The B sequence continues with b'l where A has the specific
b'l spn and list of six b'lm, and then we find the sequence atrt - tkmn w Snm - 'tit. The
relative ordering of Athirat followed by Anat is the same as A, but between them we
find the binomial tkmn w Snm which does not appear in A at all. Continuing with the
sequence, we find Reshef which follows Anat in A, then 'the generation of El and the
assembly of Baal' (dr il w phr b'l), which appears to be a longer form of phr ilm,
which probably encompasses both these 'assemblies', and which is found in A after
Reshef. Finally we find Sim which is also the final deity in sequence A. Despite the
differences at the beginning of B, and the appearance of a deity between Athirat and
Anat who is absent from A, the relative sequence ofb'l - atrt - 'nt - rSp - phr ilmlb'l -
Sim is substantial enough to suggest that sequence B may have been partially based on
that of A, or at least that the author of B was influenced in part by A.
Sequence C is even shorter than that of B with only seven deities in total.
C begins with ilib as does A, and then we find b'l ugrt - b'l hlb which has obvious
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similarities with the b'l spn - b'lm (x6) of A. Perhaps C makes explicit some of the
names hidden behind the b'lm of list A? C continues with the sequence yrh - 'nt spn -
pdry - ddmS. The fact that we have Anat Saphon rather than Anat does not obscure
our observation that this sequence is similar to the relative order of these deities in A,
with one difference: in A, pdry comes before Anat whereas in C it comes after. The
sequence of C is even closer to A in terms of the relative order of the deities than is B,
and we conclude that C is based on or influenced by the order of the gods set out in
A.
Sequence D is very similar to that of C, although again there are
differences. D begins with ilib - il, exactly the same as A and adding il which is
lacking from the beginning of C. Then comes b'l, which is less specific than the list of
either A or C. We then find 'nt spn - pdry which is identical to C. Again we can see
that the relative order of the deities in D has close affinities with A, but that the
sequence of 'nt spn - pdry echoes that of C. The sequence C is found in K'TU
1.109.15f. and 1.130.1Of. If we believe that the relative order of deities in C was
based on that ofA, then the sequence 'nt spn - pdry in C is either a deliberate reversal
of the relative order in A, or a mistake on the part of the author of one of these texts
who was then followed by the author of the second. The question is which came first,
1.109.15 or 1.130.10f ? Sequence D appears to draw on the relative order of A but
follows the reversal in order of 'nt spn - pdry as we find in C. Sequence D is found in
1.46.17 and 1.109.1 If. In my opinion it is probable that the switch in relative order
occurred in 1.109.1 If. and was repeated by the same scribe in 1.109.15f. The authors
of 1.39.5f. and 1.46.17 followed text 1.109 rather than the sequence A and accepted
the relative order 'nt spn - pdry over against A's pdry - 'nt.
In the primary sequence (A) Anat is second in a group of six goddesses;
she is preceded by Athirat and followed by Shapshu. B appears to be loosely based on
A but here we find the insertion of the pair tkrnn w Snm between Athirat and Anat.
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Furthermore, because the intervening deities are not included, Anat is now followed
by Reshef. The author of 1.109 was influenced in his composition by the important
sequence A. However, in 1 If (D) he reversed the relative order of Pidray and Anat,
and repeated this reversal in C (15f): the sequence of 1.109.1 If. was then copied in
1.46.17 and that of 1.109.15f. was copied in 1.130.1Of. Sequence E which we find in
1.39.13f. and 1.102. If. does not seem to be based on that of A. Here, Anat in the
form of 'nt hbly is preceded by Reshef, and these two appear to share the same
offering (dbhrn), and Anat is followed by Shapshu-pgr.55
The above discussion focused attention on those sequences of deities
which we found to be copied in more than one text. What follows are the remaining
sequences which are only found in one text, although we cannot assume them to be
one off creations since by no stretch of the imagination do we have all the cultic texts













SpS w yrh ilib il b'l spn rSp hgb
gtr il b'l 'nt his il bt 'nt slh
'nth b'l dgn gtrm spn
SpS w yrh dgn il t'dr b'l ugrt
Sir b'l ilib
'nth 'ttr w 'ttpl 'nt b'l ugrt
spn rip 'nt spn
'nt



















As we can see, none of the remaining sequences appears to be based on
any of the sequences A-E, and any appearance of traces of sequence A such as b'l -
'nt - rSp in H are probably more due to accident rather than having any significance.
In F we find Anat associated with the two gtrm Shapshu and Yarikh, and
with the chief of the gtrm, Gatharu. G is fragmentary and we are unable to be certain
what deities are associated with her. In H, Anat is preceded by Baal and followed by
Reshef. The short sequence I sees Anat his associated with El and the gtrm. J places
Baal in the form of Baal Ugarit before Anat Saphon. K is the text from Ras Ibn Hani
in which we find Anat slh treated in exactly the same was as Reshef hgb who precedes
her. For comparison, L is the sequence found in the polyglot vocabulary RS 20.123+.
Here, Anat is preceded and followed by Gatharu, after whom comes Shapshu.
Returning to our original question of what offerings were dedicated to
Anat in the cultic texts, we are now in a position to be able to assess the evidence for
the based on sequences of deities rather than texts.
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Text 'nl rSp 'nt hbly 'nth* 'nt spn 'nt hl8
A 8
B 8
C alp w 8
D alp w 8
E dbhm





This table presents us with a different picture to the one based on texts
above. We could modify it further since in our discussion we have seen that B is
actually based on A, and that C and D are also linked. Taking that into account, we
can see that when we have the simple divine name 'nt, two separate sequences tell us
she is presented with a ram (8) and one sequence presents her with a cow (gdlt). For
'nt hbly we see that she only appears in E and there she is linked to Reshef, both of
whom are offered the joint dbhm. For the column 'nth we have concluded above that
this is likely to mean 'his (Gatharu's) Anat', in which case this is another instance of
the simple divine name 'nt with pronominal suffix. This only occurs in sequence F and
here she is offered ap w npS in contrast to the other deities who are offered precious
metals. For Anat Saphon we find her in sequences C, D and J. As we have stated
above, C and D are linked, in which case we only have two independent sequences in
which she oceuis. In C/D she is offered a bull and a ram (alp vv 8) but damage to the
text in J makes it impossible to determine what she was offered there. In the absence
of our comparison of sequences we might have suggested to restore alp w 8, but since
we have only one independent sequence to support this we have no firm basis for such
a restoration. Finally we come to Anat his who appears only in I, and to whom two
rams are offered. Sequence K (see above) is something of a special case in that Anat
slh is offered the same as Reshef hgb in a two part ceremony. Here, Anat is offered
precious metal as well as animal sacrifice.
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5.4. CONCLUSIONS
The number of cultic texts in which we find Anat indicates that she was
actively worshipped in the Ugaritic cult, sometimes as a goddess within a list of other
deities, and at other times as a major participant in particular ceremonies. I cannot
agree with claims such as Oldenburg's (1969 90), that Anat is seldom mentioned in
the cultic texts. He writes,
This seems to show a great decline in her function as a fertility goddess
already at a early time. That function of hers has gradually been taken
over by Baal... This is the reward for all her unselfish service to Baal.
However, as we have seen from our discussion above, Anat is present in
many cultic texts, and is included within sequence A which was used as a basis for the
order of deities in a proportion of the cultic texts that we have studied. Within this
sequence there is absolutely no indication that she is any less important than any of the
other deities included. Oldenburg's claim that Anat's function as a fertility goddess
was waning in favour of Baal puts an interpretation on the mythic texts I find hard to
accept: I see little evidence that herfunction was as a fertility goddess.
In our discussion of the offerings presented to Anat in her various forms,
we found that she was always the recipient of animal sacrifices except for K where she
receives duplicates of the offerings presented to Reshef which included precious
metals. We also observed that when we dealt with the underlying sequences of deities
rather than with individual texts, no particular pattern of offering emerged. We cannot
say that Anat was always offered a ram or a cow or some other combination since she
appears to have been offered a broad spectrum of different things. The offerings with
which she is presented do not distinguish the goddess from other deities since they are
the kinds of offerings which are presentable to many of the other deities worshipped
in the Ugaritic cult. However, we should not be blind to the fact that the texts we now
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have represent only a small proportion of texts that were composed, and even within
the existing corpus of evidence, the frequent lacunae make it impossible to come to
any certain conclusions based on the comparison of texts. There were probably many
more cultic texts than we now have which included Anat as part of the ceremonies,
and although the conclusions we arrive at concerning the place of Anat in the Ugaritic
cult must be based on the evidence we have to hand, we must not forget the
incomplete nature of the evidence. In other words, any trends that may have been
present in Ugaritic cultic practise concerning Anat may now be obscured by the lack
of data.
Turning our attention to the other deities with whom she is associated we
are now in a position to see a pattern emerging. The fact that she sometimes appears
alongside Baal is not surprising given her relationship with him witnessed in the
mythical texts. However, if we were expecting the cultic texts to reflect the
theological situation found in the myths then it is surprising to find that this
association is weak. We find Anat following directly after Baal in sequences C and D,
although we have seen above that these two are dependant upon each other and
cannot be taken as independent traditions linking Baal and Anat. She also follows
Baal in H and J, both sequences found in text 1.109. We find no texts in which Anat
plays a major role alongside Baal as we do for Anat and Gatharu (1.43) or Anat and
Reshef (R1H 77/10B+).
Within these texts we find an association between Anat and Reshef. In B
Anat is directly followed by Reshef but this may simply be a result of the selection of
deities from sequence A. A much stronger connection is seen in E where we find
Reshef linked with Anat hbly through the joint offering of dbhm. We find Reshef
following immediately after Anat in H, but again a strong connection between these
two deities is seen in K where a ceremony in two parts is directed first at Reshef and
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second at Anat, with a strong correlation between the offerings presented to each. In
the Hurrian texts we found that Anat is preceded by Reshef (irSp) in KTU 1.42.
A further connection, that between Anat and the gtrm may also have
played a role in the Ugaritic cult. In F we found that two of the gtrm are named as
Shapshu and Yarikh, and furthermore, that Gatharu, the eponymous chief of this
group, appears and offerings are presented to him and to his Anat. In sequence I we
found that offerings are presented to El, Anat hl$ and to the group gtrm, reinforcing
this connection between the goddess and this group. Although the evidence of KTU
1.108.6 is not as clear, it too may support the thesis of a link between Anat and
Gatharu/gtrm if we accept that gtr here is the divine name Gatharu. In the Akkadian
list RS 20.123+ we also found that Anat is preceded and followed by Gatharu.
We have already noted that in KTU 1.43 Shapshu and Yarikh appear to be
named as two gtrm and the sequences we have discussed often portray Anat alongside
Shapshu. In C we found that Yarikh preceded Anat, but this is the only example
outside F and may not be significant. However, a much stronger tie between Anat and
Shapshu can be demonstrated. In sequence A, Shapshu immediately follows Anat and
in sequence E we find Shapshu pgr immediately after Anat hbly. In the Akkadian list
(L) we have already seen that Anat is preceded and followed by Gatharu, but after
Gatharu we find Shapshu, and in the Hurrian pantheon lists we find Anat either
preceded or followed by the Hurrian equivalent of Shapshu (tmg = simegi). We have
already discussed the underworld characteristic of Shapshu, and the group gtrm along
with Gatharu, are generally assumed to share this infernal character. We therefore
conclude that Anat herself was considered, at least for the purposes of the cult, as a
goddess with links with the underworld; a conclusion that does not strike as too
outlandish considering her accepted characteristic as a warrior goddess - with its
inevitable consequences, and her burial of Baal's body in tablet 1.6. This is reflected
by her presence in the group of deities in E, Reshef - Anat 'destroyer' - Shapshu pgr -
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the two strangling goddesses (see above discussion), all of whom reinforce the
conclusion that Anat was seen to be a goddess involved with the realm of the dead, at
least in the cultic texts.
The correspondence between what we read in Ugaritic myth and what we
see in Ugaritic cultic texts is surprisingly limited. We have seen that the cultic texts
have only the smallest recognition of the strong bonds between Anat and Baal
described in the myths. Furthermore, the occasional pairing of Anat and Athtart, both
in Ugaritic and Egyptian myth, is never repeated in the cultic texts. On the other hand,
the web of links between Anat, Reshef, Gatharu, Shapshu and Yarikh are not
immediately apparent in the myths. However, once we recognise these connections in
the cultic texts, we begin to see some clues to them in the myths. For example, in
KTU 1.6.i we find that Anat and Shapshu go down together into the underworld to
fetch the body of Baal, whilst in KTU 1.17.vi Anat offers to make Aqhat immortal
which is probably to be taken to mean Aqhat's inclusion in the cult of the dead kings.
As well as playing a role in the underworld, the gtrm are also astral in character (Sun
and Moon), and perhaps the same could be said for Anat in as much as she flies in the
heavens (cf. KTU l.lO.ii.lOf., 1.18. iv, 1.108.8), and is called the 'mistress of heaven'
in KTU 1.108.7 (b'lt.Smm.rmm), and often in Egypt.56
The discrepancy between cultic and mythic texts could be explained in a
number ofways. On the one hand we might suggest that myths reflect an older level
in Ugaritic thought handed down between generations by tradition, whereas cultic
texts reflect the practises of the 'modern' cult. On the other hand we could argue that
by its very nature, oral composition is a process that continually keeps a tradition alive
56For example, compare the statuary groups Anat and Ramesses II (seated), Anat and
Ramesses II (standing), Anat and Ramesses II (Brooklyn Museum 54.67), and the British
Museum Stele 646/191. See my chapter on Anat in Egypt.
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and relevant, and therefore is influenced by 'modern' thought, whereas there is a
strong tendency in cultic practise for a rigid adherence to a set of rules that are carried
out regardless of whether they are any longer fully understood. Whatever the reason
for the dichotomy between mythic and cultic theology, we can see from the above
discussion that the Anat of the cultic texts has both continuity and discontinuity with
the Anat we found in the mythic texts. Alliances of Anat with other groups of deities
in the cultic texts are not found in mythic texts and vice versa, but perhaps this should
not be surprising since the two genres are concerned with alternative yet
complimentary aspects of theology. As De Tarragon (TOu2 129) writes,
Ces listes d'offrandes sont le meilleur temoignage d'un pantheon cultuel
qui differe parfois du pantheon de la litterature mvthologique.
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CONCLUSIONS
Our survey of the evidence for the goddess Anat in the second millennium
B.C. has ranged far and wide; from 18th century Mari, to Egypt of a slightly later
period down to the New Kingdom, and finally to Ugarit, with a minor detour into
sixth and fifth century Elephantine for good measure!
We looked first at the evidence from 18th century Mari, where we found
evidence for a cult centre of the goddess at Bit Hanat approximately 75 miles
downstream from Mari. Here, King Zimrilim took part in an oath ceremony which
also included Anat as the chief deity of the city. At Mari itselfwe found references to
Anat in various administrative texts, but there was no evidence to suggest that she
played any significant role or held any special place of honour in the Mari cult. A
survey of theophoric names in which she is an element showed that she had the kinds
of relationships with her human devotees that one would expect to find for many
other deities. Therefore, very little can be gleaned about her character from this very
early period of her history beyond mere generalities. However, we were able to
conclude that she was originally a West Semitic goddess, probably introduced to Mari
as an integral part of Amorite theology.
A comparison of the personal names which come from Mari with those
found later at Ugarit revealed a certain continuity between them, although this was
probably the result of the way in which onomastics function, tending to be
conservative, especially in the relationships predicated between human and deity. As
for the various etymologies proposed for her name, we found that it is impossible to
suggest an etymology with any degree of certainty simply because of the antiquity of
her history and the nature of the texts. However, it was probably the case that for the
people of Ugarit also, the origins of her name were equally confusing, and most likely
many conflicting etymologies could have been applied to her name on the basis of
aural similitude, puns, etc.
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Early material from Egypt, coming from a slightly later date than that of
Mari, supports the presence of a cult of Anat among the West Semites seen in some
of the slave names of the Brooklyn papyrus 35.1446. However, it was not until the
19th dynasty that Anat appears to have been adopted by the royal household, and
more especially under Ramesses II. Anat was admitted into the Egyptian pantheon
structure and played a part in Egyptian myth and magic rituals, along with Astarte and
Qedeshet. Anat appears to have been especially favoured by Ramesses II since we
find several monuments which show this pair seated or standing together. Anat is
'mistress of heaven' and mother of the king, whilst the king is her son and her
suckling. However, the most prominent feature of Anat's character in Egypt was as a
warrior goddess. In Egypt we find swords, dogs, and parts of war chariots named
after Anat, and in the column from Heliopolis we find the goddess handing over a
weapon to the king so that he might destroy his enemies.
From Ugarit we find a wealth of material bearing on the character of
Anat. Although we found that it is very difficult to discern anything assured from her
titles, the mythic texts offer us detailed information unrivalled from elsewhere. In the
Baal Cycle, we found that her role was essentially that ofmediator between Baal and
El. We were also able to discern that she was considered a formidable warrior
goddess, although for text 1.3 ii, we did not accept the view that sees it as the
expression of a ritual function linked to Baal's fertilising rains. However, in the Baal
Cycle, this warrior aspect of her character was subjugated to the narrative plot which
used Anat as a mediator between her brother and her father, although it was still
brought out in passages such as 1.3.ii, 1.3 iii and her threats to El and his family.
In the Aqhat narrative we saw that her character had been allowed to
develop more freely, and we witnessed her plotting to murder Aqhat; the plan was
that he was to die like quarry at the hands of the huntress. Anat as a huntress is her
dominating feature in this narrative; the dispute between Anat and Aqhat revolves
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around a composite bow which, as well as being a weapon of war, is also a
prestigious hunting weapon. Aqhat denies Anat's ability to hunt, but Anat 'teaches
him a lesson' by hunting the hunter. In this reversal of Aqhat's normal role, we can
appreciate that the characterisation of Anat here is more developed than that of the
Baal Cycle. Anat not only reverses the hunter/prey role for Aqhat, she also reverses
normal burial practice by dismembering his body so that the birds can eat him, rather
than gathering him up for burial. Throughout this narrative, we witness the terrible
vengeance that Anat is capable of, and which we have already witnessed in 1,6.ii.
In the chapter discussing other mythic texts we found that the picture of
Anat as a formidable warrior is one that is used, for example, in 1.10.ii.24f. and
1.13.3f., whilst in 1.82 Anat and Baal are both called on to use their warrior (or
perhaps hunting?) skills to combat the ghost of a woman. However, one of the most
striking things we found came in texts 1.10-1.13 where Anat and Baal are seen
engaged in sexual intercourse. This conclusion is not new, but is one that has been
forcefully challenged by Walls (1992) and Day (1991 and 1992) who conclude that
Anat is a virgin goddess in the true English sense of the word. Walls' assessment of
the character of Anat is greatly influenced by this supposition, but if my conclusions
are accepted then the line adopted by Walls and Day cannot be accepted.
In my final chapter we find that Anat plays a full part in the cultic life at
Ugarit. She is part of the 'canonical' sequence of deities that we found are used to
make up further lists. Furthermore, we found that she is often placed with a particular
grouping of deities; Gatharu, Shapshu, Yarikh and the gtrm all of whom appear to
have a connection with the underworld and, therefore, the cult of the dead. This
would suit her predominant characterisation as a warrior goddess and huntress, one
who weeps over Baal and buries his body, and weeps over Aqhat but then
dismembers his body.
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Of course there is much more in these texts than that which I have
outlined above, but it would be impossible to repeat all of the previous study as part
of the conclusions. In this dissertation I have attempted to lay the groundwork for
further study into the characterisation of Anat by bringing together a manageable
amount of data so that a reasonable level of discussion can be entered into. It has
looked at each body ofmaterial on its own terms, including the distinction within the
Ugaritic material between cult and myth. It is perhaps not surprising that a study of
this nature raises more questions that it answers, and another study of at least the
same length would be needed to even begin to address them. However, if this work
has raised an interest in the fascinating character of the goddess Anat, then perhaps it
has served its task.
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